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PREFACE

On the eve of the Civil War the United States had already

achieved rapid and sustained economic expansion. We had filled

out our territorial boundaries, and the frontier v^as already en-

croaching upon the parched lands in the lee of the Rocky Moun-
tains and moving east of the Sierra Nevadas. Territorial acquisition

had preceded the frontiersman, but the rapid pace of his west-

ward movement had been a continuous goad. We were an indus-

trial nation second only to Britain in manufacturing. ^ Our expan-

sion had been matched by an acceleration in economic well-being.^

The obstacles to American economic growth had been removed

before the Civil War took place. That war was a costly and bitter

interruption.

1 Twelfth Census of the United States, Manufactures, Part I, Vol. VII, IV
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1902) quotes Mulhall's Industries

and Wealth of Nations to the effect that the United States in 1860 was fourth

in manufacturing in terms of value as follows:

United Kingdom $2,808,000,000

France 2,092,000,000

Germany 1,995,000,000

United States 1,907,000,000

On the same page these figures are criticized, and indeed the weight of evi-

dence suggests that the U.S. had already passed all other countries but Britain.

In Industrialization and Foreign Trade (New York: League of Nations, 1945)

the 1870 figures for percentage distribution of world manufacturing output are

as follows:

United Kingdom 31.8%

United States 23.3%

Germany 13.2%

France 10.3%

The statistical data used for these figures were far more comprehensive and

reliable than those of Mulhall. It is simply inconceivable in the light of the

slower growth of the economy which occurred during the decade 1860-1870

that the distribution of world manufacturing output could have changed so

radically that Mulhall's relative figures could be correct for the earlier decade.

2 Professor Raymond Goldsmith provides evidence that an acceleration in the

growth of per capita real income took place some time before 1839. U.S. Con-

gress, Joint Economic Committee, 86th Congress, 1st Session, Hearings, Part

2, "Historical and Comparative Rates of Production, Productivity and Prices,"

p. 278.
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We have been accustomed to look at this country from 1865 on-

ward to search out the sources of its economic success, or even

to see the Civil War as the force which broke the shackles on

our potential expansion. Yet the truth is that the critical period

in this country's economic development had already passed by
that time. Both the westward expansion, which gave us unrivaled

natural resources, and the conditions necessary to sustained indus-

trial growth were accomplished. This study is therefore both an

essay in American economic history and a study in economic

growth. Its objective is to shed light upon the determinants of

the pace and character of American growth between the years

1790 and 1860, and to examine the interrelationships involved in

this economic expansion.

As economic history this essay deliberately breaks with the tra-

ditional treatments of America's economic past. For the most part

American economic historians have been preoccupied with de-

scription and institutional change, and have only incidentally fo-

cussed on the process of economic growth. As a result there is

no comprehensive, integrated analysis of United States develop-

ment. Textbooks in the field illustrate this diflBculty. Typically they

provide separate treatments of the various sectors in the economy,

agriculture, manufacturing, banking, the international economy,

etc., with only superficial linkages between them.

The United States is a classic case of a society in which social

structure and sanctions have provided a hospitable setting for in-

dividual pursuit of economic gain. Whatever strictures existed in

the theocratic atmosphere of early New England or in the social

and political disorganization of the Confederation had been over-

come by 1790. Even the frontiersman became an important influ-

ence on our economic development only after he could supply

goods to existing markets. As long as he lived a self-suflBcient ex-

istence on the land with little or no production for the market,

he exerted only a peripheral influence on American economic

growth.^ Though production for the market occupied a far smaller

3 The classic article by Guy S. Callander, "The Early Transportation and

Banking Enterprises of the States in Relation to the Growth of the Corpora-

tion," Quarterly Journal of Economics XVII (1930), 111-62, not only supports

this argument but, along with the other writings of Callender, presents many
valuable insights into U.S. economic growth during this period. I am in his debt.
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percentage o£ the population than it does today, the spread of

the market economy was a strategic influence on the character of

economic growth. It exerted a continual pull on productive factors,

attracting an increasing percentage of resources into production

for the market and out of pioneer self-sufficiency. And the size of

the market was the most important determinant of manufacturing

development and increasing economic efiiciency.

This study is based on the proposition that U. S. growth was

the evolution of a market economy where the behavior of prices

of goods, services and productive factors was the major element

in any explanation of economic change. Institutional and political

policies have certainly been influential. They have acted to acceler-

ate or retard growth on many occasions in our past, primarily by

affecting the behavior of the prices of goods, services or productive

factors either directly or indirectly. But they have modified rather

than replaced the underlying forces of a market economy.

Originally the study was to cover the years 1815 to 1860, on the

hypothesis that this had been the critical period in the economy's

development. As work progressed it became clear that the previous

era of warfare (and particularly the years 1793 to 1808) had

played an important role in the country's development, and ac-

cordingly the study was extended back to 1790. Part I covers the

early period and Part II the years after 1815. This division is made
because the sources of expansion in the two periods are clearly

different.

The scope of this monograph inevitably limits the depth of analy-

sis in exploring the implications of the process of American eco-

nomic growth. It is in effect an extended argument with support-

ing statistical and qualitative evidence rather than an economic

history of the period. The objective here is to build a skeletal

framework of the disparate parts which constitute American eco-

nomic history today. The flesh and blood (not to mention the

clothing) are available to complete the frame, since our discipline

is already rich in description of the several parts that are here

joined together.

I am indebted to many people. Professor M. M. Knight of the

University of California first showed me what an exciting field of re-

search economic history is. Professor Arthur H. Cole of Harvard

University has provided assistance and encouragement over the
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past decade in addition to the direct assistance I have received

from the pioneering studies he has written, collaborated upon, or

encouraged. The National Bureau of Economic Research provided

me with a year as Research Associate during which part of the

statistical data was organized; Dr. Solomon Fabricant, Director of

Research, went out of his way to provide me with every assistance.

Professors Moses Abramovitz, Milton Friedman, and Simon Kuznets

have all contributed generously of their time in discussing the

study or in reading earlier drafts of the manuscript. Finally, my
colleagues at the University of Washington have been a continu-

ous source of advice and critical review. Professor Donald F.

Gordon, in particular, has done his best to improve my education

as an economist.

Richard Beyer, John Bowman, Donald Farness, and Keith

Phillips have all provided valuable research assistance in organiz-

ing the statistics for this study. The development of the export and

import price indices was a particularly laborious task, and I am
very much in their debt for the painstaking care with which the

data were gathered and organized. Finally, Mrs. Ralph B. Ander-

son and Mrs. Robert O. Beale have toiled over this manuscript

to a degree that puts me very much in their debt.

D. C. N.
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THE MALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The analytical framework of this study is a composite

of several propositions, the most important of which

was a cornerstone of The Wealth of Nations. Taken

together they reflect certain underlying features of

economic behavior which have characterized the development of

market economies over the past several centuries. These proposi-

tions emerged in the course of the give and take between some

initial hypotheses about economic development/ the subsequent

organization of statistical data and qualitative information to test

these hypotheses, and their modification ^ in the light of this evi-

dence. The gist of the argument is that the timing and pace of an

economy's development has been determined by: (1) the success

of its export sector, and (2) the characteristics of the export in-

dustry and the disposition of the income received from the export

sector.

The expanding international economy of the past two centuries

has provided the avenue by which one economy after another has

1 Cf. Douglass C. North, "Location Theory and Regional Economic Growth,"

Journal of Political Economy LXII, No. 3 (June 1955), 243-58, and subse-

quent exchange with Charles Tiebout in the same journal, LXIV, No. 2 (April

1956), 160-69.

2 Douglass C. North, "Agriculture and Regional Economic Growth," paper
delivered before the American Farm Economics Association, Cornell, August

1959, and subsequently published in American Farm Economics Association,

Proceedings XLI, No. 5 (December 1959), 943-51. This argument would re-

quire some modification for countries with population "pressure." Cf. Harvey
Leibenstein's Economic Backwardness and Economic Growth (New York:

Wiley and Sons, 1957), Chapter 10.
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accelerated its rate of growth.^ There are few exceptions to the

essential initiating role of a successful export sector in the early

stages of accelerated growth of market economies. The reason is

that the domestic market has been small and scattered. These

economies have been predominantly rural, with a high degree of

individual self-sufficiency. Reflecting this aspect of the market,

specialization and division of labor have been limited and rudi-

mentary. An expanding external market has provided the means

for an increase in the size of the domestic market, growth in money
income, and the spread of specialization and division of labor.

Under the favorable conditions outlined below (with respect to

the disposition of income from the export sector), it has set in

motion a chain of consequences leading to sustained growth. Be-

fore examining these factors it is important to explore in more

detail the conditions underlying successful production of goods and

services for export.

Credits earned from the exportation of goods and services can

be seen from the country's balance of payments, but an explana-

tion lies in the character of the demand for the export and in the

nature of the supply function. The analysis must explore the deter-

minants of the demand and shifts in demand as well as the shape

of the supply function and shifts in supply. The supply response

to a change in price plays an important role in the analysis. It is

a central part of the argument with respect to long swings in prices

and other economic activity that supply shifts in response to price

changes proceeded irregularly, and, in conjunction with the specu-

lative behavior which accompanied the latter phases of periods of

accelerated growth, were important in the explanation of long

swings in economic activity which characterized the United States

development after 1815.

While export and import prices constructed into indices provide

a measure of the net barter terms of trade, the significance of

movements in these terms of trade is frequently ambiguous. During

at least one period of this study, 1793-1807, the change in relative

prices of exports versus imports clearly played a vital part in the

growth and well-being of the economy and its people.

3 Cf. A. J. Youngson, Possibilities of Economic Progress (Cambridge: The
University Press, 1959), the case studies in Part II and the Conclusions in

Chapter XII.
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n

The first step in the analysis is an exploration of the determinants

of the export sector of the economy. The next is an examination

of the characteristics of the export sector and the disposition of

the income received from outside the economy or region.^ Cer-

tainly one of the perplexing problems in the study of economic

growth has been the varying progress of diflFerent economies as a

result of an increment to income from the export sector. Why does

one area remain tied to a single export staple while another diver-

sifies its production and becomes an urbanized, industrialized econ-

omy? Regions or nations which remain tied to a single export

commodity almost inevitably fail to achieve sustained expansion.

Not only will there be a slowing down in the rate of growth of the

export good or service which adversely aflFects development, but

the fact that the economy remains tied to a single industry will

mean that specialization and division of labor outside that industry

are limited. Historically, it has meant that a large share of the

populace has remained outside the market economy, the develop-

ment of more effective factor markets has been limited, and inflow

of additional productive factors has usually been confined to

capital flowing into the export industry. The factors which appear

to be most important in the sustained development of economies

subsequent to expansion of the export sector can be subsumed

under three headings: ^

1. The natural endowments of the region (at any given level of

technology),

2. The character of the export industry, and

3. Changes in technology and transfer costs.

It is worthwhile to examine each of these in turn.

^ This discussion is equally applicable to a nation or a region where either

can be delineated in terms of a particular pattern of areal specialization result-

ing from the unequal distribution of the quantity and quality of productive

factors. While the United States is undifferentiated in this study before 1815,

after that date the pattern of regional specialization which emerges is central

to the overall argument.
5 North, "Agricultural and Regional Economic Growth," loc. cit.
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The natural endowments of a region dictate its initial export

cnmrfxnHj.ties. If these endowments result in a tremendous com-

parative advantage in one commodity over any other, the immediate

consequence will be for resources to concentrate on its production.

But if the region has broad production possibilities such that the

rate of return on the production of a number of goods and services

is not too much less than on the initial export commodity, with

the growth of the region and accompanying changes in factor pro-

portions such production is likely to be a simple process.

The character of the export commodity's influence on regional

growth is more complicated. A number of important consequences

stem from the technological nature of the production function. If

the export commodity is a plantation type which is relatively labor

intensive, with significant increasing returns to scale, then its

development will be in marked contrast to one where the export

commodity may be most efficiently produced on a family-size farm

with relatively smaller absolute amounts of labor required.^ In the

firstcase, extremely unequal distribution of income will U
rp<:n1<- wjfh fhp. bulk of the population devoting most ^its income

to foodstuffs and simple nppRssitipg^^mnrh of which may bp «;p1f-

suflScient production ). At the other end of the income scale, the

plantation owners willtend to spend most of their income on im-

jjorted luxury goods. There will be slight encouragement of resi-

dentiary types of economic activity. With more equitable distribu-

tion of incomes, there is a demand for a broad range of goods and

services, part of which will be residentiary, thus inducing invest-

ment in other types of economic activities. Trading centers will

tend to develop to provide these goods and services, in contrast

to the plantation economy, which will merely develop a few urban

areas devoted to export of the staple commodity and distribution

of imports.

A natural consequence of these divergent patterns will be the

attitude towards investment in knowledge.'^ Under the plantation

system, with its marked inequality of incomes, the planter will be

6 Cf. R. E. Baldwin, "Patterns of Development in Newly Settled Regions,"

The Manchester School of Economic and Social Studies XXIV, No. 2 (May
1956), 161-79.

7 I am in Professor Theodore Schultz's debt for focussing my attention on
this problem.
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reluctant to devote his tav mnnies to expenditures for education

or research other than that related to the staple commodity. In

contrast, the region with more equitable income distribution will

be aware of the stake in improving its comparative position through

education and research, and be willing to devote public expendi-

tures in these directions. This will improve its relative position in

a variety of types of economic activity and broaden the resultant

economic base. This does not imply that equal income distribution

will produce optimum investment of this kind, but only that the

distribution of income should not be extremely skewed, as in the

plantation type economy.

Equally important is the investment induced by the export com-

modity or service. If the export requires substantial investment in

transport, warehousing, port facilities and other types of social

overhead investment, external economies are created which facili-

tate the development of other exports. If the export industry en-

courages the growth of complementary and subsidiary industries,

and if technology, transport costs and resource endowments permit

these to be locally produced, further development will be induced.

In both social overhead investment and investment in comple-

mentary and subsidiary industry, urbanization and increased spe-

cialization are promoted, and additional residentiary activity geared

to the increasing local demand for consumption goods and services

develops. At the other extreme is the export industry, which requires

only the immediate development of a few centers for collection and

export and develops li ttle subsidiary industry, or develops such

subsidiary industry and marketing facilities, even though they are

of a nature to be most eflBciently imported.^

Changes in technology and transport may completely alter the

region's comparative advantage.** Technological change may in-

crease the potential rate of return from the production of other

goods and services, and lead to exploitation of new resources and

a shift away from the old export industry. The initial development

of transportation facilities to implement the export industry tends

to reinforce dependence upon it and inhibit more diversified eco-

s Therefore, the development of subsidiary industry depends, at least in

part, on the first point discussed above, the natural endowments of the region.

9 North, "Location Theory and Regional Economic Growth," loc. cit., pp.
254-56.
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nomic activity. The early development of transport typically (under

competitive conditions) leads to a rapid fall in the transport rate,

increasing the comparative advantage of the export commodity.^*^

Moreover, with newly settled regions the outward shipment of a

bulky product has no counterpart in the inward voyage, which

must be made mostly empty or in ballast. Inward freights are

consequently low and can compete with locally produced goods.

Local industries which had been protected by high transport costs,

or which might develop if high transport costs continued, face ef-

fective competition from imports. ^^

^j[he dispn<;itinn nf ir|^nmp ^^^rnf^rl frr>Ty| tViPi p.Ypnrt '''^^"^t^y pln^rT.,

a decisive role in the growth of thp rp^iny] Tt^lafpH to this argu-

ment is the region's propensity to import. To the extent that a

region's income directly flows out in the purchase of goods and

services rather than having a regional multiplier-accelerator eflPect,^^

it is inducing growth elsewhere but reaping few of the benefits of

increased income from the export sector itself. The successful econ-

omy grows because the initial developments from the export in-

dustry lead to a widening of the export base and growth in the

size of the domestic market. Growing demand in the domestic

sector leads to an ever widening variety of residentiary industries.

These industries (and services) producing for the local market

vary in character. They range from those which must by necessity

be residentiary (retail trade, some services, etc.) to those which—
as the size of the market permits firms to achieve eflBcient scale

of operations—become substitutes for some imports. In response

to profitable opportunities in the economy, there is an inflow of

labor and capital to augment the domestic increase. Changing fac-

tor proportions, along with the cost reducing consequences of

social overhead investments and the improved skills, training and

10 Douglass C. North, "Ocean Freight Rates and Economic Development
1750-1913," Journal of Economic History XVII, No. 4 (December 1958),
537-55.

11 The early hopes of Gallatin and Tench Coxe which rested upon the

burgeoning development of manufacturing during the Embargo as reported

in the 1810 census were in good part for the local market, which was com-
pletely unable to compete with imports following the end of the second war
with England.

12 Cf. J. S. Dusenberry, "Some Aspects of the Theory of Economic Develop-
ment," Explorations in Entrepreneurial History III, No. 2 (December 1950),
63-102.
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knowledge that come from diversion of capital into investment in

education, lead to a broadening of the export base. This usually

occurs first in the processing of a wider variety of raw materials

and then in the fabrication of goods, typically entailing a greater

use of capital and skills. Some of this manufacturing may develop

initially for the export market, while other forms of manufacturing

may be initially oriented to the expanding domestic market.

In the unsucce^shil ecor\nrr\v the incremfint fn inr""^^ fmm e^v.

pansion fff
tVif> pvpnrt indn stry ]p.ac\ <i fn an inorpagf» in fji*^ ""Pplv of

that export commodity, but not to broadening of the export base

nor growth in the size of the domestic market. Income flows^^ut

of the area with little more than expansion of the export industry

as a result.

in

The argument has thus far been aimed at what may be called

the extensive growth of an economy. Growth in income from the

export sector and its favorable disposition along the lines of the

above arguments leads to an increase in the supply of productive

factors from both domestic sources and immigration, the inflow of

capital and entrepreneurial talent, and frequently from the ac-

quisition of land. It leads to an increase in aggregate income, but

the analysis has not been focussed directly on the increased eflBciency

of productive factors which is necessary to rising per capita real

income.

To what extent were the productivity increases resulting from

technological innovations, investment in research, training and ed-

ucation, and improved organization of economic activity simply a

consequence of the activities of an acquisitive society in the context

of the favorable conditions for extensive growth described above?

In the case of technological change we were followers in the

process of industrialization and in the more fundamental beginnings

of scientific development which underlay the rapid advances of

the nineteenth century. Accompanying the economic expansion of

the Western World was the development of science. This develop-

ment provided a reservoir of knowledge that could be tapped to

produce new techniques required by more pressing economic needs.
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This is not the place for the theory of societal change which would

be necessary to support such an argument, but several specific

points should be made:

1. There was available to us a reservoir of technological informa-

tion as a result of the prior development in England, and to a

lesser degree other western European countries, of these scien-

tific innovations. Under the competitive market conditions which

characterized our economy, the rewards awaiting the entrepre-

neur who successfully adapted these innovations to the Amer-

ican scene were suflBcient incentive. Throughout this era, begin-

ning with Samuel Slater, such adaptations were made as it

became profitable to do so.

2. In the case of indigenous innovations, the most striking aspect

of many of them was that they emerged in the context of a

mounting problem, reflecting the search for alternative uses of

existing sunk capital or the rising price of a resource or produc-

tive factor, especially labor. Whether it was Eli Whitney's cotton

gin—certainly the major domestic innovation for the economy's

growth during the period—or the labor saving devices which

impressed British investigators of American manufacturing in

the 1850's, they clearly owed their origins to the deliberate

search for solutions to economic problems, particularly in the

export sector.

If the argument of the preceding paragraphs is accepted, it fol-

lows that productivity changes stemming from technological in-

novations are, in part at least, a nearly automatic response to suc-

cessful expansion of industries in an acquisitive society under

competitive market conditions. Not only was there available a

reservoir of technological improvements, but the structure of a

competitive market provided important rewards for successful in-

novation in a society whose value system prized such activity. This

is not a complete explanation of technological change in America

during this period. The role of the entrepreneur and innovator is

an important one, but I would downgrade its significance for the

study of growth in economies which: (1) followed in the process

of industrial development, and (2) were acquisitively oriented

under competitive market conditions.

Investment in knowledge represents a deliberate decision by a
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society to divert resources from more immediately productive pur-

suits. Implicitly or explicitly, a society makes assumptions about

the returns on such investment which affect the level of expenditure

of tax monies. The amount of capital diverted into investment in

knowledge will depend upon the structure of political power and

the attitudes of that group in a society which is in a position to

enact legislation regarding taxes and public expenditure. Where
extremely unequal income distribution is paralleled by unequal

distribution of political power, the development of broadly based

public education is less likely, since there are no obvious gains

to those who must provide the bulk of the tax monies for such

an investment. Such investment is likely to be a larger proportion

of income under conditions of more equal income distribution,

since the broader distribution of costs will be matched by an

equally expanded distribution of benefits, yery unequal income

distribution, per Se, will only b ^*
a

rpinfnrr^inor Taftnr in fV>A nn-

willin^ness to invest in human capjtgl whprp i^^ is nnf nbyjmig^to-

tbfi.,d©Baijcignt political-econormc_ group that such an invjestment
wi]] yif^]d a hioh rptnrn t£;_l!l^ However, a Substantial degree of

income inequality is compatible with a relatively large investment

in knowledge when the range of production possibilities may be

enhanced and profitable opportunities increased by a better ed-

ucated populace. It was not only the western farmer and mechanic

in an atmosphere of egalitarianism who espoused educational in-

vestment, but also the eastern entrepreneur and employer who
equally recognized the importance of such investment. ^^ The strik-

ing difference between educational investment in the South and

in the other two regions during the period 1815-1860 is explainable

in terms of this argument. There is abundant contemporary evi-

dence that Westerners and residents of the Northeast set a high

value on such investment compared to the southern planter, who
saw little return to himself from a better educated populace. In-

vestment in knowledge partially reflected the economic structure

of the region.

The most important proximate cause of increasing productivity

13 While incomes were certainly unequal in the North, political representa-

tion was of course far broader in the North than in the South, and the added
pressure from lower income groups ( and particularly immigrants ) was a further

impetus to educational investment in the North.
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of the economy during this period came from improved organiza-

tion of economt(! activity . J5y this 1 mean the consequences of

increasing speciaHzation and division of labor which were respon-

sible not only for growing eflBciency in agriculture and transport,

but which determined the pace, timing, and character of manufac-

turing development as well. The cause of increasing specialization

wfls^ of pnnr<;p ^\\e size of the market, which permitted individual

specialization of function in the productive process and specializa-

tion of the firm in the form of vertical dis-integration, and also

encouraged the adoption of technological processes. It should not

be necessary here to argue the cause of Adam Smith's theorem,

but it is necessary to elaborate on a modern day restatement of the

theorem, which has widespread implications for economic growth.

I am referring to the article by George J. Stigler which uses Smith's

proposition as its title. ^^ Stigler elaborates a case of external econ-

omies which provides the essential connecting link between exten-

sive expansion and consequent growth in the size of the market,

and increasing eflEciency. He argues that a firm performs a number
of functions, some subject to diminishing returns, other subject to

increasing returns. With a limited market the firm necessarily per-

forms all of these functions, from recruiting its labor force and

constructing its machinery to marketing its product. With expan-

sion in the size of the market some of these functions with in-

creasing returns split o£F from the firm and realize decreasing costs

with expansion in their output. A cotton textile firm, which initially

had to perform all the functions from machinery construction to

retailing, gradually divests itself from all functions but spinning

and weaving. Specialized textile machinery and retailing establish-

ments develop as the market attains suflScient size. These new
specialized firms, subject to increasing returns, efiFectively realize

and pass on, under competitive conditions, the lower costs of

machinery or retailing. This process of specialization of function

with growth of the market size was one of the most striking features

of industrialization in this country. The size_ of the market, of

course, was basically a function of the success of the export sector

and the disposition oMncpme frntn this sector. 7

14 "The Division of Labor is Limited by the Extent of the Market," Journal

of Political Economy LIX, No. 3 (June 1951), 185-93.
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The answer to the question about the relationship between fac-

tors making for improved efficiency and those promoting extensive

growth of the economy is that they stemmed in large part from

the same causes.

IV

The temporal divisions in this study, as in any historical work,

inevitably do violence to the continuity of change. For the period

before 1815, the choice is easily made on the basis of external

events or non-economic decisions which were paramount in shaping

the economy's development. After the second war with England,

the chronological breakdown must be in terms of the internal

operations of the economy, domestic or international, rather than

non-economic events. The business cycle is a poor framework for

the analysis of economic growth. The shortness of the period,

monetary disturbances, and speculative excesses combine to conceal

rather than expose the underlying factors in the long-run growth

of the economy. While business cycles must be integrated into the

analysis, their proper position is as an inherent feature of a market

economy in which underlying factors shape the proximate events

and timing of cyclical activity.

A more promising temporal framework is the long cycle in eco-

nomic activity which characterized the economy after 1815. Its

pervasiveness in most of the time series for the period,^^ and the

coincidence of most of the major turning points of these series

with other evidence of important changes in the economy, makes

it a useful chronological framework. No attempt is made here to

offer a complete theory of long swings,^^ although the evidence

suggests that this cycle is intimately connected with capital invest-

ments of a relatively long gestation period, such as transportation

and construction. We do know that the growth of the economy

15 See Moses Abramovitz, "Long Swings in United States Economic Growth,"
38th Annual Report of the National Bureau of Economic Research (New York:

National Bureau of Economic Research, 1958), pp. 47-56, which presents 24
series showing long cycles for the pre-1860 period.

16 Abramovitz prefers the name "long swings" to describe these movements,
although they are also sometimes referred to as secondary secular movements
and trend cycles.
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has proceeded in a series of surges followed by periods ot slower

growth, and that the length of these swings has usually been be-

tween eighteen and twenty years. ^'^ These periods of acceleration

and retardation are strikingly evident after 1815, and each com-

plete long swing provides the temporal limits for the chapters

which examine the economy's growth. ^^

The chronology of long swings during this period is as follows .

The trough of each cycle coincided with the trough of a serious

depression^ From this trough, the initial expansion was gradual.

The substantial growth of capacity during the previous boom re-

sulted in several years of depressed prices, modest profit expecta-

tions and only gradual reabsorption of unemployed or underem-

ployed resources into production. As demand for the commodities

in the export sector increased, existing capacity was finally utilized.

It was not until prices began to rise that there began a significant

redirection of productive factors into the export sector to increase

supply. Initial redirection of productive factors was primarily

within the region. At first it was a reabsorption of unemployed or

underemployed (as in the case of self-sufficient farmers) factors.

With increasing profit expectations, there was both an interregional

and an international flow of labor and capital. The pace of expan-

sion accelerated, and the boom was under way. It is during such

periods that the real growth rate of the economy was greatest,

because of both the addition of real resources to economic activity

and increases of productivity. The latter resulted from the more

efficient uses of productive factors in the export sector, or social

overhead investment related to the export sector, as compared

to their use in locally oriented or self-sufficient economic activity.

Each surge of expansion during this period consisted of extensive

movement into new territory, with all the concomitant interna l

migration and investment in transportation and construction which

accompanied the nppning np, settlement, and integration of the

1'^ An excellent summary of the evidence on long swings is contained in

Moses Abramovitz's testimony before the Joint Economic Committee. 86th
Congress, 1st Session, Hearings, Part 2, "Historical and Comparative Rates of

Production," pp. 411-33.
18 The dating of long swings in this study is different from the peak and

trough years of Abramovitz for reasons which are discussed in the appropriate

chapters.
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^area into fhe economy. In the new area i^"^f^]f
^-^g-^*^

'^^f^'i induced

grcaadkJD all the necessary residentiary industry and services^ while

in older areas there was increasing demand for consumer and

capital goods for the new area.

An important part of the argument is that there is a lag in

production as a result of the lengthy gestation period required to

produce substantial increases in supply. Transportation develop-

ments in the West to open up new land and increased cotton

production in the South were time consuming processes. In the

interim, with full employment achieved, prices rose, reflecting both

the diversion of productive factors from consumer goods and in-

creased demand with rising income. The capital imports which

directed resources into the export sector or into social overhead

investment financed a high level of consumption goods imports,

which mitigated the inflationary pressures.

The actual growth rate of the economy in the latter part of the

periods of expansion was slower. With fully employed resources,

growth in real output was limited to productivity increases. Pro-

ductivity changes themselves occurred at a slower rate than during

the earlier period, when productive factors were shifting into in-

dustries of higher productivity than those from which they had

moved.

Two factors combined to bring a boom to a close, and since they

did not necessarily coincide in their timing it was possible to have

a sharp recession and brief revival, as in 1837-1839, before both

coincided to end the period of expansion. Although both resulted

in a decline in investment, one was primarily monetary and acted

through the money supply, and the other was real and related to

the realization of increases in capacity which had been under way.

There is no intention in this differentiation between monetary

and real factors to imply that the two are not intimately related.

The former, whether from political policies within the economy or

from without, is more susceptible to exogenous influences, reacting

upon the domestic money supply through exchange rates and specie

flows.

The gold standard, which served as the most immediate sensitive

tie in our international economic relations, resulted in changes

in the domestic money supply. In each boom, a growing disparity

between domestic and foreign price levels inevitably set in motion
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a domestic readjustment process to bring prices in line. United

States prices rose relative to foreign prices as a result of the ex-

pansion and price effects described above. While specific domestic

and foreign economic policies were proximately related to the con-

tractions in the money supply, the more general reason lay in the

price distoiiions from the boom itself.

While monetary effects were proximate forces in the downturn,

factors resulting from the expansion in capacity during the boom
are most important in the lengthy period of decline and readjust-

ment which ensued. Construction, transportation and the integra-

tion of new areas into the economy all involved lengthy commit-

ments of resources before ,snb<;tfintiaLincreases in suDplv resulted.

The increase, when it did come about, typically resulted in such

a substantial increment to capacity that supply increased dis-

proportionately relative to the growth in demand. The result was

not only a fall in the price of the commodity but a long period of

depressed prices until demand had shifted to the right sufficiently

to catch up with this capacity.

The drastic drop in the prices of leading export commodities

was paralleled by declining prices in general. Downward price

flexibility was a characteristic of the economv during^ this period.

The fall in prices was rapid, and was followed by several years

of depressed activity with only slight further declines in prices.

The painful readjustment and re-valuation of assets that followed

was extended by the very large increase in capacity of the previous

boom until the trough was reached at the very bottom of the

business cycle.

This brief chronology of long swings will be elaborated in Chap-

ter VII, where it is specifically applied to the United States economy
between 1815 and 1860. But before 1815 there was a twenty-five

year period dominated by revolution and war in the Western World.

We begin in 1790.



PART ONE

17BD-1814





THE UNITED STATES ECDIVDMY m 1790

The years following the achievement of independ-

ence were difficult ones for the new American nation.

Bickering among the states and groping for a viable

political structure were paralleled by difficult eco-

nomic readjustments. By 1790 the political crisis had been resolved

and the economy enjoyed a measure of prosperity. Given political

stability, an energetic populace, and an abundance of resources,

the country's long run economic growth would appear assured. Yet

there was little prospect of rapid growth on the horizon, and

available information about the economy from 1789 through 1792

provides incomplete but convincing evidence that the prospects

of the economy in the foreseeable future were limited by the size \
of the domestic market and an inability to expand the foreign I

market.

(The population of the United States in 1790 was approximately I

3.9 million, of which almost 700,000 were slaves. The population
*

was almost evenly divided between North and South, with a little

more than 200,000 west of the Allegheny mountains.^ Only 201,555

people, in twenty-four places, were listed as urban. There were

no cities of 50,000, two between 25,000 and 50,000 whose total

population was 61,653, and three between 10,000 and 25,000 with

an aggregate population of 48,182. There were seven places with

over 5,000 and twelve with over 2,500. The remaining population

of 3.7 million was rural.^

It would be erroneous to conclude that the domestic market was

1 There were 109,000 in Kentucky and the area northwest of the Ohio and
approximately another 100,000 in western Virginia and Pennsylvania. See Ap-
pendix II, Table A-II.

2 Population figures from U.S. Census Bureau, Historical Statistics of the

United States, 1789-1945 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1949),

p. 29. Hereafter cited as Historical Statistics.

17
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limited to the urban population and that the rural populace were

all self-suflBcient farmers. There is no way to tell with any degree

of precision what percentage of the rural population was produc-

ing for the market, and were themselves a regular part of the

domestic market. Clearly a large percentage did not regularly

engage in market production. For a still larger number, the con-

tribution to market production was peripheral and an irregular

supplement to a way of life largely self-sufficient. Relatively high

value commodities like whiskey, ginseng and furs or occasional

movements of livestock to tidewater markets provided small, irreg-

ular cash incomes. The high cost of land transportation restricted

to short distances the movement of bulky goods of lower value.

Only those locations near navigable waterways could market food-/

stuffs and raw materials.

Whatever proportion of the rural population is assumed to have

been part of the domestic market, it is impossible to escape the

conclusion that this market was small and not heavily concentrated.

Since a small fraction of the population constituted a market for

commercial production, it is not surprising that the domestic de-

mand for goods and services did not result in a rapid shift of people

into the market, nor did the market exist r}n a spq jp tViaf maHp^

possible any but household manufacturing^ Had the United States

of 1790 been a closed system, the possibilities for growth would

have been limited indeed.

If the outlook for rapid growth from domestically induced ex-

pansion did not appear promising, the prospects of increasing

foreign demand for our goods and services were hardly more favor-

able. Trade with Great Britain, our leading customer, was less in

1790 than it had been at the beginning of the Revolution. During

the six years prior to 1774, our exports to Great Britain averaged

£1,752,142.^ After the Revolution, they were as foUows: ^

3 The correspondence of Alexander Hamilton leading up to the Report on

Manufactures reveals very clearly the vicissitudes of the early manufacturer.

Cf. Arthur H. Cole, Ed., Industrial and Commercial Correspondence of Alex-

ander Hamilton, Anticipating his Report on Manufactures (Chicago: A. W.
Shaw & Co., 1928).

4 Timothy Pitkin, A Statistical View of the Commerce of the United States:

Including also an Account of Banks, Manufactures and Internal Trade (New
Haven: Durrie and Peck, 1835). Hereafter cited as A Statistical View.

5 Ibid., p. 30.
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1784 £ 749,395
1785 £ 893,594

1786 £ 843,119

1787 £ 893,637
1788 £ 1,023,789

1789 £1,050,198
1790 £1,191,071

The explanation of our failure to prosper in foreign trade reflected

two factors:

1. As an independent nation we no longer received favored treat-

ment from Great Britain, and were subject to the restrictive

measures which characterized the international trade policies of

most western European countries. Patterned to some degree after

the British Navigation Acts, they effectively limited the Amer-

ican carrying trade to direct trade with the countries concerned.

We were excluded from the lucrative West Indies trade, as well

as that of the North American colonies, and subjected to all

the discriminatory duties leveled against foreign bottoms in our

direct trade with other countries. As a result, foreign tonnage

carried 45.6 per cent of our foreign trade in 1789 and 41.4 per

cent in 1790.^

2. If prospects for expanding the carrying trade were circumscribed

by foreign commercial policies, the prospects for expansion of

our export trade appeared equally dark. The demand for staple

exports, which was the basis of colonial well-being, was no longer

expanding. Tobacco, which accounted for approximately one-

third of the value of colonial exports, amounted to about 85,000

hogsheads before the Revolution, and did not exceed that figure

in the post-Revolutionary period.'^ Rice exports actually declined

between 1770 and 1791.^ The exports of wheat and flour varied

substantially from year to year but showed no tendency toward

sustained expansion. In 1770 the colonies exported 751,240

bushels of wheat and 458,868 barrels of flour. I know of no

figures for the years of the Confederacy. Wheat and flour ex-

ports were high in 1791 and 1793, while during the rest of the

6 Ibid., p. 363.
^ Ibid., p. 107.

8 Ibid., p. 100.
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decade they were in the aggregate less than in 1770.^ (The prob-

lem of United States foreign economic relationships in 1790 was

that, in those goods and services where it enjoyed a distinct

, comparative advantage, the commercial policies of England and]

Europe effectively prevented U. S. competitioiT^ In other major I

exports, predominantly agricultural, the advantage was not suf-

ficient to overcome high transport costs and assure an expand-

ing market in a Europe at peace, still largely agricultural and

self-suflBcient in most primary products.

The years following the Revolutionary War were difficult for

the economies of the Confederated States. The want of a central

government with power to support commercial expansion, or at the

very least to retaliate against foreign discrimination as a weapon
to force concessions, was keenly felt. While Congress made com-

mercial treaties with France, Holland, Sweden and Prussia, they

were of little effect, since Congress was powerless to regulate com-

merce effectively or to impose import duties. The British govern-

ment refused to make any commercial treaty with the United

States; its commercial regulations with the new nation were reg-

ulated by proclamations of the Privy Council.^" British port charges,

tonnage duties, discriminatory insurance rates, and enforcement of

navigation laws all operated to favor the British carrying trade.

With the establishment of the Constitution, the United States went

far toward removing the disadvantages imposed by the lack of a

centralized commercial policy. By an act of July 20, 1789, dis-

criminatory tonnage duties were imposed on foreign bottoms, and

a ten per cent rebate of duties on imports in American ships was

put into effect.

While there is no doubt that the Constitution and subsequent

legislation passed by Congress favoring our carrying trade (includ-

ing the exclusion of foreign ships from our coastwise trade) and

our foreign commerce were beneficial to the economy, the years

1790-92 reflected no significant alteration in the position of our

9 Ibid., p. 96.
10 The United States did enjoy some advantages in these regulations as com-

pared with other countries. See Emory R. Johnson et al.. History of Domestic
and Foreign Commerce of the United States (Washington: The Carnegie In-

stitution of Washington, publication no. 215-A, 1915), p. 129. Hereafter cited

as History.
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carrying trade and exports. The proportion of United States ships

in our foreign trade increased from fifty-nine per cent in 1790 to

sixty-three per cent in 1792. Domestic exports were less in 1791

and 1792 than in 1790, and only an increase in the re-export trade

in 1792 made exports a little higher that year than in the two

preceding ones. It is worth quoting Thomas Jefferson at some

length on the obstacles to our foreign commerce:

First. In Europe, our bread stuff is at most times under pro-

hibitory duties in England, and considerably dutied on reexpor-

tation from Spain to her colonies.

Our tobaccos are heavily dutied in England, Sweden, France,

and prohibited in Spain and Portugal.

Our rice is heavily dutied in England and Sweden, and pro-

hibited in Portugal.

Our fish and salted provisions are prohibited in England, and
under prohibitory duties in France.

Our whale oils are prohibited in England and Portugal. And
our vessels are denied naturalization in England, and of late, in

France.

Second. In the West Indies—All intercourse is prohibited with

the possessions of Spain and Portugal.

Our salted provisions and fish are prohibited by England.

Our salted pork and bread stuff (except maise) are received

under temporary laws only in the dominions of France, and our

salted fish pays there a weighty duty.

Third. In the article of navigation—our own carriage of our

own tobacco is heavily dutied in Sweden, and lately in France.

We can carry no article, not of our own production, to the British

ports in Europe. Nor even our own produce to her American
possessions. Our ships, though purchased and navigated by their

own subjects, are not permitted to be used, even in their trade

with us. While the vessels of other nations are secured by standing

laws, which cannot be altered but by the concurrent will of the

three branches of the British Legislature, in carrying thither any
produce or manufacture of the country to which they belong,

which may be lawfully carried in any vessels, ours, with the same
prohibition of what is foreign, are further prohibited by a standing

law (12 Car. 2, 18, Sec. 3) from carrying thither all and any of

our own domestic productions and manufactures. A subsequent act,

indeed, has authorized their Executive to permit the carriage of

our own productions in our own bottoms at its sole discretion;

and the permission has been given, from year to year, by procla-

mation, but subject every moment to be withdrawn on that single

will, in which event our vessels, having anything on board, stand

interdicted from entry of all British ports. The disadvantage of a
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tenure which may be so suddenly discontinued was experienced

by our merchants on a late occasion (April 12, 1792) when an
official notification, that this law would be strictly enforced, gave

them just apprehensions for the fate of their vessels and cargoes

dispatched or destined to the ports of Great Britain. The Minister

of that Court, indeed, frankly expressed his personal conviction,

that the words of the order went further than was intended, and
so he afterwards officially informed us; but the embarrassments of

the moment were real and great, and the possibility of their re-

newal lays our commerce to that country under the same species of

discouragement as to other countries, where it is regulated by a

single legislator; and the distinction is too remarkable not to be
noticed, that our navigation is excluded from the security of fixed

laws, while that security is given to the navigation of others.

Our vessels pay in their ports, Is. 9d. sterling per ton, light and
trinity dues, more than is paid by British ships, except in the port

of London, where they pay the same as British.

The greater part of what they receive from us is reexported to

other countries, under the useless charges of an intermediate

deposite, and double voyage. ^^

The obstacles to rapid economic growth of the new nation, there-

fore, were a small and scattered domestic market and a foreign

market which gave little indication of expansion. The outspoken

views of the Earl of SheflBeld appeared justified. ^^ The comparative

advantage of the United States was confined, with a few exceptions

of which shipbuilding and shipping were the most significant, to

the production of primary goods. The relatively high costs of

capital and labor and the size of the market were formidable ob-

stacles encountered by the many societies which were formed to

11 William W. Bates, American Navigation; the Political History of its Rise

and Ruin and the Proper Means for its Encouragement (Boston and New
York: Houghton Mifflin & Co., 1902), pp. 83-84. Hereafter cited as American
Navigation.

12 ".
. . Great Britain will lose few of the advantages she possessed before

these States became independent, and with prudent management she will have
as much of their trade as it will be her interest to wish for, without any ex-

pense for civil establishment or protection. The States will suffer—they have
lost much by separation. We shall regret the money that has been squandered,

but it is certainly not probable our commerce will be much hurt, and it is cer-

tain the means of employing and adding to our seamen will be greatly in-

creased, if we do not throw away the opportunity." John Baker Holroyd, 1st

Earl of Sheffield, Observations on the Commerce of the American States, as

quoted in Guy S. Callender, Selections from the Economic Historij of the

United States, 1765-1860 (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1909), p. 210. Hereafter cited

as Economic History.
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promote manufacturing. Not only was the price of capital high,

but domestic financial intermediaries were limited to three banking

institutions in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, which catered

to the existing internal and foreign trade of the country. While

Great Britain continued to provide mercantile credit which facili-

tated our foreign trade, there were no organized international finan-

cial intermediaries to span the Atlantic and provide a partial sub-

stitute for a domestic long-term capital market. In addition to the

foreign debt, some of our domestic federal debt had found its way
abroad, but no organized channels for such transfers existed.

Population growth was rapid. The astonishingly high birth rate,

55 per 1000 in 1800, reflected the agricultural structure of an

economy where large families were an asset. Yet, for the immediate

future, the low absolute level of population meant that, even with

such a birth rate compounded over generations, relative scarcity

of labor would continue to be characteristic of the society. Restric-

tions on emigration from the Old World and recurrent wars ren-

dered substantial additions from this source unlikely.

The relative scarcity of labor and capital was not likely to bel

ameliorated in the near future, nor did prospects for expanding]

markets appear imminent. It remained for external events to alter |\

these prospects and initiate a period of rapid, if hectic, growth./
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The Statistical Evidence

Government revenues derived from external trade

and the international orientation of the American

economy during this period have resulted in a greater

wealth of statistical materials relating to our external

relations than to internal movements. The primary reason for this

was the primitive state of internal trade, arising both from the

prohibitively high cost of land transportation and the diversified

character of production in different parts of the country. The high

degree of sectional specialization which was to develop during this

period was in embryonic form in 1790. Even the southern states,

with a heritage of specialized production of staples for export,

were self-suflScient for most foodstuffs.^ As a result, the price cur-

rents of the period and the statistics gathered by the government

were concerned mostly with our foreign trade.

Even in the area of international economic relations the figures

leave a great deal to be desired. It was not until 1820 that import

values were collected; official figures for the years before 1820

were estimated in 1835. Primary data relevant to our other credits

1 Jedidiah Mills, in his Statistics of South Carolina, wrote in 1826, "For
domestic use, maize, wheat, rye, barley, tobacco, potatoes (the sweet and
Irish), indigo, hemp, flour, madder, and a variety of smaller articles are raised.

Indian corn, wheat, barley, tobacco, hemp, flax, and indigo were formerly ex-

ported from this state, but they have all given place to cotton and rice."

(p. 153). Cited in Callender, Economic History, p. 290 and footnote 1 thereto.

24
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and debits are equally sparse, and immigration was not even re-

corded before 1820. The trade figures presented here represent a

revision of the ofiicial figures, and other elements of the balance of

payments have been constructed from the fragmentary data avail-

able, so the figures are not as reliable as for the later period. This

is particularly true of the absolute level of two important items,

the value of imports and earnings of the carrying trade. While

this absolute level is subject to error, the movements of these items

from year to year and their rates of change are more reliable, and

the subsequent analysis rests upon the latter, not on precise ab-

solute values.^

Two items completely dominated the credits in our balance of

payments during this period,^ exports and earnings from the carry-

ing trade. Both exhibited little change until 1793, but grew there-

after with striking rapidity. Between 1793 and 1801 there was

almost a five-fold increase in the value of exports and in net*

earnings from the carrying trade. 1807 was a peak year, with ex-

ports of $108.3 million as compared to $20.2 million in 1790, and

net earnings for the carrying trade of $42.1 million as compared

to $5.9 million in 1790.

The expansion of our exports was primarily a result of the rapid

development of the re-export trade. While domestic exports doubled

between 1790 and 1807, re-exports grew from $300,000 in 1790 to

$59,643,558 during the same period and actually exceeded by $11

million the value of domestic exports.^ Chart I-III shows the growth

2Cf. Douglass C. North, "The United States Balance of Payments, 1790-

1860," Trends in the American Economy in the Nineteenth Century, Studies

in Income and Wealth, Vol. 24 (Princeton: Princeton University Press for the

National Bureau of Economic Research, 1960 ) . Hereafter cited as "Balance of

Payments." Unless otherwise stated, figures in this chapter are from this study.

3 See Appendix I, Table A-III for the complete balance of payments state-

ment. The sale of ships (here separated from commodity exports) was another

small but persistent credit item.

4 The difference between net and gross earnings consists of subtracting any
debits accruing to foreigners in the carrying trade from credits accruing to us.

See Douglass North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., Appendix B, for an
elaboration of the elements making up debits and credits in shipping earnings.

5 The absolute figure is in agreement with contemporary accounts of earnings

in the carrying trade. Adam Seybert, Statistical Annals: Embracing Views of

the Population, Commerce, Navigation . . . of the United States of America
(Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818). Hereafter cited as Statistical

Annals.
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of re-exports and total exports during the years 1790-1815. As
noteworthy as the substantial growth of exports until 1807 was
their sharp break in earnings in 1802-1803, preceded by a lesser

drop in 1797, and decline after 1807, interrupted only by the brief

CHART Mil
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resurgence of 1809-1810. To what extent was the increased value

of exports a function of price increases rather than volume? Chart

II-III illustrates the way in which price movements influenced the

value of exports.^ Quite clearly price increases were an important

part of the growth in the value of the export trade.

6 The limitations of data during this period do not make possible the con-

struction of an export or import prior index of the quality which has been done
for the period 1815-60.
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Earnings from the carrying trade, illustrated in Chart III-III,

show a pattern similar to that of re-exports. The major difference

CHART II-III

Export Price Index: 1790-1815
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was in the sharper revival of earnings in 1810-1811 before the col-

lapse of 1812-1814. Gross registered tonnage in foreign trade little

more than doubled during these years, so the seven-fold increase

in earnings is to be accounted for partly from increased utilization

of ships but primarily from the very substantial rise in ocean freight

rates. Chart IV-III illustrates the movement of freight rates on a
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number of commodity routes for this period and shows that they

more than doubled during this period.

The debit side of our international balance of payments included

payments for insurance and commissions, and interest upon our

CHART III-III

Net Freight Earnings of U.S. Carrying Trade: 1790-1815
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Source: Appendix II, Table A-III.

indebtedness,'^ with imports the single overwhelming item. Imports

expanded even faster than exports, producing an import balance

of commodity trade in every year except 1811 and 1813. While

part of this increase was imports for re-export, imports for con-

sumption in 1807 were almost four times what they had been in

1790.^ Chart V-III shows the total value of imports and the value

of imports for consumption. Chart VI-III shows the prices of im-

7 See Table A-III, Appendix I, for the figures on these items.

8 The figures are $23.5 miUion in 1790 and $81.8 million in 1807.
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ports. The sharp rises in import prices in 1803 and 1812-1815 are

particularly noteworthy.

With the data limitations of the export and import price indices,

the terms of trade are necessarily a rather rough indication of

price movements, but Chart VII-III does provide a general out-

line. With only a minor interruption in 1797, they become increas-

CHART IV-III

Freight Rates of a Number of Commodities on Different Routes: 1790-1815
(Actual Data Expressed as Relatives to the Base 1790)
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ingly favorable until 1799-1800, and then decline. They drop

sharply in 1808 and again in 1813-1814. If the price of shipping is

included, as it should be in the light of its significant proportion

of total credits, the terms of trade would be much more favorable,

reflecting the far greater rise in freight rates than in other prices

in the international market.

CHART VII-III

United States Terms of Trade: 1790-1815
Base 1790
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Source: Appendix 1, Table G-IIl.
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/The period in general is characterized by the fact that the value f

/of exports plus earnings in the carrying trade almost equalled im-i

[_j)orts. Specie movements were not large, and moved fairly con-

sistently with the price of foreign exchange.^

The international movement of productive factors was not very

large during this period. While we maintained a revolving credit

with Great Britain that financed a good part of our external trade,

the net changes were less significant. There was some increase in

indebtedness from 1795-1799, 1805-1808 and in 1815, with a de-

cline in our foreign debt in 1800-1805 and 1809-1811.1°

There are no figures for immigration during the period. Seybert ^^

estimated it at about 6000 annually, and Blodget ^^ cites a figure

of 4000 for the years 1790-1803. There was a general agreement

among contemporaries that immigration was not large during the

period, and consequently did not exert a significant influence upon

the size of the population and labor force.

Certainly the most important contribution to the supply of pro-

ductive factors from our international economic relations was the

acquisition of land, specifically the purchase of Louisiana in 1803,

which approximately doubled the land area of the United States.

n

Ufhe internal trade of the period was preponderantly local, con-

necting the major seaports with the hinterlancDl Philadelphia was

both the major market and collection point for the Delaware River

and Bay, Baltimore for the Chesapeake, and New York for the

Hudson River and Long Island. Few figures exist to provide con-

9 Walter B. Smith and Arthur H. Cole, Fluctuations in American Business,

1790-1860. Harvard Economic Studies L (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1935), Part I, Chapter VI for movement of foreign exchange rate. Here-

after cited as Fluctuations.
10 See North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit.. Table 2, for the changes in

indebtedness.
11 Seybert, Statistical Annals. Seybert's figure was for 1790-1810, with the

notation that there were 10,000 immigrants in 1794.
12 Samuel Blodget, Economica: A Statistical Manual for the United States of

America . . . (Washington: Printed for the author, 1806). This figure included

slaves. The figure for 1804 is given as 9,500, which may include that into the

new Louisiana Territory. Hereafter cited as Economica.
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Crete evidence of the growth of this trade, although they would be

important to the argument advanced in the following chapters.

One fragmentary piece of evidence is the volume of goods passing

through locks on the Potomac; this is indicated in Chart VIII-III.

Unquestionably the spread of turnpikes during this period ex-

CHART VIII-III

Tonnage Passing Through Locks on Potomac
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tended the size of the local market, but even so the high cost of

internal transport was an insuperable barrier. Tench Coxe, in his

View of the United States published in 1792, makes clear the

magnitude of the problem. ^^

To a nation inhabiting a great continent not yet traversed by
artificial roads and canals, the rivers of which above their natural

13 Tench Coxe, A View of the United States, in a Series of Papers

(Philadelphia: William Hall, Wrigley & Berryman, 1794).
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navigation have been hitherto very Httle improved, many of whose
people are at this moment closely settled upon lands which actually

sink from one-fifth to one-half of the value of their crops in the

mere charges of transporting them to the seaport towns, and
others of whose inhabitants cannot at present send their produce

to a seaport for its whole value, a thorough sense of the truth

of the position is a matter of unequalled magnitude and im-

portance.^'*

A rWith the exception of the movement of livestock eastward across

the mountains, the interregional trade of the period, when the

only available transportation was by land, was a trickle of high

value goodsTlThe expansion of the coastwise trade, both regional

and interregional, was of significant proportions. Like the foreign

trade, the coastwise traffic grew very little between 1790-1792,

but beginning in 1793 it expanded rapidly. Unfortunately, there

are no figures for the value of this trade, but there are statistics

for the volume of shipping enrolled in the coastwise trade, and

these are presented in Chart IX-III.^° They show rapid expansion

after 1792 and again during the Embargo period.

Foreshadowing its larger role in the subsequent period, the

CHART IX-III

Tonnage Engaged in Coastwise and Internal Trade
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1815

14 Quoted in Johnson, et al., History, p. 205.
15 These iigures contain cumulative errors as a result of the failure annually

to take off the rolls ships which had been lost, broken up, and so on. There

were important clearances of figures in 1801-1802 and 1811. However, in gen-

eral, they indicate the volume of expansion for the overall period.
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other interregional trade which showed the beginnings of expan-

sion was that between the West and the South, particularly New
Orleans, on the Mississippi River system. In 1795 Spain granted

to the United States the right of navigation in this area, and by

1799 $1 million worth of goods was received at New Orleans

from up river. In 1802 the amount was $2,634,564, but in October

of that year the Spanish suddenly closed the port. Navigation was

reopened before the purchase of Louisiana had been concluded,

and the downriver trade continued to grow, reaching $5,370,555

in 1807. This trade was primarily one-way, since it was before the

use of steamboats, and movement upriver was slow and freight

charges high.

/"Movement of people was the most important interregional flowy*

/of productive factors. This movement was general throughout the j

period, although far more pronounced in the decade 1800-1810 |

than in the previous ten years. Table 1 gives the population of the

TABLE 1

POPULATION OF THE WESTERN STATES AND TERRITORIES

State 1790 1800 1810

Kentucky 73,677 220,955 406,511
Tennessee 35,691 105,602 261,727
Ohio 45,365 230,760
Indiana 5,641 24,520
Illinois 12,282
Mississippi 8,850 40,352
Louisiana (Missouri) 20,845
Territory of Orleans

(Louisiana) 76,556
Michigan 4,762

Source: E. R. Johnson and collaborators, History of Domestic and
Foreign Commerce of the United States , Table 12.

western area for the three census years. There are no figures for \

^mterregional capital movements^)although it is clear that settlers /

"^id take some capital with them.

This brief statistical summary of international and interregional 1

flows will serve as the basis for exploring the way in which expan-

sion took place in this country, but the initiating influences were

not within the United States. They resulted rather from events
J

abroad, and the explanation must proceed from there.
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One need look no further than to events in Europe

to account for almost every twist and turn in the

fortunes of the American economy during these years.

From the outbreak of war between England and

J France in 1793 to the final peace settlement in 1814, the com-

mercial and military policies of England and France and the re-

sponse of the American government to them were the source for

every expansion and contraction. The succession of events and their

influence upon our external economic relations will be summarized

briefly.^

Between the outbreak of the war and the brief interlude of peace

following the Treaty of Amiens in 1801, the United States benefited

greatly from the expansion of the re-export and carrying trades,

while at the same time in continual conflict with the chief bel-

ligerents.frhe expansion of the carrying and re-export trades was

a result of the disappearance from international trade of the ships

of every belligerent save England. Holland, France, Spain, and

others ultimately drawn into the conflict were all important carriers,

leaving the vast colonial trade of Europe in the hands of neutrals,

specifically the United StatesJWhile the products of the trade were

sometimes exported directly, it was only as exports of a neutral

that they could reach European ports without being intercepted

en route. Tropical products were imported into the United States

1 Cf. Anna C. Clauder, American Commerce as Affected by the Wars of the

French Revolution and Napoleon, 1793-1812 (Philadelphia: University of

Pennsylvania Ph.D. Thesis, 1932). Hereafter cited as American Commerce.

36
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and duties paid on them. They were then re-exported, entitHng the

importer to a drawback of all but a small percentage of the duties.

Similarly, manufactures from Europe found their way to colonial

ports via the United States. Even Britain, despite her naval supe-

riority, found it advantageous to open her West Indies trade to our

ships on a temporary basis.

Continual harassment by the chief belligerents characterized the

first eight years of the war. British condemnation of American-

owned goods threatened to pull the United States into the war

until the Jay Treaty, in which Britain promised compensation of

$10,000,000. Seizures by the French in 1796 led to several engage-

ments and, in effect, undeclared sea war until the conclusion of a

treaty in 1800. ^
In 1797, French seizures on the one hand and talk of peace on

the other led to drops in shipping activity, and in prices and freight

rates which were reflected in the brief dip in American earnings;

and then followed unparalleled prosperity in 1799 and 1800. It

was not until 1801 that a treaty between France and England was

concluded. For the next one and a half years the United States

was back in its position of 1790, as the precipitous drop in earnings

from both re-exports and the carrying trade indicate. The years

1803-1807 were a duplication of the earlier war period, with

United States shipping taking advantage of the renewal of con-

flict. 1806-1807 were peak years, but the reaction of the belligerents

to this unrestrained trade already foreshadowed its end. With the

Essex decision in 1805, the British reverted to a 1756 rule that

neutrals in time of war could carry on only that trade which had

been carried on in peace time. This meant the end of the re-export

trade, if the ruling were effectively enforced. The Monroe-Pinckney

Treaty, which would have legalized this trade, was vetoed by Jef-

ferson. Napoleon's Berlin decree, establishing a blockade of Britain

and creating the Continental System, was followed by Britain's

Orders in Council of November, 1807. The former made every

American ship entering Britain subject to capture; the latter equally

prohibited trade between the United States and Europe. The Amer-

ican Secretary of State estimated that between 1803-1807 the

British had seized 528 American ships, the French 389.^ The reaction

2 Quoted in Johnson, et ah, History, II, 29.
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in the United States Congress was to pass the Embargo Act^ in

December, 1807, closing down the foreign trade. The resulting

economic distress ultimately forced the government to repeal the

act and substitute the Non-Intercourse Act of March 1, 1809, by
which commercial intercourse was permitted with all countries

except England and France. Harassment and seizure characterized

the next three years, and as a result recovery was partial and in-

completeQiVith the declaration of war in 1812 the British effectively

ended our external trade and concluded an era of growth based

on American neutrality in a world at warr\

n

The colonial trade, which had been a source of European jeal-

ousies and wars for several centuries, rested on a number of tropical

and semitropical goods in growing demand in the Western World.

The sugar trade in particular had been a lucrative source of in-

come, which made the West Indies possessions important bases for

the economic growth of England and France in the eighteenth

century. Coffee, tea, pepper, and cocoa were also a valuable part

of the colonial trade, in addition to a number of less valuable com-

modities. The extent to which the European wars threw this trade

into the hands of American merchants for re-export to Europe in

the guise of neutral trade can be seen in Chart I-IV, which shows

the volume of the four principal tropical goods exported from the

the United States during the years 1792-1815. Holland, France,

the German ports ( Hamburg, Bremen, and so on ) , Italy, and Great

Britain were the major destinations of these goods. Of lesser im-

portance was the trade in European manufactures re-exported to

the colonies. While textiles were the most important single com-

modity of this trade, it included a wide variety of other finished

goods.*

3 The act was passed before official news of the Orders in Council had
reached the United States.

4 While England dominated this trade, continental European goods and par-

ticularly textiles and metal goods from Germany also played an important part.
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Though certainly of less spectacular dimensions, the growth of "^

domestic exports during this period was significant for the Amer- ^

CHART l-iv

Volume of Exports in Pounds: 1792-1814
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ican economy, FoodstuflFs, particularly wheat and flour, increased

with the cutting ofiF of part of the Baltic and Mediterranean trades.

In 1801, as a result of crop failure, the West Indies, Spain, Por-

tugal, and Great Britain were the major buyers. Marine and forest

products, particularly lumber, naval stores, pot and pearl ashes,

showed some expansion as well. Tobacco and rice, mainstays of

I

the old export trade, made less significant gains.Ht was the growth
' of the cotton trade which dominated the expansion in the value of

domestic exportsJJFrom 1791 to 1807 exports originating in the

United States increased by approximately $30 million, and cotton

accounted for almost half of this total ($14,232,000)1 This expan-

sion is illustrated in Chart II-IV. The major markets were England,

and, to a lesser degree France. The rapidity with which the United

States came to dominate the cotton trade of Great Britain is strik-

CHART II-IV
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ing. In 1787 over half of Britain's raw cotton imports came from

British, Spanish, French, Dutch, and Portuguese possessions, pri-

marily in the West Indies. Smyrna and Turkey provided approxi-

mately another quarter of the total. The origins of imports into

London, Liverpool, and Glasgow in 1807 were as follows: ^

United States 171,267 bales

British West Indies 28,969

Dutch colonies 43,651

Portuguese colonies 18,981

East Indies 11,409

All other 8,390

282,667

r^nited States shipping, which had carried but 59 per cent of its

foreign trade in 1790, increased this proportion to 90 per cent in

1795 and 92 per cent in 1807. It was not only that American ships

came to dominate the country's external trade completely, but

that the degree of utilization of ships was increased as well^An

index of this activity is contained in Chart III-IV, which divides

the gross registered tonnage in foreign trade into ships from foreign

countries entered into United States ports (1796-1800 = 100). This

increased eflBciency resulted from the greater demand for shipping

and the restricted supply, and from the relaxation of navigation

laws and commercial policies that limited utilization of a country's

ships, causing a substantial portion of shipping time to be spent

in ballast rather than carrying cargo.

The principal trade routes of the period were the North Atlantic,

the West Indies and South American trades. These routes were

familiar during colonial times, although they were severely cir-

cumscribed during the ten years of peace, and several new routes,

on which the profits were very high, developed during the war

years. These were the trade in the Dutch East Indies, which first

assumed significant proportions in 1797, and the China trade, fre-

quently in conjunction with fur trade of the American Northwest.

The latter route was initiated in 1784, but expanded in the 1790's,

when the United States became the major shipper of tea to Europe

5 From Sir Alexander Baring's inquiry relative to the British Orders in Coun-
cil, 1808, as quoted in Pitkin, A Statistical View, p. 112.
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during the war. While these new trades employed only a small

fraction of the American tonnage registered for foreign trade, their

earnings were probably a higher proportion of total income in the

carrying trade.

CHART III-IV

United States Shipping Activity Index
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Both the carrying trade and the re-export trade were concen-

trated in northeastern ports. New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and
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Baltimore were the principal shipping centers, both with respect

to registry and as centers of the re-export trade. They were followed

by many smaller ports which were the shipbuilding centers of the

period. The registration of ships was more widely scattered than

the entrepots of the commodity trade, which were concentrated in

the four major sea ports. The concentration of the shipping trade

in the Northeast is shown in Table 2. This was true of the coast-

TABLE 2

REGISTERED TONNAGE OF THE UNITED STATES BY STATES,
EMPLOYED IN FOREIGN TRADE 1799

States Tons 95ths

New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Vermont
Rhode Island

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia

North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia

Source: Seybert, Statistical Annals
, p. 321.

wise fishing and whaling trade as well as the ships registered for

foreign trade. The earnings of the carrying trade flowed initially

into ports north of the Potomac.

As indicated above, the re-export trade was even more highly

concentrated than the shipping industry. In 1806, $52.9 million out

of $60.3 million of re-exports came from the four states of Mas-

sachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and Maryland, and the four

ports discussed above accounted for most of the total. Table 3

shows the value of re-exports from each state for the years 1803-

1807. The lucrative earnings of the re-export trade, like those of

the carrying trade, went initially to merchants in the major sea-

board cities of the Northeast.

Domestic export trade was more widely scattered. As Table 4
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18,562 39

31,632 63

120,253 06
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90,944 30

2,217 16
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46,858 68
19,214 52

38,567 42

286 18
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TABLE 3

THE VALUE OF RE-EXPORTS FROM EACH STATE, 1803-1807

States 1803 1804 1805 1806 1807

New Ifampshire 51,093 262,697 218,813 383,884 314,072
Vermont 27,940 55,795 67,405 102,043 55,816
Massachusetts 3,369,546 10,591,256 13,738,606 14,577,547 13,926,377
Rhode Island 611,366 817,935 1,506,470 1,142,499 915,576
Connecticut 10,183 29,228 90,190 193,078 105,644
New York 3,191,556 8,580,185 15,384,883 13,709,769 16,400,547
New Jersey -- -- 110 7,363 5,123

Pennsylvania 3,504,496 6,851,444 9,397,012 13,809,389 12,055,128
Delaware 240,466 517,315 280,556 374,319 151,580
Maryland 1,371,022 5,213,099 7,450,937 10,919,774 10,282,285
Virginia 151,441 395,098 660,985 428,709 367,713
North Carolina 26,296 9,142 12,469 3,576 4,229

South Carolina 947,765 2,309,516 3,108,979 2,946,718 3,783,199

Georgia 25,488 74,345 43,677 -- 34,069

Source: Pitkin, A Statistical View, Chapter IH, Table 3, p. 55.

TABLE 4

THE VALUE OF DOMESTIC EXPORTS FROM EACH STATE, 1803-1807

States 1803 1804 1805 1806 1807

New Hampshire 494,620 716,091 608,408 795,263 680,022
Vermont 117,450 191,725 169,402 193,775 204,285
Massachusetts 8,768,566 16,894,378 19,435,657 21,199,243 20,112,125
Rhode Island 1,275,596 1,735,671 2,572,049 2,091,835 1,657,564
Connecticut 1,248,571 1,516,110 1,443,727 1,715,828 1,624,727
New York 10,818,387 16,081,281 23,482,943 21,762,845 26,357,963
New Jersey 21,311 24,829 20,743 33,867 41,186
Pennsylvania 7,525,710 11,030,157 13,762,252 17,574,702 16,864,744
Delaware 428,153 697,396 358,383 500,106 229,275
Maryland 5,078,062 9,151,939 10,859,480 14,580,905 14,298,984
Virginia 6,100,708 5,790,001 5,606,620 5,055,396 4,761,234

North Carolina 952,614 928,687 779,903 789,605 745,162
South Carolina 7,811,108 7,451,616 9,066,625 9,743,782 10,912,564

Georgia 2,370,875 2,077,572 2,394,846 82,764 3,744,845

Source: Pitkin, A Statistical View, Chapter m. Table 1, pp. 52-53.
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illustrates, over half came from the same four states, with New
York in the lead. But staple crops such as tobacco from Virginia

and rice from the Carolinas were the basis of wider origins of

export. It was particularly the cotton trade that accounted for the

increase from South Carolina, Georgia, and the Mississippi. While

more than half the income from the export trade went to the four

northern states, a growing percentage was flowing into the southern

states in exchange for cotton.
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An analysis of the American economy during this

period subdivides into three distinct parts. The first

covers the years from the ratification of the Constitu-

tion to the outbreak of the European War in 1793;

the second ends with the imposition of the Embargo at the end

of 1807; the last terminates with the peace treaty of 1814.

/nrhe most important developments for subsequent growth in the

economy before 1793 took place in the domestic sector. They were

thejjolicies of Alf^yanHpr HaTnijj-onj snecificallv the fundin g; ^f t^^

foreign, domestic and state debts.
,

f\nc\ tTJp p]-poHr^n r»f fVig f||-c]|-
pov.V

of the U^ i^^^d *^*^«-pg ,and they formed the monetary and fiscal

underpinnings of the new nation. The first established a sound
cLrf^rli> |->asis: the second was an important beginning of an elabo-

rated capital markefT^

Between 1793 and 1808, the economic development of the United

States was tied to international trade and shipping. In the light of

previous analysis, one would expect that the rapid growth of these

years would reflect the strategic role of the carrying and re-export

trades in inducing expansion. Since direct income from both of

these trades flowed into the Northeast, it might be supposed that

the maritime cities of this section and particularly the four major

seaports would grow most rapidly. In the same manner one might

predict the equally rapid development of Charleston and other

ports of the cotton trade.fThe disposition of income from the carry-

ing and re-export trade, however, was very different from that of

the cotton trade, and consequently the development which took

place in the Northeast was in sharp contrast to that of the cotton

South'!^

46
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Expansion in the Northeast during the period is striking. One
need only read contemporary accounts of the opulence evident

everywhere in maritime ports to be struck by the enormous efiFect

of the neutral trade. A loyalist returning to Boston for a visit in

1808 wrote:

The great number of new and elegant buildings which have

been erected in this town within the last ten years, strikes the eye

with astonishment, and proves the rapid manner in which the

people have been acquiring wealth.

^

S. E. Morison, in his Martime History of Massachusetts, 1783-

1860, points out that Boston was practically rebuilt during the

period and that State Street was lined with new banks and insurance

companies to accommodate the commercial expansion.^ Striking

as it was, the growth of Boston was less than that of the other three

major cities. Adam Seybert, a careful observer, described the period

with mixed emotions.

Independent of our newly acquired political character, circum-

stances arose in Europe, by which a new and extensive field was
presented for our commercial enterprize. The most memorable of

revolutions was commenced in France, in 1789; the wars, conse-

quent to that event, created a demand for our exports, and invited

our shipping for the carrying trade of a very considerable portion

of Europe; we not only carried the colonial productions to the

several parent states, but we also became the purchasers of them
in the French, Spanish and Dutch colonies. A new era was estab-

lished in our commercial history; the individuals, who partook of

these advantages, were numerous; our catalogue of merchants was
swelled much beyond what it was entitled to be from the state

of our population. Many persons, who had secured moderate
capitals, from mechanical pursuits, soon became the most ad-

venturous. The predominant spirit of that time has had a powerful

efiFect in determining the character of the rising generation in the

United States. The brilliant prospects held out by commerce,
caused our citizens to neglect the mechanical and manufacturing

1 Quoted in Samuel E. Morison, Maritime History of Massachusetts, 1783-

1860 (Boston: Houghton MiflSin Co., 1921), p. 125. Hereafter cited as Mari-

time History.

2 Ibid., p. 125.
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branches of industry; fallacious views, founded on temporary cir-

cumstances, carried us from these pursuits, which must ultimately

constitute the resources, wealth and power of this nation. Tem-
porary benefits were mistaken for permanent advantages; so

certain were the profits on the foreign voyages, that commerce
was only pursued as an art; all the knowledge, which former ex-

perience had considered as essentially necessary, was now un-

attended to; the philosophy of commerce, if I am allowed the

expression, was totally nelected; the nature of foreign productions

was but little investigated by the shippers in the United States;

the demand in Europe for foreign merchandise, especially for that

of the West Indies and South America, secured to all these cargoes

a ready sale, with a great profit. The most adventurous became the

most wealthy, and that without the knowledge of any of the prin-

ciples which govern commerce under ordinary circumstances. No
one was limited to any one branch of trade; the same individual

was concerned in voyages to Asia, South America, the West Indies

and Europe. Our tonnage increased in a ratio, with the extended

catalogue of the exports; we seemed to have arrived at the

maximum of human prosperity; in proportion to our population we
ranked as the most commercial nation; in point of value, our trade

was only second to that of Great Britain.

By our extended intercourse with other nations we not only

augmented our pecuniary resources, but we thereby became ac-

quainted with their habits, manners, science, arts, resources,

wealth and power. At home we imitated them in much that was
useful and adapted to our condition; fixed and permanent im-

provements were established throughout the United States; the ac-

cumulated capital of our merchants, enabled them to explore new
sources of wealth; our cities were augmented and embellished,

our agriculture was improved, our population was increased, and
our debt was diminished. The merchants who had been long

engaged in trade, were confounded by the changes which were so

suddenly effected; the less experienced considered the newly ac-

quired advantages as matters of right, and that they would remain
to US; they did not contemplate a period of general peace, when
each nation will carry its own productions, when discriminations

will be made in favour of domestic tonnage, when foreign com-
merce will be limited to enumerated articles, and when much cir-

cumspection will be necessary in all our commercial transactions.

^

One need not depend solely on literary description. Urbaniza-

tion in America increased from 5.1 per cent of the population in

1790 to 7.3 per cent in 1810, and most of this increase was ac-

3 Seybert, Statistical Annals, pp. 59-60.
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counted for by the four major ports. Their growth for the census

years of 1790, 1800 and 1810 is given in Table 5. Other New

TABLE 5

POPULATION OF CITIES AT EACH CENSUS, 1790 TO 1810

City Census Year

1790 1800 1810

Baltimore
Boston
New York
Philadelphia

13,503

18,038

33,131

42,520

26,114

24,937

60,489
69,403

35,583

33,250

96,373

91,874

Source: U. S. Census Bureau, Compendium of the Seventh Census,
J. D. B. De Bow, Supt. of U. S. Census (Washington: Senate
Printer, 1854), p. 192. It will be noted that there are discrepan-
cies in the figures here reported and those found in U. S, Census
Bureau, Sixteenth Census of the United States, Population , Vol. I

(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1942), 32-33, as well
as those cited in U. S. Census Bureau, A Century of Population
Growth in the United States, 1790-1900 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1909), p. 78. As noted in the latter volume, these
differences appear to arise because the later estimates covered
only the original city areas in each case.

[England shipping and shipbuilding ports accounted for much of^,

the remaining increase. The consequences of this expansion in

income from the export sector may conveniently be broken down
into the growth of subsidiary, complementary, and residentiary

types of economic activity induced by export industrieii!^

Shipbuilding was the major subsidiary industry.^ Its expansion ^jf^^

followed closely the movements in ocean freight rates, as com-

parison of Chart I-III and Chart IV-III in Chapter III indicates.

New tonnage sold at approximately $60 a ton,^ and accordingly a

rough estimate of the value of shipbuilding may be derived. Ship-

fitting industries, particularly ropeworks and sail-making, developed

and flourished around the shipbuilding areas.

More significant, particularly for later development, was the

4 This was not strictly a subsidiary industry, since it was also an export in-

dustry (See Table A-III, Appendix I). However, its growth during the period

was primarily related to our shipping trade.

5 Cf. North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit.
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variety of complementary industries that arose to serve the re-

export and carrying trades. [Not only did commission merchants,

brokers and other business organizations evolve to implement these

trades,^ but marine insurance companies ' and banks, and facilities

for warehousing and docking also grew up as the carrying trade

expanded. Of these complementary facilities, only banking was not

TABLE 6

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Year Number Capital

1791
1792 1 600,000

1793 2 900,000

1794 4 1,200,000

1795 7 2,500,000

1796 8 3,000,000

1797 9 3,300,000

1798 9 3,000,000

1799 12 4,000,000

1800 15 5,000,000

1801 22 6,000,000

1802 29 7,500,000

1803 36 9,000,000

1804 40 10,000,000

Source: Blodget, Economica, p. 64.

completely dependent on the shipping and re-export trade for its

development^ While it is clear that banking provided credit for a

wide variety of urban undertakings in addition to internal and ex-

ternal trade, the international economic influences discussed above

were the initial force promoting expansion.

Shipping and the re-export trade are the kinds of industries

which, directly and indirectly, encourage increased urbanization.

The income effect of these industries is to produce a multiplier

effect through the growth of a variety of locally oriented manu-

factures and services to meet the needs of a growing urban popula-

tion. The rapid growth of New York and the other major ports

6 Norman S. Buck, The Development of the Organization of Anglo-American
Trade, 1800-1850 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1925). Hereafter cited

as Anglo-American Trade.
7 Blodget, Economica, p. 64. Also, see Table 6 herein.
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reflected the development of a local consuming market. There was

an increased demand for foodstuffs for this urban population, with

a consequent widening of the market area around these urban cen-

ters and concerted efforts to reduce internal transport costs. It is

in this connection that the increasing pressure for turnpikes can

be understood.

This expansion of local trade was evident to contemporaries

everywhere. Writing of the period, McMaster stated:

But the movement of the people westward not only went on
with increasing rapidity. The high price of wheat, of corn, of flour,

due to the demand for exportation sent thousands into the Genesee
country and the borders of Lake Champlain to farm and from them
came back the cry for better means of transportation. The people

of the shipping towns were quite as eager to get the produce as

the farmers were to send it, and with the opening of the century

the old rage for roadmaking, river improvements and canals re-

vived . . . once aroused the rage for turnpiking spread rapidly

over the whole country. In a few years, a sum almost equal to the

domestic debt at the close of the Revolution was voluntarily in-

vested by the people in the stock of turnpike corporations. By
1810, twenty-six had been chartered in Vermont and more than

twenty in New Hampshire, while in all New England the number
was upward of one hundred and eighty. New York, by 1811, had
chartered one hundred and thirty-seven. This combined capital

was over seven millions and a half of dollars. Their total length

was four thousand five hundred miles of which fully one-third

was constructed.*

"pixpansion in urban and agricultural economic activity and the \
significant increase in the size of the market should not obscure the

j

fact that the region still had a high propensity to impor'^^jThe

revenue tariffs of the period were no obstacle to the inflow of manu-

factured goods, and what manufacturing did develop in the North-

east during this period was limited to goods in which we had a

comparative advantage (lumbering, shipbuilding, and so on), or

those which were locally oriented because of transport costsj|Europe,

and England in particular, provided the finished goods, especially

the luxury goods sought with increased incomes.

w^

8 John B. McMaster, History of the People of the United States from the

Revolution to the Civil War, 8 Vols. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,

Inc., 1892-1919), III, 462-63. Hereafter cited as McMaster, History.
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U

Expansion in the Northeast and in the South stand in marked
contrast to each other. Since the nature of the southern cotton

economy is a central part of the study after 1815, it will be dealt

with only briefly here. The cotton gin was unquestionably the

most significant invention during the years between 1790 and 1860,

and the story of its development needs no extended description.

The growing dilemma of the South was that the demand for its

traditional export staples was no longer increasing and its heavy

capital investment was in slaves. The concerted search for new
export staples and the experiments with cotton all reflect the prob-

lems of the region; invention of the cotton gin can be viewed as

a response to the dilemma rather than as an independent acci-

dental development.

The rapid spread of cotton culture throughout Georgia and

South Carolina is reflected in Chart II-IV. As the South shifted

out of a diversified agriculture into cotton and its income increased,

the eflFect was quite different from that generated in the Northeast

by rising incomes from the re-export and carrying trade. Urbaniza-

tion did not increase. The growth of Charleston, major cotton port

of the period, was less than the rate of population growth for the

country as a whole. Charleston's population grew from 16,000 in

1790 to 24,000 in 1810, well behind the other urban centers. Only

New Orleans had a significant expansion of population, and this is

attributable to its role as entrepot of the western river trade rather

than to the cotton trade. The technical characteristics of cotton

growing at the time, as well as the income and social structure of

a slave economy, simply did not induce urbanization—nor even the

growth of an extensive food growing independent yeomanry.pThe

notable fact about cotton is that the income of the South flowed ^
directly out in the form of: (1) services and transport to implement

that trade; (2) import of foodstuffs to feed slaves and planters;

(3) import of manufactured goods—cheap textiles and iron goods

for the slaves, luxury articles for the planting classj It was this

demand for goods from outside a region of developing specializa-

tion which was responsible for the rapid development of the coast-
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ing trade and for the expanding shipments of foodstufiFs down the

Mississippi.^ A new South was growing up which speciahzed in the

lucrative export trade of a single staple, with rice, sugar, and

tobacco as subsidiary exports, and relied on the rest of the country

and foreign imports to provide the rest of its needs.

in

The years 1793-1808 were years of unparalleled prosperity. True,

this was a hectic era, and the prosperity was interrupted on two oc-

casions—1797-1798 and the Twenty Month Peace of Amiens 1801-

1803—by the external forces which had created it. Yet the evidence

suggests that this period was a high water mark in individual well-

being which was to stand for many years, and laid important foun-

dations for the growth of the economy after 1815.

Contemporary accounts amply attest to the prosperity of the

period. It is logically ascribable to:

( 1 ) The importance of the export sector in the total economy;

( i ) The five-fold ( or more ) expansion of this sector during the

period;

( ( ) The equally large increase in imports for consumption at favor-

able import prices;

(41) The expansion in the domestic economy induced by the in-

crease in income from the export sector.

While there are no reliable national income figures for the period,^*^

9 However, during this period, there was a major export market for these

foodstuffs as well.
10 Robert F. Martin's figures in National Income of the United States, 1799-

1938 (New York: National Industrial Conference Board, 1939) show a higher

per capita real income in 1799 than at any subsequent decade date until the

mid-nineteenth century. I believe that this relative figure is correct (if not for

1799 then at least for 1806-1807). This is not to say that I agree with Martin's

methods or the relative movement of the figures on subsequent census years.

Simon Kuznets, in "Current National Income Estimates for the Period Prior to

1870," International Association for Research in Income and Wealth, Income
and Wealth Series II: Trends and Structure in the United States (Cambridge:
Bowes and Bowes, 1952), provides ample criticism of his methods, which are

further elaborated by William Parker and Franklee Whartenby in "The Growth
of Output Before 1840," Trends in the American Economy in the Nineteenth

1/
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the incomplete statistical data in Chapter III and the literary tes-

timony are sufficient proof. One would have to posit a tremendous

decline in agricultural productivity to counteract the very substan-

tial expansion in the international sector of the economy, and there

is no evidence of such a decline.^he increased productivity of

shipping, the rise in freight rates, and the favorable terms of trade

combined to produce an era of unequaled affluence] The market

was being steadily widened by the movement of people out of

self-sufficiency into the money economy, in response either to the

demand for labor in the burgeoning urban areas or to the high

price of agricultural goods and lower internal transport costs. There

is a noteworthy point in connection with the current account terms

of trade. Where earnings of the carrying trade were concerned

there were simultaneously a substantial increase in efficiency—the

result of more efficient utilization of ships with suspension of the

navigation laws—and improvement in the terms of trade with the

rise in freight rates. The growing concentration of the South on

cotton and the emergence of a pattern of regional specialization

also reflected a more efficient utilization of resources.

This groundwork for later development was vital to the econ-

omy's long run futurc^^hipping and the re-export trade favorably

aflFected the disposition of income from this sector, since the aug-

mented income reacted to widen the domestic market through rapid

urban development, the growth of residentiary industry, and the

construction of turnpikes linking urban areas and the agricultural

hinterland. In addition, the expanded export sector promoted the

rapid growth of banking and insurance, improving the capital

market^
Though the times immediately ahead were to be difficult ones,

these developments provided an important base for the subsequent

period of expansion. But the interim years, years of disengagement

and then of gradual involvement in the European war, were trying.

Century. Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 24 (Princeton University Press

for the National Bureau of Economic Research, 1960). Neither Kuznets nor
Parker and Whartenby devote sufficient attention to the very large earnings from
shipping nor the favorable terms of trade. The answer to this lengthy contro-

versy which Martin initiated is not that individual well-being was declining from
1799 to 1829 but that the brief period 1793-1807 was an extraordinary and unique
era which raised per capita real incomes far above the previous or subsequent
years.
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IV

The e£Fect of the Embargo is graphically described by McMaster:

The newspapers were full of insolvent-debtor notices. All over

the country, the court-house doors, the tavern doors, the post-offices,

the cross-road posts, were covered with advertisements of sheriffs

sales. In the cities, the jails were not large enough to hold the

debtors. At New York during 1809, thirteen hundred men were
imprisoned for no other crime than being ruined by the embargo.

A traveler who saw the city in this day of distress assures us that

it looked like a town ravaged by pestilence. The counting-houses

were shut or advertised to let. The coffee-houses were almost

empty. The streets along the water-side were almost deserted. The
ships were dismantled; their decks were cleared, their hatches were
battened down.^^

If there were any doubts of the strategic importance of the carrying

and re-export trade to the American economy, the Embargo swiftly

removed them. Collapse in domestic prices, widespread unem-

ployment, and the passage of stay laws against seizure of property

in the southern states testify to the severity of the collapse. Even

such advocates of Embargo as Justice Story saw ruin, evasion, and

open rebellion in the wake of the act, which "had prostrated the

whole commerce of America. . .
." ^^ He earned the epithet "pseudo-

republican" from Jefferson, who credited him with the repeal of

the Embargo. The Non-Intercourse Act of March 1809 reopened

trade with all except French and British territories.^^ It was fol-

lowed in May, 1810, by the Macon Bill under which, in return for

the lifting of restrictions by one belligerent, we agreed to end com-

mercial intercourse with the other. Throughout the whole of the

period before the second war with England, trade with that coun-

try was permitted for only fifteen months. Recovery of the re-

export and carrying trades was only partial, even under the Non-

Intercourse and Macon Acts. The ingenuity of Yankee mariners in

11 McMaster, History, p. 415.
12 William W. Story, Ed., Life and Letters of Joseph Story, Associate Justice

of the Supreme Court, 2 Vols. (Boston: C. C. Little and J. Brown, 1851), I,

183.
13 It also excluded British and French goods.
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evading the combination of American prohibitions and British and

French restrictions led to greater recovery in the carrying trade

than in the re-export trade.
^'^

At the outbreak of war in 1812, the British Navy, with its long

European experience, established an eJBFective blockade of American

ports. One of the remarkable aspects of this war was the American

trade with the Iberian Peninsula to provision Wellington's army,

primarily with flour. The British licensed this extraordinary trade,

and permitted some trade with their West Indies. There was also

substantial smuggling through Passamaquoddy Bay and Amelia

Island.^^ As a result, the carrying and export trades did not dis-

appear altogether in 1813. When the British obtained grain from

the Baltic in 1814, however, the trade was closed down, and the

blockade was complete except for the trickle of ships which could

elude British frigates.

Although resources thus idled in 1808 were never completely

reabsorbed in external trade during this period, the consequences

were not altogether disastrous.{The closing oflF of the import trade

was effective in promoting the rise of domestic manufactures, and

capital which had been devoted to shipping and foreign com-

merce was partially absorbed in a rapid growth of industr^Before

1808 only fifteen cotton mills had been built in the United States:

one in 1791, one in 1795, two more in 1803 and 1804, and ten

between 1804 and 1808. By the end of 1809 eighty-seven additional

mills had been constructed, and capacity had been increased from

eight thousand spindles in 1808 to thirty-one thousand at the end

of 1809 and an estimated eighty thousand by 1811. Other branches

of manufacturing also made substantial gains through 1814.^^

14 Cf. Clauder, American Commerce, Chapters V and VI; and R. G. Albion

and Jennie B. Pope, Sea Lanes in Wartime: The American Experience, 1775-

1942 (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1942), Chapter IV. Hereafter cited as

Sea Lanes.
15 Albion and Pope, Sea Lanes, pp. 116-17.
16 Tench Coxe, A Statement of the Arts and Manufactures of the United

States for the Year 1810 (Philadelphia: A Cornman, 1814); and Supple-

mentary Observations (September 1814), carry Coxe's description on up to

that date. The prosperity of Philadelphia during this era was in contrast to

other major seaport towns. It reflected the rapid development of manufacturing
there. See "Philadelphia and the Embargo of 1808," by Louis M. Sears, in

Quarterly Journal of Economics XXXV (February 1921), 355-59.
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Albert Gallatin cautiously observed in 1810 that some of the

causes impeding the progress of manufactures had been removed.

The most prominent of those causes are the abundance of land ^
compared with the population, the high price of labor, and the

want of sufficient capital. The superior attractions of agricultural

pursuits, the great extension of American commerce during the

late European Wars, and the continuance of habits after the causes

which produced them have ceased to exist, may also be enu-

merated. Several of those obstacles have, however, been removed
or lessened. The cheapness of provisions had always, to a certain

extent, counterbalanced the high price of manual labor; and this

is now, in many important branches, nearly superseded by the

introduction of machinery; a great American capital has been
acquired during the last twenty years; and the injurious violations

of the Neutral commerce of the United States, by forcing industry

and capital into other channels, have broken inveterate habits,

and given a general impulse, to which must be ascribed the great

increase of manufactures during the last two years. ^^

Gallatin was correct about the diversion of capital and labor into

manufacturing as a result of the end of the neutral trade, but his

statement that the other stumbling blocks to the progress of manu-

facturing had been removed was wrong. Events after 1815 dem-

onstrated that the changes had been only temporary. The rapid

rise in the price of manufactures due to the absence of competing

foreign goods was responsible for the boom.^^rices of manufactures

rose as imports decreased, and it was this price rise which induced

the surge of manufacturing of the period^

The advent of war graphically illustrated the growing regional

specialization in the previous interval. With its increasing con-

centration on a few export staples, the South was particularly hard

hit. New England, which had shifted at least part of its capital

to manufactures and had continued a smuggling trade of imports

through Canada,^^ sold its goods to the rest of the country on very

favorable terms. As these goods were paid for primarily in specie,

the specie reserves in Massachusetts banks between 1812 and 1814

1'^ Albert Gallatin, in American State Papers, Finance (Washington: Gales

and Seaton, 1832-61), II, 426.
18 This trade must have been substantial, and an important reason for the

relative well being of New England during the war. Newspaper accounts de-

scribe this trade, but there is no account of the amount involved so far as I

know.
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nearly doubled. ^^ The heavy drain on banks in the rest of the

country left them eager to avail themselves of the chance to suspend

specie payments when the British invaded Maryland in 1814.

Lrhe shift of resources out of foreign and carrying trade into

manufacturing represented an inefficient utilization of labor and

capital. Moreover, the idled resources were never completely reab-

sorbed into the market economy except for rather brief periods.

These points, together with the unfavorable movement of the terms

of trade, give clear evidence that the years between 1808 and 1814

never reached the prosperous level attained during the era of neu-

tral trade. The, OTosperitv^ andL_growth^f the economy was inter-

j^igted as this country became drawn into the European wars.1

19 Smith and Cole, Fluctuations, p. 28.
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THE ECONOMY IJV 1B15

1815 ushered in more than an era of peace for the

United States; it marked a transitional period in the

American economy. Some features of the new era

were not apparent until 1819 and the depression that

followed three years after the end of the war, but even in 1815

it was clear that the Atlantic economy and its components were

very diflFerent from the western world of 1790. Only war-induced

distortion in the economies of the countries of the Atlantic com-

munity delayed some of the consequences.

frhe re-export and carrying trades, main sources of expansion

in the economy during the boom years prior to the Embargo, never

again played so important a role. The re-export trade revived

partially after the war and into the 1820's, but declined absolutely

thereafter until almost 1850, and was unimportant in our foreign

trade relative to domestic exports\The carrying trade remained

significant in our international economic accounts, but the radical

decline in freight rates after 1818, revival of navigation laws, and

vigorous competition of other ocean carriers prevented earnings

from equalling the years of the neutral trader^hile it remained \

an important credit in our balance of payments, it was no longer

an expansive force in the econorn^
The rapid development of manufacturing after 1807, which par-

tially substituted for re-exports and shipping, likewise suffered a

serious setback. English manufactured goods, denied the lucrative

American market during the war, made up for lost time in the

years 1815-1818.Tlndustrialization had proceeded apace in Britain

even during the war years, and English supremacy in manufactur-

ing was immediately felt by higher cost competitors throughout

the world after 1815. A combination of technological leadership,

61
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the ability of English manufacturers to dump upon the American

market during the years 1815-1818, and the auction system of

distribution proved disastrous to a good deal of American manu-
facturing. The textile industry in particular found that it could not

compete in quality goods^

r ^s a result of these circumstances, the decade 1810-1820 was the

-^ / only one in our history in which urbanization did not increase.

*^ Indeed, there was a slight decline: from 7.3 per cent of the popula-

tion to 7.2 per cent. pThe major seaports of New York, Philadelphia

and Boston barely held their own in population growth. Secondary

ports such as Salem and Providence, which had grown rapidly as

shipbuilding and re-export centers, showed little increase. Only

Baltimore ^ among the seaports and inland Cincinnati exhibited

rapid growth. In the South, New Orleans alone grew rapidly,

particularly after the beginning of upriver steamboat traflBc in

1816. Charleston grew scarcely at all, despite the cotton boom after

the war.

While neither the re-export nor the carrying trade were ever

again as important relatively, or absolutely, for the economy, the

cotton trade in 1815 showed every sign of vigorous if not wildly

speculative prosperity. Cotton prices began to rise in 1812; by

1815 they were in excess of twenty cents a pound in New York.

I The growing demand of the English cotton textile industry was not

rnatched by an equal expansion in supply, and the downward trend

in cotton prices which had commenced in 1801 was reversed. Prices

reached a peak of twenty-nine cents a pound in 1816 and remained

high until 1818\The boom in land sales and cotton expansion was

under way well oefore the end of the war. By 1815 the South was

committed to cotton, and an era had begun which was to continue

until the Civil War.

Whatever the problems of readjustment to a world at peace,^ the

American economy in 1815 exhibited a marked contrast to the

conditions of 1790 described in Chapter I. The population was

x/

1 The rapid growth of Baltimore reflected the boom in wheat and flour ex-

ports both immediately before and after the War of J812. See Chart VIII-III

for the growth of internal trade to Baltimore in response to this external de-

mand.
2 See Chapter XIII for a detailed discussion of the period 1815 to 1823.
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approximately 8,400,000,^ more than twice the figure for 1790.

Since immigration had been neghgible, this reflected a high rate

of domestic increase. A striking feature was the regional differentia-

tion which characterized the Northeast, the South, and the West.

Climate, topography, and resources, together with the level of

technology (particularly in transport), had conspired to produce

three sharply different areas. Border states like Maryland, Delaware,

and Kentucky did not fit as neatly into the separate regional pat-

terns, but they were minor exceptions to the increasingly distinct

patterns of economic life that developed.

Almost one-half of the total population resided in the Northeast,

and it was in this region—the New England and Middle Atlantic

States—that urbanization and the resulting commercial market were

most highly developed. Both New York and Philadelphia had pop-

ulations in excess of 100,000.^ Boston and Baltimore were in excess

of 35,000; Salem, Albany and Providence were all in excess of

10,000. The heritage of rapid growth in international commerce

and shipping prior to 1807 was evidenced by the Northeast's pre-

eminence in the development of a capital market, marketing and

transport facilities, insurance companies, and other social overhead

facilities connected with shipping and external trade. fWith the

decline of the re-export trade, merchants in the Northeast had

become closely tied to cotton. New York in particular became both

the center of the import trade and the financial center for the cotton

trade.^

Slightly more than one-third of the people in the United States

lived in the South. Virginia, once the most populous state in the

Union, increased only slightly. South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,

and Louisiana all showed rapid population growth, although they

3 George R. Taylor, The Transportation Revolution, 1815-1860, Vol. IV of

Economic History of the United States (New York: Rinehart, 1951), p. 3, cites

this figure. Since it was not a census year it is an estimate. Hereafter cited as

Transportation Revolution.
4 In 1810, the populations of New York and Philadelphia were, respectively,

96.4 and 91.9 thousand. In 1820 they were 125.7 and 112.8 thousand.
5 Margaret Myers, The New York Money Market, 2 Vols. (New York:

Columbia University Press, 1921), I, Origins and Development, 49, 70. The
growth in the use of trade acceptances stemmed largely from their widespread
use in financing the cotton trade.
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did not show a corresponding increase in urbanization. Cotton

plantations extended up navigable waterways, and as the land

closest to water transport was taken up, plantations developed

farther from these transport arteries. The extensive waterways of

the South permitted a vast expansion of improved acreage not far

removed from the only cheap method of shipping cotton. The

towns that did develop were collection points for cotton and for

the reshipment of imports to the upriver plantations. New Orleans,

an important entrepot since the days of French and Spanish pos-

session, was the one city in the South exhibiting all the signs of

commercial expansion which characterized Northeastern ports. As

the shipping port for the vast hinterland of the Mississippi, Ohio,

and Missouri river systems, its expansion had just begun with the

application of steam to water transport and its successful initiation

on the Mississippi in 1816.

By 1815, population growth west of the mountains had become

substantial. In 1810 the census listed 1,337,946 people living in the

Mississippi Valley; by 1820 there were 2,419,369.p.s of 1815, how-

ever, the West still had little influence upon the American econ-

omyTThe bulk of the populace was still either outside the market

or peripheral to it, as described in Chapter I. Approximately two

million people were scattered over a vast area effectively separated

from eastern markets by the intervening mountains. The one-way

trade down the Mississippi, the driving of livestock over the moun-

tains, or wagon shipment of high value goods which could take the

overland freight rates were supplements to a self-suflBcient way of

life geared to local exchange in the small trading centers which

sprang up throughout the area. The most characteristic feature of

the emerging pattern of urbanization was the small town providing

a wide variety of local trade and manufactures. Ties with the na-

tional economy were still tenuous, and such a pattern supported

few large urban areas. Cincinnati was the outstanding center,'^ and

Pittsburgh also developed rapidly. As Callender has pointed out,

nothing better illustrates the frontier, self-suflBcient character of the

area than the fact that a population of two million people supported

^ Cf. Thomas S. Berry, Western Prices Before 1861; a Study of the Cincin-

nati Market. Harvard Economic Studies LXXIV (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-

versity Press, 1943), for a discussion of the early growth of Cincinnati. Here-

after cited as Western Prices.
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almost no urbanizationJUp 1815 the integration of the West into

the American economy awaited the development of cheap means

of transportation and markets^

7 Callender, "The Early Transportation and Banking Enterprises of the

States in Relation to the Growth of the Corporation," loc. cit.

^
v^
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Between the end of the second war with England

and the firing on Fort Sumter were nearly fifty years

of peace, interrupted only briefly by the Mexican

War on this continent and the Crimean War abroad.

Neither was a major disturbing force, although the latter had

repercussions upon economic stability in the 1850's. It was an era

y of tremendous expansion for the Atlantic economy as a whole and

for the United States in particular.

The contrast between the sources of expansion in periods just

before and after the War of 1812 is striking. In the former period

the Western World was at war, and the rapid development of the

American economy for fourteen years reflected our ability to take

advantage of this war. The exigencies of war relaxed the mer-

cantilist restrictions of European powers, and war created the

demand for shipping and re-exports and the very favorable terms

of trade that produced unequalled American prosperity up to 1808.

The period following 1815 was not only one of peace, but one

in which artificial national barriers to the free movement of goods,

services, productive factors, and ideas were being relaxed. An inter-

national economy was emerging in which the parts were inter-

related by the forces of comparative prices of goods, services, and

productive factors. An analysis of the United States economic de-

velopment must necessarily be put into the context of the expan-

sion of the Atlantic economy. Institutions and national policies

which both impeded and fostered the international exchange of

goods, services, productive factors and ideas must be continually

brought into view. It was the "anonymous," impersonal forces of

the evolving international economy which were the basic in-

fluence on the developing Atlantic economy and its constituent

parts. National policies and institutional influences modified rather

66
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than generated the economic growth that ensued. The very forces

of the Atlantic economy which were inducing expansion in the

United States were thereby making this country increasingly in-

dependent of the international economic contextt^so that during

these years there was a fundamental shift away from dependence

upon the Atlantic economy toward dependence on our own internal

economy as the mainspring of expansidiQ

In 1815 the international context was still critical. The expanding

industrialization of England and Europe in the years after the

Napoleonic wars was accompanied not only by the gradual relaxa-

tion of restrictions on trade and factor mobility, but the resultant

structural changes accelerated the movement of productive factors

in response to di£Ferential rates of return. While the immigration

of people and particularly capital into the United States played

an important part in our growth in the thirty years after 1815,fit

was the growth of the cotton textile industry and the demand wr
cotton which was decisivQ^^In 1815 the previous sources of ex-

pansion, the re-export and carrying trade and manufactures, were

declining as a result of peacetime competition. The West was still

largely unintegrated into the national economy. The United States

was left with only cotton as the major expansive force. The vicis-

situdes of the cotton trade—the speculative expansion of 1818, the

radical decline in prices in the 1820's and the boom in the 1830's—

were the most important influence upon the varying rates of growth

of the economy during the period. Cotton was strategic because

it was the major independent variable in the interdependent struc-

ture of internal and international trade. (The demands for western

foodstuflFs and northeastern services and manufactures were basi-

cally dependent upon the income received from the cotton trade.

This dependence resulted not only from the developing regional

specialization, but from the characteristics of the South itselF^

}^ marked characteristic of the South was that income received

from the export of cotton (and sugar, rice and tobacco) flowed

directly out of the regional economy again in the purchase of goods

and services. The South provided neither the services to market

its own exports nor the consumer goods and services to supply its

own needs, and had a very high propensity to import. It was the

West which provided food for the South and, since the South was
the West's major market until the problems of cross-mountain
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transport had been solved, the growth of the market for western

foodstuflFs was geared to the expansion of the southern cotton

econom3/|

The Northeast provided not only the services to finance, trans-

port, insure, and market the South's cotton, but also supplied the

South with manufactured goods, either from its own industry or

imported and reshipped to the South. Major markets for the North-

east were the South and the West. Both depended, directly in the

first case and indirectly in the second, on the income from the

cotton trade.

It was cotton which was the most important influence in the ) r.

growth in the market size and the consequent expansion of thei .

economy: the slow development of the 1820's, the accelerated )

growth in the 1830's. In this period of rapid growth, it was cotton

that initiated the concomitant expansion in income, in the size of

domestic markets, and creation of the social overhead investment

(in the course of its role in the marketing of cotton) in the North-

east which were to facilitate the subsequent rapid growth of manu-

factures. Cotton also accounted for the accelerated pace of west-

ward migration as well as for the movement of people out of self-

sufficiency into the market economy.

Cotton was-not the only expansive influence in the economy

during this period. Clearly there were others, and they will be

considered. Had there been no cotton gin, it is certain that the

resources directly and indirectly devoted to the cotton trade would

have been at least partially absorbed in other types of economic

activity. Given the social structure, attitudes and motivation of

American society, and the rich quantity and quality of resources

which made even the self-sufficient farmer well off as compared

with his European counterpart, the United States economy would

not have stagnated. IjBut cotton was the commodity for which

foreign demand was significantly increasing, it accounted for over

half the value of exports, and the income directly or indirectly from

cotton was the major independent influence on the evolving pattern

of interregional tradej Without cotton the development in the size

of the market would have been a much more lengthy process,

since there was no alternative way to expand the domestic market

rapidly without recourse to external demand.fin short, cotton wa?«<f

the most important proximate cause of expansionAand by tracing
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out the resulting interrelationships light may be shed on the pace

and character of the economy's development, particularly in the

years up to 1843.

The argument advanced in the first chapter with respect to the

strategic role of certain industries is pertinent here. A great deal

of economic activity is a passive rather than an active source of

economic expansion. It grows up either dependent upon an "active"

industry or in response to the growth of income initially generated

by the carriers ^ of economic change. In the examination of eco- \
nomic change it is important to distinguish between an independent \

variable initiating the change and the expansion of dependent I
^"^

economic activity which is induced by the "carrier" industry. This J
distinction is undoubtedly, more difficult to make today than it was

before 1860, when transport barriers and distinct patterns of re-

gional specializjjjon and internal trade all pointed to the strategic

role of cotton^JDirect income from the cotton trade was probably

no more than f} per rept-of any plausible estimate of national in-

come which we might employ,^ but when income from cotton ex-

ports, including shipments to textile mills in our own Northeast,

grew from $25 million in 1831 to $70 million in 1836, it set in

motion the whole process of accelerated expansion which culmi-

nated in 1839?^ Certainly the views of contemporaries, northern

observers as well as southerners, support the position that in this

period cotton was indeed king.

The cotton trade remained an important influence upon the econ-

omy until 1860, but its role declined in relative importance after

the boom and depression that followed 1839. It is not that income

from cotton did not grow. On the contrary, the 1850's represented

another prosperous era, though not as wildly speculative as former

ones, in which the value of the cotton trade exceeded any former

period. However, a major consequence of the expansive period of

the 1830's was the creation of conditions that made possible in-

1 The term is Rutledge Vining's. See his article, "Location of Industry and
Regional Patterns of Business Cycle Behavior," Econometrica XIV (Janviary

1946), 37-68.

2 However, if we took into account the income generated in the course of

transport, financing, and marketing cotton (that is, the directly dependent
industries) it would be significantly greater.

3 And the era of depressed prices in the 1820's had an equally depressing

effect on economic activity in that decade.
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dustrialization in the Northeast. Transport facihties developed to

connect the East and West more efficiently; a new market for

western staples developed in the rapidly urbanizing East and,

sporadically, in Europe. The dependence of both the Northeast and

the West on the South waned. ^ The discovery of gold in California

in 1848 created a third source of expansion outside the South. The

Far West was not only a major market for the goods and services

of the Northeast, but its one export, gold, played a vital role in

the whole expansion of the 1850's.

It should not be forgotten that the United States expansion was

taking place within the larger context of the Atlantic economy.

While the demand for cotton in England and to a lesser extent in

France played perhaps the most prominent part, the terms of trade,

relative price levels here and abroad, the movement of productive

factors, and the flow of ideas, particularly technological informa-

tion, were all a part of the interrelated pattern of development.

Throughout the whole period the secular movement of the terms

of trade became increasingly favorable. In the expansive surges of

1815-1818 and 1832-1839 they became very favorable, reflecting

a rapid rise in the price of American exports. In these two periods,

it was cotton that accounted for the rise and appeared to initiate

the subsequent flow of capital in response to the increased profit-

ability of opening up and developing new sources of supply of the

export staple and western foodstuffs.^ The consequent divergence

of domestic and foreign price levels, and the increase in imports

and specie movements, determined the timing of cyclical move-

ments. Attractive employment opportunities during these surges of

expansion were the pull which brought immigrants to American

shores in increasing numbers.

Expansion in the 1850's, unlike that of the two previous booms,

was not preceded by favorable movements of the terms of trade—

4 The most striking evidence of the changing role of cotton is provided by
its role in cyclical turning points. While cotton set the pace in the booms and
depressions of 1815-1823 and 1823-1843, it lagged a full two years behind the

recovery that began in 1843 and was clearly not a major influence in the

cyclical downturn of 1857. In fact, the South was relatively unaffected by that

depression.

5 This argument is elaborated in my article, "International Capital Flows and
the Development of the American West," Journal of Economic History XVI,
No. 4 (December 1956), 493-505.
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instead it was the domestic price level which began to rise before

the export price index. Cotton played a part in the boom, but it

was industrialization in the Northeast and the opening up of the /

West and Far West which were primarily responsible for the!

growth of the 1840's and 1850's. The influence of the international/

economy was felt less in the flow of capital than in the flow on

people, with the first big wave of immigration coming in this

Vi^rio^. I

I
The foregoing summary has emphasized surges in growth fol-

lowed by periods of depression, then gradual expansion preceding

still another boom. The explanation of these long swings is that

these movements are hiitiated by the movement of prices in the

key "carrier" industries^ Shifts in supply and demand result in a

shift of resources into these areas in periods of rising prices. There

is concomitant expansion in the wide variety of subsidiary, com-

plementary, and residentiary activities whose fortunes are tied to

the growth of the "carrier" industries and to the rise in income

that is initiated by these surges of expansion. The process is a

lengthy a^ cumulative one, ultimately overlayed with speculative

excesses;\the tremendous expansion in supply results in a painful

period or declining prices and readjustmenJinn the first two ex-

pansive periods analyzed here, 1815 to 1818 and 1832 to 1839,

cotton was the V^y '^rlr''^"' in both the boom and the subsequent

collapse and readjustment. In the last period the sources of expan-

sion are more diflFuse, but grain in the W^''*^ playpd tV|^ most im-

portant roler*S

Underlying the uneven pattern of development were the shape

of the supply curve of cotton ( or grain ) and the way in which the

supply curve shifted. During each period of expansion, millions of

acres of new land were purchased from the government for cotton

production. Once this land had been cleared and a crop or two of

corn planted to prepare the soil, the amount of cotton available

could be substantially increased, and the supply curve of cotton

shifted very sharply to the right. With the depressed cotton prices

that followed such expansion, a good deal of this land was devoted

to alternative uses. For the most part, it was put to crop and live-

stock use to feed slaves and reduce the costs of purchasing food-

stuffs. In eflFect, it represented unused capacity with respect to

cotton, and any slight increase in cotton prices could and did lead
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to shifting some of this land into cotton. In the old South, where

slaves _as such were an important intermediate go^ this was
clearly a rational redirection of resources during periods of de-

pressed prices. The result is that the supply curve of cotton ap-

proximated the shape indicated in Chart I-VII.^ It was highly elas-

CHART I-VII

Shape of Supply Curve of Cotton

PRICE OF
COTTON

SUPPLY OF COTTON

tic over a range of output which included all the available land

that had been cleared and readied for crop production and was

suitable for cotton. Even with the rapid growth in demand that

characterized the cotton textile industry in the first half of the

nineteenth century, it took a decade for demand to shift to the

right sufficiently to absorb this potential supply. During this decade

very little new land was sold in the cotton states, and the expansion

of potential capacity was at a much slower rate than during the

6 For a pioneering elaboration of the general argument with respect to a dif-

ferent industry, see Tjallman Koopmans, Tanker Freight Rates and Tankship

Building (Haarlem: De erven F. Bohn, n.v., 1939), Chapter V.
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previous boom. When the growth of demand for cotton finally

brought all this potential capacity into production, a further in-

crease in demand resulted in substantial price increases as the

supply curve became increasingly inelastic. With the readily avail-

able cotton land already in production, higher prices brought forth

litde additional production in the short run.

[^Vhile there had been little incentive to buy and clear new land

for cotton during the period of low prices, rising prices triggered

a land boom in the new Soutl^VMillions of acres of virgin land

were sold; planters and their slaves migrated in large numbers to

open up and exploit the rich land in the Southwest—Alabama, Loui-

siana, Mississippi, and Arkansas were the major states. A lengthy

period intervened between the initial impetus from rising prices

and substantial output increases for putting this land into produc-

tion. While imperfections in the capital market and land speculation

partially explain this delay, the more important reasons were the

time it took to obtain slaves from the old South, clear the land,

and plant a crop or two of corn to prepare the soil. The results of

this delay are clearly evident in Chart II-VII. Note the output of

cotton in the five cotton states. There was a lag of approximately

four years between the peak in land sales and a large increase in

cotton production. The consequence was a vast shift to the right

in the supply curve of cotton and the beginning of a new period

of depressed prices. Cotton output actually fell as some of this

land was diverted into corn with the low cotton prices that pre-

vailed after 1839.

In the West, the same general pattern prevailed with respect to

wheat and corn. Land sales in the western states paralleled the

prices of those staples, with one important diflFerencet Eittle trans-

portation or other social overhead investment was necessary to

increase the supply of cotton in the South. In the West, trans-

portation was the major limiting factor in increasing supplj^l The
accessible lands close to water transportation were taken up first.

Initially, the rise in prices brought into cultivation land further

and further from cheap transportation. As a result, the supply curve

of wheat and corn land was probably less inelastic than cotton as

it began to slope upward. However, it also encouraged a boom in

land sales and at the same time a growing agitation for large-scale

investment in new transportation facilities. Canal and railroad
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building was a lengthy process, but a completed canal or railroad

opened up large amounts of new land. The canal construction era

of the 1830's and the railroad construction period of the 1850's

each served to make possible, along with the land sales and influx

of settlers that accompanied them, a large shift to the right in

wheat and corn supplies, with much the same results as cotton.

CHART II-VII

Land Sales, Cotton Production and Prices: 1833-1843
(Ala., Ark., Miss., Fla., La.)
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The Statistical Evidence

The quantitative data to analyze America's interna-

tional economic relations during these years may be

conveniently organized and analyzed under four sep-

arate headings: the balance of payments, the terms

of trade, the flows of immigrants, and the acquisition of land.

While the quality of the data in the balance of payments from

1815 through 1819 is similar to that for the earlier period, after

1820 there are important improvements and the data are far more

reliable.^ During this period our international economic relations

were the subject of extensive discussion, and there are many direct

estimates of the various components, as well as qualitative evalua-

tions, against which to check the figures and their significance.

As a percentage of the value of exports, tobacco, rice and lumber

products declined during this period. Wheat and flour were erratic,

being 16 per cent of exports from 1816 to 1820 but declining there-

after until the last fifteen years, when they increased slightly. Manu-
factures were a slightly declining percentage of exports in the

1830's and thereafter showed a modest gain. rCotton, of course,

dominated the export trade. It constituted 39 per cent of the value

of exports from 1816 to 1820, and increased to 63 per cent of total

export values from 1836 to 1840!\rhereafter it dropped somewhat.

1 See the introduction to my study, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., for an

evaluation of the quality of the data.

75
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but the level continued high—over half of the value of exports

for the remaining years to the Civil War. Chart I-VIII shows the

CHART I-VIII

Value of Total Exports and Cotton Exports: 1815-1860
(in Millions of Dollars)
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Source: Appendix I, Table A-VIII.
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value of total exports and the value of cotton exports from 1815
to 1860.

The value of exports showed little increase in the 1820's but ex-
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panded rapidly from 1831 through the ensuing boom. After a de-

cline during the depression of the early 1840's, the value of exports

increased during most of the period up to 1860. Several years of

extraordinarily high export values (in comparison to the secular

trend) reflected special circumstances, such as the cotton specula-

tion in 1825 and the Irish famine in 1847.

rrhe United Kingdom alone took almost half of our exports, with

France taking an additional 12 to 17 per cent (based on five year

averages )^Trhe West Indies, which had been a major market for

American exports and took 19 per cent in the years 1821 to 1825,

were a continually declining percentage thereafter, being only 7

per cent in the five years preceding the Civil War.

fAfter exports, the next most important credit in the balance of

payments was shipping earnings. Unlike the earlier period when
they accounted for perhaps a third or more of total international

credits, in this period they were never more than about 10 per cent\

of credits and were actually a decreasing percentage throughout

The revival of navigation laws and foreign competition, as well as

the expansion of the cotton trade, resulted in American shipping

being confined primarily to our export and import trade and en-

gaged less in trade between foreign countries. Foreign shipping

was increasingly important from 1845 to 1860, presaging our transi-

tion from creditor to debtor status in this sphere during the war

years. United States and foreign shipping earnings in our inter-

national accounts are shown in Chart II-VIII.

l^he funds that immigrants brought with them were an important
^

credit in the last fifteen years of the period under study, when the

first great wave of immigration occurred. Over 90 per cent of the

immigrants were from Britain, Ireland or Germany. There was a

striking diflFerence in their well-being; the Germans were relatively

prosperous while the Irish were desperately poor, with little left

after their passage money. jVpproximately two-thirds of them came
in American ships, providing an additional credit in the United

States account.^

The three items discussed above—exports, '^hjppin^o; parni^g<j ari^l

2 See Section III of this chapter for a discussion of the significance of immi-

grant fares. My study on the United States balance of payments provides further

discussion of this subject, and Appendix III in this study summarizes the

quantitative data on immigrant funds.

^
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CHART II-VIII

Net U.S. Shipping Earnings and Earnings of Foreign Ships Carrying U.S.

Imports: 1815-1860
(in Milhons of Dollars)
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Source: Appendix T, Table B-VIII.

immigrant funds—comprise the net credits on rnrrpnf- jyfmmf nf

the United States balance ^f p^ymmTtg rlnnnpf tViis p^riod^

Imports were the major debit item. There were two major classes

of imports, manufactured goods and tropical (or semitropical

)

goods such as coflFee, tea, sugar, and cocoa. Manufactures were the

most important, with textile imports (cotton, wool, silk, and linen)

comprising a third or more of the value of this sector. Iron and

I
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steel imports assumed increased importance during the first big

railroad boom in the early 1850's.

Import values were more volatile than exports, rising more rap-

idly in periods of expansion and dropping more precipitously in

times of slower growth. Their value is shown in Chart III-VIII.^

Britain was the major source of imports, accounting for somewhat

more than a third. France supplied another 9-18 per cent (again

based on five year averages ) . Cuba and the West Indies accounted

CHART III-VIII

Value of Imports: 1815-1860
( in Millions of Dollars
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3 It should be noted that the value of imports shown here differs from the

oflBcial figures in that it makes an allowance for undervaluation from 1832-

1860. See "Balance of Payments," loc. cit.. Appendix B, for a discussion of the

basis for the allowance.
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for most of the tropical goods, which reached a high of 28 per

/ cent of imports from 1821-1825 and a low of 17 per cent from

1851-1855. Among invisible items, immigrants' remittances and

tourist expenditures were the major net debits. The former grew

CHART IV-VIII

Immigrants from the United Kingdom: 1844-1860. Graphed with a Three-
Year Lag Against Remittances to the United Kingdom: 1847-1863
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Source: Appendix I, Table D-VIII.

rapidly during the wave of immigration after 1845. These remit-

tances were primarily for passage money to bring over relatives

and friends, and most of them went to Ireland. They bear an
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interesting relationship to immigration, which is illustrated in Chart

IV-VIII. Remittances to the United Kingdom moved directly with

the volume of immigration from there three years earlier. The most

plausible explanation for this close relationship is that it took Irish

immigrants approximately three years to save passage fares for

friends and family in Ireland.

The flow of specie during this period served both as a mechanism

of adjustment between the price levels of the United States and

foreign countries (particularly the United Kingdom), and in the

1850's as another export industry which financed a large import

surplus and helped sustain the expansion of that decade. Specie

flows were particularly important in relating the monetary systems

of the United States and the United Kingdom. When domestic

price levels diverged significantly, the resulting flow of specie \ ^
tended to lead to international price readjustment in a fashion to

be expected by monetary theorists. Chart V-VIII shows specie flows

against an index in which United States wholesale prices (Warren-

Pearson ) are divided by British wholesale prices ( Sauerbach index

)

to illustrate this relationship. It is clear that after the discoveries

of 1848 gold plays an additional role, and is in efiFect another export

commodity as well as an inflationary influence upon United States

and foreign prices.

/j[nterest and dividends were a continuous debit item in our

balance of payments. Not only did the amount vary with the level

of foreign debt and of the interest rate, but it was strongly affected

on two occasions during this period by repudiation of debts—1816-

1818, and 1841-184^^Chart VI-VIII presents the interest upon

foreign indebtedness.*

rThe balance of trade of the United States was generally un-

favorably Chart VII-VIII not only illustrates the fact that imports

exceeded exports for all but a few years (primarily the 1840's), but

also shows the greater volatility of import values. Long swings are

also evident in both exports and imports.

The balance of payments ( see Appendix I for complete balance

)

^^

^ Cf. "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., for a discussion of the method of esti-

mating the interest change.
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reveals three periods of capital inflow, one of outflow, and a period

in which there is little net movement. The years 1815-1818, 1832-

1839, and 1850-1857 were periods of significant foreign borrowing.

The 1840's were a decade of debt repudiation and return of secu-

rities to America, while the 1820's show relatively little net capital

CHART V-VIII

Quotient of United States Wholesale Price Index (Base 1830) Divided by
English Wholesale Price Index (Base 1830). Graphed against

Specie Flows: 1815-1860
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movement. Chart VIII-VIII shows the residual of the balance of

payments ^ and illustrates the long swings that characterize its

movement.

The resulting aggregate foreign indebtedness of the United States

shows a substantial increase in the three periods of capital inflow,

with the most significant rate of increase occurring during the pe-

CHART VI-VIII

Interest and Dividends on Foreign Indebtedness: 1815-1860
(in Millions of Dollars)
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5 It should be pointed out that the residual of the balance of payments and

net capital movements are the same thing only under certain assumptions about

the figures and inclusiveness of the component parts. For a discussion of this,

see the text of my study on the United States balance of payments.
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CHART VII-VIII

Value of Imports and Exports of the United States: 1815-1860

(Figures from "U.S. Balance of Payments, 1790-1860.")
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CHART VIII-VIII

Residual Balance of Payments: 1790-1860
(in Millions of Dollars)
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Source: Appendix I, Table G-VIII.
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riod 1832-1839.^ Our aggregate foreign indebtedness is presented

in Chart IX-VIII.'^

CHART IX-VIII

Aggregate Foreign Indebtedness: 1815-1860

(in Millions of Dollars)
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Movements of the prices of exports and imports, both com-

/ modities and services, played an important role in the United States

expansion during this period just as they did earlier. Since no such

^ We were repudiating debt while incurring it from 1816-1819. See Appendix
A, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit.

"^ See Appendix C, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., for independent direct

estimates of aggregate indebtedness as corroboration of the figures in Chart

IX-IX.
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indices exist, the manner in which they were developed for this

study is treated in detail in Appendix III; the results o£ the study

are summarized here.

CHART X-VIII

Export Price Index and the Price of Cotton: 1815-1860
(Base 1830)
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Source: Appendix I, Table I-VIII.

The export price index is dominated by the price of cotton, as /"

Chart X-VIII indicates. In general, export prices declined substan-

tially from the 1818 peak throughout the 1820's, with the exception

of 1825, when a short-lived speculation in cotton occurred. The
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1830's witnessed a surge in export prices which began in 1831-

1832 and extended, with a break in 1837-1838, to 1839. The price

dechne in the 1840's was not so severe as that which followed the

boom of 1818. The sharp rise in 1847 resulted from the demand

CHART XI-VIII

Export Price Index and Warren-Pearson Wholesale Price Index: 1815-1860
(Base 1830)
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for wheat due to the Irish famine. The irregular rise in the 1850's

reflected another period of expansion in the American economy.
Prices of exports were more volatile than domestic goods, as a

comparison of the export index with the Warren-Pearson wholesale
price index in Chart XI-VIII indicates. Export prices fell more
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rapidly from 1818-1830 and rose more in periods of expansion,

particularly that of the 1830's. The volume of exports was far

steadier, as Chart XII-VIII indicates. It does show that there was
considerable price elasticity in the demand for exports, since years

CHART XII-VIII

Volume Index, U.S. Exports: 1815-1860
(Base 1830)
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with a sharp price break (1819, 1838, 1840, 1853) were periods

of significant increases in export volume.

The import price index and its separate components are shown

in Chart XIII-VIII. The overall index shows a fairly persistent

downward trend until the end of the 1840's. Manufactures fell

significantly in the years after 1815, but manufactured goods fell
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even more sharply between 1815 and 1830. The fall o£ raw material

and food prices was not large in the early period, but after 1820
they fell almost as much as manufactures. All of our import prices

CHART XIII-VIII

Import Price Index and the Indices of its Component Parts: 1815-1860
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fell during the period. The overall index shows no such spectacular

rises during the surges in the United States expansion as occur in

the export price index. Increased import values meant an increased

volume of imports, and little of the increased demand was ab-
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sorbed by price increase. Chart XIV-VIII shows the deflated value

index for the period.

CHART XIV-VIII

Real Value of Imports (Deflated Value Series)
" - (in Thousands of Dollars)
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A comparison of the export and import price indices illustrates

the marked difference in their behavior, Chart XV-VIII. The re-

sultant net barter terms of trade, Chart XVI-VIII, not only show
that the secular trend was towards improvement in the terms of

trade, but also demonstrate that, in expansive periods of the econ-

omy, the terms of trade became extremely favorable. This is partic-

ularly true from 1815-1818 and 1831-1839. The correspondence

between changes in the terms of trade and in the international flow

of capital (as indicated by the residual of the balance of pay-

ments) is striking. Until 1845 (and less so thereafter), almost every

movement of the terms of trade was paralleled by a reverse move-
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CHART XV-VIII
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Terms of Trade: 1815-1860
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ment in the residual in the balance of payments, as Chart XVII-

VIII shows. There was increased capital inflow when the terms of

trade became more favorable and decreased inflow or actual out-

flow when they became relatively less favorable.

CHART XVII-VIII

Terms of Trade Graphed with the Residual Balance of Payments: 1815-1860
(Base 1830)
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Source: Appendix I, Table P-VIII.
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Are movements of the terms of trade significantly aflFected by the

v/ price behavior of non-commodity items? The price behavior of the
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non-commodity items is at times divergent from commodity trade,

but the magnitudes are relatively small, and the overall effect is

not great. Freight rates_ fell dramatically during these years, partic-

ularly during the early period7~and the price of shipping fell more

CHART XVIII-VIII

Freight Rate Index, U.S. Exports: 1815-1860
(Base 1830)
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Source: Appendix I, Table Q-VIII.
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than that of exports, as Chart XVIII-VIII shows. On the other

hand, the price of capital showed no significant drop and actually

rose in the 1850's ( see Appendix I ) . However, neither of these two

dampening effects on the terms of trade would be very large.

m
Official statistics on immigration to the United States begin in

1820. Contemporary accounts indicate that there was a surge of

immigration between 1816-1818. Niles cites a figure of 30,000 in

1817, and contemporary description made much of the large num-

ber of immigrants in the years before the onset of the depression.^

Even after 1820 the immigration data are poor,^ and the absolute

figures are unquestionably inaccurate. The results as shown in

Chart XIX-VIII show the general behavior of immigration, the

long swings with surges in the 1830's and the 1850's, and the small

volume of immigration in the 1820'srUndoubtedly an important

factor in the gradual secular increase of immigration was the de-

cline in obstacles to movement: national restrictions, and, partic-

ularly significant as far as this chapter is concerned, ocean transport

costs\rVoyages from Europe had historically been made partly

empty or even in ballast, reflecting the smaller volume of finished

goods carried to this country in contrast with the bulky goods ex-

ported by the United States. The immigrant trade provided a lucra-

tive opportunity to make money on the westward passage, and

immigrant fares may be considered here as another freight rate^

Their very substantial decline during the period is shown in Table

^ Niles' National Register, 75 Vols. (Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington:
1811-1849), XIII, 35-36.

9 For a critique see Marian Davis, "Critique of Official United States Immi-
gration Statistics," Appendix II, Vol. II of International Migrations, Walter F.

Willcox, Ed. (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1929-1931).
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7. Although the pull of differential real income and employment

was the fundamental cause, the decline in the cost of steerage

passage did implement the movement.

As pointed out above, the origin of immigrants during this period

was primarily from Ireland, England, and Germany, with all other

countries together accounting for only 10 per cent of their number.

Equally interesting is the changing composition of immigrants by

occupation. While the figures here are rough (since they include

^

CHART XIX-VIII

Immigration to the United States: 1815-1860
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returning Americans), they do show a declining portion of mer-
chants and skilled people, and a rising proportion of unskilled labor ^
(Table 7).
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TABLE 7

IMMIGRANT ORIGINS AND OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

Occupation as Percentage of

A] ien Arrivals Total Arrivals

Mechanics
Year Total Irish English German Labor Merchants & Farmers

1820 8385 3974 1782 948 9% 25% 31%
1 9127 3388 1036 365 8 27 31
2 6911 2421 856 139 9 31 24
3 6354 1908 851 179 8 33 27
4 7912 2606 713 224 8 38 24

5 10199 5857 1002 448 10 29 32

6 10837 6032 1459 495 11 29 29
7 18875 10971 2521 425 18 21 31

8 27382 14047 2735 1806 21 19 31

9 22520 8331 2149 582 20 28 22

1830 23322 3105 733 1972 12 25 41*

1 22633 7639 251 2395 10 27 44
2 53179 16665 944 10168 13 18 46**

3 58640 8648 2966 6823 13 15 33

4 65365 33724 1129 17654 14 14 51***

5 45374 29350 468 8245 15 20 55

6 76242 43156 420 20139 29 11 55

7 79340 39810 896 23036 28 12 55

8 38914 17860 157 11369 18 20 55

9 68069 34172 62 19794 22 16 58

1840 84066 41704 318 28581 22 12 63
1 80289 53723 147 13727 28 13 55
2 104565 71542 1743 18287 33 10 53

3 52496 24542 3517 11432 23 14 57
4 78615 46460 1357 19226 29 12 54

5 114371 61942 1710 33138 32 10 56
6 154416 70626 2854 57010 28 6 62
7 234968 124880 3476 73444 32 4 62
8 226527 142631 4455 58014 43 3 52
9 297024 207162 6036 60062 45 3 50

1850 310004 169533 5276 63168 38 5 54
1 379466 266257 5306 71322 48 7 42
2 371603 161351 30007 143575 44 7 48.
3 368645 165130 28867 140653 48 7 42
4 427833 105931 48901 206054 37 7 53

5 200877 51877 38871 66219 39 13 45

*Large per cent not stated this year
**Missing quarter
***Large per cent not stated this year

Source: Bromwell, William J., History of Immigration to the United States
, (New

York: Redfield 1856).
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IV

Chart XX-VIII illustrates graphically the territorial expansion of

the economy during this period.(Tlje most striking aspect of this

chart is not the addition of Louisiana, which has always been *^

accorded the role of almost doubling the size of the country, but

CHART XX-VIII

United States Territorial Expansion: 1790-1860
(in Millions of Square Miles)
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the even greater increase in territorial expansion which occurred

in three short years between 1845 and 1848. More than 1.2 million

square miles were added to the country's territorial boundaries,

including California, which was quickly exploited for its discoveries

of goldrt
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The Statistical Evidence

It is possible to present fairly complete statistics upon

our international economic relationships throughout

this period, but no complete quantitative picture is

available for internal movements of goods, services,

and productive factors. Although the statistics are fragmentary, and

no attempt has so far been made even to piece them together,

there is a wealth of descriptive material in government reports and

contemporary books and magazines to provide a general outline

and fill in many of the gaps. It will be necessary to supplement

the available statistical fragments with literary description and,

while the result is perhaps a less precise picture, the general move-

ments are clear and the evidence sufficiently conclusive to support

the analysis. The interregional movements of goods, of people and

of capital will be treated in turn.

While the data on interregional trade are incomplete, the general

pattern of this trade has been carefully examined in a number of

government studies of United States internal commerce.^ Yet G. S.

Callender's comment of a half-century ago that the significance of

this pattern of trade has been slighted by the economic historian

is still appropriate.^ In describing the trade between western farm-

ers and southern planters he said:

This commerce between difiFerent agricultural communities in

America has played a more important role in our economic history

1 Cf. Louis B. Schmidt, "Internal Commerce and the Development of a Na-
tional Economy Before 1860," Journal of Political Economy XLVII (Decem-
ber 1939), 799, sources cited in footnote 2 therein.

2 The best account of the internal commerce of the period is contained in

the excellent article by Louis B. Schmidt cited in footnote 1.

101
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than seems to have been appreciated. It began in colonial times

and shows itself in the trade between the Northern Colonies and
the West Indies which was reckoned by the colonists themselves

to be of vital importance to their prosperity. It appears again

in the first part of the nineteenth century when a trade grew up
on our western rivers between the lower South and the new states

of the West of exactly the same character as that which went up
and down the Atlantic coast between the West Indies and the

Northern Colonies during the eighteenth century. It was in both
cases a trade between a community of planters using slave labor

to produce a few valuable staples which found a ready sale in

the markets of the world on one hand, and a community of small

farmers (who in many cases were partly fishermen) producing

food and crude supplies on the other. The basis of the trade in

both cases was the fact that the planter found it more profitable

to devote his slave labor to the production of valuable staples to

be sold in the markets of the world than to use it in producing

the food and other agricultural supplies which he needed. So long

as there were other agricultural communities ready and willing

to furnish these supplies it was cheaper to procure them by trade

than by direct production.^

Certainly the pattern of this trade between the West, the South,

and the East has long been familiar. While its beginnings antedate

the second war with England, it was of negligible importance until

the close of the war. With the innovation of the steamboat on the

Mississippi in 1816, the West used that artery to ship foodstufiFs to

the South.jThe South, in addition to the foreign export of cotton,

sugar, tobacco, and rice, shipped these staples to the Northeast

and to a lesser extent upriver to the West. The Nnri[^|]f;f|^f
p'-"^"'^"^

banking. irKj^^ranrp ]-)rnkprage. and transDOfI; services tn thp Smithy

grjd gbipppd fim'shed goods, both jts own and imports, to the

Sor*-^ R"^ ^h"^
^^^est.Vhe trade between the Northeast and South

was a coastwise trade, while that with the West was overland when
it involved valuable manufactured goods which could stand the

high cost of wagon transportation, or by coastwise trade to New
Orleans and thence upriver if they were bulky items. Beginning

in the 1830's, this pattern of trade gradually changed. Before 1835

almost all of the produce going eastward over the Erie Canal came

3 Callender, Economic History, pp. 300-301.
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only from western New York,"* but with the completion of the Ohio

canals there was a gradual redirection of western produce to the

eastern seaboard. It was not until the last two decades of our

period that the pattern of internal trade was significantly altered.

When, in addition to the Erie and Pennsylvania Canals, East-West

railroads were completed in the early 1850's, the nature of internal

trade had been fundamentally changed. It is not that the West's

trade with the South declined absolutely; on the contrary, it in-

creased and the 1850's were a golden era in Mississippi trade, but

percentagewise the growing volume of western foodstuffs and a

few mining products, such as lead from Missouri, were going in-

creasingly to eastern markets. At the same time, the West became

an important market for eastern finished goods, although the South

continued to be a major market for eastern services and manu-

factures. Schmidt's succinct summary of this mutual interdepend-

ence is worth quoting.

The rise of internal commerce after 1815 made possible a ter-

ritorial division of labor between the three great sections of the

Union—the West, the South, and the East. The markets which
were developed for various products opened the way for the di-

vision of labor in regions where it had been practically unknown
before. Each section tended to devote itself more exclusively to

the production of those commodities for which it was best able

to provide. There was fostered a mutual economic dependence
between sections and the establishment of predominant types of

industry in each which were in turn dependent on foreign com-
merce. The South was thereby enabled to devote itself in par-

ticular to the production of a few plantation staples contributing

a large and growing surplus for the foreign markets and depending
on the West for a large part of its food supply and on the East for

the bulk of its manufactured goods and very largely for the con-

duct of its commerce and banking. The East was devoted chiefly

to manufacturing and commerce, supplying the products of its

industries as well as the imports and much of the capital for the

West and the South while it became to an increasing extent de-

pendent on the food and the fibers of these two sections. The West")
became a surplus grain- and livestock-producing kingdom, supply- '

ing the growing deficits of the South and the East.^

l^

^

•* Schmidt, "Internal Commerce," loc. cit., p. 811.

5 Ibid., p. 820.
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The quantitative measures of this trade are certainly incomplete,

but parts of it can be presented. The trade between the West and

the South is recorded in receipts at New Orleans (Chart I-IX).

However, these gross receipts include downriver shipments of cot-

CHART I-IX

Value of Receipts of Produce from the Interior at New Orleans: 1815-1860
(in Millions of Dollars)
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Source: Appendix II, Table A-IX.
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ton, sugar, hemp, and tobacco as well as western foodstuflPs. After

1845 the proportion of total receipts made up of southern staples

for export ( either abroad or to the Northeast ) increased as western

foodstuflFs were increasingly diverted East or found their way to

the southern states by railroad. While New Orleans was the great

entrepot of the South, a great deal of western produce either found

markets in the South above New Orleans,^ or in the case of live-

stock, was driven directly to the Southeast.^An 1845 estimate states

that in 20 years the southern planter had purchased $900,000,000

worth of products from the western and border states!^

In 1836, over four-fifths of the tonnage coming to tidewater over

the Erie Canal came from western New York State and less than

one-fifth came from western states. By 1847, tonnage from western

states exceeded that from western New York. Chart II-IX presents

tonnage from western New York State and from the western states

that came over the Erie Canal from 1836 to 1860 and dramatically

illustrates the rise of West-East trade. The growth of this trade

was, of course, greatly implemented by the Great Lakes and the

canals connecting them with the Mississippi River system. Chart

III-IX shows the growth of traflBc on both of these waterways.

Chart IV-IX shows the rapid growth of receipts on the Ohio canals

as they opened up interior Ohio (it also gives evidence of the

efiFect of railroads on those canals in the 1850's). An important part

vX

6 U.S. Congress, House, Report on the Internal Commerce of the United

States, 50th Congress, 1st Session, 1888, House Executive Document No. 6,

Part 2 (hereafter cited as Report on Internal Commerce) estimates that in

1816 as much as 20 per cent of produce was lost on the way downriver; the

report goes on to say that "many boats, moreover, stopped along the river on
their way down to sell supplies to the planters" (p. 191). Moreover, many
Louisiana planters took their produce directly to ships to be exported. The
Report estimates the value of shipments to Louisiana originating in the West
at $13,875,000 instead of the official $8,062,540 in 1816. There was also a great

deal of produce shipped to New Orleans and thence back upriver. See Schmidt,

"Internal Commerce," loc. cit., pp. 804-5.
"^ A contemporary estimate is that 10,000 head of livestock annually were

driven to the South Atlantic states. James S. Buckingham, The Slave States

of America, 2 Vols. (London, Paris: Fisher, Son & Co., 1842), II, 203-4.

^ Edward Ingle, Southern Sidelights, a Picture of Social and Economic Life

in the South a Generation Before the War (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell

& Co., 1896), p. 55. Hereafter cited as Southern Sidelights.
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of the trade was in cereals. The redirection of this trade from the

Mississippi to the Atlantic was striking during the ISSO's.** The

CHART II-IX

Tonnage Over Erie Canal to Tidewater from Western States and
from New York: 1836-1860
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9 Cf. Louis B. Schmidt, "The Internal Grain Trade of the United States,

Iowa Journal of History and Politics XVIII, No. 1 (January 1920), 94-124.
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growth in receipts of flour and grains at Buffalo from the West
between 1836-1860 is presented in Chart V-IX. Expanded receipts

of provisions such as pork, beef, bacon, and lard as well as whiskey

were also features of this redirected trade. ^*^ The change of trade

CHART III-IX

Tonnage of Vessels on the Western Rivers: 1816-1860; and Tonnage
Employed in the Lake Trade: 1830-1860

(in Thousands of Tons)
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Source: Appendix II, Table C-IX.

10 Cf. U.S. Congress, Senate, Statistics of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Senate Executive Document No. 55, 38th Congress, 1st Session, 1864, p. 162,

for statistics. Hereafter cited as Statistics of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
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of the West from the South to the East is summarized in the House
Report on Internal Commerce of 1887.

CHART IV-IX

Receipts on All Ohio Canals: 1827-1860
(in Thousands of Dollars)
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In the twenty years between 1840 and 1860 during which the

competition of river and rail had been inaugurated, the production

of the Mississippi Valley had increased far more rapidly than the

receipts at New Orleans. The river traffic had increased in the

aggregate, but lost relatively. The Mississippi carried a much larger

tonnage, but a far smaller percentage of the total traffic of the

Valley. The loss was most marked in western products. Forty

CHART V-IX

Receipts of Flour and Grain at Buffalo from the West: 1836-1860
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years before these had constituted 58 per cent of the total re-

ceipts at New Orleans. In 1859-60 they had fallen to 23 per cent

although in that period the West had made the greatest increase

in population and production. ^^

The trade of the East with the West was of longer standing than

the reverse movements, since the East sent relatively high value

manufactured goods to the West through costly overland trans-

portation even before the development of more eflBcient transport

media. Until the advent of the Erie Canal and the four railroad

systems, the New York Central, the Erie, the Pennsylvania, and

the Baltimore and Ohio, there is no quantitative measure of this

trade either directly across the mountains or indirectly via New
Orleans and up the Mississippi. Tonnage going to western states

(i.e. exclusive of western New York) over the Erie Canal from

1836 to 1860 is presented in Chart VI-IXfThe commodities moving

west paralleled our imports in many respects; they were either

tropical goods (sugar, coflFee, and so on) or manufactures^

There remains the trade between the North and the South. Un-

fortunately there are no figures to provide a time series of the

value of such trade and services. We do have statistics of the ton-

nage in coastwise trade, which was a national monopoly. These,

with some allowance for increased efficiency, give a good idea of

the changing volume of this trade (Chart VII-IX)/The North sent

manufactured goods, both domestic and importea7to the South,

and received in return southern staples (cotton, tobacco, naval

stores, sugar, molasses, rice) as well as cotton for exportA

One additional trade which was important in the last decade of

this study was with the Far^^st. The overland trade to Santa Fe
had been in existence for some time, but with the discovery of

gold in 1848 in California the trade via Panama or Cape Horn by
ship assumed real significance for the economy. The East sent

finished goods of all kinds to San Francisco and received gold in

return. The quantitative measures of this trade are presented in

Charts VII-IX and VIII-IX.

KChiS'discussion of the interregional trade of the United States

11 Report on Internal Commerce, p. 215.
12 Statistics of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, p. 132.
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i§J!S9ibLAiS£^J2£^C^®M^'^S ^t.t^^ income flows between these spe-

cialized, interdependent partsTVThe trade was paralleled by reverse

flows of income or at least by claims which were frequently settled

by a more circuitous route. We now have some idea of interregional

trade, but not of an interregional balance of payments. Unfortu-

^

CHART VI-IX

Tonnage Going to Western States by Erie Canal: 1836-1860
(in Thousands of Tons)
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nately, no comprehensive figures are available on this score. Con-

temporaries were aware of the importance of the invisible items in

the settlement of claims between the North and the South, not to

CHART VII-IX

Tonnage in the Coasting Trade: 1816-1860
(in Thousands of Tons)
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mention the flow of capital into the West. From their accounts, we
can get at least a qualitative picture of this subject supplemented

by some contemporary estimates.

It was evident at the time, and indeed the subject of bitter
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reproach on the part of southern partisans/^ thatTthe income of the

South flowed out to the North and the Wes^jThe fact that it had /
very little regional multiplier eflFect will be considered in the fol-

lowing chapterjOjut^flie reason it flowed out to the North rested

not just on the interregional trade, but upon the other items in the

CHART VIII-IX

California Gold Production and Gold Exports: 1848-1860
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balance of payments.lThe North provided the South with trans-

portation, insurance, and marketing services, as well as a good deal

13 Cf. Herbert Wender, Southern Commercial Conventions, 1837-1859. Johns

Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science, Series XLVIII,

No. 4 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1930).
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of the capital for southern plantation expansion^ In addition, it

provided the summer residence of the wealthy planter class who
migrated northward to escape the hot and pestilent summers in

the South, so the South paid the North for these services. Their

magnitude must remain conjectural to a degree, but they were

clearly important. Kettell's estimate for 1859 was little more than

a guess, but it does give some indication of the likely magnitudes.

He estimates southern produce, raw materials, and so on sent

north at $462 million, which is balanced by the following credits

accruing to the North: ^^
.

Domestic goods $240 million

Imported goods 106 million

Interest, brokerage, etc. 63 million

Southern travellers 53- million

While the amount for southern travellers may be excessive, it is

doubtful that $63 million was too much to cover insurance,

brokerage, interest and transportation accruing to the North. Just

one indication of its magnitude can be gained from the transfer

cost of cotton, that is, the price the planter received compared

to the Liverpool price. The various changes are presented in Table

8. Most of these changes accrued to the North.

The flow of capital from the North to the South and West was

sizable. In addition to the flow resulting from New York being

the center of the money market ^^ and linked with the English

market, long term capital flowed to the South and West in large

quantities. Although there is no quantitative data available on

these flows, the ebb and flow of capital to the West was consistent,

as far as timing is concerned, with that of foreign capital coming

into or leaving the country. Moreover, the terms of trade between

the agricultural West and eastern finished goods also showed

14 Thomas P. Kettell, Southern Wealth and Northern Profits, as Exhibited in

Statistical Facts and Official Figures . . . (New York: G. W. and J. A. Wood,
1860), p. 75.

15 Cf. Margaret Myers, The New York Money Market, I, Chapter VI for a

discussion of seasonal money flows which reflected the trade patterns discussed

above.
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TABLE 8

TRANSFER COSTS OF COTTON:
CHARGES ON A BALE OF COTTON AT MOBILE

A statement of the Charges incurred at the Port of Mobile, exclusive of

Insurance, calculated on a Bale of 420 Pounds, with Freight at 3/4 d.,

and Prices at the present Rates.

Wharfage, per bale $ .10

Weighing .125

Draying to press .125

Storage, average, day .20

Factor's commissions, average
this season .80

Add for freight to city 1.50

Chargeable to planter $ 2.85

Brokerage .25

Storage until compressed .125

Drayage to vessel or lighter .08

Wharfage .10

Commission on purchase, average, say .80

Freight and primage, say 6.645

Chargeable to purchaser $ 8.00

Compressing .80

Lighterage to lower bay .25

Stowing, (done by the day) say .25

Chargeable to vessel $ 1.30

Total charges on a bale $12.15

Add port charges at Liverpool 6.00

Total, on both sides, per bale $18.15

Source: Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, and Commercial Review, March
1840, pp. 267-78.

a pattern similar to that o£ the international context. In this con- ) \y^

nection it is worth quoting T. S. Berry's study of Western Prices

before 1861 at some length:

Nevertheless, the admission of an important dynamic factor into

the analysis—the ebb and flow of capital investment (and immi-

gration) to and from the West—may serve to clear up the apparent

disharmony between eastern exchange rates and commodity
prices between 1838 and 1843. Various evidence points to the fact

that net new British investment in the United States, which was
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admittedly large in the years prior to 1837, continued in sizable

volume through 1839; it was not until the collapse of the latter

year that the tide turned and capital commenced to flow back.

A good deal of these funds were lent to the West directly, and
much of the capital lent in New York and other eastern centers

from abroad was reinvested in western lands and public works.

It has been found that (1) New York commodity prices exceeded

London figures in the middle thirties but fell below them in the

early forties, and (2) a similar turnover occurred between 1839
and 1840 in the values of domestic and foreign commodities in

the New York market. In other words, the inflowing capital itself,

which must be associated with lower rates on foreign exchange,

tended to raise prices in the receiving region as compared with

those in the paying region; conversely, the withdrawal of capital

(1840 and later) tended to raise exchange rates but to depress

prices in the United States, especially those of domestic goods.

The same general reasoning may profitably be applied to the

western state of affairs, particularly between 1838 and 1843.

Western prices remained above eastern, taken as a whole, and
Index A stayed higher than Index B so long as the net flow of

capital was from East to West (1838 and 1839). This flow of

capital per se prevented eastern exchange rates from rising above
par to any extent. However the period of severe liquidation wit-

nessed not only a large decline of general prices in the interior as

compared with New York and England but also a tendency of

western export values (Index A) to fall in relation to import

values ( Index B ) . At the same time, exchange rates on the points

whither capital was heading were sent higher and higher according

to the demand for the transfer of funds. As the demand for funds

became more acute in the West, efforts were made to offset the

effects of withdrawing capital from the region by issuing various

kinds of more or less convertible currency; the pressure upon com-
modity prices does not appear to have been greatly relieved, ac-

cording to the behavior of Cincinnati index numbers, whereas the

ceiling on the eastern exchange market was removed.

Indeed, the thesis elaborated above may be applied to the

whole period before 1861. In times of expansion the high values of

western crops and the shipment of funds from the East for invest-

ment and speculation operated temporarily to reduce the rate of

exchange. Western bankers felt free to issue a larger volume of

currency, so that western prices advanced relative to eastern—

this appears to have happened in 1816-1817, in 1834-1835, and
again in the mid-fifties. In each case, a delayed crisis finally
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brought liquidation and a call of funds back to the East, and the

exchange situation was rendered more acute by a drastic shrinkage

in the mass value of agricultural exports. As eastern exchange rose

to a higher premium and western paper currency depreciated bit

by bit, the strain grew heavier upon the note-issuing banks. The
latter proved least able to withstand it in 1820-1822, when a final

solution was found only in wholesale deflation and reestablishment

of a specie currency. In the great crises of 1819 and 1839, defla-

tion occurred first in the East, and the shrinkage in export profits

was only partly compensated by a temporarily high exchange

premium—western prices were eventually forced to realign them-

selves with the East. As the depression wore on, old stocks of

commodities and old currencies were cleared away, and debts

were either paid or written ofi^. This continual pressure, which
seemed especially severe to the West, was not relieved until

eastern exchange subsided and western products began to improve

in price. The terms of trade were about as unfavorable to the in-

terior as they had been favorable in time of prosperity. Here again,

matters were probably worse in 1821 than in 1842; the western

price structure of the former year was stretched beyond recog-

nition. ^^

Berry's terms of trade between western agricultural goods and \

eastern finished goods are presented in Chart IX-IX.

It is reasonable to assume that the flow of capital into the South

approximated the periods of expansion in cotton: 1816-1819, 1832-

1839, and to a lesser extent the 1850's. There is abundant con-

temporary description to support this view. Both British and north-

eastern capital were particularly attracted to the South in the

1830's.

There is better evidence on the internal flows of people. Perhaps -. /

the best indication of internal migration is land sales in the southern /

and western states. These are presented in Charts X-IX and XI-IX.

They show surges of migration to the South in 1816-1818, 1832-

1839, and only modest inflow into the Southwest in the 1850's.

Internal migration was accelerated to the West in each period of

expansion, but was greatest in the 1850's. While speculation cer-

tainly played a part in the timing of land sales, the evidence of

population movements suggests that they bore a close relation-

>^'

16 Berry, Western Prices, pp. 466-
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CHART IX-IX
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CHART X-IX

Receipts from Public Land Sales in Five Southern States: 1815-1860

( in Millions of Dollars
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ship to the westward movement. ^^ The movement in the southern

states was primarily an intraregional movement from the old South

to the new South (see Chapter X). The flows into the West came

partly from already settled western areas, but particularly from

CHART XI-IX

Receipts from Public Land Sales in Seven Western States: 1850-1860
(in Millions of Dollars)
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Source: Appendix II, Table K-IX.
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1'^ Cf. Arthur H. Cole, "Cyclical and Sectional Variations in the Sale of

Public Lands, 1816-60," Review of Economics and Statistics IX, No. 1 (Janu-

ary 1927), 50.
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the East. Chart XII-IX presents the decennial census figures for

population changes by region. It indicates the remarkable rapidity

with which Americans moved west and the rapid relative change

in regional population distribution.

CHART XII-IX

Population Distribution by Regions: 1810-1860
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THE ECDHDMIC STRUCTURE OF THE SOUTH

while the three regions became increasingly separate

and distinct after 1815, it is difficult to draw their

boundaries precisely. For our purposes, the South

was a region characterized by production for the

market of a number of agricultural staples in which slave labor

was both the major capital investment and an important inter-

mediate product. The nature of cotton production ( and of tobacco,

rice, and sugar production), and the economic and social conse-

quences of investment in this form of capital, affected not only the

economic structure of the area, but molded the pattern of settle-

» Client and urbanization and the distribution of income as well.

KlThe consequence, central to this study, was that the expanding

I income from the marketing of these staples outside the region in-

l duced little growth within the South. Income received there had

I little local multiplier effect, but flowed directly to the North and

I
the West for imports of services, manufactures and foodstuffs^

With respect to geographic boundaries, a state like Kentucky

poses problems in terms of the above definition since it both ex-

ported tobacco and hemp ( southern staples ) , and had many of the

characteristics of the western states, providing the rest of the South

with livestock and foodstuffs. Maryland and Delaware present a

similar problem. For our purposes, and somewhat arbitrarily, we
include Maryland and Delaware in the North and assign Kentucky

and Missouri to the West.

It is difficult to describe the structure of the southern economy
in the space of a single chapter. The description must oversimplify

the structure at any specific point of time, and can scarcely do

justice to the changes wrought over several generations. Yet the

general outlines are clear enough, and are attested to by contem-

porary descriptions of both residents and travellers, drawing a pic-

ture consistent with the meager statistical data available.

122
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\ Apart jrom slavery, the most noteworthy feature of the South,

which influenced both its structure and the pattern of internal r-^

migration of productive factors from East to West, was the enor- 1 y
mous comparative advantage of cottonT This comparative ad- y

vantage varied with changes in the price of cotton, the costs of

cotton production, and the prices of goods which represented an

alternative use of resources. It was only for a brief period in the

1840's that the price of cotton was so low as to suggest that the '

southerner might profitably shift his capital and labor to other

employment. Even in the dark days of 1843-1845, with six or seven

cent cotton, the planter viewed the price depression as temporary.

It was not simply that cotton production was the most efficient

use of resources; throughout the period investment in new cotton

lands in the West yielded a return upon capital ^ high enough to

attract funds from the old South,^ the Northeast, and Europe.

Alternative uses of resources in the South, even in the old South,

were limited. Rice was always a profitable crop in the limited

coastal areas of South Carolina and Georgia, but even there it was

in competition with long staple cotton.^ Sugar, like rice, could only

be planted in a very limited area. Virginia and North Carolina,

marginal to or outside the cotton belt, found no satisfactory al-

ternative use of resources when the tobacco trade ceased expand-

ing, and the rapid relative decline of Virginia from its early pre-

eminence in the Union attests to the persistent diflBculties faced by

that state.'^n old southern state like South Carolina, which had

continuously lost slaves and capital to the Southwest, and for

which the secular decline in cotton prices was a continuing source /
of dismay and agitation, found no profitable substitute for cotton

productions^

The secular decline in the price of cotton between 1818 and

1 Cf. A. H. Conrad and John R. Meyers, "The Economics of Slavery in the

Ante-Bellum South," Journal of Political Economy LXVI, No. 2 (April 1958),

95-130. Hereafter cited as "Economics of Slavery."

~ A universal cause of complaint in the old South was the drain of capital

to the Southwest. See Alfred G. Smith, Jr., Economic Readjustment of an Old
Cotton State, South Carolina, 1820-1860 (Columbia: University of South Caro-

lina Press, 1958), pp. 33, 38, 123. Hereafter cited as Economic Readjustment.
3 Actually, rice production did shift from internal swamp areas to coastal

areas where the tides could flood the lands when needed.
4 Cf . Smith, Economic Readjustment, for a thoughtful discussion of the re-

adjustment problems of South Carolina throughout the period.

^..^
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1845 (Chart I-X) reflected the fact that, despite the enormous

growth in demand of the Enghsh cotton textile industry and to a

lesser degree that of France, the rest of Europe and the north-

CHART I-X

Public Land Sales and Cotton Prices: 1814-1860
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eastern United States, the supply of cotton grew even more rapidly.

This was primarily a result of the expanded acreage (although t/

yields were much higher in the Southwest) that came about with

the great migration into western lands between 1815 and 1839.

Any discussion of the costs of cotton production must be quali-

fied with respect to its generality and implications. Costs varied

widely, even among planters in the same district. While there can

be no doubt of the profitability of ten cent cotton, eight cent cotton

(on the plantation) was considered marginal in some areas and

five cent cotton was profitable only in the Southwest.

^

JTyo gen-_

, eralizations may be made about production costs of cotu)n/ yields

in the Southwest were greater and production <^n«;^«; gnhgfanfially

lower than in the old South^ and the optimnm ^^r\}\ rmt oombjnn

tion entailed substantial amounts of labor and land, so that there,

^ere iinportant economies of scale^'^
^
\It is not surprising to find that

the scale ot operations was increa^ng, particularly in the South-

west. Not only were the size of plantations and number of slaves

per plantation much greater than in either the Southeast or the

border states, but between 1850 and 1860 there was a marked in-

crease in concentration of slaveholdings in the area.^

Efficient development of the cotton trade was accomplished

with relatively minor amounts of capital for social overhead in-

vestment or dependent industries. Internal transport problems were

mitigated by the abundance of rivers in the South. Planters not \

located on rivers usually had only short hauls by wagon to a

navigable waterway, from which the cotton went to an inland or

coastal port. Here it was baled, or rebaled if packed in "square

bales" on the plantation, by a steam press, and readied for ship-

ment.

5 Governor Hammond is quoted as saying that on land that would average

2,000 pounds of ginned cotton for each full hand, it was possible to reaUze 7
per cent at a net price of 5 cents a pound. Lewis C. Gray, History of Agricul-

ture in the Southern United States to 1860 (Washington: The Carnegie Insti-

tution, 1933), p. 709. Hereafter cited as Gray, History. For estimates, see

Matthew B. Hammond, The Cotton Industry; an Essay in American Economic
History. Part I, The Cotton Culture and the Cotton Trade (New York: Mac-
millan, for the American Economic Association, 1897), p. 118.

6 Cf. Gray, History, pp. 478-80. In sugar and rice production the heavy fixed

costs incurred provided even greater advantages to large scale organizations.
7 Gray, History, Chapter XXIII.
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r^^^^ ^

The factor played an important role as intermediary between

the planter and the "outside world." He acted as selling agent for

the cotton, purchaser of the plantation's consumption and capital

goods, and as a source of credit.^

The only requirements for efficient marketing of cotton were a

few strategically located ports acting as export centers for the crop

and import centers for the planter's consumption and capital goods,

and a factorage system which linked him with outside sources of

capital, ocean transportation, and insurance for the cotton in

transit. The earlier development (1793-1808) in the Northeast of

merchant houses, banking and insurance ventures to service the

shipping trade formed a convenient link with the cotton trade

through the factor. An alternative source was the English counter-

part of these services. It is important that the institutional struc-

ture of the cotton trade through the factorage system could market

the crop eflBciently, and import the planter's requirements, with a

minimal expansion of social overhead investment in the South.^

' Certain characteristics of water transportation affected the eco-

nomic structure of the South. The first of these was the rapid fall

in ocean freight rates on cotton to Liverpool (see Chart ITX),

which improved the comparative advantage of cotton. Second, the

transportation of cotton occupied far more shipping space than

the return flow of manufactured goods, so the freight rate on the

latter was extremely low,^^ and transportation costs gave little pro-

tection for the development of local manufacturing. Third, a com-

bination of the existing pre-eminence of New York in trade, com-

merce and finance, and the law which restricted coastwise shipping

to American bottoms, led to that city's being the entrepot for the

South, as, to a lesser degree, were other northern cities. Imports

came into New York rather than directly to the South because they

^ For a more detailed description of the organization of the cotton trade see

Buck, Anglo-American Trade, Chapter IV. When credit was extended under
the factorage contract, the planter not only agreed to consign his entire crop to

the factor, but paid a penalty if the number of bales fell below a certain level.

Gray, History, pp. 713-14.

9 The readjustment problem connected with the westward spread of cotton

culture led South Carolina into fairly extensive investment in railroads. The
effect was to strengthen cotton culture by opening up inaccessible areas.

Smith, Economic Readjustment, Chapter V.
10 Cf. North, "Ocean Freight Rates and Economic Development, 1750-

1913," loc. cit.
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would be assured of more cargo on the westward voyage than by

going to a southern port. United States coastwise ships carried

the cargo, both imports and northeastern manufactures, to southern

ports, and returned with cotton for shipment to Liverpool, Havre,

CHART II-X

Freight Rates, Cotton New York—Liverpool, New Orleans—Liverpool:

1820-1860
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or perhaps to the New England textile industry. This trade pattern

tied the South still more to the services provided by the Northeast.

The salient features of the South's economic structure were

these:

1. There was concentrated production for the market (outside

the region) of a few staple commodities, with cotton by far

the most important.

2. Large scale organization typified production of these staples,

reflecting important economies of scale. The plantation system

in cotton, sugar, anS rice involved the complementary com-

bination of relatively (for agriculture) large amounts of labor

and land for lowest unit cost.

3. The supply of labor for the plantation system was, of course,

in slaves. They were the major capital investment in the plan-

tation system and, as noted by Conrad and Meyer, the pro-

duction of slaves was an essential intermediate good.^^ The rise

in the price of slaves over the period from 1802 to 1860 from

$600 to $1800 (for a prime field hand) represented a rational

increased capitalization of slaves. The crop value per slave

rose from $14.68 in 1802 to $101.09 in 1860,^2 and when the

price of a slave is divided into crop value per slave it shows

no tendency to decline, but is on the average higher in the

last decade than in the earlier years of the nineteenth century.

4. The availability of land to the West for extensive expansion of

cotton culture and the rich quality of this land were salient fea-

tures of the pattern of internal migration which characterized

the region between 1815 and 1860. The pace of this western

movement can be illustrated by the growth of population in

the states of the Southwest. (See Table 9), It was not a con-

tinuous process, but took place in surges that clearly reflected

the pull of increased profitability of cotton production on

western lands. The price of cotton was the most decisive factor

in this regard, and if this is plotted against public land sales

-.^^^ in the five new cotton states the relationship is quickly evident.

(Chart I-X)

5. Long swings in the price of cotton were the result of periods

11 Conrad and Meyer, "Economics of Slavery," loc. cit., p. 97.
12 Ibid., Table 17, for annual estimates.
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TABLE 9

POPULATION OF FREE (NEGRO AND WHITE) AND SLAVES OF THE
STATES OF ALABAMA, ARKANSAS, FLORIDA, LOUISIANA,

AND MISSISSIPPI 1820-1860

Alabama Arkansas Florida Louisiana Mississippi Total

Year FS FSFSFS FS All

1820 86,622 41,879 12,638 1,617 83,857 69,064 42,634 32,814 371,125
1830 191,978 117,549 25,812 4,576 19,229 15,501 106,251 109,588 70,962 65,659 727,105
1840 337,224 253,532 77,639 19,935 28,760 25,717 183,959 168,452 180,440 195,211 1,470,869
1850 428,779 342,892 162,797 47,100 48,135 39,309 272,953 244,809 296,698 309,878 2,193,300
1860 529,121 435,080 324,335 111,115 78,680 61,745 376,276 331,726 354,674 436,631 3,093,383

Source: U. S. Congress, House. Preliminary Report on the Eighth Census, 1860
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1862), pp. 126-133.

of excess capacity with a consequent elastic supply curve of
'

cotton over a substantial range of output. Once demand had ;

shifted to the right sufficiently to use all the available cotton '

land, the supply curve became rather inelastic. A rise in cotton

prices precipitated another move into new lands of the South-

west by planters and their slaves. Funds from the Northeast

and England financed the transfer of slaves, purchase of land,

and working capital during the period of clearing the land,

preparing the soil and raising a cotton crop.FThere was a lag

of approximately four or five years between the initial surge

and the resulting large increase in output which caused a tre-

mendous shift to the right in the supply curve and the be-

ginning of another lengthy period of digesting the increased

capacity
6. There were several important diflFerences between plantations

in the new South and those in the old South. Not only were

production costs lower in the Southwest, but plantations tended

to be more specialized than in the old South. Part of the answer

was that the availability of cheap foodstufiFs from the West
enabled the planter to keep all his best land in cotton.^^ West-

ern foodstuffs were more costly in the old South because of

transportation costs. In addition, the differential return be-

tween cotton and corn on most lands was much narrower than

in the Southwest. The move in the direction of greater diversi-

13 Gray, History, pp. 707-8.
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fication of agriculture in the old South was particularly strong

during the period of low prices in the 1840's. South Carolina

began to raise a greater proportion of its livestock and depend

less upon Kentucky and Tennessee.^"* Northern Virginia became
an important general farming area. Outside the cotton growing

tidewater area of North Carolina there was extensive develop-

ment of wheat and corn production, although tobacco con-

tinued as the major cash crop in many areas.

7. Those members of the southern white population who pos-

sessed slaves and engaged in the production of southern staples

were in the minority. Aside from the large plantation owner,

there were a substantial number of smaller farmers who owned
a few slaves and produced small quantities of cotton for the

market. The majority, however, owned no slaves at all. A large

percentage ot tne population made very little cash income and

cannot be thought of as a regular part of a market economy.

Even more striking is the fact that there was little tendency

for them to be pulled into the market economy. There was

some migration of these self-sufficient farmers into the West
with the expansion of economic opportunity there, but there

was very little tendency to develop agricultural production

for a local market.

8. A notable lack of urbanization characterized the area. Aside

from the growth of a few ports to implement the cotton trade

(Mobile, Savannah, Charleston, and New Orleans), there

was scant increase in urbanization. (See Chart III-X) New
Orleans alone gave all the indications of a thriving city and

grew rapidly. In 1860 it was the only southern city among the

first fifteen (by population) in the United States. Russell de-

scribes the conditions in Alabama:

In travelling through a fertile district in any of the Southern

States, the appearance of things forms a great contrast to that in

similar districts in the Free States. During two days' sail on the

Alabama River from Mobile to Montgomery, I did not see so many
houses standing together in any one spot as could be dignified with

the appellation of village, but I may possibly have passed some
during the night. There were many places where cotton was
shipped and provisions were landed; still there were no signs of

14 Ibid., p. 917.
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enterprise to indicate that we were in the heart of a rich cotton

region. Nor is this to be wondered at, for American slavery, in its

most productive state, has all the worst features of absenteeism,

more particularly where the plantations are managed by overseers.

In fact, the more fertile the land the more destitute is the country

of villages and towns. And how can it be otherwise? The system

of management which is recommended as the most economical and
profitable, is to raise and to manufacture on the plantations every

thing which the slaves require. Though this is seldom accom-

plished, yet a great part of the clothing is homemade; and the

chief articles imported are bacon and mules from the Northern

States. The only article sold is cotton, which is conveyed to the

nearest point on a navigable river, and consigned to a commission

agent in the exporting town; while the bacon all comes in through

the same channel. Of such articles as are in daily use among the

rural inhabitants in the poorest districts of the Free States, the

slaves are a non-consuming class. An element so essential to rural

prosperity is in great measure wanting in the Slave States, and thus

few villages are seen. The planters supply themselves with their

CHART III-X

Urban Population as Per Cent of Total Population: 1790-1860

1790 1800 1810 1820

Source: Appendix II, Table C-X.

830 1840 1850 I860
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own necessaries and luxuries of life directly through agents in the

large towns, and comparatively little of the money drawn for the

cotton crop is spent in the Southern States. Many of the planters

spend their incomes by travelling with their families in the Northern

States or in Europe during the summer, and a large sum is required

to pay the hog-raiser in Ohio, the mule breeder in Kentucky and,

above all, the northern capitalists, who have vast sums of money
on mortgage over the estates. Dr. Cloud, the editor of the "Cotton

Plant," assured me, that after these items are paid out of the money
received for the whole cotton and sugar crops of the South, there

did not remain one-fourth part of it to be spent in the Southern

States. Hence the Slave States soon attain a comparatively sta-

tionary condition, and further, the progress they make is in pro-

portion to the increase of freemen, whose labour is rendered com-
paratively unproductive, seeing that the most fertile land is

pre-occupied by slave-owners.^^

9. It is not surprising that locally oriented industries and services

were conspicuously fewer in the South, on a per capita basis,

than elsewhere. Even in retail trade, the most rudimentary of

residentiary industries, the area was conspicuously deficient.

The 1840 census included an enumeration of retail stores by

states. Only Louisiana among the southern states was not at

the bottom of the list of retail stores per thousand population,^^

and if the parish of New Orleans were omitted, it too would

have been at the bottom. Residentiary industry failed to de-

velop because a local market did not grow. Smith summarizes
^ these difficulties with respect to South Carolina:

Since much of the industry of the State was consumer oriented,

it is necessary to make an evaluation of the local market for manu-
factured goods, particularly in view of the fact that lack of patronage

has been given as an important reason for the failure of several

plants. Such an evaluation indicates that consumer and raw ma-
terial oriented industries did not develop to a greater extent largely

because of lack of markets. Inadequate local purchasing power,

competition of already established consumer goods industries else-

where, coupled with internal transportation difficulties, the job of

establishing marketing mechanisms, and the poor quality of local

15 Callender, Economic History, pp. 283-84, quoting from Russell, North

America: Its Agriculture and Climate.
16 Fred M. Jones, Middlemen in the Domestic Trade of the United States,

1800-1860, Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences XXI, No. 3 (Urbana: Uni-

versity of Illinois Press, 1937), p. 56.
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goods compared with that of imported goods are all factors that

must be considered.

Both plantation and farm had a high degree of self-subsistence,

-
—^not only with regard to the production of food and feed for home

consumption but in respect to manufactured goods as well. Although

self-sufficiency rose as agricultural income fell, there does not seem
to have been a significant increase in the purchase of locally manu-
factured goods when farm prices were better.

^''^

10. Investment in human capital in the Smith was conspicuously >/

Inwe^ than in thfi nthpr two regions. The ratio o£ pupils to ^
white population in 1840 was 5.72 per cent in slaveholding

states compared to 18.41 per cent in the non-slaveholding

states. Illiteracy as a percentage of the white population was

7.46 in the slaveholding states and 2.13 per cent in the non-

slaveholding states. ^^ While the slaveholding states in 1850

had slightly less than half of the white population of the

northern states (6.1 million compared to 13.2 million), they

had less than one-third as many public schools, one-fourth as

many pupils, one-twentieth as many public libraries, and one-

sixth as many volumes in those libraries. It should be noted,

moreover, that Maryland, Delaware, Kentucky, and Missouri

are all included in the slaveholding states and all were far

higher than the southern average. Had they been excluded,

and the population ratio adjusted accordingly, the poorer

educational investment in the South would have been even

more striking. ^^

Clearly, the structure of the southern economy played a critical

role in the South's policy toward education. The concentration on

cotton production, the lack of urbanization, and very unequal dis-

tribution of income were important factors. Even more significant

were the attitudes of the dominant planter class, who could see

little return to them in investment in human capital. Expenditures

to educate the large percentage of white southerners who were

outside the plantation system was something they vigorously op-

1'^ Smith, Economic Readjustment, pp. 133-34.
18 U.S. Census Bureau, Compendium of the Seventh Census, J. D. B. DeBow,

Superintendent of U.S. Census (Washington: Senate Printer, 1854), p. 152.
19 Statistics from Hinton R. Helper, Compendium of the Impending Crisis of

the South (New York: A. B. Burdick, 1860), pp. 144, 288-89. Hereafter cited

as Impending Crisis.
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posed. This opposition carried over to Reconstruction days, when
the effort to expand public education met formidable political and

financial obstacles. ^°

20 Cf. W. H. Nicholls, "Some Foundations of Economic Development in the

Upper East Tennessee Valley, 1850-1900. II," Journal of Political Economy
LXIV, No. 5 (October 1956), 410-11. Nicholls also points up the correlation

between financial support of schools and subsequent per capita value added and
capital per farm worker.



THE ECDNDMIC STRUCTURE DF THE WEST

The West was a less homogeneous region than the

South, and changes in the regional economy were far

more pronounced over the forty-five-year period 1815-

1860. The growth in income of the area and its inte-

gration into the national economy came basically from the export

outside the region of wheat, corn and products derived from these

two cereals: flour, meal, livestock products, and whiskey. In terms

of the focus of this study, the most important changes in the west-

ern regional economy were: (1) the surges of westward expan-

sion, (2) the redirection of its trade from the South to the East

and to Europe, (3) the accelerated shift of its population out of

self-sufficiency into the market economy during periods of expan-

sion, (4) the development of a far more diversified economic struc-

ture than existed in the South, and the creation of the conditions

essential to rapid development of manufacturing in the post-Civil

War period.

The physiographic characteristics of the West were an important

part of the explanation of the region's economic organization. The_

mountains stretching from Maine to Georgia were for many dec-

ades an effective barrier tn F.asKWpgf tradp. High valuegoods
such as manufactures going west or furs coming east could bear

the costs of transport, but the bulky items that constituted the basis

of western production had to find other markets until new develop-

135
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ments lowered transportation costs. ^ The Mississippi, Ohio, Ilhnois

river systems provided an avenue for transportation to the South.

With the successful innovation of the steamboat for upriver trans-

portation in 1816, trade with the South was limited only by the

latter's demand for western foodstu£Fs and the rate of investment

necessary to increase the supply in the West. The physiographic

features of the West also played an important part in the early

pattern of intraregional trade. Advancing settlement into the prairie

areas of Indiana and Illinois led to an early demand for lumber,

W and the lumber trade became the major trade internal to the West.

River shipment of other building materials was also important.

The major determinant of the pace of westward expansion before

1860 continued to be the profitability of the traditional staples:

wheat, corn, and their derivatives. Waves of western expansion in

1816-1818, 1832-1836, 1846-1847, and 1850-1856 reflected the in-

creased profitability of these products. While cost reduction played

a part in increased returns, it was the change in wheat and corn

prices which most directly affected western development. Wheat
and corn prices and the pace of the westward movement, as re-

flected in land sales in seven western states, are illustrated in

Chart I-XI. The prices of other western foodstuffs derived from

wheat and corn show similar long swings in their behavior. Chart

II-XI presents a number of these series on a nine year moving

average.

While the general timing of these long swings was similar in

the South and the West, the pace of movement into the West was

different in some respects from that into the new South. All

through the 1820's the price of cotton provided little incentive for

opening up new lands. In contrast, as early as 1827 the price of

wheat improved, and sales of public lands in Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, and Michigan increased markedly. Wheat and corn prices

increased in the mid-forties as did land sales in the West, in con-

trast to the price of cotton. The boom in land sales in the 1850's

was a western phenomenon triggered by the rising prices of cereals

1 Cf. Taylor, Transportation Revolution, Chapter VII, and Berry, Western

Prices, Chapters III and IV for transport costs.
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during the first half of that decade, while southern cotton prices

and land sales rose only moderately. Long swings were a pervasive

CHART I-XI

Land Sales in Seven Western States: 1815-1860
(Ohio, 111., Ind., Mich., Iowa, Wis., Mo.)

Source: Appendix II, Table A-XI.

influence upon the whole character of the West during this period.

Chart III-XI, which shows annual incorporations in Ohio, illus-

trates the correspondence of formation of new business with long
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swings. Berry's study provides additional statistical evidence of

long swings in the organization and dissolution of banks and other

financial series.^ He concludes that "the settlement of the West did

CHART II-XI

Prices of Pork, Lard, Whiskey, and Corn, Philadelphia: 1815-1857

(9 Year Moving Averages)

1815 1821 1827 1833 1839 1845 1851 1863

Source: Appendix II, Table B-XI.

2 Berry, Western Prices, Appendix: B, Table 50.
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not, however, proceed at a rate that was even approximately con- y
stant. On the contrary, it tended to surge and recede in tides of I^

fairly equal length ( eighteen to twenty-two years )
." ^ He goes on

CHART III-XI

Annual Incorporations, Ohio: 1800-1851, 1856-1860

140

I860

Source: Appendix II, Table C-XI.

3 Ibid., p. 530.
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to point out that while these tides were most sharply delineated in

agricultural prices, they pervaded all aspects of the settlement of

the West. High water marks occurred in 1816-1839, 1835-1839,

and 1854-1857. The "flood" phase averaged sixteen years while the

"ebb" averaged less than four years.^

The long swings in prices of western agricultural commodities

stemmed from the same market characteristics that obtained in

cotton. Surges into new western lands led to large increases in po-

tential capacity which would be utilized with a rise in the price of

these commodities. When demand had shifted sufiiciently to make
use of this capacity, further increase in demand led to sharper

price increases, since the supply curve was increasingly inelastic.

The result was to set in motion another period of westward settle-

ment which ultimately led to a further large shift to the right in

the supply curve. While this general argument is similar to the

case of the cotton South, there were some important difiPerences.

They related:

1. To shifts in both the rate of increase and in the sources of de-

mand for western foodstuffs, and

2. To the factors affecting supply increases.

|The weight of evidence suggests that the demand for both

southern cotton and western foodstuffs increased rather steadily,^

and that it was the irregular response of supply which led to the

long swings in price^ The demand for western foodstuffs before

1843 came largely from the South, and the surge of expansion into

the new South in the 1830's undoubtedly led to a more substantial

increase in demand than the rate of increase for the previous

decade. New settlers moving West during the periods of ac-

celerated migration also represented an increasing demand for

foodstuffs. [The Irish famine led to a sharp increase in demand in

18^fi;48£Z.^hich was outside" the endogenous pattern of price

behaviorj

4 Loc. cit.

5 Robert C. C. Matthews maintains that there is no evidence of an accelera-

tion in the rate of growth of demand for cotton in the 1830's over the 1820's.

A Study in Trade Cycle History; Economic Fluctuations in Great Britain 1833-

1842 (Cambridge: The University Press, 1954), p. 53. Berry also maintains

that the demand for foodstuflEs was less susceptible to variation than supply;

see Western Prices, p. 535.
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The sources of demand also changed during these forty-five \

years. From 1815 to the miHifm'tfn the primary market for western

foodstuflFs was the South, supplemented by reshipments out of

New Orleans to the East, West Indies, and South America; the

rapid extension of cotton culture in the Southwest was the major
j

determinant of expanding demand for corn, hogs, bacon, pork,

wheat, flour, and so on. The South remained a market for the West
throughout the period, but was displaced by the East in relative

terms during the last surge of expansion from 1843-1861.[While

developments in transportation, to be discussed below, maoe pos-

sible this reorientation of internal trade, the growing demand^

l̂ er se stemmed from the rapid industriali7:atinn and nrhamYation

of the Northeast, and sporaclic demar|d £rnm abroad ««; a Tf^il^' "f

the Irish ^f^min^ ^"'^ ^'^" ^
-r'TTlpnTI j^^^^ rn^p-^^^^-^^^^g^- was rapidly

becoming a large food deficit areaaThe per capita production of

wheat in the Middle Atlantic states dropped from 5.75 bushels to

3.75 bushels between 1850 and 1860. New England in 1850 was

already a deficit area, with a per capita production of 0.40 bushels.

By 1860 this figure had dropped to 0.34 bushels.^ The Northeast's

deficit in corn production also increased. During this period the

major wheat growing states "moved West." In 1839 Ohio, Penn-

sylvania, New York, and Virginia, in that order, were the leading

states. By 1859 Illinois was first, followed by Indiana, Wisconsin,

and Ohio.''' Transportation developments accounted for both the

shift in the direction of trade and the uneven pattern of supply

response to the growing demand for foodstufiFs. Early settlers took

up land along navigable waterways, and as people poured into

Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois they had to take up land farther from

water transportation. Navigation improvements on the rivers and

the building of canals represented the first major effort to open

up new western lands to markets. Approximately 2000 miles of

canals were constructed in the 1830's.^

6 Schmidt, "The Internal Grain Trade of the United States," loc. cit., 103.
"^ Louis B. Schmidt, "The Westward Movement of the Wheat Growing Indus-

try in the United States," Iowa Journal of History and Politics XVIII, No. 3

(July 1920), 399-401.
s Taylor, Transportation Revolution, p. 79.
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U

The redirection of trade had as its initial impetus the opening

of the Erie Canal in 1825, but it was almost two decades before

this canal began to have a significant eflFect in moving western bulk

goods to the eastern market. Initially, both the Erie and Pennsyl-

vania Canals shipped eastward goods originating largely in western

New York and Pennsylvania, rather than e£Fectively reorienting the

trade of the West. Transportation developments along the Great

Lakes gradually widened the area tributary to eastern markets, and

after the middle of the 1840's the re-direction in trade accelerated

rapidly. Almost 10,000 miles of railroad were constructed in the

West in the 1850's. The westward extension of the New York

Central, Pennsylvania, Erie, and Baltimore and Ohio railroads

eflFectively completed the ties between Northeast and West, and

the 1850's witnessed a shift in trade which had far-reaching effects

on the structure of the western economy. Table 10 shows the rapid

growth of railroad mileage in the West between 1845-1861.

TABLE 10

GROWTH OF MIDDLEWESTERN RAILROADS 1845-1861

State 1845 1850 1852 1854 1856 1858 1860 1861

Ohio 84 575 756* 1317* 1807* 2651 2946 2946
Michigan 238 342 431 444 501 642 779 810
Indiana 30 228 756* 1317* 1807* 2014 2163 2175
Illinois 22 111 412 788 2235 2781 2790 2917
Wisconsin 20 71 97 276 826 905 933

Iowa 254 533 655 701
Missouri 38 144 547 817 838

* Identical mileage for Ohio and Indiana for the years 1852, 1854, and 1856 have
been reported by Poor in previous and subsequent editions of The Manual of the

Railroads of the United States . Other sources have not been located to confirm
or correct these figures.

Source: Henry V, Poor, Manual of the Railroads of the United States, for 1869-

70 (New York: H. V. and H. W. Poor, 1869), pp. xxvi-xxvii.

Areas advantageously located to the new East-West transport

, facilities grew very rapidly. The pattern of urbanization reflected
"^

this new trade pattern with Chicago, connected by rail and water
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with the rest of the West, and the eastern seaboard showing the

most striking growth. Other cities along the Great Lakes and the

East-West rails also grew rapidly, and breaks in the transport

system, such as Buffalo, became early flour milling centers. Cin-

cimiaji, the dominant city of the early West, was effectively con-

nected with the East by rail, but did not occupy the commanding

position in the East-West trade which it had held in the trade

with the South. It was large-scale investment in transportation

which resulted in the opening up of new areas of market produc-

tion. The river improvements and canal building in the 1830's made
possible large increases in supply of western foodstuffs in Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan. In the 1850's the railroad accom-

plished the same result in conjunction with the expansion of

Great Lakes traffic.

The large-scale capital investments necessary for canal and

railroad construction brought the individual state governments

into the transportation business, either to float the loans or provide

subsidies for railroad construction. During both periods of ex-

pansion, the initial domestic capital was largely supplemented by

foreign borrowing.^ While such transportation developments took

a number of years between their initial conception and completion,

the ultimate result in each case was to open up new areas of

western land and substantially increase the supply of foodstuffs.

Ill

(^he shift from pioneer self-sufficiency to a market oriented agri-

culture took place throughout most of the western states during

this period. The most pervasive influence affecting this shift was
the decline in transport costsjThe change in the price differential

9 Cf. Douglass C. North's "International Capital Flows and the Develop-
ment of the American West," loc. cit.
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between Cincinnati and New Orleans ( Chart IV-XI ) , and between

Cincinnati and New York (Chart V-XI) on staple commodities

from the West illustrates the great decline in transportation costs

which occurred during these years. Taylor estimates that on the

CHART IV-XI

Cincinnati, New Orleans Wholesale Commodity Prices. Average Absolute
Differences by Five-Year Periods. Lard, Mess Pork, Flour, and Corn:

1816-1860.

PORK, FLOUR
CORN SCALE LARD SCALE

10

009

1816-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60

Source: Appendix II, Table D-XI.
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Ohio-Mississippi system, downstream rates in 1860 were 25-30 per

cent of the 1815-1819 period, and that upstream rates were 5-10

per cent of the earher period.^*' The cost per ton-mile of moving

CHART V-XI

Cincinnati, New York Wholesale Commodity Prices. Average Absolute

Differences by Five-Year Periods. Lard, Mess Pork, Flour, and Corn:

1816-1860
PORK, FLOUR
CORN SCALE LARO SCALE

1816-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60

Source: Appendix II, Table E-XI.

I*' Taylor, Transportation Revolution, p. 136.
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freight from BufiFalo to New York in 1817, before the Erie Canal

was opened, was 19.12 cents. The average over the Erie Canal for

the 1857-1860 period was 0.81 cents.^^ Railroad rates on the four

major railroads to the West also showed substantial freight rate

declines in the 1850's.^^

/An additional influence afiFecting the growing market orientation

or western agriculture was the substantial improvement in the

y terms of trade of western staples vis-a-vis other commodities, par-

ticularly eastern manufactured goods.;' Berry's terms of trade index,

on a base of 1824-1846 equal to lOOT rises from 57 in 1816 to 176

in 1859.^^ The major reason for this improvement was transport

cost declines, but another was the rapid productivity increases in

eastern manufactures resulting from technological changes and the

^ increased size of the market.

Rising prices and accelerated investment in western transport

occurred simultaneously in the years 1832-1839 and 1849-1856.^^

In the short run this investment in transport resulted in still higher

agricultural prices, since it diverted some real resources out of

agriculture into transportation construction. During these surges of

westward expansion, the supply of labor was more elastic than it

is in the contemporary economy, because of the shift integrating

the western farmer into the national economy. The primary im-

portance of this shift for American economic growth was not that

the farmer's output was directly measured in the income flows.

This in itself may represent little in the way of a real addition to

output. It was that he became more specialized, with all that

is implied by increased division of labor, and that there were

market-induced pressures for greater productivity through in-

creased use of capital and advancing technical knowledge.

It is worthwhile devoting some attention to an individual case

study of the changes wrought in Illinois between 1850 and 1860.^^

11 Ibid., p. 137.
12 Ibid., Appendix 2, Table 2.

13 Berry, Western Prices, Appendix B, Table 19.
14 In 1846-47 there was a substantial rise in cereal prices as a result of the

Irish famine.

15 The material presented below, including the two maps, is from a paper

presented in my seminar in American Economic History by Mr. Charles J.

Jorgensen. I am indebted to him for permitting me to summarize it here.
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MAP 1

147

Population Density by County, and Transportation Facilities, Illinois: 1850

Galena

iViricennes

Compiled by Charles J. Jorgensen, University of Washington, June 1960.
Sources: U.S. Census, 1860; American Railway Guide, 1851.
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They not only point up the growth of a market oriented economy,

but also illustrate the first two points made in this chapter: , the

surges of westward eXDar|gi'nn anrl tViP yorlivQrvfiny^ rtf trarip TVi^

changes described for Illinois were paralleled during this decade

in other states, such as Wisconsin, Indiana, and Iowa.

Map 1 illustrates the population density of Illinois by county, and

transportation facilities available in 1850. With navigable water-

ways on almost every boundary, the peripheral counties of the

state were the most densely settled. Settlers had also pushed up
the Illinois river, and after the connection of that waterway with

Lake Michigan at ChicagoJn__lS48, the counties along the entire

waterway prospered. The 111 miles of railways in the state con-

nected Springfield with the Illinois river and opened up several

counties west of Chicago. While the counties adjacent to navigable

waterways had grown rapidly, the interior counties had experi-

enced much slower expansion. Table 11 presents data on four

counties in the middle of the state, selected at random, for the

census years 1840 and 1850. Only one county had a population

TABLE 11

GROWTH OF POPULATION AND SELECTED PRODUCTS, ILLINOIS
1840-1850

County Population Wheat, bu. Corn, bu. Swine

Dewitt 1840 3,237 25,400 285,600 15,000
1850 5,002-56% 22,000 705,000 10,000

Logan 1840 2,333 12,400 234,500 16,600
1850 5,128-82% 27,000 840,000 16,000

Macon 1840 3,039 21,300 173,000 13,300
1850 3,988-30% 22,000 698,000 17,000

McLean 1840 6,565 44,500 350,800 25,700
1850 10,163-55% 64,000 1,227,000 30,000

Source: U. S. Census Bureau, Sixth Census of tJie United States. 1840
(Washington: Blair and Rives, 1841).

U. S. Census Bureau, Seventh Census of the United States. 1850
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1852).

All production figures rounded to nearest hundred.
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growth above the state average for the decade (79 per cent); the

others were substantially below the average. Wheat expanded very

little. The big increase was in corn, as feed for livestock. At this

time the major market of Illinois was still to the South, and Illinois

farmers who lived close to navigable waterways sent their produce

to New Orleans. Chicago and the lake trade to the East were just

becoming important.

The rapid changes of the 1850's can be seen from Map 2. The
population of the state increased by 101 per cent; the railroad net-

work of about 2700 miles opened up the whole interior of the

state and connected it efiFectively with the East. The largest in-

crease was in the interior counties which the railroad made ac-

cessible. Table 12 shows the striking growth of the same four

TABLE 12

GROWTH OF POPULATION AhfD SELECTED PRODUCTS, ILLINOIS
1850-1860

County Population Wheat, bu. Corn, bu. Swine

Dewitt 1850 5,002 22,000 705,000 10,000
1860 10,820-112% 151,000-585% 1,409,000-100% 18,000-80%

Logan 1850 5,128 27,000 840,000 16,000
1860 14,272- 178?o 254,000-840% 2,656,000-216% 45,000-180%

Macon 1850 3,988 22,000 698,000 17,000
1860 1.3,738-242% 151,000-585% 1,637,000-134% 24,000-41%

McLean 1850 10,163 64,000 1,227,000 30,000
1860 28,772-184% 464,000-625% 3,229,000-163% 52,000-73%

State Average
% increase 101% 114% 101% 19%

Source: U. S. Census Bureau, Census of 1850,

U. S. Census Bureau, Eighth Census of the United States, Agriculture
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1865).

All production figures rounded to nearest hundred.

counties in Table 11. The importance of the growth of wheat out-

put was that it was a cash crop for export to the East—striking

evidence of the growing market orientation of the farmer. The
growth of the export trade to the East was impressive indeed.

Chart VI-XI shows the growth of grain exports out of Chicago.
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CHART VI-XI

Shipments of Flour and Grain from Chicago: 1839-1861
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From approximately two million bushels in 1850, they grew to

fifty million bushels in 1861. If we add the exports from other

Lake Michigan ports, of which Milwaukee was the most important,

the figure was sixty-nine million bushels. ^^ Shipments of live-

stock and other products to the East also gained markedly during

the decade.

Table 13 shows the consequences of the expansion in Illinois.

Though the number of farmers increased by only 39 per cent,

TABLE 13

SELECTED FARM PRODUCTION IN ILLINOIS
1850-1860

Item Unit 1850 1860 % Increase

Farmers 141,000 196,600 39

Improved Acres 5,039,545 13,251,473 163

Farm value, gross $ 96,133,000 432,531,000 350
Acre value $ 19.20 31.85 65

If * * * 1. * related to production * +*
Wheat bu. 9,414,000 23,837,000 114
Corn bu. 57,646,000 115,175,000 101
Hay ton. 601,952 1,834,265 205
Butter lb. 12,526,000 28,337,000 126
Swine ea. 1,915,000 2,280,000 19

Milk cows ea. 295,000 533,000 81
Other cattle ea. 541,000 882,000 63

Source: U. S. Census Bureau, Census of 1850.

U. S. Census Bureau, Census of 1860, Agriculture.

improved acreage increased by 163 per cent and gross farm value

by 350 per cent. Individual commodity output showed equally

impressive gains. The small increase in swine production reflected

a relative decline in exports to the South, since it was the major

market for cured pork. The relatively greater increase in corn

than in beef cattle reflected the fact that, before the advent of the

16 U.S. Census Bureau, Eighth Census of the United States, 1860, Agricul-

ture (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1865), p. cl. While railroads

were instrumental in bringing the grain to lake ports, water transport was still

cheaper than rail to New York. The necessity for several transfers as a result

of different gauges was an element in early railroad costs.
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railroad, cattle were driven to Ohio, fattened, and then sent East.

After the railroad, they were fattened on corn in Illinois and then

shipped by rail.^'^ All of this added up to a market-oriented agri-

culture in which productivity was growing rapidly.

IV

The economic structure of the West, even when it was still pri-

marily oriented to river trade, was in marked contrast with that of

the South. The pattern of land ownership and the size of individual

farms reflected the diflFerent production possibilities of the two

areas. The vigorous growth of Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis, and

Pittsburgh had no counterpart in the South outside New Orleans.

Even more striking were the many small towns and villages which

dotted the West and showed every sign of vigorous expansion. ( See

Chart III, Chapter X.) Locally oriented manufacturing trade and

services developed along with the widespread pattern of towns

in order to serve local consuming markets.

In the years between 1843 and 1860, western growth gave evi-

dence of the promise that would be realized in the post-Civil War
era. The redirection of its trade and the increased market orienta-

tion of western producers hastened the growth of towns and cities,

and led to increased specialization in cash crops. A growing di-

versity of economic activity supplemented the early dependence

upon cereal production. In contrast to the South, the growing in-

come from the export sector of the West and the economic struc-

ture of the region resulted in expansion and diversification of the

area's economy. The salient characteristics which made this de- ly'^

velopment possible were:

1. The broad range of production possibilities made possible a

variety of exports. ^^ While the region's factor endowments pro-

vided an obvious comparative advantage for agricultural prod-

ucts, specifically wheat and corn, the West early produced lead

1'^ In 1859 livestock was the most important single commodity in through-
traffic eastward on the Pennsylvania Railroad. Johnson, et ah. History, I, 240.

IS Cf. Arnold Zellner and George G. S. Murphy, "Sequential Growth, the

Labor Safety Valve Doctrine, and the Development of American Unionism,"
Journal of Economic History XIX, No. 3 (September 1959), 402-21.
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in Missouri, copper in Michigan, and iron—first at Pittsburgh

and then in the Lake Superior area. Lumber was still another

major extractive industry.

2. The major export industries resulted in a variety of subsidiary

industries, some of which became important new exports. There

were obvious locational advantages to processing wheat and

corn into flour, corn meal, ham, bacon, salt pork, and whiskey

within the region. Soap and candles were additional by-products

of the processing industry in Cincinnati. In addition to the

McCormick reaper plant at Chicago, the agricultural machinery

and implement industry developed in Canton and Dayton, Ohio,

and in a number of other western urban areas. ^^ Pittsburgh

manufactured iron in a variety of semi-finished forms.

3. It was necessary to have substantial investment in transportation

and other social overhead facilities in order to increase the

supply of western staples. Canals, railroads, warehouses and

the various urban facilities which developed in the West ef-

fectively reduced the cost of producing and exporting goods as

well as the production costs of goods produced for the regional

market.

4. Distribution of income was influenced by the distribution of

property ownership and the factor proportions in the major

export commodities. Wheat and corn could be produced most

efficiently on the "family-size farm," given early nineteenth

century technology. Slavery existed only in the border states. As

a consequence, income was more evenly distributed than it

was in the South. The growing income from the export sector

immediately affected a large portion of the western populace,

and led to a pattern of consumer demand which was the most

important immediate influence in the widespread growth of

small towns and residentiary industry which characterized the

West. Retail trade, services, small machine and tool sho£s^

printing apd pnbh'ishipg, glass and^stone products, leather goods
,

wood products, metal fabrication, and so on, developed in west-

'ern urban areasin respopse to regional consumer demand. Some

19 The value of agricultural implements produced in the West grew from $1.9

million in 1850 to $7.9 million in 1860. U.S. Census Bureau, Freliminanj Re-

port on the Eighth Census (Washington: Govermnent Printing Office, 1862),

p. 169.
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were by nature residentiary; some could be efficiently produced

on a moderate scale of production and developed in the larger

cities of the West, like Cincinnati. ^° Others w^je .initially pro-

^teeted-by^-t-he-high transport cost of imports. As income grew in

the West, manufactures and services grew with it, and resulted

in an increasingly diversified economy and the development of

new exports.

'). The attitude of the West towards investment in skills, training,

and education led to an early willingness of westerners to devote,

tax money for education and training. The statistics on schools

per 100 square miles, literacy among the white population, per

cent of whites in school, and tax money devoted to public edu-

cation all show a great difference in favor of the West over the

South.^^ The westerner looked upon education as a capital in-

vestment with a high rate of return. The pattern of income dis-

tribution resulted in a broad tax base and equally broad benefits

to the families whose children received a public education. The

structure of productive activity demonstrated to the western

producer the advantages that would accrue from improvements

in skills and knowledge. \J"he westerner invested heavily in

spreading the skills, knowledge and technology which were an

essential prerequisite to taking advantage of the agricultural and

industrial op^rtunities clearly evident in the decade before

the Civil WaP^

20 Cincinnati was an early center of production for the regional market.

Clothing, boots and shoes, furniture, liquor, paper and publishing, iron manu-
factures, and many other commodities were produced there. For statistics on
such production, see Berry, Western Prices, pp. 254-55.

21 Cf. Compendium of the Seventh Census, pp. 141-54.
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THE ECDIVOMIC STRUCTURE

OF THE NORTHEAST

The New England and Middle Atlantic states may be

combined into a single region for purposes of analysis.

There were important differences (the Middle At-

lantic states had a far more favorable agriculture and

accessibility to the West), but the region as a whole shifted from

commerce and trade to become a manufacturing region between

1815 and 1860. While the beginnings of its manufacturing go back

to the earlier period, particularly to the Embargo era, the period

1815-1819 was marked by significant readjustments in the face of

English competition. Sustained and accelerated growth of manu-

facturing came later. Daniel Webster's celebrated speech against

the tariff in 1824 and his equally celebrated remarks of 1828 in

favor of protection have frequently been taken to mark the trans-

formation, at least of New England. Webster himself said that with

the passage of the Act of 1824, New England did avail herself of

the new opportunities and engage in manufacturing. Taussig, how-

ever, offers convincing evidence that the Tariff Act of 1824 played

very little part in accelerating manufacturing.^ If we are to explain

the structural transformation of the Northeast, we must look

further than the tariff.

1 Frank W. Taussig, The Tariff History of the United States, 6th Ed. (New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1914), Chapters III, IV, V, and VI. Hereafter

cited as Tariff History. The act of 1816 did accelerate cotton spinning after

1819 when the drop in price of cotton yarn made the effective rate very high

on coarse grade cotton. Taussig concluded that by 1824 cotton spinning could

stand on its own feet.

156
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It is important to distinguish the manufacturing development

which I have in mind from the widespread existence of household

manufacture and locally oriented handicraft activities which ac-

counted for so much of the census totals of manufactures in early

periods. Niles' Register gives a census of the manufacturing in-

terests in and around Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, in 1815, a town described

as having a population of about 500.

... 3 saddlers, 3 hatters, 4 blacksmiths, 4 weavers, 6 boot and
shoemakers, 8 carpenters, 3 tailors, 3 cabinet makers, 1 baker,

1 apothecary, and 2 wagon makers shops—2 tanneries, 1 shop for

making wool carding machines, 1 with a machine for spinning

wool, 1 manufactory for spinning thread from flax, 1 nail factory,

2 wool carding machines. . . . Within the distance of six miles

from the town were—9 merchant mills, 2 grist mills, 12 saw mills,

1 paper mill with 2 vats, 1 woolen factory with 4 looms and 2
fulling mills.

2

This wide variety of manufacturing existed because of the iso-

lation of the local market from imported goods as a result of high

transfer costs. Reduction in transport costs and the extension of

the size of the market resulted in specialization, division of labor

and the localization of industry. The diverse activities which char-

acterized the isolated town of 1815 would be reduced, as the

market widened, to only those which are typically residentiary in

character. The decline of household manufactures between 1820

and 1845, as the Erie Canal opened up western New York, has been

illustrated graphically in Arthur Cole's The American Wool Manu-

facture.^

Industrialization of a region means the development of manu-

facturing for a larger market than the particular geographic area,

which implies the localization of manufacturing activity. If this

localization reflects only the location advantages of processing an

exhaustible resource such as lumbering or copper smelting, it

hardly qualifies as an industrial area. Such processing, while it may

^ Niles' National Register X (June 8, 1816), as quoted in Taylor, Transpor-

tation Revolution, pp. 207-8.

3 Two Vols. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1926), p. 280.
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lead to further manufacturing development, has two important dis-

advantages as a base for sustained manufacturing expansion:

1. It is immediately tied to a resource which is subject to diminish-

ing returns.

2. It is of a character which induces little additional manufacturing

activity in the way of subsidiary or complementary industry.

The first of these points is obvious. It is the second which gets at

the heart of the much abused notion of industrialization. An indus-

trial revolution consists of a dynamic series of changes in which

initial developments in manufacturing provide strong inducements

for additional investment in subsidiary or complementary indus-

tries.^ Not only must the initial manufacturing be of a character

that has extensive backward and/or forward linkages," but the

factor endowments of the region must be such that these new in-

dustries will be located within the region rather than outside it.

It is diflficult to generalize about a particular kind of manufacturing

initiating industrialization. The process depends both upon link-

ages associated with a given industry at a particular state of

technology ^ and upon other factor endowments, which dictate to

what degree this induced investment will occur within the region

or nation rather than elsewhere. While these linkages are im-

portant in getting industrialization under way when the region is

a marginal producer of manufactures, and facilitate investment de-

cisions in initiating new industries, the sustained development and

spread of manufactures ultimately requires that the region's factor

endowments improve. While analysis of the early manufacturing

development of an economy inevitably focuses on the industries

that first succeeded and upon the complementary and subsidiary

industry that evolved, a discussion of the spread of manufacturing

beyond these immediate industries requires an examination of a

region's changing factor endowments.

4 Hirschman's emphasis on unbalanced growth strikes nie as a particularly

useful way to look at the whole process. Albert O. Hirschman, The Strategy of

Economic Development (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958), Chapter
IV.

5 Hirschman, Strategy of Economic Development, Chapter VI.

^ Quite obviously these linkages would change at different states of tech-

nology and as a result an industry might well set off industrialization in one era

and not in another.
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One aspect of the localization of industry is the growth of a
]

large number of specialized firms. Localization of industry has not V
necessarily implied large plants, but it has meant an increasing

specialization of function in large numbers of relatively small

plants. As the market grew larger, the firm became increasingly

specialized. Auxiliary activities, which initially had to be under-

taken by an individual firm in order to produce or market a

product, could be more efficiently done by other firms concentrat-

ing on producing the equipment, supplying the raw material,

marketing the product, or even training the labor force.Qt was this

growth of specialized function with the increasing size of the

market that resulted in Adam Smith's classic argument th^t prn--

ductivitv of labor is fundamentallv infln PTifyd by spppigliVf^fi^^n nf

function.^ Tt was the development of a large number of comple-

mentary and auxiliary manufacturing activities in typically small,

but growing, plants which characterized the emergence of the

Northeast as a manufacturing center, and which contributed sig-

nificantly to increased efficiency in the economy.

n

The development of manufacturing in the United States before
|

JSm \va<; primarily nt twp kinds: resourcc-oriented manufacturing v

consisting, at least initiallv. of the simple processing of raw ma-
^riflls in whirh thprp y^ere^ location advantages to sites near raw

materials (lumber, meat packing) or at breaks in transportation

(flour milling); and manufacturing in which capital requirements

wprp rplativfjy modcst ( cottou goods, boots and shoes, men's

clothing, leather, and woolen goods). The former were the major

of manufacturing in the West. They inriuenced the evolving
'

pattern ot western urbanization, Cincinnati and Chicago, for ex-

ample. The Northeast, which accounted for three-fourths of the

country's manufacturing employment in 1850 and for 71 per cent

of it in 1860, concentrated on the latter type. Table 14 gives a

breakdown of the leading branches of manufacturing in 1860. Tex-

7 Cf. Stigler, "The Division of Labor is Limited by the Extent of the Market,"

loc. cit.
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TABLE 14

LEADING BRANCHES OF MANUFACTURE IN THE UNITED STATES, 1860

Item Employment Value of Value Added Rank
Product by by

(OOO's of $) Manufacture
(OOO's of $)

Value
Added

T Flour Si Meal 27,682 $248,580 $40,083 4
2. Cotton Goods 114,955 107,338 54,671 1

3. Lumber 75,595 104,928 53,570 2

4. Boots & Shoes 123,026 91,889 49,161 3

5. Men's Clothing 114,800 80,831 36,681 5

6. Iron (cast, forged.

rolled, wrought) 48,975 73,175 35,689 6

7. Leather 22,679 67,306 22,786 9

8. Woolen Goods 40,597 60,685 25,030 8

9. Liquors 12,706 56,589 21,667 10

10. Machinery 41,223 52,010 32,566 7

Source: U. S. Census Bu
factures (Washii

reau, Eighth Census of the United States, 1860 Manu-
igton: Government Printing Office, 1865), pp.

'

?33-742.

tiles played the leading role, and were strategic in terms of back-

ward and forward linkages in the case of four of the ten leading

manufactures (cotton goods, men's clothing, woolen goods, ma-

chinery )

.

After Samuel Slater's initial undertaking at Pawtucket, early de-

velopments in the cotton textile industry were modest in size and

scattered throughout the East. Between 1815 and 1831, however,

the number of spindles per establishment tripled, and by 1860 the

number had tripled again. ^ Introduction of the power loom and

the performance of all cloth-making operations with water power

initiated the growing size, specialization, and localization of the

industry.^ While the Boston Manufacturing Company at Waltham
in 1813 was spectacularly successful,^'' and the industry revived

and expanded in the 1820's, it was not until the decade of the 1830's

8 V. S. Clark, History of Manufactures in the United States, 3 Vols. ( New
York: McGraw-Hill, for the Carnegie Institution, 1929), I, 452. Hereafter cited

as History of Manufactures.
9 Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 450-53.
10 So successful that even during the difficult period of British dumping of

manufactures from 1816-19 it earned a very good rate of return.
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that the tendency toward speciahzation and locaUzation was clearly

evident.^ ^ Before 1830, mills in Virginia had about the same num-

ber of spindles as those in Massachusetts. By 1860 the average

cotton factory in New England had nearly 7000 spindles, compared

to 2000 in the South and West.^^ The average number of looms per

factory was one hundred and sixty-three in New England, twenty-

four in the South, and forty-nine in the West.^^ The localization of

the industry was also marked. In 1860 70 per cent of the capital was

invested in New England mills, and 75 per cent of the cloth came

from there. Another 23 per cent came from the Middle Atlantic

states. 1^

The early success of the Waltham mill was a result of producing

a coarse cloth in growing demand in America, and which could be

woven on the new power loom. This plain white "sheeting" lent

itself to mass production, and met a wide variety of needs in a

predominantly agricultural society. New England mills following

in the footsteps of the Boston Manufacturing Company found they

could compete with British textiles in this type of product, and

had a market that grew with the developing regional interde-

pendence.

Between 1820 and 1860, the relative eflBciency of cotton textile

firms improved vis-a-vis competition from abroad,^^ and the

product line was broadened somewhat. Eorward linkages from the

cotton textile industry in the form of final consumer goods were

an important part ot tiie spread of manufacturing in the Northeast.

parHpnIarly pftpr thf^ innovation of the sewinp" vnachme.. It was the

backward linkage into the textile machinery industry which had the

more important consequences for the growth of manufacturing.

Between the creation of a machine shop as an adjunct of the Boston

Manufacturing Company in 1813 and the Civil War, "the manu-

11 Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 452.
12 Loc. cit.

13 Eighth Census, Manufactures, pp. x-xiii. Factories in the middle states

were smaller on the average than in New England but larger than in the South
and West.

14 Ibid., pp. ix, xi.

15 The most obvious evidence was the United States ability to enter the ex-

port market in cotton textiles in the last three decades before the Civil War.
For some indirect evidence of productivity changes, see Caroline Ware, The
Early 'New England Cotton Manufacture, a Study in Industrial Beginnings
(Boston: Houghton MiflSin Company, 1931), pp. 112-14.
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facture of textile machinery evolved from a local trade sporadically

practiced by many small shops to an industry characterized by a

few large shops and an increasing number of smaller more spe-

cialized shops all of which were beginning to compete vigorously

for business on a national scale." ^^ In the early period, many cotton

textile mills made their own machinery, but with the growth of the

market the machine shops became separated from the mills, and

began to concentrate on machinery construction. Some were highly

specialized, building only one or two types of machinery. Others

broadened to include a number of diflFerent types of textile ma-

chinery, plus machine tools, locomotives, stationary engines, and a

number of other metal products. ^^ This backward linkage into tex-

tile machinery had further important^linkage e£Fects bfick into iron

castihg,"tna'chm'e tools, and metal working, creating in f-hp prnnp«^

skills and traimn^-^^KTch were effectively pppli^rl \q Qther ma-
r.]] inpry^^^d machine tool undertakings. ItJs worth quoting Gibb's

conclusion with respect to this formative period.

The manufacture of cloth was America's greatest industry. For
a considerable part of the 1813-53 period the manufacture of

textile machinery appears to have been America's greatest heavy
goods industry, occupying the primary position in point of size

and value of product among all industries which fabricated metal.

Size, however, is not the most critical measure of importance. From
the textile mills and the textile machine shops came the men who
supplied most of the tools for the American Industrial Revolution.

From these mills and shops sprang directly the machine tool and
locomotive industries together with a host of less basic metal

fabricating trades. The part played by the textile machinery in-

dustry in fostering American metal working skills in the early

nineteenth century was a crucial one.^^

The pattern of development in terms of growing specialization

and localization of woolen goods paralleled the cotton textile in-

dustry in many respects. The most important difference was the

later technical developments in wool, a difference also true in

Britain.i^ While the industry experienced rapid technical advance

16 George S. Gibb, The Saco-Lowell Shops, Textile Machinery Building in

New England, 1813-1849. Harvard Studies in Business History 16 (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1950), p. 168. Hereafter cited as Saco-Loivell Shops.

" Ibid., p. 168.
18 Ibid., p. 179.
19 Cole, The American Wool Manufacture, 1, 234.
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in the years before 1830, the two succeeding decades were periods

of accelerated growth. The woolen industry became highly

localized in New England, with Massachusetts assuming the pre-

eminent position just as in cotton textiles, and the wool textile

machinery industry became efiFectively separated from the woolen

industry. A few large, specialized enterprises dominated loom

building, scouring, carding, and spinning machinery.^" Not only

did the wool working mills give up their machine construction and

become dependent upon the specialized builder of textile appa-

ratus, but the small local machine shops were also displaced by the

specialized machinery producer.^^

In the final decade before the Civil War the concentration of

industry and the growth of large-scale, specialized firms were still

further accentuated. Between 1850 and 1860, the value of output

in New England mills increased 62 per cent, compared to 7 per

cent in the Middle Atlantic States and 10 per cent in the West. In

absolute terms, the value of output in New England was $40.6

million compared to $15.9 million in the Middle Atlantic States,

$3.1 million in the Western states, and $2 million in the Southern

states.^^ The size of firms grew rapidly in the Northeast, geared

to a national market, in contrast to the predominantly local market

of the West. Writing of the period before 1870, Cole says:

For the whole area of the Ohio and Upper Mississippi Valleys,

the mills averaged less than two sets apiece, although New Eng-
land factories could boast an average of five to six sets—more pro-

ductive sets too. Furthermore, the connection of these establish-

ments with the local market remained intimate. . . . Mr. John L.

Hays, moving spirit and first secretary of the National Association

of Wool Manufactures, summarizes the situation when he reported

of Western producers: that they were "confident if they did not

attempt to make their mills too large, and continued to seek their

principal markets in the counties and local districts where they
were established, .... they should be prosperous." ^3

While the boot and shoe industry was more primitive than the

textile industry in terms of technology and factory organization, it

showed an equal tendency to concentrate in New England, par-

20 Loc. cit.

21 Loc. cit.

22 Eighth Census, Manufactures, p. xxxv.
23 Cole, The American Wool Manufacture, I, 276.
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ticularly Massachusetts, and for the size of firm there to exceed

that of firms elsewhere. Approximately 60 per cent of the industry

was located in this area, more than half of these establishments in

Massachusetts.^^ Their average capitalization and number of em-

ployees were well above the mean for the rest of the country. Be-

tween the 1830's and 1860, the industry passed from the domestic

stage to the factory system, with the increasing size of the market

the most important element in this transformation.^^ By 1860 the

sewing machine, which had already revolutionized the clothing

industry, was just beginning a similar transformation of the boot

and shoe industry.

The products of the iron industry present a varied picture during

the period prior to the Civil War. While pig iron production was

concentrated in Pennsylvania (580,049 tons out of the United

States total of 987,559 tons in 1860),^^ the various products derived

from it were more scattered. Bar, sheet and railroad iron were con-

centrated in Pennsylvania, while Massachusetts was the leading

state in iron wire and iron forgings. New York, Pennsylvania, and

Massachusetts, in that order, produced the bulk of the iron castings.

An important part of iron output was turned immediately into

final consumer goods. Stoves were the major single commodity,

with an 1860 value of $10,709,972. Railroads were the most im-

portant single demand from industry. The value of bar, sheet, and

railroad iron produced in 1860 was almost $32 million. A little less

than half that value, equal to 235,107 tons, was railroad iron, yet

railroads were not the dominant factor in the iron industry. While

the value added of rails was approximately $6.5 million in 1860 and

roughly equal to the value added of bar iron, it was dwarfed by

the value added of the polyglot classification of iron castings,

which was $21 million in 1860. Indeed, the value added in stove

making alone was equal to that of iron rails. The iron industry

mirrored the state of American manufacturing prior to the era of

(/ \ steel (which was just beginning to develop). Iron was used in a

24 Eighth Census, Manufactures, p. kvii.
25 Cf. Blanche Hazard, The Organization of the Boot and Shoe Industry in

Massachusetts Before 1875. Harvard Economic Studies XXHI (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1921), Chapters IV and V.

26 Statistics from this section are from Eighth Census, Manufactures, pp.
clxxviii-cxvi.
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broad range of consumer and producer goods, and casting was the

major method by which the metal could be transformed to meet

the needs of the time. After 1845, rolling mills especially geared

to making heavy rails had developed in eastern Pennsylvania, and

they presaged the growing importance of the railroad in inducing

large-scale production in the iron and steel industry.^^ But such a

development was just beginning before the Civil War.

m
There can be no doubt that American industrialization was well

under way before the Civil War. Since Tench Coxe's first rough

estimates in 1810, the value of manufacturing output had increased

approximately tenfold, while population had increased only four

and one-half times.^^ In the final decade before the Civil War,

cotton textile output had increased by 77 per cent, wool textiles

by 42 per cent, hosiery goods by 608 per cent, carpets by 45 per

cent, men's clothing by 55 per cent, boots and shoes by 70 per cent,

coal mined by 182 per cent, pig iron by 54 per cent, bar, sheet,

and railroad iron by 100 per cent, and steam engines and machinery

by 66 per cent.^^

While the Census data before 1840 are so poor that they are

almost worthless,^^ the gross outlines of this manufacturing devel-

opment are clear. Between 1810 and 1820, manufacturing output

showed a drastic decline in every state in the Northeast, a decline

much magnified by the incomplete nature of the returns for 1820

and the inclusion of household manufactures in the 1810 figure.

By 1830 most northeastern states showed an increase over the 1810

figures, and Massachusetts showed a very substantial increase, in-

dicating that the textile and boot and shoe industries had eflFec-

tively taken hold during that decade. It is the decade of the 1830's

which gives evidence of accelerated growth of manufacturing

27 Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 513.
28 Eighth Census, Manufactures, p. v.

29 Statistics from Eighth Census, Manufactures, Introduction.
30 Cf. Robert C. Morgan and W. A. Shannon, Treasury Department Tech-

nical Paper No. 10, Executive Documents, 34th Congress, 1st Session, 1855-56,

Vol. 4.
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throughout the Northeast. Monographic studies of the individual

industries support the very incomplete census returns, which show

a dramatic expansion during that decade in Connecticut, New Jer-

sey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island. Manufacturing

incorporations, and/or total incorporations where only the latter

were available, indicate a similar trend.^^ Successive census figures

show a continuing rapid growth of manufacturing and indicate that

by the end of the 1830's the acceleration of manufacturing develop-

ment was well under way. The ability of the Northeast to weather

the very sharp depression of 1839-1843 and to emerge with ex-

pansion in manufacturing during the rest of the 1840's is vivid

evidence of the new position of manufacturing. The Massachusetts

Manufacturing Census of 1837 shows a value of output of

$86,282,616, while that of 1845, only two years after the bottom

of the depression, was $124,749,457.^2

IV

The timing, pace, and character of American manufacturing de-

velopment before the Civil War resulted from the following

factors:

1. By all odds, the most important influence was the growth in the

size of the domestic market. The two English commissions

which investigated United States manufacturing in the 1850's,

whose reports represent the most careful evaluation of Ameri-

can manufacturing progress prior to the Civil War,^^ placed

31 George H. Evans, Business Incorporations in the United States, 1800-1843

(New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1948), Chart 1, p. 13;

Chart 3, p. 23.
32 John P. Bigelow, Secretary of the Commonwealth, Statistical Tables Ex-

hibiting the Condition and Products of Certain Branches of Industry in Massa-
chusetts, for the Year Ending April 1, 1837 (Boston: Button and Wentworth,
1838), and Francis DeWitt, Secretary of the Commonwealth, Statistical In-

formation Relating to Certain Branches of Industry in Massachusetts for the

Year Ending June 1, 1855 (Boston: William White, Printer of the State, 1856).
The figure for 1855 was $295,820,681.

33 The two investigations were: The official reports presented to the British

Parliament by Sir Joseph Whitworth and George Wallis, later published

separately as The Industry of the United States in Machinery, Manufactures,
and Useful and Ornamental Arts (London: George Routledge & Co., 1854),
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first emphasis on the size and composition of the market. They

noted not only the absoTufe~size arid rate of growth of the popu-

lation, but also the high average wealth of the people. Wallis

was particularly impressed by the fact that "all classes of the

people may be said to be well dressed and the cast off clothes

of one class are never worn by another." ^^ They were most im-

pressed by the standardized method of production which lent

itself to mechanical techniques and low unit costs geared to

large-scale output of a standardized product. The growing

localization of industry, specialization of function, and increasing

size of firm were all basically related to the growth in the

market, which stemmed from the regional specialization and

growth of interregional trade beginning after 1815, but was

really accelerated with the surge of expansion in the 1830's.

The markets for textiles, clothing, boots and shoes, and other

consumer goods were national in scope, reflecting the decline

of self-sufficiency and the growth of specialization and division

of labor. Derived demand for machinery and products of iron

expanded in response to the consumer goods industries. The
cotton trade was the immediate impetus for this regional spe-

cialization, and the growth of cotton income in the 1830's was

the most important proximate influence upon the spurt of manu-

facturing growth of that decade. JThe growth of specialized

methods of distribution and the decline of the auction system

betokened this new dimension of the market^
rjrhis growing interregional specialization was greatly aided

by declining transport costs. The fall in ocean freight rates, in

western river freight rates, and in rates on the Erie and Pennsyl-

vania Canals were important early influences^jEven before the

advent of the railroad, interregional trade had effectively

and Report of the Commission on the Machinery of the United States (Parlia-

mentary Papers, 1854-55, L). They are summarized in D. L. Burn, "The
Genesis of American Engineering Competition, 1850-1870," Economic History,

Supplement to the Economic Journal II, No. 6 (January 1931), 292-311. The
Whitworth volume is hereafter cited as Industry of the United States, the re-

port of the Commission as Machinery of the United States.

34 Whitworth and Wallis, Industry of the United States, p. 99.
35 Cf. Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 356-60; Cole, The American Wool

Manufacture, Chapter VII, p. 286; and the abundant material in Eighth Census,

Manufactures, Introduction.

^
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widened the market for eastern manufactures. The development

of industry in Massachusetts in the 1820's and in the other

northeastern states in the early 1830's gives evidence of the

rapid development of interregional trade dependent upon de-

clining water transportation rates. The spread of railroads in the

Northeast between 1835 and 1850 did play an important role

in the further growth and localization of industry. This was true

of New England in general and Massachusetts in particular,

where the most efficient size firms in textiles and in a variety

of other industries tended to develop. The effective connection

of East and West by railroad in the 1850's further decreased the

transfer cost barrier to localized industry.

2. Concentration of manufacturing in the Northeast stemmed from

a number of factors, some of which were specific to a particular

industry. The most important underlying reason was the de-

velopments in the years oefore 1815, particularly durmg the

French and Napoleonic Wars, when the groundwork was laid.

The growth of large urban centers, the development of a capital

market-first around foreign trade and then for the cotton trade,

social overheadhivestment in transportation facilities, and the

growing supply of labor-first from agriculture and then from

immigrants, will be examined in turn.

By 1815, the major urban centers and the largest market for

manufactures existed in the Northeast. Rapid growth during the

years 1793-1808 had made New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and

Boston natural centers for the development of residentiary manu-

facturing. While Baltimore and Boston remained fundamentally

commercial and financial cities, Philadelphia and New York be-

came the two most important manufacturing cities in the country.

With manufacturing valued at $136 million and $159 million, re-

spectively, in 1860, they possessed approximately 15 per cent of

the country's total manufacturing output. The composition of

manufacturing in these cities indicates that much of it was residen-

tiary, or had begun as locally oriented manufacturing and gradually

expanded to serve a larger market.^*^ The major manufactures in

36 See the breakdown in Eighth Census, Manufactures, pp. 379-85, for New
York, and pp. 522-27 for Philadelphia.
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New York were men's clothing, sugar refining, boots and shoes,

bread and crackers, cabinet furniture, machinery and steam en-

gines, and newspaper printing. Philadelphia showed a similar pat-

tern. In contrast to the highly localized manufacturing which de-

veloped in New England, the manufactures of these two cities, with

a few exceptions such as men's clothing, were primarily geared to

serve the expanding local and regional market.

The early development of a capital market in the Northeast \

^around i:oreign trade and the cotton traae- as compared with jt_s y^
relatively primitive state in the other reejions. was another im- '

portant influence ffn mfl'^'^^nrfiifing development . The growth of

savings institutions and financial intermediaries in the Northeast

aided a wide variety of early manufactures. The development of

the New England textile indnQtry YyAn" JTnplementecl by the shin:

of capital from shippinpf intn textiles.^^ While the location of sites

with abundant water power dictated specific locations within New
England, the predilection of Boston capitalists for textile manu-

facturing within the region was a contributing factor.^^ The abun-

dance of financial intermediaries in Boston and the Northeast pro-

vided the large amounts of loan capital essential to rapid expansion

of the textile firms.^^ It should be noted that while foreign capital, ,.

went almost exclusively into transportation and financing cotton (

PYpangirm t^^^jj^irppj- pff^ct was to inorpagfT the supply of capital! ^
arid therefore to facilitate the financing of manufacturing.

Banking, insurance, port facilities, warehousing, the develop-

ment of a distribution system for imports, and the early growth

of roads and turnpikes connecting the hinterland with the major

ports were all social overhead investments aiding the development

of manufacturing. Manufacturing developed in those industries

where imports had been largest, demonstrating that a market

existed, and a distribution system to reach that market had been

37 Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 368.
38 It also played a part in the localization of the shoe industry. See Edgar M.

Hoover, Jr., Location Theory and the Shoe and Leather Industries. Harvard
Economic Studies LV (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1937), p. 268.

39 Cf. Lance Davis, "Sources of Industrial Finance: The American Textile

Industry, A Case Study," Explorations in Entrepreneurial History IX, No. 4
(April 1957), 189-203; and by the same author, "The New England Textile

Mills and the Capital Markets: A Study of Industrial Borrowing, 1840-1860,"

Journal of Economic History XX, No. 1 (March 1960), 1-30.
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created,*^ While the British recaptured a large share of the market

between 1815-1819, the tariff-protected early growth and the solid

expansion of the industry in subsequent decades merely followed

the path of the well-developed import trade.

While the supply of labor did not reflect the prior development

of the region in any immediate sense, in an indirect sense it did

in these important respects:

1. The earlier agricultural settlement in New England not only

provided the well-known female labor force of the early textile

mills, but it was also at an increasing comparative disadvantage

in competition with western agriculture, which resulted in ready

migration from the farm.**^

2. The prior development of the major seaports and their domi-

nance of the country's foreign trade resulted in their becoming

centers of immigration. English and German immigrants were

relatively better off and proved relatively mobile within this

country. The Irish were destitute, and formed a reservoir of

unskilled labor in the Northeast. In 1850, 55.5 per cent of the

immigrants were in the Northeast.*^ Not only did the Irish im-

migrants shift the supply curve of labor to the right, but their

immobility and their lack of skills and social position made them

in effect a non-competing wage group at the bottom of the ladder

of social structure.^^ They fitted in very well with the needs of

an industrializing society.

Manufacturing growth in the Northeast reflected a general im-

provement in its factor endowments vis-a-vis their combination

in manufacturing. In the early period, certain industries were

leaders in this process and induced further investment, back-

ward into the capital goods industries and forward into final

'i'J For a discussion of this point in connection with contemporary develop-

ment problems, see Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development, Chap-
ter VII.

"ii Cf. Morris D. Morris, "The Recruitment of an Industrial Labor Force in

India, with British and American Comparisons," Comparative Studies in Society

and History II, No. 3 (April 1960), 315-20.
42 Thomas W. Page, "Distribution of Immigrants in the United States before

1870," Journal of Political Economy XX (1912), 676-94.
43 Brinley Thomas, Migration and Economic Growth, A Study of Great Brit-

ain and the Atlantic Economy (Cambridge: The University Press, 1954),

pp. 166-67.
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consumer goods industries. ^^ In this regard the textile industry

played a leading role. Its backward linkages into textile ma-

chinery, machine tools, and iron products in the very early

years of manufacturing development have been described above.

They were far more important than this quantitative value indi-

cates: witness the numerous other machinery and machine tool

products which developed in these shops to provide the needs

of other industries. Forward linkages with a vast array of final

consumer goods industries to meet the needs of the northeastern

urban dweller, the southern slave and planter, and the western

farmer made the complex of industries which grew up around

cotton and wool the most important in pre-Civil War America.^^

The iron industry too, while a large part of its output served

other industries, had important forward linkages in final con-

sumer goods such as stoves and backward linkages in pig iron

and coal production.

4. Underlying the backward and forward linkages which induced \ y
the chain reaction of manufacturing growth in the Northeast \ '/

were the conditions that made these subsidiary and comple-

mentary industries develop there rather than elsewhere, and

which led to sustained technical development of the leading

industries themselves. While the growth and structure of the

capital market were discussed above, the resource endowments

and the quality of labor and entrepreneurial talent deserve fur-

ther elaboration.

The early growth of the iron industry throughout the North-

east using bog iron and then the Pennsylvania ores led to an

early widespread growth of metal work and casting'Q'he large

supply of coal in Pennsylvania provided a cheap source of power

44 While the railroad was not itself a manufacturing industry, it did induce

manufacturing growth during this period. Its backward linkages into railroad

iron, locomotives, and railroad cars were important; yet in the pre-Civil War
era it does not compare in importance with the textile industry, as the statistical

data in the preceding section indicate. As an impetus to manufacturing de-

velopment the railroad was more important in its cost reducing effects upon
transportation during this period.

45 The character of consumer demand, therefore, played an important role

in forward linkages. The varied demands for clothing in a temperate climate,

for example, are in marked contrast to India, where final demand was simply
for cloth. I am indebted to my colleague, Morris Davis Morris, for this point.

^
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for steam engines and coke for further iron development. Abun-

dant water power in New England was a critical determinant of

textile manufacturing sites. These and other natural resource

endowments were clearly vital in the expansion of manufacturing

in the NortheasM
Size of the market provided the opportunity, prior develop-

ment in the Northeast and factor endowments were important

in the specific location of manufacturing, but the rapid spread

and success of manufacturing, the efiFective development of back-

ward and forward linkages, owes a basic debt to the quality of

labor and entrepreneurial talent. Anyone who reads carefully

into the period cannot help but be impressed with:

a. The efficient adaptation of foreign innovations to American

manufacturing,

b. The widespread success in innovating a broad range of new
manufacturing techniques, particularly labor saving ones, and

c. The widespread mechanical skills and knowledge that made
possible the rapid spread of these innovations on the American

scene.^^

Samuel Slater's introduction of spinning machinery was only one

spectacular illustration of the introduction of English machinery.

Lowell's investigation of the British textile industry, and his sub-

sequent construction of a power loom with the aid of Paul Moody,

represented the real beginning of large-scale, efficient cotton textile

production. Other illustrations in every branch of manufacturing

indicate clearly the willingness and ability of American entre-

preneurs and mechanics to take over foreign innovations as their

use became practicable.

English investigators of the 1850's were particularly impressed

with the American ability to develop new production methods.

From Eli Whitney's and Simeon North's development of inter-

changeable parts and efficient techniques in the small arms industry

to the innovations and methods of American arsenals, the armament

industries were constantly experimenting in production methods.

The lock and clock industries were a source of amazement to the

•*6 For a more extended discussion of these three points see John E. Sawyer,

"The Social Basis of the American System of Manufacturing," Journal of Eco-

nomic History XIV, No. 4 (1954), 361-79.
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British commissions,'*^ as were the wood-working industries. They
noted that individual firms were not necessarily large, but that

everything was performed by machinery.^^ Automatic machines for

producing wood screws, files, and cut nails all impressed the in-

vestigators in comparison with production techniques in Great

Britain.^^ The constant concern with laborsaving machinery was

considered by the commissioners to be a fundamental explanation

of the indigenous development of such innovations, and the rela-

tively high price of labor was considered the driving force.^^ Im-

portant innovations developed in every industry, frequently in small

shops and firms at the hands of mechanics with little or no formal

scientific training.

Equally as impressive as the broad base of mechanical develop-

ments was their ready adoption throughout various industries. The
commissioners were struck by the di£Ferent attitude towards ma-

chinery in the New World as contrasted with the Old.

The comparative density of the old and the new countries,

differing as they do, will account for the very different feelings

with which the increase of machinery has been regarded in many
parts of this country [England] and the United States, where the

workmen hail with satisfaction all mechanical improvements, the

importance and value of which, as releasing them from the

drudgery of unskilled labour, they are enabled by education to

understand and appreciated^

Contemporaries were in agreement about the underlying causes

of the rapid innovation of industrial techniques (whether indig-

enous or adapted from abroad) and their widespread utilization.

Gibb quotes a prevailing view:

From the habits of early life and the diffusion of knowledge by
free schools there exists generally among the mechanics of New
England a vivacity in inquiring into the first principles of the

47 Whitworth and Wallis, Industry of the United States, p. 12; Parliamentary

Commissioners, Machinery of the United States, pp. 558, 616, as cited in D. L.

Bum, "Genesis of American Engineering Competition," loc. cit., p. 295.
48 Ibid., p. 294.
49 Loc. cit.

50 Burn, "Genesis of American Engineering Competition," loc. cit., pp. 306-7.

See also Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 435, for further testimony from
contemporaries on this subject.

51 Whitworth and Wallis, Industry of the United States, Preface, viii.
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science to which they are practically devoted. They thus frequently

acquire a theoretical knowledge of the processes of the useful arts,

which the English laborers may commonly be found to possess

after a long apprenticeship and life of patient toil.^^

Whitworth and Wallis were thoroughly impressed with the im-

portance of broadly based education ".
. . so that everybody reads,

and intelligence penetrates through the lowest grades of society." ^^

It is worth quoting at some length the conclusion of the English

investigators with respect to the role of education in American in-

dustrialization.

The compulsory educational clauses adopted in the laws of most
of the States, and especially those of New England, by which
some three months of every year must be spent at school by the

young factory operative under 14 or 15 years of age, secure every

child from the cupidity of the parent, or the neglect of the manu-
facturer; since to profit by the child's labour during three-fourths

of the year, he or she must be regularly in attendance in some
public or private school conducted by some authorized teacher

during the other fourth.

This lays the foundation for that wide-spread intelligence which
prevails amongst the factory operatives of the United States; and
though at first sight the manufacturer may appear to be restricted

in the free use of the labour offered to him, the system re-acts to

the permanent advantage of both employer and employed.

The skill of hand which comes of experience is, notwithstanding

present defects, rapidly following the perceptive power so keenly

awakened by early intellectual training. Quickly learning from the

skilful European artisans thrown amongst them by emigration, or

imported as instructors, with minds, as already stated, prepared by
sound practical education, the Americans have laid the foundation

of a wide-spread system of manufacturing operations, the influence

of which cannot be calculated upon, and are daily improving upon
the lessons obtained from their older and more experienced com-
peers of Europe. ^^

The critical influence in American manufacturing development

was not so much one or two strategic industries^ but the g;eneral

improvement of factor endowments for manufacturing. The most

52 Zachariah Allen, Science of Mechanics (Providence: 1829), p. 349, as

quoted in Gibb, Saco-Lowell Shops, p. 178.
5^ Whitworth and Wallis, Industry of the United States, Preface, i\.

54 Ibid., pp. 160-61.
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striking fact is the broad variety of industrial activities which were

growing up on every side. No one can read the studies of the British

investigators without being impressed that this reflected a broadly

based ability to produce profitably a vast range of finished goods.

Certainly in the 1820's and 1830's the linkages associated with the

textile industry were important when the Northeast was a marginal

producer of manufactures. By the middle of the 1840's, however,

when the surge of the expansion got under way, it was not one or

two industries which were leading sectors, but a much more gen-

eralized ability to produce manufactures. The most important con-

trast between the 1840 Census ficrnrp»<^ q^ ^^v^^ifVi^l^^^^n and <-F|p_

1860 figures is not so much t|]p rapirl orrnwtli of m^^pnf ag thp <;prpad^

of manufacturing into new industries.

The development of manufacturing in the Northeast after the

sharp readjustment following the War of 1812 centered around a

few industries which had already been demonstrated to possess

growing markets. Their location in the Northeast was dictated by

prior developments there as well as by the natural resource endow-

ment of abundant water power. The linkages associated with the

textile industry were an important influence in the development

of the 1820's and early 1830's. It was the growth in the size of the

market as a consequence of regional specialization which led to

acceleration in manufacturing development, and to the specializa-

tion of function of the firm in the 1830's. The cotton trade of the

South and the decline in transport costs were the proximate in-

fluences in this growing regional specialization and the development

of interregional trade.

If the growing size of the market made possible the develop-

ment of manufacturing, it was the quality of entrepreneurial talent

and the labor force that could eflFectively take advantage of these

opportunities. The adaptation of foreign inventions, the variety of

native innovations, particularly those which cut labor costs, and the

rapid spread of new techniques were indicative of the qualitij_oi_

labor and entrepreneurial talent While the underlying aspirations

and motivations ot people in American society were important, th^

investment in human capital was a critical factor both in innova-

tions and in the relative ease with which they could spread . The \

primary source of this quality of the labor force and entrepreneurial
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t talent was the widespread free education system in the Northeast,

I although the skills of English and German immigrants were an

y important supplement.

The surge of expansion that began in 1843 was an era in which

the Northeast had ceased being a marginal manufacturing area and

could successfully expand into a vast array of industrial goods. By
1860 the problems of industrialization were behind in the^eyfilfifl-

ffi£nt„oLthe United States.,

y



THE ECDIVDMY 1B15-1B23

Preceding sections of this part of the study have set

the scene for analyzing the economic growth which

took place between 1815 and 1860. The statistical

evidence of international and interregional flows, to-

gether with the structural characteristics of the three separate re-

gions of the United States, provide the necessary evidence. In terms

of overall analysis, the foreign sector is really considered as another

region, but the greater immobilities and friction which character-

ized its relationship with those regions comprising the national

economy during this period must be recognized.

Most Americans expected to pick up in 1815 where they had

left oflF in 1807, and the news of peace in February of that year

was sufficient to lead to a sharp drop in import prices. By May
the first British ships laden with manufactured goods were coming

into American ports, and the major seaports, particularly Baltimore,

Philadelphia, and New York, were prosperous and thriving.^ Yet

as Chapter VI has made clear, both external and internal conditions

had changed. The years between 1815 and 1818 can be most com-

pletely understood if this process of readjustment is examined.

The most significant external change was a world at peace, with

all that it implied in terms of reimposed navigation laws and the

comparative advantage of Britain in the production of finished

goods, particularly textiles. While there were other important long

run implications, these were the ones which most afiFected Ameri-

1 W. E. Folz, The Financial Crisis of 1819 (Urbana: University of Illinois

Ph.D. Thesis, 1935), Chapter II. Hereafter cited as Financial Crisis.

Ill
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can economic aflFairs during this period. The most important in-

ternal change was the evolution of three distinct regions, each

increasingly specializing in goods and services produced for sale

to the other regions, including the foreign region.

Immediately after the war, freight rates fell drastically, reviving

only briefly at the height of the boom in 1818, while the demand
for shipping during these years was good. Earnings, while less than

half those of 1806-1807, were higher than they would be for many
years to come.^ Shipping earnings were again an important base

for the New England economy in the face of the depression in

manufacturing, due to the flood of English goods and the relative

decline of New England's ports in the re-export and import trade.

^

While the re-export trade no longer constituted the major share of

total exports, it accounted for as much as $19 million annually in

the years 1817-1819. This was still a far cry from the tremendous

trade of the Napoleonic War era, and New England's share in

this trade declined. Domestic exports from New England were less

in absolute terms in the years 1815-1819 than they had been from

1803-1807. The condition of New England during these years was

one of painful readjustment, in which relative depression in some

sectors was mixed with fairly prosperous activity in others.^

Conditions in the Middle Atlantic states resembled those in New
England in some respects. Manufactures were depressed there, too.

But a thriving trade in wheat and flour was an important ad-

vantage, particularly to Baltimore, which continued to grow rap-

idly.^ The import trade and subsequent auction and distribution

of imported goods were important to the economic activity of the

2 See Table A-III, Appendix II.

3 The large specie reserves New England had accumulated during the war
(see Chapter V, above) also redounded against that region as a result of New
England's note issue being at a premium compared to other regions. See Folz,

Financial Crisis, p. 23, citing R. Hildreth, Banks, Banking, and Paper Cur-

rencies (Boston: Whipple and Damrell, 1840), p. 68, and Henry Adams, His-

tory of the United States of America, 9 Vols. (New York: Scribners, 1921),

Vol. 9, Second Administration of James Madison, p. 18.

4 Folz, Financial Crisis, p. 88.

5 In contrast to New England domestic exports of the middle states were
substantially greater than in the years 1803-07. They were approximately $88
million in the years of the Napoleonic Wars, and were $106 million for the years

1815-19. Folz, Financial Crisis, p. 88.
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ports of Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York, although the latter

was already getting the lion's share of this trade.

There was no question about the prosperity of the South and

West during these years. While some western towns, such as

Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, experienced a depression in manufac-

tures from the eflFects of English imports, this was a relatively

unimportant part of the area's economic activity. Western prosperity

rested upon a rapidly expanding market for its produce from new
settlers pouring into the region, and particularly from the opening

of the river trade with upriver steam navigation in 1816. It was

an era of substantial speculation of western lands, with rising

prices of its agricultural staples. From 1815 to 1819, approximately

7.5 million acres of land were sold in the Northwest, and almost

half of the $16 million for which the land was sold by the govern-

ment was still outstanding in 1819.^

It was in the South that prosperity and expansion were most

striking. The rapid growth in the value of exports in the postwar

period reflected modest increases in flour and wheat shipments,

but primarily it mirrored the expansion in southern staples. To-

bacco exports, which had averaged about $6 million a year in the

pre-Embargo years, were approximately $9 million annually in

the years following the war, reaching a peak of $12.8 million in

1816.^ Rice exports also showed an increase over the earlier years,

albeit a modest one.^ It was cotton, however, that dominated the

scene. Cotton exports averaged about $9 million between 1803-

1807, approximately 22 per cent of exports. From 1815-1819 they

averaged over $23 million, almost 39 per cent of total exports. The
spectacular rise in cotton prices during these years made cultiva-

tion of this fiber enormously rewarding. The profitability of cotton

had already transformed the old southern states of Georgia and y
South Carolina from a rather diversified agriculture to dependence „>^
on cotton. In the years after the second war with England, cotton

culture spread throughout the rest of the settled South and initiated

^ Folz, Financial Crisis, p. 60, quoting American State Papers, Public Lands,

III, 420.
^ This led to the extension of tobacco cultivation into Kentucky during these

years.

8 Folz, Financial Crisis, p. 80.
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a vast surge into new lands of Alabama, Louisiana, and other states

and territories where cotton could be grown.

n

The readjustment to the di£Ferent international economii^^condi-

tions after 1815 made these years ones of mixed prosperity/Distress

of the manufacturing areas, the decline in freight rates and of the

re-export trade were only partially compensated for in New Eng-

land with full utilization of ships and some revival of the re-

export trad^^To a lesser extent these conditions also applied to

the Middle Atlantic states, although the thriving export trade in

wheat and flour and the import trade more than made up for

them. It is easy to overemphasize the importance of manufacturing

to the United States economy in these years. A very substantial

part of manufacturing at this time existed only because of poor

transport facilities and isolation. It reflected a condition of back-

wardness, not one of development, since it depended on com-

munities which were not integrated into a national and interna-

tional economy. Internal improvements built in response to the

booming conditions before 1808 became, by 1815, a way to reduce

the isolation of small, almost self-sufiicient communities and allow

^
cheap imports to be substituted for these ineflBciently produced

local manufactures. The years between 1815 and 1819 represented

shaking down of the heterogeneous manufacturing which had

^rown up under the protection of Embargo and war. Those firms

/which did go under were the relatively ineflScient ones. The profit-

f ability of the Lowell Mills during these years indicated clearly

that large, efficient firms could compete with English textiles in

the production of coarse grades of cloth. The residue of manu-

facturing establishments that was left formed the nucleus for ex-

pansion in subsequent decades.

The expansion of the economy was far more significant than the

readjustments in manufacturing, and the export trade to the rest

of the world was the source of this growth. Wheat and flour, to-

bacco, and increasingly cotton, were at the base not only of ex-

pansion of southern and middle states, but also were indirectly

responsible for a large part of the boom in the West.
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The rapid growth of export values in these years did not reflect

increased volume so much as a tremendous rise in the price of

exports (see Chart X-VIII). It was these high prices which en-

couraged the west\vard surge into new cotton land in Alabama

and into western lands capable of producing wheat and tobacco.

Western development was more a consequence of the opening up

of the Mississippi and the growing market in the cotton South for

western staples. The extension of cotton cultivation into the new
South meant a growing market for flour, cornmeal, livestock prod-

uts, and whiskey.

Accompanying the flow of people into the lands of the new!

South and the West was a flow of capital to develop these lands\

as well as to speculate in them, to create towns and transport!

facilities in the western river trade.QTBis capital came partly from \

bank expansion in the West where, despite the resumption of spe- \

cie,^ western bank notes circulated at a substantial discount. In j

its early years, the Second United States Bank furthered this ex-

tension of credit, and did not press the state institutions in the

West for specie payments. ^^ Almost equally important was the

j"YtnTi"inn nf mrrrrmtjle^ credit by British exporters, which financed

the large import surplus of the perfod and eased, at least tempo-

rarily, the strictures of the domestic capital marketrj(See the Bal-

ance of Payments Section, Appendix I.)

There can be no doubt that these years were generally prosperous

ones. One has only to look at the extremely favorable terms of trade

resulting from the large rise in export prices and the much smaller

relative rise of import prices to appreciate that, whatever the dif-

ficulties of the manufacturer, the consumer enjoyed very substantial

improvements in real income.^^

^ Specie payments were resumed on February 20, 1817.
10 Cf. Walter B. Smith, Economic Aspects of the Second Bank of the United

States. Harvard Studies in Economic History (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1953), Chapter VII. Hereafter cited as Second Bank; Leon M. Schur,

"The Second Bank of the United States and the Inflation after the War of

1812," Journal of Political Economy LXVIII (April 1960), 120. Hereafter

cited as "Second Bank of the United States."
11 Abramovitz (Joint Economic Committee, Hearings, loc. cit., p. 439, Table

10 and p. 456), and Willard Thorp, Business Annals . . . (New York: National

Bureau of Economic Research, 1926), both make 1815 a peak year followed by
depression from 1816 through 1818 (and then severe depression thereafter).

This is in error, and reflects an overweighting of series connected with manu-

\
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III

The basis for the collapse in 1818-1819 may be found in the

forces which created the boom preceding it, augmented by mone-

tary conditions in the country and the international economy. Rising

prices of our export staples induced a tremendous movement of

population into new lands, coupled with liberal credit policies to

finance their development. The consequences were inevitable, and

were to be repeated many times in our subsequent economic expe-

rience. Credit was extended under the optimistic conditions gen-

erated by the rising prices of these export commodities. As long

as prices were rising, or remained at a high level, the note issue

of banks and foreign mercantile credit appeared secure, although

this was not true for the financing of imports, where the price

was already fallingrThe surge of expansion induced a substantial

shift in supply, ultimately reflected in declining prices and a lengthy

period of depressed prices.] Cotton played an important role here.

Cotton prices reached a low point in 1812 and then began to rise,

reflecting almost stable output within the context of continued ex-

panding demand for cotton. Land sales began to rise concomitant

with the increase in the price of cotton, and after 1814 cotton output

also rose. By 1819 it was double that of 1814. Chart I-XIII illustrates

the monthly range of cotton prices at Charleston. By July 1819

prices were half that for the same month of the preceding year.

From November 1818 the break in prices is clearly evident. The

rising price of cotton induced an increased flow of resources into

cotton production, augmented by the optimistic speculation that

facturing (and to a lesser extent shipping) and reports from newspapers of the

Northeast. It was a mixed period for the Northeast, but it was also a booming
era in the South and the West.

The question of the date of the upturn is more conjectural. Both Abramovitz

and Thorp make it 1821, whereas I have made it 1823. There was a revival in

1821, but was followed by a large gold outflow in 1822 and a further sharp fall

in prices. Since the United States was geared to the international economy, it

seems most likely to me that the real beginning of recovery only took place

after this final adjustment had occurred. Again there were important regional

differences. The revival of manufacturing in the Northeast occurred in 1821,

but the recovery of the South and West did not take place until 1823. ( See

Section IV, this chapter.)
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accompanies rising prices, and led to credit extension predicated,

on 30 cent cotton. The consequence of this diversion of resources

"was that aTter the period of time required to clear land, and per-

haps plant a crop or two of corn to break up the soil, there was

a substantial increase in supply; ^^ prices fell, and remained low

for some time. The reasons for the decline in prices and for the

lengthy period of depressed prices are discussed in Chapters I and

VII. The development of vast new cotton lands can be viewed as

having accomplished the same thing as plant expansion; that is,

CHART I-XIII

Monthly Range of Short Staple Cotton Prices in the Charleston Market:

1815-1820

Source: Appendix II, Table A-XIII.

12 The supply response to a price increase actually is of two sorts: (1) a

planter can shift out of corn or other staple production to cotton during high
prices of cotton and import his corn, or (2) it can come about by the method
outlined above. The increase by the first method occurs much more rapidly,

but it is not so substantial as by the second method.
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capacity has been increased. With depressed prices the planter

might decide to use some of the land to produce foodstuffs for

his slaves rather than cotton, but at the first sign of rising prices

he could redivert it back into cotton.

Monetary affairs also played a role in the 1819 depression, but

they will be dwelt on only briefly here.^^ The expansion of note

issue has already been noted, as has the attitude of the Second

United States Bai;k during the period after specie resumption in

February, 1817.^^ tjhe speculative purchase of land in tlie^ South

and West on credit was furthered by the Bank's policies^ Only

after eastern branches had refused the bills and notes of southern

branches did the Bank attempt to do something about it, but its

affairs in the South and the West had now become precarious,

and it was inextricably drawn into the inflated credit extension for

land purchases. In July, 1818, the bank began a policy of contraction.

In October of that year the government retired $4.5 million of the

\/ ! Louisiana debt.

Economic affairs in the international economy were similar in

some respects to those in the United States. After years of war,

European countries were attempting to get back on a specie stand-

ard, and every country was trying to build up gold and silver

reserves. English prices turned down in the first quarter of 1818,

and this in itself would have forced a deflation in the American

price level. For the Atlantic economy as a whole, the period 1815

through 1818 was a period of realignment, with dramatic shifts

of resources into peacetime pursuits, rapid expansion in output and

a severe readjustment in the depression of 1818. Monetary in-

fluences reflected this process, and were aggravated in the United

States by the structure of the banking system and the policies of

the Second United States Bank.

13 Cf. Folz, Financial Crisis; W. B. Smith, Second Bank; and Schur, "Second
Bank of the United States," loc. cit.

14 Cf. Schur, "Second Bank of the United States," loc. cit., for a thoughtful

discussion of the inabihty of the Second Bank effectively to curb the western

and southern bank note issue.
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IV

As Chart II-XIII indicates, 1819-1823 were years of dramatic

price deflation. Cotton prices, which had reached a peak of thirty-

five cents a pound at Charleston in January 1818, dropped to eight

and one-half cents by March 1823.^^ Freight rates fell by almost

CHART II-XIII

Prices and Freight Rates: 1815-1823
(Base 1830)
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1^ A. G. Smith, Economic Readjustment, Appendix Table 1.
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half during the period. The price dedine was far more severe in

agricultural commodities than in manufactures, primarily because

the latter had already been subject to severe price competition

from 1815 to 1818 while prices of agricultural commodities and

freight rates had risen sharply during those years. ^®

iThe consequences of the price decline in the Northeast were to

improve the position of manufacturing vis-a-vis alternative uses of

capitaDXhe drastic fall in ocean freight rates made shipping less

profitable, while the drop in manufacturing prices made the tariflF

of 1815 a more eflFective protection to spinning. Moreover, the price

decline had been much smaller. The result was that manufacturing,

particularly in Massachusetts, recovered rather early and there

was a renewal, from the Embargo days, of the shift of New England

capital from shipping into manufacturing. The recovery of manu-

facturing was less striking in New York and Pennsylvania where

smaller scale, less specialized firms ^'^ probably had higher costs

than the Waltham type firms which were beginning to develop in

Massachusetts.

In the old South the year 1819 marked the real beginning of a

long and difficult era of readjustment.^^ The sharp fall in cotton

prices led to severe economic distress. Nine cent cotton was un-

remunerative for most plantations in the old South at this time.

Without a satisfactory alternative use of resources, the old South

entered a period of relative decline which was mitigated only by

interruptions in the secular fall of cotton prices and the profit-

ability of slaves as an intermediate good for sale to the new South.

Evidence of the old South's relative decline is seen from the condi-

tion of Charleston. Once the South's leading cotton port, in this

era it was bypassed in the import trade and was a shipping point

only for cotton from the tributary area. Its shipments increasingly

went to New York for reshipment to England rather than enjoying

direct trade.

The price decline brought to a halt the settlement on new lands

16 Actually freight rates fell in 1817 and rose sharply in 1818. See North,

"Ocean Freight Rates and Economic Development, 1815-1910," he. cit..

Table 2.
'^'^ See the description of New York and Philadelphia manufacturing in Chap-

ter XII.

18 A. G. Smith, Economic Readjustment, Chapter I.
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in Alabama, Mississippi and the other southwestern states. UnHke
conditions in the old South, the longer run consequence—as op-

posed to the immediate distress resulting from monetary and credit

stringency—was the consolidation and gradual development of new
lands purchased between 1815 and 1818, With the development of

steamboat traffic on the Mississippi, New Orleans was gradually

emerging as the major entrepot and cotton shipping center. Yet

the short run distress was real enough/Credit extended on the basis

of 20 to 30 cent cotton led to many bankruptcies, and the drying

up of the credit flow frorQthe Northeast still further aggravated

conditions in the new SouthA

Conditions in the West, even mora than in the new South, were

aggravated by the extensive note issue of banks. The depreciation

of bank notes, the failure of many banks, and the spread of bank-

ruptcy in 1821-1822 were all indicative of the monetary conditions

of the period. Berry writes:

Nevertheless, Cincinnati's future was clouded by the fact that

facilities for credit were almost entirely lacking, prices of her

exports were at rock bottom, and other leading sources of strength-

sales of land and immigration—were at a low ebb.^^

The antipathy generated during this deflationary period to banks

in general, and to the Second United States Bank in particular, was

to have lasting political consequences in the next decade.

International economic relations of the United States during

these years were the decisive influence in the pattern of deflation.

Relative readjustment of the price level in the United States vis-a-

vis United Kingdom prices was the most important influence in

the sharp decline of 1818-1820. Capital indebtedness dropped in

these years, while in 1822 there was a sharp increase in the import

trade and adverse trade balances of $18.5 million. There was also

a gold outflow of $7.4 million that year, and a further fall in prices

into 1823. Price inflation in the United Kingdom had not been as

pronounced as in the United States, nor was the the deflation as

severe. This pattern was in many respects to be repeated as sub-

sequent surges of United States expansion resulted in relatively

greater rises and falls in the price level of this country than in the

rest of the world. Such a pattern is only natural under the condi-

1^ Berry, Western Prices, p. 399.
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tions of extensive expansion and the irregular pattern in which it

occurred, the international mobility of capital, and the character

of the monetary system.

The monetary structure of the economy, which was the proximate

y/^ cause of the inflation and deflation of the years 1815 to 1823, was

shaped by the political forces of the period. It is easy to blame the

> ineptitude of William Jones, yet political pressures on the Second

Bank severely circumscribed its alternatives.^^ Given the expan-

sionist spirit of Americans of the time and the boundless oppor-

tunities associated with the opening up of the new South and the

West, it is hard to visualize the emergence of any difi^erent pattern.

Even the painful experience of 1818 to 1823 had little effect, and

the pattern was to be repeated again and again in the nineteenth

century.

20 Schur, "Second Bank of the United States," loc. cit.



THE ECDIVDMY 1823-1843

The twenty years between the trough of the precipi-

tous depression of 1818 and that of the even more

severe depression following 1839 were a critical period

in American economic growth. If one were to date

the beginning of acceleration in the economy's growth and the years

when industrialization began, it would be during this period.1 It

was also a period of tremendous westward expansion. Underlying

both of_ -these developments was the cotton trade^During this

period, cotton played its greatest role in inducing growth in the

size of the market for manufactures and in influencing the pace

of the westward movement. When this era of expansion came to
|
\/'

a close with the severe depression of the early 1840's, the cotton

trade had irrevocably done its part as the proximate prime mover

in quickening the pace of the country's growth.

The broad outlines of development during these years can be

sketched out readily enough from the available statistics.^ The
remaining years of the 1820's were a period of declining prices,

except for 1825, when a brief speculative flurry interrupted the

decline. The decline was gradual compared to the very severe

deflation of 1818-1821. The decade of the thirties was one of rising

prices, with only brief interruptions in 1834 and 1837-1838. An-

other severe price deflation followed from 1839-1843. Domestic

wholesale prices and export prices were more volatile than foreign

domestic and import prices (see Charts I-VIII and III-VIII), and

1 In addition to those used in the statistical chapters herein see Berry, West-
ern Prices, Chapters XII, XIV, and Smith and Cole, Fluctuations, Section II.

189
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the quotient of wholesale prices (Chart V-VIII) and the terms of

trade turned extremely favorable in the 1830's. All of the relevant

time series, both international and interregional, give evidence that

the general rate of expansion in the economy was relatively slow

in the twenties, picked up speed in the 1830's, and was capped by

V / typical speculative excesses at the height of the boom in 1836-1837

and 1839. There is also abundant evidence that the depression from

1839 to 1843 was one of the most severe in our history. The flow

of international capital and of people moved with the fortunes of

the economy. The westward tide gradually accelerated with the

step-up in economic activity, reached a peak in 1836, and then

dwindled to a trickle in the early forties.

3^ Diversities did exist among the three regions and the Atlantic

,.. ..'^A, economy. Where significant differences in regional activity oc-

/^' Vl curred, they typically resulted from influences other than the inter-

P ^, c regional flows which are the central focus of this study, and such

V .1 exogenous elements must be introduced to modify the general

argument. The tariff act of 1824, the "bank war," the Specie Cir-

cular, to name but three political decisions, had important con-

sequences for the economy and affected the several regions to

different degrees. jYet the test of the framework of analysis is that

it should reveal the^Sroad underlying movements of the economy,

and that such policies as must be brought into the explanation

did not fundamentally alter the pattern of economic activity which

began with England's industrial development in textfle manufactur-

ing and the growth of the cotton trade, j

II

While cotton consumption by English textile mills grew in the

1820's, and United States cotton exports increased over the decade,

their value did not show comparable gains because of a downward
drift in cotton prices, interrupted briefly in 1824-1825, which lasted

until 1831. The decline in prices was general throughout the decade,

reflecting fundamental monetary and international economic condi-

tions, but the drop in cotton prices was precipitous (see Chart

X-VIII). Expansion into new lands in the period 1816-1818 re-

sulted in a large increase in cotton acreage and a tendency for
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supply to increase readily with any rise in price. The existence of

a larger increment of cleared land in Alabama and Louisiana meant

that the relative or anticipated prices of cotton and alternative

crops would dictate the acreage actually put into cotton. Any rise

in the price of cotton greatly increased the supply. In the old

South, with higher production costs of cotton, the alternative was

to shift back to a more self-suflScient agriculture, but even a tempo-

rary rise in cotton prices was sufficient to "cause fields in which

corn and other grains were already growing to be plowed up and

replanted in cotton." ^

Interruptions in the decline in cotton prices, as in 1825, readily

brought forth a large increase in supply in the succeeding year.

After 1826, cotton output actually declined for some years in South

Carolina and some other states of the old South.^

There can be no doubt that the period of the twenties was one

of serious readjustment for the old South, and it is likely that per

capita incomes declined between 1819-1823. Emigration and planta-

tion consolidation were the old South's answer to the low cotton

prices of the 1820's. Smith estimates net emigration from South

Carolina for the decade at 69,513. Small farmers with higher costs

were the most afiEected and contributed largely to this migration,

although some large planters migrated west with their slaves."* The
engrossment of small farms into larger plantations led to improve-

ments in production costs.

If the old South gave a clear indication of the relative decline

that was to continue until the Civil War, the new South showed

vitality throughout the decade, even in the face of declining prices

of its key staple. It is true that there was little impetus to purchase

new lands, but land already acquired was gradually put into

cultivation. Equally significant for the vitality of the new South

was investment in the variety of activities associated with the de-

velopment of a new region.^ This was particularly true of New

2 A. G. Smith, Economic Readjustment, p. 54.
•^ Ibid., pp. 47, 55.

4 Ihid., p. 22. It should be noted that emigration in the thirties was nearly

twice this figure. With rising cotton prices, the lure of rich western lands at-

tracted the large planters and their slaves.

^ It should be remembered that such investment was much more limited in

opening up the Southwest than in the West because of the structure of the

southwestern economy. See Chapter XI herein.
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Orleans, which was emerging not only as a major export port for

cotton, but was becoming the entrepot of the South.

This strengthening of the link between South and West not only

gave greater economic vitality to the new South during the decade,

but meant that the West was provided with an expanding market

for its produce. The growing river trade meant increasing market

orientation of western farmers and rapid growth of river ports such

as Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. The latter in particular became a lead-

ing river port and the center of the early development of food

processing for export to the new South. Berry's index of economic

activity in the West shows expansion throughout the period 1823

to 1831, with only minor recessions in 1824, 1827, and 1830.^ He
notes that "Cincinnati clinched her position as the leading point of

concentration for the export of surplus of the Ohio Valley. Her

onward march appears hardly to have been a£Fected by the price

depression of 1821-27." "^ During the decade its population in-

creased from 9,602 to 24,695. Even though the twenties were years

of slower growth for the economy as a whole, the development of

interregional dependence between West and South was sufficient

to foster substantial investment in urban areas, river transport,

warehousing, and the auxiliary services essential to facilitating this

new interdependence. Greater than average expansion took place

in those areas of the new South and West whose accessibility to

the river trade gave them location advantages as entrepots. While

the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 had an expansive influence

on Lake Erie and other accessible areas, as Chart III-IX makes

clear, its effect in the early years of its operation was felt far more

in western New York State than in the West.

/Economic activity in the Northeast was also mixed during the

years 1823-1831. The old sources of expansion, shipping and mer-

cantile pursuits, were severely hit by the depression of 1818. Freight

rates fell sharply with the revival of world shipping competition,

and shipping was not very prosperous during the decad^A
Manufacturing, particularly textiles, which had faced a serious

period of readjustment to foreign competition after 1815, recovered

early from the 1818 crisis. The minimum duty on textiles imposed

6 Berry, Western Prices, p. 427.
7 Ibid., p. 409.
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in the tariflF of 1816 had been inefiFective with high textile prices,

but with the introduction of the cost-reducing power loom and the

price decline of 1818-1821, the minimum duty closed out coarser

grades of foreign cotton cloth. Expansion was rapid, and throughout

New England new manufacturing villages developed while older

ones, such as the celebrated Waltham Mills, expanded. The Wood-
bury Report of 1836 cites a £gure of 230,000 cotton spindles in

1821 and 800,000 in 1825.^ ^here was marked improvement in

distributive organization to take advantage of the growing markets

of the South and West. Three methods were employed by New
England textile mills: consignment to wholesale merchants on a

commission basis, employment of a selling agent, and the auction

systernjrhis was essential, since the manufacturing growing up
in New England textile and other industries had a national rather

than a local market, and the fortunes of such manufacturing de-

pended on the growth of population and income of the whole

economy.^

The Northeast, like the West and South, was going through a ''-

decade of fundamental transformation in which manufactures were

expanding and becoming well rooted in the region, with their for-

tunes tied to the evolving interregional dependence that marked

the development of a national market. Shipping and foreign com-

merce, the old cornerstones of the region's prosperity,^ were char-

acterized by a more painful period of readjustment..^ Packet lines

began to run on regular schedules in 1818, and were a feature of

New York's growing pre-eminence in foreign trade. ^"^ Increasing

trade with the South meant the development of coastwise trade,

yet shipping earnings in the twenties were much lower than in the

years 1815-1818, and were no longer a source of expansionT^The

shift of capital from shipping into manufacturing reflected the

change in relative rates of return during the decad^
Within the Northeast, the opening of the Erie Canal marked an

s Taussig, Tariff History, p. 51, citing Executive Document No. 146, 24th

Congress, 1st Session. He makes clear that thesj figures are only rough esti-

mates.
9 Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 360.
10 Robert G. Albion, Square Riggers on Schedule; the New York Sailing

Packets to England, France, and the Cotton Ports (Princeton: Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 1938).
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important change. It solidified New York's pre-eminence among
the ports of the Northeast, ^^ opening up an extensive and rich

intraregional trade as well as providing a gateway to the West.

Contrasted with the structural changes and the mixed character

of economic activity in the years 1823-1831 was the relative neu-

trality of our external economic relations. Variation between do-

mestic and foreign prices and movements in the terms of trade was

limited, except for 1825. Capital movements and immigration were

of modest proportions and specie movements were not large. Only

in 1825, when a speculative expansion and collapse occurred in

England, was the United States drawn to any degree into economic

conditions abroad, and even then this country was not as severely

ajffected as some South American economies.

Ill

The quickening pace of economic activity was evident in 1831

and 1832. There was improvement in the terms of trade, the be-

ginnings of capital inflow, and a,striking rise in Berry's index of

economic activity in the West.^^[The thirties were a decade of con-

trast to the preceding one. The surge in economic activity was

evident on all sides and in all regionsAThe decade was also marked

by sharp crises in 1834, 1837 and of course in 1839, which marked

the onset of one of the most severe depressions in our economic

history.

fCptton played the leading role. The previous decade had estab-

lisned a pattern of regional interdependence which ultimately rested

on the cotton trade. Between 1831 and 1836 the value of cotton

exports almost trebled, rising from $25 million to $71 millionJiWhile

this expansion rested in part on increased acreage, it also reflected

a rise in the price of cotton in the Charleston market from a range

of six and one-half to twenty and one-half cents in 1836.^^ This was

only partly attributable to general monetary conditions, since the

rise of the domestic price index was smaller than that of the cotton

11 Robert G. Albion, "New York Port and Its Disappointed Rivals, 1815-

1860," Journal of Economic and Business History III (1930-31), 602-29.
12 Berry, Western Prices, p. 427.
13 A. G. Smith, Economic Readjustment, p. 221.
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dominated export price index. The sharp rise in cotton prices

reflected the gradual shift to the right in demand for cotton as-

similating the acreage expansion of 1816-1818. The supply curve

for cotton, which was elastic over a range of output within the

limits of the acreage currently available, was increasingly inelastic

as the available acreage was put into use. A shift to the right in

the supply function involved the opening up of new acreage and

a flow of capital and labor into these lands to clear and develop

them^Ine rise in cotton prices set in motion both the internal and

international factors essential to accomplishing this shirtj

/internally the increased profitability of cotton led to a surge

into virgin land in the new South and an unparalleled increase in

government land salesjChart X-IX shows these land sales in the

five cotton states of Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas and

Florida. It was accompanied by a shift of planters and slaves from

the old South to these new states. Net emigration from South

Carolina alone was estimated at 65,031 whites and 56,683 Ne-

groes; ^^ the slave movement from Virginia was much greater. ^^

Plantation banks, in Mississippi and Louisiana in particular, ex-

panded to finance the internal slave trade and to make loans for

the purchase, clearing, and development of new cotton lands. The
increased profitability of cotton and the investments associated with

the cotton trade were particularly attractive to English investors,

who participated through the securities of these plantation banks.

The output of new cotton lands increased gradually during the

1830's and then rose sharply in 1840 (see Chart I-X), reflecting the

long period between the initial move to take advantage of the

increased profitability of cotton and the marked shift to the right

in the supply function which led to depressed prices for the first

half of the 1840's.

The value of produce shipped down the Mississippi to New Or-

leans showed no sustained increase in the last half of the 1820's,

varying between $20 million and $22 million annually. In 1831 it

began to increase rapidly, and by 1837, at $45.6 million, had more

than doubled. Cotton shipments from Arkansas and Mississippi ac-

count for part of the rise, but a substantial part of the increase

14 Ibid., p. 22.
15 The Virginia Times estimated the export of slaves from that state in 1836

at 40,000. Quoted in Callender, Economic History, p. 307.
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was western foodstuflFs for the plantation population of the ex-

panding new South.

The southern demand for foodstuffs was the initial impetus to

westward expansion, but the consequence was more extensive than

a simple regional multiplier of an older settled area. Increasing

demand led to rising prices and a growing tide of western migrants

who had to be fed. Demand for foodstuffs and a wider variety of

necessities to supply the settler supplemented the demand for

staples from the South. The pattern of urbanization which evolved

in the West during this decade was located with reference to this

two-fold demand for its products.

Transportation costs limited the supply of western foodstuffs.

Once the areas near the navigable waterways of the Mississippi,

Ohio, and Illinois rivers and their tributaries had been settled, a

substantial increase in supply could only come from improved trans-

portation. In the 1830's this meant improving the navigability of

rivers, particularly in the construction of canals. Ohio led the way,

with the completion of the 308 mile Ohio and Erie Canal connect-

ing the Ohio river with Lake Erie in 1833, the Miami and Erie

Canal from Cincinnati to Dayton in 1832, and finally to Toledo

in 1845. A number of branch canals were also constructed. Indiana,

Michigan, and Illinois followed suit. /These canals entailed large-

scale capital expenditures and necessitated state government par-

ticipation and underwriting, since both the limitations of private

saving and the primitive state of financial intermediaries made
private undertakings on such a scale impossible^ In many cases

banks provided the initial capital, but it was the'notation in Eng-

land of the securities of the states which provided most of the funds.

The pattern of expansion in the West was similar to expansion

in the South in that the time between the initial impetus and the

actual shift to the right was lengthy because of the time involved

in building canals and improving waterways. It was dissimilar to

the South in that opening new areas was accompanied by large-

scale investment in a variety of economic activities. The develop-

ment of towns, warehousing facilities, and a wide variety of resi-

le See Callender, "The Early Transportation and Banking Enterprises of the

States in Relation to the Growth of Corporations," loc. cit., pp. 111-62.
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dentiary industry was the typical pattern.^Oncreased demand for

capital and labor in the West was met primarily by immigration

from the East and to a lesser extent from the old South. The

demand for labor had the important effect of pulling farmers out

of self-sufficiency into the market; canal building attracted men
from the self-sufficient farm. The era of weste^'n

fyparici'rip hcA a

Lual effect: it rpc\irprfpc\ thp labor fnrpf fmr" ^^"'i]]p"^ rrr^r^Ac-

ap;ripnThiral production into investment ynods (can?

nanded fhP ^^^^^^ ink^v f^vr.^ Ky pnllrrig Ij^jf^^f nit "^ n
''"^^-

sufBoien t pv^tpgce into a money economy

The boom in the new South and West was paralleled by equal

expansion in the Northeast. The financial, transport and marketing

services associated with the cotton trade were prosperous, but more

in th i^if lirinmiiii^ iiii i Di iiniirl for textiles, leather products,

clothes, and shoes increased with the rising incomes in the new
regions. The demand for machinery for farm implements, western

steamboats, construction, and processing expanded in an equally

dramatic fashion. This growing market for the manufactures of

the Northeast resulted in increased specialization, and the develop-

ment of the textile machinery industry and specialized production

of steam engines for land and water transportation. Earlier de-

velopments in the capital market, initially associated with shipping,

foreign trade, and cotton, were now available to facilitate the fi-

nancing of manufactures.^^

Our international economic relations provide the final, and in

this period decisive, link in the pattern of economic expansionTThe

rising price of cotton, the improving turn of trade, and the anticipa-

tion of profits from the opening up of western lands through canal

construction served to stimulate capital flow from Britain to the

United Statesjl The effect, as we have seen, was to direct real

resources into plantation expansion and canal construction. An

^:

1'^ Dayton, Pittsburgh, Louisville, Nashville, Chicago, Detroit, and St. Louis

were all rapidly growing urban areas during this period, with a wide range of

residentiary industries developing for the western market. See Reginald C.

McGrane, The Panic of 1837; Some Financial Problems of the Jacksonian Era
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1924), p. 29.

18 Clark, History of Manufactures, I, 367-72.
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equally important result was the provision of credits for a sizable

increase in imports of both capital and consumer goods. It was

the increased well-being of the populace in this prosperous period

that led to the sharp increase in demand for these wares. The large

import surplus made possible by capital flows provided the neces-

sary consumer goods to sop up the increased income, rather than

have it dissipated by a rapid rise in the price level. While domestic

prices rose more rapidly than foreign prices, there can be little

doubt that this rise was relatively dampened by the inflow of

consumer goods.

The era of expansion between 1831 and 1839 may be sum-

marized as follows : \The initial expansion was set ofiF by the con-

junction of rising cotton prices and the structural changes in the

three regions brought about by the development of regional inter-

dependencejj[t took place at first with scant rise in prices because

of the unemployed and underemployed resources available. Once
under way, the actual or anticipated development of internal im-

provements implied a reduction in transfer costs, making it pos-

sible for vast new areas to market their commodities and accelerate

further the westward movement and demand for land. Bank ex-

pansion played the most important role in supplying capital; foreign

investment was selective and limited. The significant flow of foreign

funds came later, as a result of increased opportunities with both

staple commodities and regional expansion in the South and North-

west. The growth of facilities to market these commodities and

supply the local needs of planters or settlers in new areas led to

a construction boom. This expansion reacted in turn on the East

in the form of demand for services and manufactured goods. The
resultant widening of the market permitted greater specialization

and increased eflSciency in manufacturing. The inflow of capital

sustained the expansion for a number of years by permitting a level

of consumption goods imports which slowed down the domestic

price rise.

This brief summary focuses upon the underlying real forces

making for overall expansion but neglects the short run institu-

tional, monetary, and international economic influences which af-

fected the pace and timing of expansion and subsequent contraction.

There is not space here to treat in any detail the Bank War, the

Specie Circular, distribution of surplus revenues, the policies of
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the Bank o£ England, and so on, that made this a remarkable

decade. ^^ A brief characterization will serve to place them in con-

text and evaluate their influence on the timing of economic events.

With the gradual acceleration after 1830 of the pace of economic

activity initiated by the cotton trade, there was sharp improvement

in the terms of trade and an increase in capital imports. Com-
modity imports rose swiftly, and there was an inflow of specie.

Commodity prices rose very slowly, because of the absorption of

productive factors into the market economy. It was a period of

real productive expansion which was interrupted in late 1833 by

the Bank War. As the government allowed its deposits with the

Bank to run down, the Second Bank began, in August, 1833, to

contract its activities. In addition to curtailing loans and discounts,

it accumulated $5.5 million in specie between August 1833 and

September 1834. Although specie continued to be imported during

the period, the Bank's policy sterilized this inflow. The result was

a sharp recession in economic activity. It was short-lived, however,

and expansion was under way again by mid-1834 at a sharply

accelerated pace. With full utilization of resources, the result of

the specie inflow and bank expansion was a sharp rise in com-

modity prices. The optimism of a booming period produced the

customary speculation, nowhere more evident than in the new
lands of the Southwest and Northwest. Land sales reached a peak

in 1836, amidst outcries of small purchasers and the conviction of

the federal government that both were being victimized. The result

was the Specie Circular of July 11, 1836. It is impossible to separate

the eflFects of this act from the act to distribute surplus revenues to

the states.^^ Distribution was to be made in quarterly installments

beginning January 1, 1837. Nicholas Biddle accurately stated the

eflFect of these two acts.

By this unnatural process the specie of New York and other com-
mercial cities is piled up in Western States—not circulated; not

1^ For varying accounts see the studies by W. B. Smith, McGrane, and
Macesich cited in this chapter. For a British view which suggests that the

United States initiated the cycHcal pattern which then spread abroad, see

Robert C. O. Matthews, A Study in Trade Cycle History (Cambridge: The
University Press, 1954).

20 George Macesich, Monetary Disturbances in the United States, 1834-45
(Chicago: University of Chicago Ph.D. Thesis, 1958), p. 72. Hereafter cited

as Monetary Disturbances.
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used but held as a defense against the Treasury—and while the

West cannot use it—the East is suflFering from the want of it. The
result is, that the commercial intercourse between the West and
the Atlantic, is wholly suspended, and the few operations which
are made are burdened with most extravagant expenses . . .

while Europe is alarmed and the Bank of England itself uneasy

at the quantity of specie we possess . . . we are suflFering be-

cause, from mere mismanagement, the whole ballast of the cur-

rency is shifted from one side of the vessel to the other. . .
.^i

The Bank of England w^as uneasy. In the second half of 1836,

specie reserves declined from £-7.4 million to £4.25 million. A
significant part of this decline was in specie exports to the United

States. The bank rate was raised to 4.5 per cent on July 21, 1836,

and a short while later to 5 per cent. The Anglo-American mer-

chant banking houses were part of the connection between specula-

tion and credit extension in America, particularly in the cotton

belt, the flow of capital, and the discounting of American paper.

When the Bank of England refused to discount the bills of the

three W's in early 1837, it reacted back through the chain to the

other side of the Atlantic.

The disparity in English and American price levels, the flow of

specie, and the speculation in America combined as the forces

underlying the Panic of 1837. That spring was a dismal one in

economic affairs. Sterling bills sold at a 12.5 per cent premium,

domestic credit was severely restricted, and innumerable banks

and commercial establishments failed. General suspension of specie

payments went into effect in May. There was a sharp decline in

prices, and the fragmentary evidence indicates there was down-

ward wage flexibility as well.^^ The panic was sharp, but its major

effects were financial and monetary, and the adjustment to it was

made through the price level of goods and productive factors.

Both the volume of trade ^^ and employment indicate that the real

effect was much less, and one can agree with Walter B. Smith

that it was far less severe than the Panic of 1819.^^

21 Open letter from Nicholas Biddle to John Quincy Adams, November 11,

1836 in the New York Spectator of December 15, 1836, quoted in Macesicli,

Monetary Disturbances, p. 73.
22 W. B. Smith, Second Bank, p. 198.
23 Macesich, Monetary Disturbances, p. 15.

24 W. B. Smith, Second Bank, p. 194.
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The Panic of 1837 was an interruption and not an end to the

underlying expansive forces in the economy. The sharp drop in

cotton prices reflected the readjustment in the American price level

rather than any larger increase in supply as a result of new lands

being put into cultivation. By the spring of 1838, cotton prices

were again rising, the low point having been reached in early

summer of 1837, and economic expansion was visible on all sides.

The improving profitability of cotton and western staples again

attracted foreign capital into plantation expansion and productive

internal improvements. The revival of western regional expansion

and the cotton trade provided the necessary stimulus for expansion

of manufacturing in the East. Both domestic wholesale prices and

export prices rose sharply.

The Second Bank, which had now become the United States

Bank of Pennsylvania, began its celebrated ( or notorious ) specula-

tion in cotton in July, 1837. The Bank had always been a leader

in foreign exchange and a large purchaser of cotton bills. With the

failure of a number of cotton brokerage firms in 1837, it was a

simple step to extend its operations to the shipment of cotton.^^

While the early operations of the Bank were probably profitable

with the rising price of that staple, their success depended on stable

or rising cotton prices, and efforts at controlling supply ran into

the wave of cotton from the vast plantation expansion of the pre-

vious five years. Chart I-X shows the sharp rise in cotton output

in the five new cotton states in 1839-1840. The decline in cotton

prices plummeted from a high of 17 cents a pound in April 1839

at Charleston to 7% cents a pound a year later.^^ The results were

disastrous, and not only for the Bank. They also ushered in a

depression whose severity can most accurately be compared to that

of 1929\^Lt-was not merely the overexpansion of cotton, nor even

the tremendous increase in capacity of western foodstuffs, which

depressed prices. It was these factors in conjunction with the credit

structure and the cessation of foreign investment, plus the necessary

readjustment in American price levels vis-a-vis foreign prices, which

triggered the depressioQ^ The difference between 1837 and 1839

was that the former panic had centered around temporary malad-

25 Ibid., p. 196.
2C A. G. Smith, Economic Readjustment, Appendix 1, p. 221.
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justments in internal monetary aflFairs and external influences, while

these monetary and external influences in the latter period were

combined with the real eflFects of a decade of uninhibited expan-

sion of productive capacity, which necessarily entailed a long

period of readjustment.

IV

The period from the fall of 1839 to 1843 resembles a similar era

just ninety years later in that both were severe and prolonged drops

in economic activity. There was a precipitous decline in domestic

and export prices, a cessation of capital imports, and the return of

securities to the United States as Pennsylvania, Maryland and other

states defaulted on their interest payments. Both domestic and

foreign trade declined sharply,^' with the West and South the

hardest hit. The cessation of capital imports halted the vast pro-

gram of internal improvements and accompanying investments in

the economic opportunities associated with a new region. The

stoppage of the flow of capital into the West from the Northeast

operated on the West in much the same way that it operated

between the United States and England. During the period of

capital inflow, western prices rose relative to those of the North-

east, but when this inflow ceased the readjustment in western price

levels meant a more drastic decline than for the economy as a

whole.2^ The same pattern held for the South, except that the fall

in cotton prices was even more severe. Cotton planters had little

incentive to expand production, and as the price continued to drop

the advantage of becoming more self-sufficient by putting available

acreage into corn and hogs became evident. While the depression

did not spare the Northeast and was perhaps harder on states like

Pennsylvania, with large commitments in internal improvements.

-'^ Macesich's index of the volume of trade (Monetary Disturbances, p. 6)
shows no decline, and I have not had the opportunity of seeing his sources.

Yet on the evidence available ( as well as contemporary qualitative description

)

he is clearly in error. There was certainly a very substantial decline in the

volume of trade. See Berry's Western Prices, Chapter XIV, and Smith and
Cole, Fluctuations, p. 73.

28 See Berry, Western Prices, pp. 466-67.
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the decline in manufacturing prices was relatively less than that of

agricultural products, and flexible money wages modified the em-

ployment eflFects.^^

The precipitous price decline of 1839 leveled ofiF, and prices

actually rose slightly in late 1840 and 1841. Then the decline

resumed, continuing until the beginning of 1843. By 1843, the

depression had run its course, foreign and domestic price levels

were in line, and a new era of expan^n was slowly getting under

wa^^Cout cotton was_rioJjanger kingj

29 Macesich, Monetary Disturbances, p. 15.
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In some respects, the pattern of economic activity in

this period resembles that of the previous era. Like

the 1820's, the early 1840's were a period of slower

growth and gradual reabsorption of unemployed re-

sources into the market economy. The pace quickened in the last

half of the 1840's and in the early 1850's, as it had in the 1830's.

1854, like 1834, was a recession year. 1857, like 1837, marked a

sharp panic, although 1856-1857, unlike the previous period, was

the peak of the long cycle.

In other important respects, the two periods were strikingly dif-

ferent. The 1840's and 1850's were an era of enormous land ac-

quisition. Beginning with Texas in 1845, the Oregon territory in

1846, California and the Southwest in 1848, and the Gadsden Pur-

chase in 1854, the continental boundaries of the country were

rounded out, and a vast new area of rich resources was opened for

exploitation. The gaudy California gold rush was only one of several

surges of men and capital to take advantage of these new op-

portunities.

As important as the extensive territorial expansion was the

growth of manufacturing. Economic growth during the long swing

1823-1839 had set the scene for an industrial society by widening

the market. Manufacturing growth throughout the Northeast in the

1830's gave evidence that this development was under way. But

it was during the 1840's and early 1850's that the pace of indus-

trialization accelerated to the degree that the Northeast could un-

equivocally be called a manufacturing region. This manufacturing

204
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was based on a wide range of finished commodities rather than

being limited to a few highly developed industries. Gallman's fig-

ures provide evidence that the decade 1844-1854 was one of very

rapid development in manufacturing output.^ Value added per

worker in manufacturing showed an equally rapid gain, indicating

that productivity in manufacturing was also growing fast.^

Gallman's study of American commodity output suggests that

the decade 1844-1854 was one of unusual growth compared to

decade rates for the rest of the nineteenth century. His figures show

a decennial rate of increase of 69 per cent in 1879 prices. This

figure is exceeded slightly by only one other decade growth rate

throughout the rest of the nineteenth century.^ The quinquennial

patterns of growth show that the rate of manufacturing output

increased most rapidly between 1844 and 1849, while agriculture,

mining, and construction output had their highest rate of increase

between 1849 and 1854. The figures are given in Table 15. Gall-

man's figures suggest the sources of expansion in this period. Cotton

had played the dominant role in the previous period; the fortunes

of the cotton trade called the major turns in economic activity.

TABLE 15

VALUE ADDED BY AGRICULTURE, MINING, MANUFACTURING
AND CONSTRUCTION, 1839-1859, IN 1879 PRICES

Agricul- Manufac- Construction Total

Year ture Mining turing Variant A Variant B Variant A Variant B

1839 $ 787 $ 7 $190 $110 $ 87 $1,094 $1,071
1844 944 14 290 126 105 1,374 1,353
1849 989 17 488 163 143 1,657 1,637
1854 1,316 26 677 298 255 2,317 2,274
1859 1,492 33 859 302 277 2,686 2,661

Source: Gallman, "Commodity Output," loc. ziU, p. 43.

1 Robert E. Gallman, "Commodity Output, 1839-1899," Trends in the
American Economy in the Nineteenth Century. Studies in Income and Wealth,
Vol. 24 ( Princeton University Press for the National Bureau of Economic Re-'
search, 1960), Table 3. Hereafter cited as "Commodity Output."

2 Gallman, "Commodity Output," loc. cit.. Table 7.

3 Gallman, "Commodity Output," loc. cit.. Table 1. The figure for 1874-84
was 70 per cent in 1879 prices. All other decade rates of growth are sub-
stantially below these figures.
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In the 1840's and 1850's it is abundantly clear that, while cotton

was still an important influence in the economy, it was no longer

dominant. The manufacturing Northeast and the West no longer

were so dependent on the southern market, and were more inter-

dependent with each other. The market in the Northeast alone

was large enough to support a substantial industrial base. It was,

in addition, an ever growing market for western foodstuflFs as

canals and railroads bound East and West together. The California

gold rush provided still another impetus to growth, both through

its major export commodity, gold, which had important repercus-

sions on our international economic relations, and through the

stimulus it provided to the Northeast.

When expansion began again in 1843, the American economy

had escaped from the limitations of being tied to a single agri-

cultural export staple. Its future as a manufacturing nation was

assured, and the pace of its westward movement was stimulated

by the demand for foodstuffs in the East and in Europe.

II

Recovery in the Northeast was evident from the renewal of rail-

road construction and expansion of manufacturing. The revival

which began in 1843 was sharply accelerated the following year

with rising manufacturing prices. Manufacturing growth was rapid

during the rest of the decade. The Northeast had become a manu-

facturing center and its burgeoning urban areas reflected this in-

dustrialization and were themselves large concentrated markets. By
1860, New York's population exceeded one million, Philadelphia's

nearly 600,000. The growth rate of the major cities in the Northeast

substantially exceeded the national population increase of 85 per

cent between 1840 and 1860. Immigration was a major contributing

factor during this period. A stream of Irish and then German im-

migrants swelled the cities of the Northeast and spilled over into

the West. As noted in Chapter XII, the Irish were predominantly

urban, and a large percentage of them remained in the industrial

Northeast. In a society where the problem of relative labor scarcity

was augmented by aspirations of the native born for independent
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employment, the supply of European labor provided a workforce

ready and willing to enter industrial employment.

Recovery in the Northeast reflected the revival of manufacturing

with the allied investments in urban development, construction,

and transportation which accompanied the industrial development

and inflow of immigrants. The depression was more severe and

recovery slower in the West. Cessation of foreign capital from

Britain and domestic capital from the Northeast brought the system

of internal improvements to a halt, and it was not until the end

of the 1840's that foreign investment again flowed into western

developments—railroad construction this time instead of canals.

Recovery began after 1843, but it was slow. The occasional comple-

tion of an improvement such as the Wabash Canal provided local

expansion and renewal of interest in land settlement, but the..fil§t

big impetus to westward^expansion was the demand for wheat and

corn resulting from the Irish famine. The shift in demand and the

rising price of cereals called forth a wave of settlement on new
western lands and a renewed interest in transport developments

to tie the West and the eastern seaboard together. It is during this

period (1845-1848) that shipments over the Erie Canal from the

West (as distinguished from western New York state) grew sub-

stantially.

Recovery in the South did not begin until cotton prices turned

the corner in 1845. Even in the rich lands of the Mississippi delta,

six cent cotton was hardly profitable. Prices improved after the

middle 1840's, although not at a rate calculated to induce large-

scale investment in new lands.

The governing influence in our international economic relations

was a reversal of the capital flow, with the repatriation of many
defaulted American securities and a resulting favorable trade

balance. Exports, which had fallen in value from 1840 through

1843 because of the price decline, rose gradually until 1847, when
the export of cereals resulted in a dramatic increase. After reach-

ing a nadir in 1843, imports rose more rapidly, but the import

surplus was small and during most years there was a favorable

trade balance. Aggregate foreign indebtedness of the United States

fell from a peak of approximately $300 million in 1839 to less than

$200 million a decade later.

By 1843, United States domestic prices had fallen well below
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international (specifically United Kingdom) prices, and a $20

million inflow of specie occurred that year. This expansion in the

money supply was an important impetus to revival in the North-

east. A further large inflow occurred in 1847 to pay for the ship-

ment of cereals to Ireland, and thereafter United States prices rose

relative to foreign prices.

For the period 1843 through 1848, the growth of manufacturing

in the Northeast was the main impetus to expansion. Gallman's

figures show very rapid growth during this period, and they are

supported by the monographic studies of individual industries,

which show progressive specialization of function and increasing

localization in the Northeast. The industrial base broadened during

this period, reflecting the overall improvement in factor endow-

ments for manufacturing in the New England and Middle Atlantic

states. Railroad mileage in New England grew with marked

rapidity. There were 527 miles of track in 1840 and 2508 miles of

track in 1850.^ Railroad construction was itself an impetus to this

expansion. Equally important was the cost decline in transporta-

tion, which opened up new sites for manufacturing development
*/

f and reduced transport costs for existing firms.

m
While 1848 was a year of turmoil throughout Europe, the de-

pression was not felt severely in the United States. The Northeast's

close financial ties with Europe made for some recession in that

region in 1847-1848, but little effect was felt elsewhere. Gold out-

flow was not enough to influence the revival significantly, and the

impetus provided by the growing trade between Northeast and

West in many ways duplicated the pattern of trade between the

South and West in the 1820's with the investment that accom-

panied the development of new urban trade centers.

The pace of economic activity in the South and West quickened

after 1848. Recovery of cotton prices in late 1849, the renewal of

railroad construction to the West, investment opportunities in

* Henry V. Poor, Manual of Railroads of the United States for 1869-70 (New
York: H. V. and H. W. Poor, 1869), p. xxvi.
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the East associated with the western trade, the inflow of immi-

grants, and the gold discoveries in CaHfornia all contributed to

the revival.

Only the last o£ these was fortuitous and outside the intrinsic

pattern of development. The recovery in cotton prices reflected the

gradual shift to the right in demand for cotton as textile output

grew. This increase eventually absorbed the increased potential

supply of the previous boom, and rise in cotton prices ensued. The

most striking feature of the economy from 1848 through 1854 was

the growth that took place in the West. Gallman's figures show a 33

per cent growth in agricultural output between 1849 and 1854.

Not only was there expansion into new lands, but also increasing

efiiciency, and a large number of new agricultural implements first

achieved widespread use. This decade was perhaps the first in

which there was a sharp increase in agricultural productivity.^

The initial impetus to this extensive expansion was the rising

prices of agricultural commodities. Berry's index of western prices

shows continual improvement throughout the period.® Chart I-XV

shows the movement of corn and wheat prices. Both had risen

sharply in 1846-1847. Wheat prices later declined, reflecting a

short run readjustment after the end of the large scale exports

to the United Kingdom, then renewed their rise in the early

1850's, Corn prices continued to improve throughout. Itwas the

^hiftiiL-demand, in this ease^&omjthe Irish famine, which initiated^

.rising prices. After the European demand subsided, the rapid pace

of manufacturing development and urbanization in the East,

along with large scale immigration, continued to maintain the

higher prices. Demand in the middle of the 1850's was again influ-

enced by external events, this time by the Crimean War which cut

off Russian wheat and led to large scale exports.

The pace of public land sales in the West mirrored the improv-

ing profitability of western agriculture. Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa,

Minnesota, Michigan, and Missouri all had public land sales in

5 Marvin Towne and Wayne Rasmussen, "Farm Gross Product and Gross
Investment During the Nineteenth Century," Trends in the American Economy
in the Nineteeth Century. Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 24 (Princeton
University Press for the National Bureau of Economic Research, 1960 )

.

6 Berry, Western Prices, pp. 504-05.
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excess of $1,000,000 in 1855, the peak year of the land boom and
westward movement of this surge in expansion. The concomitant

revival of interest in internal improvements was now centered on
the railroad. It was not long before foreign capital was attracted,

this time from Germany. The British followed in 1850-1851, and an
era of railroad construction firmly uniting the East and the West
in the 1850's was under way. The result not only reduced transfer

costs between the two regions, but opened up vast new areas to

farming, as the discussion of Illinois in Chapter XI has made clear.

Expansion in the Northeast was partly related to the western
trade and to investment induced by western expansion. Textiles,

shoes and leather, iron products, and light machinery were now
firmly established. The burgeoning of the other regions provided

a rapidly developing market, and the influx of immigrants provided
an elastic supply of labor conducive to manufacturing growth.

This was to be the last decade of United States shipping pros-

perity. Freight rates rose in 1846-1848 with the demand for wheat,

dechned until 1851 and then rose again. Rising demand for ship-

CHART I-XV

Average Prices of Wheat and Corn at New York: 1845-1861
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ping from the growth of foreign trade and from the Cahfornia

trade (restricted to United States ships as coastwise trade) raised

rates, and the Crimean War led to a further sharp advance. It was

the era of the cHpper ships; New England and Atlantic shipyards

were heavily engaged in construction. /

California provided an impetus to expansion similar to that of /

the West. It brought a growing demand for goods and services, and /

its export commodity, gold, was a basic influence upon interna-

tional economic relations. United States gold exports climbed
[

throughout the decade, and it was gold even more than foreign I

capital which permitted a large import surplus of consumer and /

capital goods, particularly railroad iron. /

While capital imports were quantitatively as large in the 1850's

as in the 1830's, their relative importance was far less. They did

direct resources into railroad construction and provide credits for

an import surplus. Of greater significance was the inflow of immi-

grants which began in 1845 and reached its peak from 1849-1854.

In a period when increasing expansion could be achieved only by
pulling more labor out of self-sufficiency (and then it was a net

gain only by the diflFerence in productivity), or by attracting it

from without, the large immigration played an important role.

There was no fundamental change in American exports during

this period. Cotton was still_the_ most important commodity by g.

wide margin. Wheat and flour exports, which declined after the

famine of 1847, expanded again during the Crimean War. Manu-
facturing exports showed a substantial absolute increase, although

they were still a small percentage of the total. The total volume of

exports increased dramatically. Consumer goods, particularly

quality textiles, were still a large part of imports, but there was
also a marked rise in capital goods associated with the railroad

expansion.

The pattern of expansion from 1848 through 1856 was in many
respects similar to that of the 1830's. Acceleration in development

was evident in all regions in 1849. There was active railroad con-

struction in the West, continued manufacturing growth in the

East, feverish expansion in California, and a revival of cotton

prices in the fall of that year. A shifting of people in the West out

of self-suflBciency into the market economy, and the inflow of labor

and capital, provided an important elasticity to the supply of pro-
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ductive factors during the expansion. The redirection of productive

resources into railroad construction is indicated by the substantial

railroad mileage added during the period (see Table 10). Immi-

grant labor and foreign capital played a large and complementary

role in this expansion. The increase in domestic consumer and

capital goods was again augmented by an import surplus, which

was a tempering influence on the domestic price level as full em-

ployment was achieved.

The expansion of the 1850's was characterized by gradually ris-

ing prices, interrupted in 1851 and 1854. The latter marked a

severe recession, particularly in the West. Recovery was rapid,

however, and the economy continued to prosper until the down-

turn of 1857. The pace of the westward movement during these

years was striking. In both 1855 and 1856 more than seventeen

million acres were obtained from the federal government through

purchase and military bounty warrants.'^ Taken in conjunction with

the railroad extension of the period, the result was a very large

increase in supply of agricultural commodities in later years.

IV

The crisis of 1857 reflected factors associated with rapid regional

expansion, producing dislocations particularly in railroad finance

and in the chain of dependence leading from the London money
market. The pace of the westward movement was determined by

the buoyant price of cereals, and with the end of the Crimean War
and the revival of Russian grain exports, cereal prices fell and

the westward movement slowed down more than a year before the

downturn of 1857. The volume of internal trade also slackened.^

It was only the buoyancy of eastern manufacturing, the cotton

trade, and foreign trade which continued the prosperity and sus-

tained the demand for western foodstuffs so that there was some

upturn of western prices in 1857. The East and our external trade

remained closely tied to European prosperity. The continuous de-

mands of the Bank of France for specie were at the heart of the

"^George Van Vleck, The Panic of 1857 (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1943), p. 32.

^ Smith and Cole, Fluctuations, p. 104.
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growing problem of stability.^ The drain of specie to the Far East

during and after the Crimean War led to strenuous efforts by the

French to recoup specie from England. French success produced

an ever growing strain on English banking and a rise in the redis-

count rate. During the winter of 1856-1857, the rate of the Bank of

England was between 6 per cent and 7 per cent, and the rate in the

London money market was 8 per cent. English capital was in-

creasingly rediverted to the domestic market.

Connections between the London money market, the financing

of our external trade, and the New York money market put in-

creasing strains on the United States banking structure. The failure

of the Ohio Life Insurance and Trust Company was the spark

that set off a four months' period of contraction, business failures

and, with the flexible price structure, a sharp downward move-

ment of prices. Rapid drain of specie from the New York banks to

banks outside that city was quickly reversed by the rapid inflow of

specie from California, and the net importation of over $2 million

in specie to New York from foreign sources. Specie reserves in-

creased from less than $8 million in October to $24 million in No-

vember, and to $31 million in January. New York banks, which had

suspended specie payments in October, returned to that standard

in December.

The worst of the crisis of 1857 was quickly over, but the years

from 1858-1861 present no picture of booming expansion. Prices

remained depressed, with little tendency to rise. There was some

improvement in the middle of 1860, but there followed another

sharp falling off of economic activity. Fundamentally, it was similar

to the periods 1820-1823 and 1840-1843 which followed the sharp

crises of 1818-1819 and 1839. In all three cases capacity had been

substantially increased, so that even small price increases resulted

in an increased supply and continually depressed prices. While

the first period of assimilating extensive expansion was connected

with cotton, and the second with both cotton and western food-

stuffs, the third was exclusively connected with western agriculture.

The West was particularly affected during these years. Wheat
prices remained low throughout the period. Economic activity, as

9 For an extended account of the crisis and the influence of French specie

movements see Van Vleck, The Panic of 1857, Chapter III.
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shown in Berry's index, recovered from 144 in 1857 to 153 in 1858,

then fell to 150 in 1860 and 140 in 1861. ^^ A decline in land sales

and western migration, a slowing down in railroad construction,

and a diminution of eastern and foreign capital flowing into the

West underlay conditions there. ^^ Prices rose briefly in 1860, and

economic affairs improved, only to decline sharply in 1861.^^

Conditions in the South were in marked contrast to those in the

West. The price of cotton during the previous decade had experi-

enced no such rise as had western foodstuffs. It had improved

gradually in the 1850's, but the price of slaves had also risen, and

it is doubtful if profit expectations had improved very much. There

was no speculative boom in cotton lands; supply had grown rather

steadily and the South was not confronted by the problem of excess

capacity which had occurred during the two previous periods of

readjustment. Prices fell very little in the 1857 depression and re-

mained relatively high during subsequent years. ^^

While the Northeast was affected by the depression in 1857,

revival was rather rapid, and manufacturing appears to have ex-

perienced some prosperity in 1859 and early 1860. Stock prices of

eastern railroads were in sharp contrast with those of western rail-

roads. Like those of the West they fell in 1857, but thereafter they

recovered and rose until the latter part of 1860, when the uncer-

tainties of the election and the secession of South Carolina led

to a break in stock prices.^*

As the succession of events from Lincoln's election to the firing

on Fort Sumter brought civil war from dark shadow to darker

reality, the economy mirrored that growing uncertainty. For the

rest of the Western World the nineteenth century continued as an

era of progress, but the United States took time out to undergo

10 Berry, Western Prices, p. 526.
11 The course of western railroad stock prices mirrored the West's difficulties.

See Smith and Cole, Fluctuations, pp. 110, 112.
12 Conditions in the West were not paralleled in the Far West. California

appears to have been little affected by the depression of 1857.
13 The same conditions held for other southern staple commodities as well.
I'l Smith and Cole, Fluctuations, p. 112.
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a fratricidal blood bath. It was costly on all scores. The political

and social consequences are still in evidence a century later. The
economic scars healed more rapidly. But the decade of the sixties

was a real interruption of the accelerated economic growth which

had gotten under way during the period of this study. In contrast

to decade rates of growth in commodity output in excess of 60

per cent (in constant prices) for the 1850's and the 1870's, the rate

for the 1860's was 23 per cent.^^ This painful break in United States

economic expansion marked the end of an era, both socially and -x

politically, but was only a pause in the economic expansion which

was already deeply rooted in American society. y
15 Gallman, "Commodity Output," loc. cit.. Table 1.
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TABLE A-m

(Refers to Footnote 1, Chapter m.)

CALCULATION OF THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS; FIVE-YEAR
MOVING AVERAGES, 1790-1794 TO 1818-1822; YEARLY 1820-1860

(millions of dollars)

Merchan- Service Aggre-
dise and Dividends Annual gate

Trade Specie Current and Net Capital Indebt-

Period Balance Balance Items Interest Balance Accounts edness

1790-1794 - 7,3 1.9 8,4 -4.1 - 1,1 -0.1 70.0

1791-1795 -11.2 1.4 10,6 -4.2 - 3.4 -0.2 73.2

1792-1796 -12,1 0.8 13.3 -4.4 - 2.3 -0.3 75.9

1793-1797 -13.8 0.4 14.9 -4,6 - 3.0 -0.3 79.3

1794-1798 -14.3 - 0.2 15.6 -4.8 - 3.7 -0.3 83.3

1795-1799 -14.2 - 0.5 17.1 -5.0 - 2.6 -0.2 86.2

1796-1800 -14.0 0.2 18.5 -5.2 - 0.5 -0.1 86.8

1797-1801 -14.7 0.2 20.2 -5.2 0.5 84.3

1798-1802 -11.8 0.6 20.5 -5.2 4.2 82.1

1799-1803 -12.1 1.2 22,0 -4.9 6.1 -2.2 78.2

1800-1804 -13,5 1,4 22,5 -4.7 5.7 -2.2 74.8

1801-1805 -15,0 0.6 23,0 -4.5 4.1 -2.2 73.0

1802-1806 -18.2 1.2 23.5 -4.4 2.1 -2.2 73.1

1803-1807 -24.3 0.6 27.8 -4.4 - 0.3 -2.2 75.7

1804-1808 -29.3 0.8 27.6 -4.5 - 5.4 81.0

1805-1809 -29.2 0,8 27,7 -4,8 - 5.5 86.6

1806-1810 -27,7 0.8 29.9 -5.2 - 2.2 88.8

1807-1811 -20.0 - 0.2 31.9 -5.3 6.4 82.4

1808-1812 -20.7 - 0.8 29.3 -4.9 3.3 79.1

1809-1813 -12,5 - 1.2 28.1 -4.7 9.6 69.5

1810-1814 -11.9 - 2.2 23.8 -4.2 5.4 64.1

1811-1815 -14.0 - 1.4 20.3 -3.8 1.0 63.0

1812-1816 -28.6 - 0.6 15.3 -3.8 -17.7 76.7

1813-1817 -23,4 0,4 11.9 -4.6 -15.6 4.0 84.3

1814-1818 -31,3 0.4 12.3 -5.0 -23.7 8.0 94,0

1815-1819 -34,8 1.2 14,5 -5.6 -24.7 14.0 98.7

1816-1820 -29.2 0.8 12.6 -5.8 -21.6 20.0 100.3

1817-1821 -15,3 1,1 11.1 -5.8 - 8.9 16.0 93.2

1818-1822 -16.2 2.4 10.6 -5.3 - 8.5 12.0 89.7

1820 - 4,7 10.2 -4.8 0.7 86.7

1821 0,1 2.4 7.3 -4.8 5.0 81.7

1822 -18,5 7.4 7.2 -4.5 - 8.3 90.1

1823 - 4.2 1.3 9.8 -5.0 2.0 88.1

1824 - 3,2 - 1.4 10.4 -4.8 1.0 87.1

1825 0,5 2.6 8.4 -4.8 6.8 80.3

1826 - 5,2 - 2,2 9.2 -4.5 - 2.6 82.9

1827 3,0 - 0.1 11.7 -4.6 10.0 72.9

1828 -17,0 0,8 8.9 -4.0 -11.4 84.3

1829 0,3 - 2,5 8.2 -4.6 1.5 82.3

1830 9,0 - 6,0 9.5 -4.6 7.9 74.9

1831 -23,6 1,7 11.9 -4.1 -14.1 89.0

1832 -15,5 - 0,3 13.9 -4.9 - 6.8 95.7

1833 -15.5 - 4.5 11.8 -5.3 -13.5 109.2

1834 - 8.5 -15.8 11.6 -6,0 -18.0 128.0

1835 -24.3 - 6.7 8.0 -7.0 -30.0 158.1
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TABLE A-m (continued)

CALCULATION OF THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS; FIVE-YEAR
MOVING AVERAGES, 1790-1794 TO 1818-1822; YEARLY 1820-1860

(millions of dollars)

Merchan- Service Aggre-
dise and Dividends Annual gate

Trade Specie Current and Net Capital Indebt-

Period Balance Balance Items Interest Balance Accounts edness

1836 -55.8 - 9.1 11.3 - 8.7 -62.2 220.3

1837 -21.6 - 4.5 12.4 - 8.8 -22.6 242.9

1838 6.1 -14.2 12.6 - 9.7 - 5.3 248.1

1839 -47.4 3.2 8.8 -13.6 -49.1 297.2

1840 23.4 - 0.5 19.7 -11.9 30.8 266.4

1841 -13.6 5.0 9.0 - 8.0 - 7.6 12.0 262.0

1842 1.9 0.7 11.5 - 7.9 6.2 12.0 243.8

1843 39.6 -20.8 10.8 - 7.3 22.2 221.6

1844 1.1 0.4 9.9 - 6.6 4.7 216.8

1845 - 9.4 4.5 17.4 - 8.7 3.8 213.0

1846 -13.0 0.1 22.2 - 8.5 0.8 212.2

1847 29.4 -22.2 27.9 - 8.5 26.6 -8.0 193.7

1848 -16.4 9.5 24.2 -11.6 5.7 -8.0 196.0

1849 - 6.5 - 1.2 27.8 -11.8 8.3 -5.5 193.2

1850 -36.1 2.9 20.2 -11.6 -24.6 -4.3 222.1

1851 -30.3 24.0 15.5 -13.3 - 4.1 -3.4 229.6

1852 -48.8 37.2 13.5 -14.9 -13.0 -3.2 245.8

1853 -70.8 23.3 8.0 -16.0 -55.6 301.3

1854 -72.7 34.4 22.7 -19.6 -35.1 -7.0 343.4

1855 -49.2 52.6 6.1 -22.3 -12.9 356.3

1856 -41.6 41.5 12.5 -23.2 -10.7 366.9

1857 -68.5 56.7 10.1 -14.7 -16.4 383.3

1858 - 1.9 33.4 6.9 -15.3 23.1 360.2

1859 -51.7 56.5 -7.6 -23.4 -26.2 386.5

1860 -34.2 58.0 8.6 -25.1 7.3 379.2

Source: North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., pp. 578,581.
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TABLE B-ra

(Refers to Chart I-m)

VALUE OF EXPORTS AND RE-EXPORTS 1790-1815
(thousands of dollars)

Year Exports Re- Exports

1790 20,205 300
1791 19,012 500
1792 20,753 1,000

1793 26,110 1,750

1794 33,044 6,500
1795 47,989 8,300
1796 67,064 26,300
1797 56,850 27,000
1798 61,527 33,000
1799 78,666 45,523
1800 70,972 49,131
1801 94,116 46,643
1802 72,483 35,775

Source: North, "Balance of Payments,'

Year Exports Re- Exports

1803 55,800 13,594
1804 77,699 36,232
1805 95,566 53,179

1806 101,537 60,283

1807 108,343 59,644

1808 22,431 12,997

1809 52,203 20,798
1810 66,758 24,391
1811 61,317 16,023

1812 38,527 8,495
1813 27,856 2,848

1814 6,927 145

1815 52,558 6,583

cit., pp. 591-592.

TABLE C-m

(Refers to Chart U-III)

EXPORT PRICE INDEX 1790-1815

Year Index number

1790 100
1791 85.8

1792 81.7

1793 97.8

1794 103.6

1795 153.6

1796 172.6

1797 174.8

1798 207.4

1799 220.3

1800 145.9

1801 154.1

1802 131.6

1803 132.8

1804 147.7

Year Index number

1805 156.4

1806 142.0

1807 136.2

1808 115.3

1809 116.2

1810 128.6

1811 128.6

1812 127.1

1813 126.5

1814 127.3

1815 182.9

Source: Derivation for the figures in the above table is found in the charts

and explanation of Appendix m.
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TABLE D-m

(Refers to Chart IV-m)

FREIGHT RATES OF A NUMBER OF COMMODITIES ON
DIFFERENT ROUTES 1790-1815

TIMBER: RIGA TO LONDON TIMBER MEMEL TO LONDON

Average Rate Relative Average Rate Relative

Date Rate*

18

to 1790 Date

1790

Rate*

15

to 1790

1790 100 100

1791 18 100 1791 15 100
1792 18 100 1792 15.5 103

1793 32.5 181 1793 28.75 192

1794 32.5 181 1794 28.75 192

1795 36 200 1795 34.25 228

1796 40 222 1796 32.5 217
1797 25 139 1797 21 140
1798 35 194 1798 27.5 183
1799 50 278 1799 44 293

1800 55 306 1800 43 287
1801 40 222 1801 35 233
1802 24 133 1802 19 127

1803 47.5 264 1803 37.5 250

1804 40 222 1804 33 220

1805 40 222 1805 33 220
1806 38 211 1806 30.5 201
1807 50.05 278 1807 -- —
1808 132.33 735 1808 -- —
1809 -- -- 1809 -- —
1810 __ __ 1810 __ __

1811 -- -- 1811 --

1812 55 306 1812 55 367
1813 -- -- 1813 --

1814 -- -- 1814 --

1815 __ __ 1815 __ __

*Rate includes hat money & port

charges, Shillings per load

(50 cu. ft.)

*Shillings per load (50 cu. ft.),

rate includes port charges

Sources: Riga to London: Collection of Interesting and Important Reports and
Papers , Printed by the Order of the Ship Owners' Society of Great Britain

(London: 1807). Great Britain, Parliament. Parliamentary Papers , 1835,

Vol. 15 (No. 519), pp. 348-50; Parliamentary Papers , 1839, Vol. 46 (No. 240),

p. 127.

Memel to London: Collection of Interesting and Important Reports and
Papers. Parliamentary Papers, 1839, Vol. 46 (No. 240), p. 127.
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TABLE D-ra

FREIGHT RATES OF A NUMBER OF COMMODITIES ON
DIFFERENT ROUTES 1790-1815 (cont.)

GENERAL COMMODITIES: GENERAL COMMODITIES:
ENGLAND TO OPORTO ENGLAND TO LISBON

Average Rate Relative Average Rate Relative

Date Rate*

1.12

to 1790 Date

1790

Rate*

1.12

to 1790

1790 100 100

1791 1.12 100 1791 1.12 100

1792 1.12 100 1792 1.12 100

1793 1.69 151 1793 2.25 201

1794 1.69 151 1794 2.25 201

1795 1.69 151 1795 2.25 201

1796 -- 1796 -- --

1797 -- — 1797 -- --

1798 -- __ 1798 -- --

1799 -- — 1799 — --

1800 1.69 151 1800 2.25 201

1801 1.69 151 1801 2.25 201

1802 1.69 151 1802 1.5 134

1803 3.0 268 1803 1.5 134

1804 3.0 268 1804 2.5 223

1805 2.0 179 1805 2.5 223

1806 2.0 179 1806 2.5 223

1807 -- -_ 1807 -_ _-

1808 -- — 1808 -- —
1809 -- — 1809 — --

1810 __ __ 1810 __ __

1811 -- — 1811 — --

1812 -- — 1812 — --

1813 -- — 1813 -- --

1814 -- — 1814 — --

1815 __ __ 1815 __ __

* £ per ton * £ per ton

Source: Collection of Interesting and Important Reports and Papers
, p. 167.
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TABLE D-m

FREIGHT RATES OF A NUMBER OF COMMODITIES ON
DIFFERENT ROUTES 1790-1815 (cont.)

GENERAL COMMODITIES: GENERAL COMMODITIES:
OPORTO TO ENGLAND LISBON TO ENGLAND

Average Rate Relative Average Rate Relative
Date Rate*

2

to 1790 Date

1790

Rate*

2.5

to 1790

1790 100 100
1791 2 100 1791 2.5 100
1792 2 100 1792 2.5 100
1793 5 250 1793 4.5 180
1794 5 250 1794 4.5 180

1795 5 250 1795 4.5 180
1796 -- — 1796 -_ __

1797 -- — 1797 --

1798 -- — 1798 --

1799 — — 1799 -- —
1800 6.5 325 1800 5 200
1801 6.5 325 1801 5 200
1802 3 150 1802 2.5 100
1803 6 300 1803 2.5 100
1804 6 300 1804 5 200

1805 5 250 1805 4.5 180
1806 5 250 1806 4.5 180
1807 __ -_ 1807 _- __

1808 -- — 1808 --

1809 -- ~ 1809 -- —
1810 __ __ 1810 __

1811 __ 1811 _.

1812 -_ — 1812 --

1813 -- — 1813 -- __

1814 -- — 1814 -- —
1815 __ 1815 __

* £ per ton * £ per ton

Source: Collection of Interesting and Important Reports and Papers
, p. 167.
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TABLE D-III

FREIGHT RATES OF A NUMBER OF COMMODITIES ON
DIFFERENT ROUTES 1790- 1815 (cont.)

RUM: JAMAICA TO ENGLAND

Average Rate Relative

Date Rate*

.5

to 1790

1790 100

1791 .5 100

1792 .5 100

1793 .66 132

1794 1.0 200

1795 1.0 200

1796 1.0 200

1797 1.0 200

1798 1.0 200

1799 1.0 200

1800 1.0 200

1801 1.0 200

1802 .66 132

1803 .50 100

1804 .83 166

1805 1.0 200
1806 1.0 200

1807 .92 184

1808 -- --

1809 -- --

1810 __

1811 -- —
1812 -- —
1813 -- --

1814 -- —
1815

RUM: LEEWARD IS. TO ENGLAND

Average Rate Relative

Date Rate*

.5

to 1790

1790 100

1791 .5 100
1792 .5 100
1793 .5 100
1794 .83 166

1795 .83 166
1796 .83 166
1797 .83 166
1798 .83 166
1799 .83 166

1800 .83 166
1801 .83 166
1802 .5 100
1803 .5 100
1804 .66 132

1805 .83 166
1806 .83 166

1807 .83 166
1808 -- —
1809 — —
1810 __ __

1811 -- --

1812 -- —
1813 -- --

1814 -- --

1815

Shillings per gallon Shillings per gallon

Source: Great Britain. Parliament. Parliamentary Papers , 1808, Vol. 4, p. 376,

Report from the Committee on the Distillation of Sugar and Molasses.
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TABLE D-ra

FREIGHT RATES OF A NUMBER OF COMMODITIES ON
DIFFERENT ROUTES 1790-1815 (cont.)

HEMP: PETERSBURG TO LONDON SUGAR: JAMAICA TO ENGLAND

Average Rate Relative Average Rate Relative
Date Rate*

1.62

to 1790 Date

1790

Rate*

4

to 1790

1790 100 100
1791 1.62 100 1791 4 100
1792 1.62 100 1792 5 125
1793 3.25 201 1793 8 200
1794 3.25 201 1794 9 225

1795 4.0 247 1795 9 225
1796 4.12 254 1796 9 225
1797 3.0 185 1797 9 225
1798 3.38 209 1798 10 250
1799 5.38 332 1799 10 250

1800 5.0 309 1800 10 250
1801 4.5 278 1801 10 250
1802 2.38 147 1802 6 150
1803 4.75 293 1803 5 125
1804 3.75 231 1804 9 225

1805 3.75 231 1805 9.5 238
1806 4.25 262 1806 9.5 238
1807 — — 1807 9.75 244
1808 -- — 1808 _- __

1809 30.0 1852 1809 -- —
1810 30.0 1852 1810 __

1811 30.0 1852 1811 __

1812 30.0 1852 1812 -- —
1813 -- — 1813 — —
1814 -- — 1814 -- —
1815 __ __ 1815 9.5 244

£ per ton Shillings per cubic weight

Sources: Hemp. Collection of Interesting and Important Reports and Papers
,

Supplement, p. 166. Thomas Tooke, A History of Prices and the State of the

Circulation of Trade from 1793 to 1837 (London: Longman, Orme, Brown,
Green and Longman, 1838-1857), I, 309.

Sugar. Great Britain, Parliament. Parliamentary Papers , 1808, Vol. 4,

p. 376. Parliamentary Papers , 1831-32, Vol. 20 (No. 318), n.p., Report from
the Select Committee on the Commercial State of the West Indian Colonies.
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TABLE D-m

FREIGHT RATES OF A NUMBER OF COMMODITIES ON
DIFFERENT ROUTES 1790-1815 (cont.)

WAINSCOT LOGS: RIGA TO LONDON TALLOW: PETERSBURG TO LONDON
Average Rate Relative Average Rate Relative

Date Rate*

7.25

to 1790 Date

1790

Rate*

1.25

to 1790

1790 100 100

1791 7.25 100 1791 1.25 100

1792 7.25 100 1792 1.25 100

1793 11.08 153 1793 2.19 175

1794 17.50 241 1794 2.25 180

1795 13.66 188 1795 2.50 200

1796 8.83 122 1796 2.50 200

1797 12.25 169 1797 2.0 160

1798 18.75 259 1798 2.25 180

1799 18.33 253 1799 3.31 265

1800 7.33 101 1800 3.0 240

1801 10.66 147 1801 2.75 220

1802 16.08 221 1802 1.63 130

1803 14.5 200 1803 2.62 210

1804 16.66 230 1804 2.50 200

1805 16 221 1805 2.50 200

1806 19.83 274 1806 2.75 220

1807 42 579 1807 — --

1808 — __ 1808 — —
1809 42 579 1809 20.0 ,. 160

1810 __ __ 1810 20.0 160

1811 — — 1811 20.0 160

1812 — 1812 20.0 160

1813 — — 1813 -- —
1814 — — 1814 — —
1815 1815 — —

*ShiIlings per log * £ per ton

Sources: Wainscot logs. Great Britain, Parliament. Parliamentary Papers ,

1835, Vol. 15 (No. 519), n.p.

Tallow. Collection of Interesting and Important Reports and Papers .

Tooke, History of Prices , I, 309.
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TABLE E-ra

(Refers to Chart V-III)

VALUE OF IMPORTS AND VALUE OF IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION,
1790-1815

Value of Imports
Date Value of Imports for Consumption

1790 23,800,000 23,500,000
1791 30,500,000 30,000,000
1792 32,500,000 31,500,000
1793 32,550,000 30,800,000
1794 36,000,000 29,500,000

1795 71,300,000 63,000,000
1796 82,936,164 56,636,164
1797 77,379,406 50,379,406
1798 70,551,700 37,551,700
1799 81,069,148 35,546,148

1800 93,252,768 44,121,891
1801 113,363,511 66,720,790
1802 78,333,333 42,558,362
1803 65,666,666 52,072,594
1804 87,000,000 50,768,403

1805 125,525,175 72,346,156*

1806 136,561,730 76,278,496
1807 144,740,342 85,096,784

1808 58,101,023 45,103,609
1809 61,029,726 40,232,195

1810 89,366,069 64,974,774
1811 57,887,952 41,865,162
1812 78,788,540 70,293,413
1813 22,177,812 19,329,967
1814 12,967,859 12,822,690

1815 85,356,680 78,773,330

* Value of imports for consumption 1805-1815, Table A-2, Column 7 minus
Column 2.

Source: North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., Table A-2, Appendix A.
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Year

1790
1791
1792

1793
1794

1795
1796
1797

1798
1799

1800

1801
1802

1803

1804

TABLE F-ra

(Refers to Chart Vl-m)

IMPORT PRICE INDEX 1790-1815
Base 1790

Index Number

100
109.8

118.8

108.4

129.2

124.3

132.8

139.9

127.6

135.5

124.6

119.9

111.8

118

134.7

Year Index Number

1805 139.5

1806 129.8

1807 124.7

1808 124.3

1809 129.1

1810 129.8

1811 121.1

1812 131.7

1813 179.7

1814 232.3

1815 191.3

Source: Derivation for the figures in the above table is found in the charts and
explanation of Appendix HI.

TABLE G-m

(Refers to Chart VII-III)

UNITED STATES TERMS OF TRADE 1790-1815

Base 1790

Year Index Number Year Index Number

1790 100 1805 112.1

1791 78.1 1806 109.4

1792 68.8 1807 109.2

1793 90.2 1808 92.8

1794 80.2 1809 90

1795 123.6 1810 99.1

1796 130 1811 106.2

1797 124.9 1812 96.5

1798 162.5 1813 70.4

1799 162.6 1814 54.8

1800 117.1 1815 95.6

1801 128.5

1802 117.7

1803 112.5

1804 109.7

Source: Calculated from import and export price indices found in Charts Il-m
and VI-III.
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TABLE A-IV

(Refers to Chart I- IV)

VOLUME OF EXPORTS IN POUNDS 1792-1814: COCOA, COFFEE,
PEPPER AND SUGAR

Sugar, brown &
Year Cocoa Coffee Pepper other clayed

1792 6,000 2,136,742 5,040 1,176,156

1793 234,875 17,580,049 14,361 4,539,809
1794 1,188,302 33,720,983 23,886 20,721,761

1795 525,432 47,443,179 301,692 21,377,747
1796 928,107 62,385,117 491,330 34,848,644
1797 875,334 44,521,887 1,901,130 38,366,262
1798 3,146,445 49,580,927 501,982 51,703,963
1799 5,970,590 31,987,088 441,312 78,821,751

1800 4,925,518 38,597,479 635,849 56,432,516
1801 7,012,155 45,106,494 3,153,139 97,565,732
1802 3,878,526 36,501,998 5,422,144 61,061,820
1803 367,177 10,294,693 2,991,430 23,223,849
1804 695,135 48,312,713 5,703,646 74,964,366

1805 2,425,680 46,760,294 7,559,224 123,031,272

1806 6,846,758 47,001,662 4,111,983 145,837,320

1807 8,540,524 42,122,573 4,207,166 143,136,905

1808 1,896,990 7,325,448 1,709,978 28,974,927

1809 2,029,336 24,364,099 4,722,098 45,248,128

1810 1,286,010 31,423,477 5,946,336 47,038,125

1811 2,221,442 10,261,136 3,057,456 18,383,673

1812 752,148 10,073,722 2,521,003 13,927,277

1813 108,188 6,568,527 99,660 7,347,038
1814 27.386 220.594 -- 762

Source: Timothy Pitkin,

f America, Chap
A Statistical View of the Commerce of the United

States c er m, Table IV.
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TABLE B-IV

(Refers to Chart H-IV)

VOLUME OF COTTON EXPORTS, 1791-1815

Thousands Thousands
Year of pounds Year of pounds

1791 189 1804 38,118
1792 138 1805 40,383
1793 488 1806 37,491
1794 1,602 1807 66,213
1795 6,276 1808 12,064

1796 6,107 1809 53,210
1797 3,788 1810 93,874
1798 9,360 1811 62,186
1799 9,532 1812 28,953
1800 17,790 1813 19,400
1801 20,911 1814 17,806
1802 27,501 1815 82,999
1803 41,106

Source: Matthew B. Hammond, The Cotton Industry, an Essay in American
Economic History , Part I, The Cotton Culture and the Cotton Trade (New York:
MacMillan, for the American Economic Association, 1897).

TABLE C-IV

(Refers to Chart m-IV)

UNITED STATES SHIPPING ACTIVITY INDEX

Activity*

Year Index

1790 91
1791 91
1792 93
1793 117

1794 115
1795 106

1796 114

1797 100

1798 87
1799 96
1800 105
1801 115
1802 125

Activity*

Year Index

1803 120

1804 113

1805 114

1806 121

1807 125

1808 68
1809 64
1810 90
1811 106
1812 77
1813 32

1814 9

1815 76

•ed (from Historical Statistics

p. 216) into gross registered tonnage and calculating upon base of 1796-1800
equals 100.

Source: North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit ., Appendix A, Table A-3.
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TABLE A- VII

(Refers to Chart II- VII)

COTTON PRICES
(AVERAGE NEW YORK PRICES FOR MIDDLING UPLANDS)

AND

COTTON PRODUCTION & LAND SALES
(ALABAMA, ARKANSAS, FLORIDA, LOUISIANA & MISSISSIPPI)

1833-1842

Price Production Land Sales
Year (cents) (bales) (acres)

1833 12.32 559,210 1,816,083

1834 12.90 641,435 2,388,146

1835 17.45 760,923 5,522,474

1836 16.50 788.013 5,805,180

1837 13.25 916,960 1,259,814

1838 10.14 747,227 821,600
1839 13.36 911,913 851,586

1840 8.92 1,538,904 401,394

1841 9.50 1,231,334 228,699

1842 7.85 1,160,389 238,079

Source: M. B. Hamn
. The

lond. The Cotton Industry, an Essay in American Economic
History. Part I Cotton Culture and the Cotton Trade (New York: Mac-
Millan. published for the American Economic Association, 1897), pp. 72 and
Appendi.x I.
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TABLE A-Vra

(Refers to Chart I-Vin)

VALUE OF TOTAL EXPORTS AND COTTON EXPORTS 1815-1860

Year Total Exports Cotton Exports

1815 52,557,753 17,529,000

1816 81,920,452 24 106,000

1817 87,671,569 22 627,614

1818 93,281,133 31 334,258
1819 70,142,521 21 081,760
1820 69,692,000 22 308,667
1821 54,596,000 20 157,484
1822 61,350,000 24 035,058
1823 68,326,000 20 445,520
1824 68,972,000 21 947,401
1825 90,738,000 36 846,649
1826 72,891,000 25 025,214
1827 74,310,000 29 359,545
1828 64,021,000 22 487,229
1829 67,435,000 26 575,311
1830 71,671,000 29 674,883
1831 72,296,000 25 289,492

1832 81,521,000 31 724,682
1833 87,529,000 36 191,105

1834 102,260,000 49 448,402
1835 115,216,000 64 961,302
1836 124,339,000 71 284,925
1837 111,443,000 63 240,102
1838 104,979,000 61 556,811
1839 112,252,000 61 238,982
1840 123,669,000 63 870,307
1841 111,817,000 54 330,341
1842 99,878,000 47 593,464
1843 82,826,000 49 119,806
1844 105,746,000 54 063,501
1845 106,040,000 51 739,643
1846 109,583,000 42 767,341
1847 156,742,000 53 415,848
1848 138,191,000 61 998,294
1849 140,351,000 66 396,967
1850 144,376,000 71 984,616
1851 188,915,000 112 315,317
1852 166,984,000 87 965,732
1853 203,489,000 109 456,404
1854 237,044,000 93 596,220
1855 218,910,000 88 143,844

1856 281,219,000 128 382,351
1857 293,824,000 131 575,859
1858 272,011,000 131 386,661
1859 292,902,000 161 434,923
1860 333,576,000 191 806,555

Sources: Total exports: North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., Table 1, and
Table B-1, Appendix B. Cotton exports: U.S. Congress, House, Miscellaneous
Document No. 49 , 48th Congress, 1st Session, 1884, Part 2, Tables 2 and 7.
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TABLE B-vm
(Refers to Chart H-Vm)

NET U. S. SHIPPING EARNINGS AND EARNINGS OF FOREIGN SHIPS
CARRYING U.S. IMPORTS, 1815-1860'

(in millions of dollars)

American Foreign
Year earnings earnings

1815 20.6

1816 16.9

1817 10.8

1818 16.3

1819 15.2

1820 13.9 .6

1821 10.5 .5

1822 10.0 .6

1823 13.4 .6

1824 13.5 .6

1825 11.6 .4

1826 12.6 .4

1827 14.2 .5

1828 10.1 .7

1829 9.8 .5

1830 10.5 .4

1831 14.2 1.0

1832 11.5 1.2

1833 9.1 1.0

1834 9.5 1.3

1835 8.8 1.5

1836 10.1 1.6

1837 12.8 1.8

American Foreign
Year earnings earnings

1838 18.5 1.0

1839 11.5 1.6

1840 26.2 1.4

1841 12.5 1.4

1842 12.8 1.1

1843 15.0 1.5

1844 13.4 1.3

1845 18.8 1.4

1846 16.6 1.5

1847 18.5 2.9

1848 16.0 2.4

1849 15.6 2.5

1850 8.6 3.2

1851 26.4 4.7

1852 15.9 5.5

1853 20.5 8.9

1854 25.8 10.2

1855 21.2 3.9

1856 26.4 4.0

1857 16.1 7.1

1858 21.6 4.1

1859 22.2 9.8

1860 32.5 10.2

Year

TABLE C-Vin

(Refers to Chart III- VIII)

VALUE OF IMPORTS 1815-1860^

Year Year

1815 85,356,680 1831 95,885,000 1847 127,321,000
1816 151,448,644 1832 97,024,000 1848 154,585,000
1817 101,652,436 1833 103,069,000 1849 146,854,000
1818 127,120,105 1834 110,782,000 1850 180,450,000
1819 93,501,200 1835 139,499,000 1851 219,202,000
1820 74,450,000 1836 180,111,000 1852 215,738,000
1821 54,521,000 1837 133,082,000 1853 274,328,000
1822 79,872,000 1838 97,889,000 1854 309,716,000
1823 72,481,000 1839 159,627,000 1855 268,121,000
1824 72,169,000 1840 100,224,000 1856 322,849,000
1825 90,189,000 1841 125,417,000 1857 362,365,000
1826 78,094,000 1842 97,997,000 1858 273,873,000
1827 71,333.000 1843 43,282,000 1859 344,586,000
1828 81,094,000 1844 104,657,000 1860 367,760,000
1829 67,089,000 1845 115,448,000
1830 62,721,000 1846 122,630,000

Source: North, "Balance of Payments," ^oc. cit., (1) Table A-3, Appendix A,

and Table B-2, Appendix B; (2) Table 1, and Table B-1, Appendix B.
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TABLE D-vm

(Refers to Chart IV-VIII)

IMMIGRANTS FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM, 1844-1860, GRAPHED
AGAINST IMMIGRANT REMITTANCES TO THE UNITED KINGDOM

1847-1863

Year
Number of Remittances in

Immigrants thousands of dollars

47,843

64,031

73,932
128,838 1,363

148,093 2,240

214,530 2,630

215,089 4,661

272,740 4,821

200,247 6,837

200,225 7,008

160,253 8,425

97,199 4,252

99,007 4,631

112,840 2,883

55,829 2,304

61,379 2,532

78,374 2,601

1844

1845
1846
1847

1848

1849

1850
1851

1852
1853

1854
1855

1856
1857

1858

1859

1860
1861 1,800

1862 1,800

1863 1,900

Sources: Number of Immigrants, Historical Statistics , Series B306-307, p. 34;

Remittances, 1847-1860, North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., Table B-3,
Appendix B; 1861-1863, Matthew Simon, "Statistical Estimates of the Balance
of International Payments and the International Capital Movements of the United
States, 1861-1900," 24th Conference on Income and Wealth of the National Bu-
reau of Economic Research (Princeton: Princeton University Press, forthcom-
ing). Table XXI, p. 88.
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TABLE E-vni

(Refers to Chart V-VIH)

QUOTIENT OF UNITED STATES WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX (BASE 1830)

DIVIDED BY ENGLISH WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX (BASE 1830)

GRAPHED AGAINST SPECIE FLOWS, 1815-1860

Quotient of Specie Flows
Wholesale (in thousands

Year Prices of dollars)

1815 138 2,000
1816 146 1,000

1817 113 1,000

1818 98 1,000
1819 98 1,000
1820 90 —
1821 97 2,413

1822 105 7,440
1823 100 1,275

1824 93 - 1,364

1825 88 2,647

1826 99 - 2,177

1827 102 - 137

1828 101 753
1829 103 - 2,480
1830 100 - 5,977

1831 102 1,709

1832 107 - 252

1833 104 - 4,459

1834 100 -15,834
1835 109 - 6,654

1836 112 - 9,077

1837 121 - 4,540

Year

1838

1839

1840
1841
1842

1843

1844
1845

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

Quotient of

Wholesale
Prices

111

109

92

92
90

90

92
96
94

94

106

111

108

110

114

102

106

109

105

106

102

100

94

Specie Flows
(in thousands
of dollars)

-14,239
3,181

- 466
5,046

727
-20,799

376

4,534
128

-22,214
9,480

- 1,248

2,894

24,013

37,169

23,286

34,438

52,587

41,539

56,675

33,359

56,453

57,996

Sources: Quotients of wholesale prices calculated from wholesale price indices

found in G. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson, Wholesale Prices for 213 Years, 1720
to 1932 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1932), Part I, pp. 8, 9, 17. Specie
movements, from North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., Table A-4, Appen-
dix A, and Table B-1, Appendix B.
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TABLE F-vm

(Refers to Chart VI-VHI)

INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS ON FOREIGN INDEBTEDNESS 1815-1860
(in thousands of dollars)

Year Year

1815 5,000*

1816 5,600*
1817 5,800*

1818 5,800*
1819 5,300*

1820 4,807
1821 4,770
1822 4,495
1823 4,955
1824 4,845
1825 4,792
1826 4,416
1827 4,559
1828 4,011

1829 4,637

1830 4,557

1831 4,121

1832 4,894
1833 5,268
1834 6,007

1835 7,042
1836 8,693

1837 8,812

*five year moving averages

Source: North, "Balance of Payments," loc . cit., p. 575, and Table B-4,
Appendix B.

1838 9,715
1839 13,648

1840 11,888
1841 7,993
1842 7,860
1843 7,313
1844 6,648
1845 8,674
1846 8,490
1847 11,621
1848 11,759
1849 11,594
1850 13,326
1851 14,978
1852 19,589
1853 21,870
1854 22,677
1855 22,320
1856 23,15.6

1857 14,677
1858 15,332

1859 23,416
1860 25,122
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TABLE G-Vm

(Refers to Chart VIII- Vin)

RESIDUAL BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 1790-1860
(millions of dollars)

Year Balance Year Balance Year Balance Year Balance

1790 - 1.1 1808 -16.8 1826 - 2.6 1844 4.7

1791 - 8.0 1809 11.6 1827 10.0 1845 3.8

1792 - 7.5 1810 6.8 1828 -11.4 1846 0.8

1793 1.7 1811 35.4 1829 1.5 1847 26.6

1794 9.4 1812 -20.7 1830 7.9 1848 5.7

1795 -12.4 1813 15.0 1831 -14.1 1849 8.3

1796 - 2.9 1814 - 9.3 1832 - 6.8 1850 -24.6
1797 -11.0 1815 -15.2 1833 -13.5 1851 - 4.1

1798 - 1.5 1816 -58.1 1834 -18.0 1852 -13.0
1799 14.6 1817 -10.5 1835 -30.0 1853 -55.6
1800 - 1.8 1818 -25.2 1836 -62.2 1854 -35.1
1801 2.3 1819 -14.7 1837 -22.6 1855 -12.9
1802 7.2 1820 0.7 1838 - 5.3 1856 -10.7
1803 8.4 1821 5.0 1839 -49.1 1857 -16.4
1804 12.4 1822 - 8.3 1840 30.8 1858 23.1

1805 -10.0 1823 2.0 1841 - 7.6 1859 -26.2
1806 - 7.4 1824 1.0 1842 6.2 1860 7.3

1807 - 5.1 1825 6.8 1843 22.2

Source: North, "Balance of Payments," loc. cit., pp. 581, 600.

TABLE H-Vni

(Refers to Chart IX-VHI)

AGGREGATE FOREIGN INDEBTEDNESS, 1815-1860

(in millions of dollars)

Year Year Year

1815 94.0* 1831 89.0 1846 212.2

1816 98.7* 1832 95.7 1847 193.7

1817 100.3* 1833 109.2 1848 196.0

1818 93.2* 1834 128.0 1849 193.2

181& 89.7* 1835 158.1 1850 222.1

1820 86.7 1836 220.3 1851 229.6

1821 81.7 1837 242.9 1852 245.8

1822 90.1 1838 248.1 1853 301.3

1823 88.1 1839 297.2 1854 343.3

1824 87.1 1840 266,4 1855 356.3

1825 80.3 1841 262.0 1856 366.9

1826 82.9 1842 243.8 1857 383.3

1827 72.9 1843 221.6 1858 360.2

1828 84.3 1844 216.8 1859 386.5

1829 82.8 1845 213.0 1860 379.2

1830 74.9

* five year moving averages

Source: North, "Balance of Payments,'" loc. cit., p. 575; Table B-5, Appendix B.
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TABLE i-vm

(Refers to Chart X-Vm)

EXPORT INDEX AND THE PRICE OF COTTON, 1815-1860 (BASE 1830)

Cotton

Year Exports Price relatives

1815 182.98 213.1

1816 248.22 297.0

1817 240.35 266.7

1818 245.46 342.4

1819 294.74 242.4

1820 144.17 175.8

1821 127.92 162.6

1822 136.32 167.7

1823 114.37 119.2

1824 126.16 155.6

1825 152.47 211.1

1826 114.78 123.2

1827 102.53 101.0

1828 102.10 108.1

1829 107.07 101.0

1830 100.00 100.0

1831 98.77 91.9

1832 104.63 100.0

1833 115.08 112.1

1834 127.01 129.3

1835 149.81 169.7

1836 155.37 169.7

1837 142.57 143.4

1838 115.87 104.0

1839 155.85 149.5

1840 99.73 86.9

1841 110.19 103.0

1842 93.84 81.8

1843 75.83 62.6

1844 89.20 81.8

1845 78.32 59.6

1846 92.79 78.8

1847 112.79 102.0

1848 94.29 76.8

1849 84.17 65.7

1850 120.72 123.2

1851 123.72 122.2

1852 96.30 81.8

1853 93.50 99.0

1854 116.74 96.0

1855 119.04 87.9

1856 124.43 96.0

1857 141.90 127.3

1858 128.29 118.2

1859 126.46 117.2

1860 119.81 109.1

rt index - see Chart XV, this chapte:r; cotton price relatives cal'

otton prices found in U.S. Congress, House, Miscellaneous Docu'

ment No. 49, 48th Congress, 1st Session, 1884, Part 2, Tables 2 and 7.
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TABLE j-vm

(Refers to Chart XI-Vm)

EXPORT PRICE INDEX &WARREN AND PEARSON WHOLESALE
PRICE INDEX. 1815-1860 (BASE 1830)

Year Export Index Warren-Pearson Index

1815 182.98 187

1816 248.22 166

1817 240.35 166
1818 245.46 162

1819 194.74 137

1820 144.17 116
1821 127.92 112
1822 136.32 116
1823 114.37 113
1824 126.16 108

1825 152.47 113
1826 114.78 109
1827 102.53 108
1828 102.10 107
1829 107.07 105
1830 100.00 100
1831 98.77 103
1832 104.63 104
1833 115.08 104
1834 127.01 99
1835 149.81 110
1836 155.37 125
1837 142.57 126
1838 115.87 121
1839 155.85 123
1840 99.73 104
1841 110.19 101
1842 93.84 90
1843 75.83 82
1844 89.20 85
1845 78.32 91
1846 92.79 91
1847 112.79 99
1848 94.29 90
1849 84.17 90
1850 120.72 92
1851 123.72 91
1852 96.30 97
1853 93.50 107
1854 116.74 119
1855 119.04 121
1856 124.43 115
1857 141.90 122
1858 128.29 102
1859 126.46 104
1860 119.81 102

)rt Index, see Chart Xl-Vni; Warren- Pearson Index, G. R.

rson, Wholesale Prices for 213 Years, 1720-1932 (Ithaca: C

University Press, 1932), Part I, pp. 8-9.
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TABLE K-VIII

(Refers to Chart XII- VHI)

VOLUME INDEX, U. S. EXPORTS, 1815-1860

(BASE 1830)

Year Index Year Index

1815 42.93

1816 44.60

1817 48,57

1818 51.41

1819 44.73

1820 61.26

1821 58.34

1822 62.51

1823 70.45

1824 68.60

1825 75.02

1826 78.08

1827 96.46

1828 83.64

1829 87.91

1830 100.00

1831 102.45

1832 100.81

1833 103.86

1834 108.46

1835 114.58

1836 117.20

1837 113.00

1838 140.92

1839 111.42

1840 191.31

1841 160.71

1842 167.15

1843 175.05

1844 190.66

1845 214.80

1846 187.31

1847 228.11

1848 235.95

1849 267.38

1850 190.94

1851 246.69

1852 274.90

1853 346.98

1854 315.17

1855 276.68

1856 365.88

1857 335.85

1858 334.78

1859 376.16

1860 451.02

Source: Obtained by dividing yearly components of export price index (see

Chart XV, this chapter) into corresponding yeai ly export values (taken from
series M52, "Exports of U.S. Merchandise," Historical Statistics ), which
gives a series in constant dollars. This series expressed as relatives to the

base 1830 of 100 gives the above volume index.
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TABLE L-Vni

(Refers to Chart xni-Vm)

IMPORT PRICE INDEX AND INDICES OF ITS COMPONENT PARTS
1815-1860 (BASE 1830)

Year Imports

1815 222.7

1816 194.9

1817 176.8

1818 189.7

1819 171.9

1820 151.2

1821 134.0

1822 133.6

1823 127.7

1824 119.8

1825 127.1

1826 121.6

1827 111.1

1828 112.3

1829 105.9

1830 100.0

1831 95.8

1832 93.6

1833 100.0

1834 103.3

1835 101.3

1836 109.6

1837 104.1

1838 90.8

1839 97.8

1840 94.0

1841 91.3

1842 82.8

1843 79.4

1844 78.2

1845 80.9

1846 81.6

1847 82.3

1848 74.1

1849 72.0

1850 74.2

1851 78.8

1852 75.5

1853 83.3

1854 83.2

1855 84,7

1856 89.8

1857 95.8

1858 91.7

1859 90.2

1860 92.2

Source: See chart XV- VIII, and the discussion of the export and import price

indices in Appendix III.

Raw Mat. & Manufactured Manufacturers
Crude Food Foods & Semi-mfgs

170.9 275.5 239.6

169.2 222.3 203.7

148.7 201.1 186.9

160.6 195.6 203.7

162.3 173.6 177.3

150.4 148.8 153.3

145.3 129.5 131.8

151.8 129.0 129.4

151.4 121.3 122.3

134.1 100.8 119.8

138.0 124.8 125.1

133.1 129.2 116.6

113.5 127.4 106.9

113.3 129.0 108.3

112.3 112.7 102.7

100.0 100.0 100.0

100.6 98.4 93.8

109.8 103.7 86.5

122.3 116.7 89.7

129.1 117.2 92.4

118.4 116.8 92.9

118.5 147.8 99.6

117.1 129.9 95.1

97.9 81.5 90.3

102.5 123.0 91.4

102.4 106.3 89.0

104.9 104.8 84.7

95.2 84.2 78.5

88.7 82.8 75.7

80.9 95.4 74.2

85.9 106.3 74.9

75.9 103.3 79.0

77.7 100.5 80.0

77.0 91.9 70.0

75.0 85.2 68.6

79.0 90.2 69.7

95.9 90.7 71.1

88.2 85.8 69.6

98.6 90.3 77.4

101.2 89.6 76.6

95.4 99.2 78.8

100.6 125.2 79.9

103.1 158.8 81.7

103.1 135.6 80.0

106.0 127.7 78.3

97.5 133.3 78.0
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Year

TABLE M-Vin

(Refers to Chart XIV- Vm)

REAL VALUE OF IMPORTS
(Value of imports deflated by Import Price Index)

Year Year Year

1815 38,328 1827 64,206 1839 163,218 1851 278,175
1816 77,706 1828 72,212 1840 106,621 1852 285,746
1817 57,496 1829 63,351 1841 137,368 1853 329,325
1818 67,011 1830 62,721 1842 118,354 1854 372,255
1819 54,393 1831 100,089 1843 54,511 1855 316,554
1820 49,239 1832 103,658 1844 133,832 1856 359,520
1821 40,687 1833 103,069 1845 142,704 1857 378,252
1822 59,784 1834 107,243 1846 150,282 1858 298,662
1823 56,759 1835 137,709 1847 154,704 1859 382,024
1824 60,241 1836 164,335 1848 208,617 1860 398,872
1825 70,959 1837 127,841 1849 203,964
1826 64,222 1838 107,807 1850 243,194

Source: Calculated from Imports and Price Index, see Charts XII- VIE and
XV- VIII, and Appendix IH.

TABLE N-Vin

(Refers to Chart XV- VIII)

EXPORT AND IMPORT PRICE INDICES 1815-1860
(BASE 1830)

Year Exports Imports Year Exports Imports

1815 182.98 222.7 1838 115.87 90.8

1816 248.22 194.9 1839 155.85 97.8

1817 240.35 176.8 1840 99.73 94.0

1818 245.46 189.7 1841 110.19 91.3

1819 194.74 171.9 1842 93.84 82.8

1820 144.17 151.2 1843 75.83 79.4

1821 127.92 134.0 1844 89.20 78.2

1822 136.32 133.6 1845 78.32 80.9

1823 114.37 127.7 1846 92.79 81.6

1824 126.16 119.8 1847 112.79 82.3

1825 152.47 127.1 1848 94.29 74.1

1826 114.78 121.6 1849 84.17 72.0

1827 102.53 111.1 1850 120.72 74.2

1828 102.10 112.

L

1851 123.72 78.8

1829 107.07 105.9 1852 96.30 75.5

1830 100.00 100.0 1853 93.50 83.3

1831 98.77 95.8 1854 116.74 83.2

1832 104.63 93.6 1855 119.04 84.7

1833 115.08 100.0 1856 12^.43 89.8

1834 127.01 103.3 1857 141.90 95.8

1835 149.81 101.3 1858 128.29 91.7

1836 155.37 109.6 1859 126.46 90.2

1837 142.57 104.1 1860 119.81 92.2

Sources: For derivation of table, see Appendix III.
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Year

TABLE O-Vm
(Refers to Chart XVI- Vni)

TERMS OF TRADE, 1815-1860
(Base 1830)

Year Year Year Year

1815 82 1825 120 1834 123 1843 96 1852 128
1816 127 1826 94 1835 148 1844 114 1853 112
1817 136 1827 92 1836 142 1845 97 1854 140
1818 129 1828 91 1837 137 1846 114 1855 141
1819 113 1829 101 1838 128 1847 137 1856 139
1820 95 1830 100 1839 160 1848 127 1857 148
1821 95 1831 103 1840 106 1849 117 1858 140
1822 102 1832 112 1841 121 1850 163 1859 140
1823 90 1833 115 1842 113 1851 157 1860 130
1824 105

Source: Calculated from Export & Import Price Indices, see Chart XV-Vni,
and Appendix III.

TABLE P-Vm

(Refers to Chart XVTI-VIII)

TERMS OF TRADE AND THE RESIDUAL OF THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
1815-1860

Residual Residual

Terms of Balance Terms of Balance
Trade (in millions Trade (in millions

Year (Base 1830) of dollars) Year (Base 1830) of dollars)

1815 82 -15.2 1838 128 - 5.3

1816 127 -58.1 1839 160 -49.1

1817 136 -10.5 1840 106 30.8

1818 129 -25.2 1841 121 - 7.6

1819 113 -14.7 1842 113 6.2

1820 95 .7 1843 96 22.2

1821 95 5.0 1844 114 4.7

1822 102 - 8.3 1845 97 3.8

1823 90 2.0 1846 114 .8

1824 105 1.0 1847 137 26.6

1825 120 6.8 1848 127 5.7

1826 94 - 2.6 1849 117 8.3

1827 92 10.0 1850 163 -24.6

1828 91 -11.4 1851 157 - 4.1

1829 101 1.5 1852 128 -13.0

1830 100 7.9 1853 112 -55.6

1831 103 -14.1 1854 140 -35.1

1832 112 - 6.8 1855 141 -12.9

1833 115 -13.5 1856 139 -10.7

1834 123 -18.0 1857 148 -16.4

1835 148 -30.0 1858 140 23.1

1836 142 -62.2 1859 140 -26.2

1837 137 -22.6 1860 130 7.3

Sources: Calculated from Export and Import Price Indices, Chart XV- VIII;

residual balance of payments. North, "Balance of Payments," loc . cit ., Table 3.
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TABLE Q-Vin

(Refers to Chart XVIII- Vin)

FREIGHT RATE INDEX, UNITED STATES EXPORTS, 1815-1860
(BASE 1830)

Year Index Year Index Year Index

1815 363.3

1816 238.0

1817 109.2

1818 266.9

1819 122.2

1820 191.7

1821 148.3

1822 140.8

1823 147.1

1824 127.2

1825 134.1

1826 127.9

1827 125.0

1828 106.7

1829 100.1

1830 100.0

1831 124.9 1847 117.0

1832 99.7 1848 73.7

1833 87.8 1849 68.6

1834 88.1 1850 57.4

1835 87.0 1851 60.2

1836 99.8 1852 76.1

1837 110.7 1853 93.5

1838 124.3 1854 100.7

1839 108.5 1855 75.9

1840 134.9 1856 86.0

1841 82.6 1857 67.0

1842 81.5 1858 73.1

1843 95.9 1859 75.6

1844 85.7 1860 97.3

1845 90.6

1846 97.8

Source: Freight series on seven commodities (cotton, tobacco, rice, naval

stores, flour, wheat and ashes) weighted by decennial moving averages of quan-
tities converted to standard units by stowage factors.

TABLE R-Vm

(Refers to Chart XIX- VTH)

IMMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES 1815-1860

Year Number

1815

1816
1817

1818
1819
1820 8,385

1821 9,127
1822 6,911

1823 6,354
1824 7,912
1825 10,199
1826 10,837

1827 18,875

1828 27,382
1829 22,520
1830 23,322

Year Number

1831 22,633
1832 60,482
1833 58,640
1834 65,365
1835 45,374
1836 76,242
1837 79,340
1838 38,914
1839 68,069
1840 84,066
1841 80,289
1842 104,565
1843 52,496
1844 78,615
1845 114,371
1846 154,416

Year Number

1847 234,968

1848 226,527

1849 297,024
1850 369,980
1851 379,466
1852 371,603
1853 368,645

1854 427,833
1855 200,877
1856 200,436
1857 251,306
1858 123,126
1859 121,282
1860 153,640

Source: Historical Statistics , Series B304, p. 34.
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TABLE s-vm

(Refers to Chart XX-VHI)

UNITED STATES TERRITORIAL EXPANSION
1790-1860

Year Acquisition in Sq[. Miles Total U.S. Sq. Miles

1790 888,811
1803 Louisiana Purchase 827,192 1,716,003

1819 By treaty with Spain: 1,788,006
Florida 58,560
Other Areas 13,443

1845 Texas 390,144 2,178,150
1846 Oregon 285,580 2,463,730
1848 Mexican Cession 529,017 2,992,747
1853

Source

Gadsden Purchase

: Historical Statistics, p. 25,

29,640 3,022,387
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TABLE A-n

(Refers to footnote 1, Ch, n)

POPULATION OF THE WESTERN STATES AND TERRITORIES, 1790, 1800. 1810

State 1790 1800 1810

Kentucky 73,677 220,955 406,511

Tennessee 35,691 105,602 261,727

Ohio 45,365 230,760

Indiana 5,641 24,520

Illinois 12,282

Mississippi 8,850 40,352

Louisiana (Missouri) 20,845

Territory of Orleans
(Louisiana) 76,556

Michigan 4,762

E. R. Johnson and collaborators. History of Domestic and

Foreign Commerce of the United States, Table 12.

TABLE A-m

Source:

(Refers to Chart HI- III)

NET FREIGHT EARNINGS OF THE UNITED STATES CARRYING TRADE
1790-1815

(Millions of Dollars)

Year Earnings

5.9

6.2

7.4

11.9

15.5

19.0

21.6

17.1

16.6

Year Earnings Year

Source: North,

1799 24.2

1800 26.2

1801 31.0

1802 18.2

1803 23.7

1804 26.9

1805 29.7

1806 34.6

1807 42.1

'ayments," loc. cit..

TABLE B-m

Earnings

1808 23.0

1809 26.2

1810 39.5

1811 40.8

1812 29.0

1813 10.2

1814 2.6

1815 20.6

p. 595.

(Refers to Chart VIII- III)

TONNAGE PASSING THROUGH LOCKS ON THE POTOMAC

Year Year Year

1800 129,414.00 1805
1801 328,445.32 1806
1802 163,916.00 1807
1803 345,472.82 1808
1804 284,040.60 1809

1810

Source: American State Papers, J

340.334.18

86.790.40

551,896.47
337.007.47

365,628.00

318,237.62

1811 925,074.80
1812 515,525.75
1813 423,340.32
1814 312,093.72
1815 489.498.15

249
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TABLE c-m

(Refers to Chart K-m)

TONNAGE ENGAGED IN COASTWISE AND INTERNAL TRADE

Year Tons Year Tons Year Tons

1790 103,775 1799 246,640 1808 420,819
1791 106,494 1800 272,492 1809 405,163
1792 120,957 1801 274,551 1810 405,347
1793 122,071 1802 289,623 1811 420,362
1794 162,578 1803 299,060 1812 477,972
1795 184,398 1804 317,537 1813 471,109
1796 217,841 1805 332,663 1814 466,159
1797 237,403 1806 340,540 1815 475,666
1798 251,443 1807 349,028

Source: Historical Statistics, Seriesi K 94-104, p. 208.

TABLE A-K

(Refers to Chart I- IX)

VALUE OF RECEIPTS OF PRODUCE FROM THE INTERIOR AT
NEW ORLEANS, 1815-1860

Year ending Receipts in Year ending Receipts in

September 30 Dollars September 30 Dollars

1815-16 9,749,253 1838-39 42,263,880
1816-17 8,773,379 1839-40 49,763,825
1817-18 13,501,036 1840-41 49,822,115
1818-19 16,771,711 1841-42 45,716,045
1819-20 12,637,079 1842-43 53,782,054
1820-21 11,967,067 1843-44 60,094,716
1821-22 15,126,420 1844-45 57,199,122
1822-23 14,473,725 1845-46 77,193,464

1823-24 15,063,820 1846-47 90,033,256
1824-25 19,044,640 1847-48 79,779,151
1825-26 20,446,320 1848-49 81,989,692
1826-27 21,730,887 1849-50 96,897,873
1827-28 22,886,420 1850-51 196,924,083
1828-29 20,757,265 1851-52 108,051,708
1829-30 22,065,518 1852-53 134,233,735

1830-31 26,044,820 1853-54 115,336,798

1831-32 21,806,763 1854-55 117,106,823
1832-33 28,238,432 1855-56 144,256,081

1833-34 29,820,817 1856-57 158,161,369
1834-35 37,566,842 1857-58 167,155,546

1835-36 39,237,762 1858-59 172,952,664

1836-37 43,515,402 1859-60 185,211,254

1837-38 45,627,720

Source: U. S. Congress, House, Report on the Internal Commerce of the United

States, 50th Congress, 1st Session, 1888, House Executive Document No. 6,
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TABLE B-K

(Refers to Chart H-K)

TONNAGE OVER ERIE CANAL TO TIDEWATER FROM WESTERN STATES
AND FROM NEW YORK, 1836-1860

Year From From
Western States New York

1836 54,219 364,906
1837 56,255 331,251
1838 83,233 336,016
1839 121,761 264,596
1840 158,148 309,167
1841 224,176 308,344
1842 221,477 258,672
1843 256,376 378,969
1844 308,025 491,791
1845 304,551 655,039
1846 506,830 600,440
1847 812,840 618,412
1848 650,154 534,183
1849 768,659 498,065
1850 841,501 530,358
1851 1,045,820 462,857
1852 1,151,978 492,726
1853 1,213,690 637,748
1854 1,094,391 602,167
1855 1,092,876 327,839
1856 1,212,550 374,580
1857 1,019,998 197,201

1858 1,273,099 223,588
1859 1,036,634 414,699
1860 1,896,975 379,086

Source: U. S. Congress, Sen;

•ess,

ate, Preliminary Report of the Inland Waterways
Commission, 60th Congr 1st Session, 1908, Senate Document No. 325,
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TABLE C-K

(Refers to Chart m-K)

TONNAGE OF VESSELS ON THE WESTERN RIVERS, 1816-1860; AND
TONNAGE EMPLOYED IN THE LAKE TRADE, 1830-1860*

Western Lake Western Lake Western Lake
Year Rivers Trade Year Rivers Trade Year Rivers Trade

1816 9,930 1831 43,852 8,879 1846 214,550 101,545
1817 12,946 1832 55,755 12,738 1847 241,448 134,659
1818 24,512 1833 59,589 15,226 1848 277,331 160,250
1819 25,192 1834 (1) 19,044 1849 286,476 177,077
1820 27,269 1835 72,697 29,709 1850 302,829 186,790
1821 27,160 1836 79,395 32,000 1851 317,950 200,507
1822 19,665 1837 90,786 37,480 1852 348,207 221,235
1823 17,719 1838 108,814 49,159 1853 266,427 251,492
1824 18,477 1839 (1) 46,935 1854 304,672 286,564
1825 19,393 1840 117,952 48,262 1855 346,032 339,193
1826 23,988 1841 137,260 54,569 1856 269,466 369,950
1827 21,942 1842 142,918 58,808 1857 294,676 398,709
1828 39,403 1843 152,329 66,938 1858 320,119 395,140

1829 (1) 1844 174,408 73,124 1859 331,633 422,381

1830 32,664 7,728 1845 187,740 86,071 1860 369,004 450,726

* Official record of tonnage existing at all ports of the Great Lakes and
St. Lawrence river,

1 No returns reported.

Sources: Tonnage In the Lake trade, U. S. Congress, Senate, Statistics of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce , 38th Congress, 1st Session, 1864, Senate
Executive Document no. 55, p. 143; Tonnage on Western Rivers, 1816-1851,
U. S. Commerce Department, Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation,

Merchant Marine Statistics, 1936 (Washington: Government Printing Office,

1937), 1852-1860, Annual Reports of the Secretary of the Treasury on Com-
merce and Navigation. Note: while Merchant Marine Statistics, 1936 provides
data for the entire period, 1816-1860, it does not appear to be a continuous

series of comparable data. A sharp break occurs in 1854 when tonnage drops
from 281,582 to 110,602. This may be a consequence of changes in the method
of admeasurement or clearance of tonnage for vessels lost, abandoned, trans-

ferred etc., however an explanation is not offered. Reconstruction of the se-
ries from data drawn from the reports on Commerce and Navigation reveals
that the tonnage reported for 1850 and 1851 are the sum of the "enrolled and
liscenced tonnage" for the ports of Pittsburgh, Wheeling, Mobile, Pearl River,

Vicksburg, New Orleans, Teche, Nashville, Louisville, St. Louis, Cincinnati,

and Miami. For subsequent years aggregation of the same data (with addition

of new river ports: Memphis, Alton, Galena, New Albany, Knoxville, Paducah,
and St. Paul) gives tonnage totals which differ significantly from those re-

ported in Merchant Marine Statistics , 1936. Substitution of these tonnage
totals for the years 1852-1860 gives a continuous series which better reveals
the development of commerce on the western rivers. Even so, this series
must be interpreted with caution, for example the decline in 1856 may be
largely a consequence of clearance from tonnage accounts, vessels lost,

abandoned, transferred, etc., over the period 1855-1858
(
Historical Statistics ,

p. 191).
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TABLE D-K

(Refers to Chart IV- DC)

RECEIPTS ON ALL OHIO CANALS, 1827-1860

Receipts in Receipts in

Year Dollars Year Dollars

1827 1,500 1844 490,818
1828 12,043 1845 452,394
1829 47,941 1846 576,409
1830 60,576 1847 754,196
1831 101,508 1848 754,508
1832 116,830 1849 694,824
1833 187,026 1850 711,022
1834 214,530 1851 799,025
1835 237,581 1852 629,758
1836 261,940 1853 595,539
1837 356,262 1854 485,774
1838 464,999 1855 442,192
1839 506,201 1856 321,074
1840 532,689 1857 327,819
1841 495,439 1858 279,866
1842 463,728 1859 234,679
1843 433,582 1860 267,729

Source: Ernest L. Bogart, Internal Improvements and State Debt in

Ohio; an Essay in Economic History (London: Longmans, Green and
Co., 1924), p. 146.

TABLE E-DC

(Refers to Chart V-DC)

RECEIPTS OF FLOUR AND GRAIN AT BUFFALO FROM THE WEST
1836-1860

Year
Flour in

barrels

139,178
126,805

277,620
294,125
597,142
730,040
734,308
917,517
915,030
746,750

1,374,529

1,857,000

1,249,000

Grain in

bushels *

543,461

550,660
974,751

1,117,262

1,075,888

1,852,325

2,015,928

2,055,025

2,335,568

1,848,040

6,493,342

9,868,187

7,396,012

Flour in Grain in

Year barrels bushels*

1849 1,207,435 8,628,013
1850 1,103,039 6,635,905
1851 1,258,224 11,449,661
1852 1,299,513 13,892,919
1853 975,557 15,574,741

1854 739,756 18,512,465
1855 936,761 20,788,673

1856 1,126,048 20,129,467

1857 845,953 15,348,930

1858 1,536,109 20,005,044
1859 1,420,333 15,229,060
1860 1,122,335 31,441,440

* includes wheat, corn, oats, barley and rye.

Source: U. S. Congress, Senate, Statistics of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
,

38th Congress, 1st Session, 1864, Senate Executive Document No. 55, p. 161.
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TABLE F-K

(Refers to Chart VI-K)

TONNAGE GOING TO WESTERN STATES BY ERIE CANAL
1836-1860

Tons of

Year Merchandise

1836 38,893

1837 25,291

1838 34,629

1839 34,197

1840 22,055

1841 31,040

1842 24,063

1843 37,335

1844 42,415
1845 49,618
1846 58,330

1847 75,883
1848 84,872

Tons of

Year Merchandise

1849 87,899
1850 115,045
1851 177,623
1852 219,799
1853 261,752
1854 331,879
1855 220,466
1856 183,513
1857 108,125
1858 76,890
1859 98,876
1860 119,682

Source: U. S. Congress, Senate, Statistics of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
,

38th Congress, 1st Session, 1864, Senate Executive Document No. 55, p. 133.

TABLE G-rX

(Refers to Chart VII-K)

TONNAGE IN COASTING TRADE, 1816-1860

Year Gross Tons Year Gross Tons Year Gross Tons

1816 507,018 1831 486,792 1846 1,010,278
1817 505,218 1832 577,588 1847 1,113,123
1818 518,561 1833 667,932 1848 1,233,791
1819 538,374 1834 __ __ * 1849 1,310,375
1820 553,274 1835 707,790 1850 1,313,761
1821 580,335 1836 764,046 1851 1,386,260
1822 597,875 1837 831,551 1852 1,483,648
1823 592,775 1838 882,029 1853 1,598,964
1824 614,176 1839 __ __ 1854 2,050,492
1825 614,441 1840 1,010,144 1855 2,207,974

1826 689,049 1841 912,026 1856 2,101,319

1827 758,414 1842 841,496 1857 1,958,174

1828 793,258 1843 857,620 1858 1,999,441

1829 __ __ 1844 862,756 1859 2,010,690
1830 471,132 1845 949,581 1960 2,014,005

U. S. Commerce Department, Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation,

Merchant Marine Statistics, 1936
(
Washington: Governnnlent Printing Office,

1937), pp. 25-29. Above series derived by subtracting tonnage on Northern
Lakes and Western Rivers from series on Coasting Trade which also included

tonnage in internal commerce.

* Data for the years 1829, 1834, & 1839 not available owing to the

absence of returns for the Northern Lakes and Western Rivers.
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TABLE H-K

(Refers to Chart VIII-IX)

CALIFORNIA GOLD PRODUCTION AND GOLD EXPORTS, 1848-1860

Year Total Manifested in Year Total Manifested in

Production' San Francisco Production' San Francisco
for export^

1855

for export^

1848 $ 245,301 $55,485,395 $45,182,631
1849 10,151,360 $ 4,921,250 1856 57,509,411 48,880,543
1850 41,273,106 27,676,346 1857 43,628,172 48,976,697
1851 75,938,232 42,582,695 1858 46,591,140 47,548,025
1852 81,294,700 46,588,434 1859 45,846,599 47,649,462
1853 67,613,487 57,330,034 1860 44,095,163 42,203,345
1854 69,433,931 51,328,653

^ "... [C]ompiled by Louis A. Garnett, for many years manager of the San
Francisco refinery, who had abundant opportunity to eliminate some of the in-

accuracies which have crept into published statements, and which have been
adopted and repeated by subsequent statisticians."

' "... [F]rom U. S. Mining Commissioner J. Ross Browne's Report of

1867, p. 50, shows only the amount of treasure actually manifested for expor-
tation from San Francisco in the respective years."

Source: California State Mining Bureau, Thirteenth Report of the State Miner -

alogist for the Two Years Ending September 15,1896 (Sacramento: Superintend-

ent State Printing, 1896), table inserted between pp. 64 and 65.

TABLE I-K

(Refers to Chart K-K)

WESTERN STATES TERMS OF TRADE
BASE 1824-1846

Year Year Year

1816 57 1831 103 1846 118
1817 64 1832 105 1847 134
1818 61 1833 99 1848 128
1819 62 1834 96 1849 134
1820 47 1835 122 1850 136
1821 42 1836 131 1851 158
1822 47 1837 126 1852 165
1823 67 1838 119 1853 140
1824 70 1839 130 1854 150
1825 67 1840 121 1855 189
1826 70 1841 105 1856 151

1827 69 1842 92 1857 163
1828 71 1843 105 1858 156
1829 82 1844 113 1859 176

1830 82 1845 142 1860 167

Source: Thomas S. Berry,
rket (Cambridge:

, Western Prices Before 1861: a Study of the Clincin-
nati Ma: Harvard University Press, 1943), Appendix B, Table
19.
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TABLE J-K

(Refers to Chart X-K)

RECEIPTS FROM PUBLIC LAND SALES, 5 SOUTHERN STATES* 1815-1860

Year Receipts in Year Receipts in Year Receipts in

thousands thousands thousands

of dollars

332

of dollars

750 1846

of dollars

1815 1830 496
1816 899 1831 1,016 1847 601
1817 2,016 1832 677 1848 445
1B1& 9,063 1833 1,544 1849 413
1819 4,441 1834 3,256 1850 664
1820 1,096 1835 7,159 1851 776

1821 564 1836 7,170 1852 357

1822 353 1837 1,568 1853 1,023

1823 228 1838 817 1854 1,363

1824 283 1839 1,297 1855 927

1825 539 1840 497 1856 685

1826 452 1841 299 1857 808
1827 590 1842 315 1858 862

1828 357 1843 481 1859 1,164

1829 830 1844
1845

368
299

1860 1,089

* Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana and Mississippi.

Source: Arthur H. Cole, "Cyclical and Sectional Variations in the Sale of

Public Lands, 1816-1860," Review of Economic Statistics , K, No, 1 (January

1927), 52.

TABLE K-K
(Refers to Chart XI-K)

RECEIPTS FROM PUBLIC LAND SALES, 7 WESTERN STATES* 1815-1860

Year Receipts in Year Receipts in Year Receipts in

thousands thousands thousands

1815

of dollars

2,078

of dollars

1,658

of dollars

1830 1846 2,386

1816 2,741 1831 2,350 1847 2,672
1817 3,068 1832 2,127 1848 2,088
1818 4,556 1833 2,628 1849 1,328

1819 4,540 1834 2,807 1850 1,124

l£f20 640 1835 9,007 1851 1,797

1821 714 1836 17,765 1852 1,031

1822 663 1837 5,374 1853 3,970
1823 580 1838 3,195 1854 9,771
1824 1,217 1839 5,192 1855 9,215

1825 743 1840 2,251 1856 3,453

1826 677 1841 1,212 1857 1,895

1827 814 1842 1,137 1858 765

1828 862 1843 1,568 1859 450
1829 1,331 1844

1845
1,872

2,163

1860 248

* Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin.

Source: Arthur H. Cole, "Cyclical and Sectional Variations in the Sale of

Public Lands, 1816-1860," loc. cit., p. 52.
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TABLE L-K

(Refers to Chart XH-DC)

UNITED STATES POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY REGIONS
1810-1860

Year South* West* Northeast* Total U.S.

Population
Population %of Population % of Population %of (does not

total total total include

pop. pop. pop. territories)

1810 2,314,556 32.1 961,407 13.3 3,939,895 54.6 7,215,858
1820 2,918,198 30.4 1,845,863 19.2 4,836,722 50.4 9,600,783
1830 3,774,405 29.4 2,980,294 23.2 6,066,169 47.3 12,820,868
1840 4,749,875 27.9 4,960,580 29.1 7,309,186 42.9 17,019,641
1850 6,271,237 27.2 7,494,608 32.5 9,301,417 40.3 23,067,262
1860 7,993,531 25.6 11,796,680 37.8 11,393,533 36.5 31,183,744

South—Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia; West— Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Tennessee,
Wisconsin, California, Nevada and Oregon; Northeast— Connecticut, Delaware,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont.

Source: U. S. Census Bureau, A Compendium of the Ninth Census, June 1, 1870
,

by FYancis A. Walker, Superintendent of Census (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1872), pp. 8-9.

TABLE A-X

(Refers to Chart I-X)

PUBLIC LAND SALES FIVE SOUTHERN STATES (ARKANSAS, ALABAMA,
MISSISSIPPI, LOUISIANA, FLORIDA) AND COTTON PRICES

(AVERAGE NEW YORK PRICES FOR MIDDLING UPLANDS), 1814-1860

(thousands of dollars and cents)

Year Sales Prices Year Sales Prices Year Sales Prices

1814 101 15.0 1830 750 10.04 1846 496 7.87
1815 332 21.0 1831 1,016 9.71 1847 601 11.21

1816 899 29.5 1832 677 9.38 1848 445 8.03
1817 2,016 26.5 1833 1,544 12.32 1849 413 7.55
1818 9,063 24.0 1834 3,256 12.90 1850 664 12.34
1819 4,441 24.0 1835 7,159 17.45 1851 776 12.14

1820 1,096 17.0 1836 7,170 16.50 1852 357 9.50
1821 564 14.32 1837 1,568 13.25 1853 1,032 11.02
1822 353 14.32 1838 817 10.14 1854 1,363 10.97

1823 228 11.40 1839 1,297 13.36 1855 927 10.39

1824 283 14.75 1840 497 8.92 1856 685 10.30

1825 539 18.59 1841 299 9.50 1857 808 13.51

1826 452 12.19 1842 315 7.85 1858 862 12.23

1827 590 9.26 1843 481 7.25 1859 1,164 12.08

1828 357 10.32 1844 368 7.73 1860 1,089 11.00

1829 830 9.88 1845 299 5.63

Source: Land Sales, Arthur H. Cole, "Cyclical and Sectional Variations in the

Sale of Public Lands, 1816-1860," loc. cit., p. 52; Cotton Prices, Matthew B.

Hammond, The Cotton Industry; an Essay in American Economic History
,

Part I, The Cotton Culture and the Cotton Trade (New York: MacMillan, pub-

lished for the American Economic Association, 1897).
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TABLE B-X

(Refers to Chart n-X)

FREIGHT RATES, COTTON, NEW YORK TO LIVERPOOL AND
NEW ORLEANS TO LIVERPOOL, 1820-1860*

(Pence per pound)

New York to New Orleans to New York to New Orleans to
Year Liverpool Liverpool Year

1841

Liverpool

.38

Liverpool

1820 1.25 .50
1821 — 1.00 1842 .31 .50
1822 .62 1.12 1843 .38 .62
1823 .75 1.00 1844 .38 .50
1824 .50 1845 .31 .47
1825 .68 1.00 1846 .31 .50
1826 .62 .96 1847 .25 .62
1827 .62 .80 1848 .19 .46
1828 .44 .62 1849 .19 .46
1829 .38 .56 1850 .19 .37
1830 .50 .62 1851 .16 .44
1831 .56 .75 1852 .22 .46
1832 .44 .68 1853 .25 .56
1833 .44 .62 1854 .28 .69
1834 .41 .62 1855 .22 .48
1835 .38 .50 1856 .19 .50
1836 .44 .62 1857 .16 .47
1837 .56 .75 1858 .19 .48
1838 .68 .88 1859 .19 .48
1839 .62 .70 1860 .25 .56
1840

4i

.68 .88

Source: New York Shipping and Commer cial List and New Orle

rates were we
>ans Price

Current , Issues for the years 1820-1860. Weekly 'ighted by
volume shipped to arrive at an annual rate.

TABLE C-X

(Refers to Chart ni-X)

URBAN POPULATION- A PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION

Ye a r

Area 1790 1800 1810 1820 1830 1840 1850 1860

New England 7.5 8.2 10.1 10.5 14.0 19.4 28.8 36.6

Middle Atlantic 8.7 10.2 11.5 11.3 14.2 18.1 25.5 35.4

East North Central * 0.9 1.2 2.5 3.9 9.0 14.1

West North Central * * 3.5 3.9 10.3 13.4

South Atlantic 2.3 3.4 4.5 5.5 6.2 7.7 9.8 11.5

East South Central 0,6 0.8 1.5 2.1 4.2 5.9

"No figures reported

Source: U. S. Census Bureau Sixteenth Cens us of the United States , Population,
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TABLE A- XI

(Refers to Chart I- XI)

LAND SALES, 7 WESTERN STATES, 1815-1860
(OHIO, ILLINOIS, INDIANA, MICHIGAN, IOWA, WISCONSIN, MISSOURI)

(In thousands of dollars)

Year Ohio Illinois Indiana Michigan Iowa Wisconsin Missouri

1815 1656* 53 369
1816 1332 207 1202 — — —
1817 1416 572 1080 — —
1818 881 1491 1272 119 — 793
1819 958 611 458 52 2461
1820 142 87 272 11 — — 128
1821 155 64 363 9 — — 123
1822 236 35 326 26 — — 40
1823 158 76 203 38 105
1824 243 58 724 94 — 98
1825 194 82 223 136 108
1826 169 110 250 75 73
1827 215 81 263 55 — 200
1828 208 121 315 33 — — 185
1829 277 282 490 90 — — 192
1830 199 402 604 185 — 268
1831 442 420 713 403 — 372
1832 544 261 685 323 314
1833 695 381 692 563 — 297
1834 599 440 843 623 — 21 281
1835 828 2688 2078 2272 317 824
1836 1665 4003 4063 5242 — 720 2072
1837 590 1271 1571 969 — 153 820
1838 305 983 756 122 344 40 645
1839 316 1421 778 175 373 822 1307
1840 41 492 150 33 661 161 713
1841 64 440 120 28 93 128 339
1842 54 544 73 36 64 165 201
1843 19 520 64 17 179 214 555
1844 48 616 137 29 139 333 570
1845 289 611 99 34 264 551 315
1846 151 600 146 36 330 885 238
1847 195 615 348 67 344 800 303
1848 115 374 708 94 195 345 257
1849 77 319 277 63 123 260 209
1850 53 313 135 93 141 97 292
1851 81 421 150 193 250 92 610
1852 58 492 49 49 42 37 304
1853 106 1218 104 331 1015 393 803
1854 95 1562 78 668 4605 1529 1234
1855 14 897 6 410 4310 2039 1539
1856 3 473 18 160 735 760 1304
1857 2 155 11 45 588 121 973
1858 2 12 1 24 97 62 567
1859 5 12 1 37 18 52 325
1860 2 — 31 46 11 41 117

In a small degree estimated.

Source: Arthur H. Cole. "Cyclical and Sectional Variations in the Sale of
Public Lands, 1816-60," loc. cit., p. 52.
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TABLE B-XI

(Refers to Chart II- XI)

PRICES OF PORK, LARD, WHISKEY AND CORN
(9 yr. Moving Averages)

PHILADELPHIA, 1815-1857

Lard Pork Corn Whiskey
Year (? per lb.) ($ per Bbl.) (^ per bu.) (^ per gal.)

1815 16.4 23.22 86.2 61.7

1816 16.1 22.58 85.0 60.6

1817 15.9 22.19 77.3 58.4

1818 15.5 21.80 73.1 52.0

1819 14.7 20.61 72.2 46.6

1820 13.7 19.14 69.6 41.0

1821 13.1 18.03 64.6 36.3

1822 11.8 16.03 56.5 32.8

1823 10.6 14.22 52.9 30.4

1824 9.9 13.47 49.3 29.1

1825 9.6 13.19 48.2 28.0

1826 8.9 13.19 48.6 27.2

1827 8.7 13.33 48.3 27.6

1828 8.7 13.18 48.0 28.0

1829 8.3 13.10 50.2 28.2

1830 8.2 13.21 51.8 28.4

1831 8.5 13.68 52.2 28.4

1832 9.0 15.12 54.4 30.2

1833 9.1 15.93 59.1 32.1

1834 9.9 16.40 61.7 34.1

1835 9.9 17.46 66.9 34.0

1836 9.8 17.63 66.9 32.9

1837 9.5 17.51 65.8 31.3

1838 9.2 16.82 64.8 30.7

1839 9.0 16.21 64.1 29.8

1840 8.6 15.53 61.9 28.4

1841 8.5 14.29 58.2 27.6
1842 8.4 13.24 55.6 24.3

1843 7.9 13.09 54.6 23.0
1844 7.7 11.74 52.3 22.4

1845 7.6 11.16 53.1 22.9

1846 7.9 10.93 54.6 23.5

1847 8.3 11.70 55.5 23.5
1848 8.9 12.83 58.9 23.8

1849 9.4 13.54 60.4 24.3
1850 9.7 13.71 63.8 25.9

1851 10.0 14.43 67.5 28.0

1852 10.6 14.57 69.9 28.6
1853 11.0 16.06 70.3 28.7
1854 11.7 16.88 70.4 28.5
1855 12.0 17.79 72.5 28.6

1856 12.2 18.21 74.1 28.2

1857 18.02 27.8

Source: Thomas S . Berry, Western Prices Before 1861, a Study of the

Cincinnati Market (Cambridge: Harvard Unive:rsity Press, 1943), p. 106.
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TABLE c-xi

(Refers to Chart HI-XI)

ANNUAL INCORPORATIONS, OHIO, 1803-1851, 1856-1860

Year No. Year No. Year No. Year No. Year No. Year No.

1803 2 1812 2 1821 1830 17 1839 67 1848 80
1804 1813 1 1822 1 1831 8 1840 10 1849 103

1805 1814 3 1823 1832 37 1841 9 1850 192
1806 1815 1 1824 2 1833 14 1842 11 1851 170
1807 1816 18 1825 3 1834 31 1843 10 1856 64

1808 2 1817 18 1826 8 1835 38 1844 29 1857 47

1809 3 1818 3 1827 7 1836 71 1845 53 1858 49

1810 1 1819 2 1828 8 1837 92 1846 49 1859 97

1811 1 1820 2 1829 12 1838 55 1847 22 1860 36

ource George H. Evans, Jr., Business Incorporations in the United States,

1800-1943
, (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., 1948),

pp. 160-161.

TABLE D-XI

(Refers to Chart IV- XI)

CINCINNATI, NEW ORLEANS WHOLESALE COMMODITY PRICES,
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES BY FIVE-YEAR PERIODS^

Year Lard (lb.) Mess Pork (Bbl.) Flour (Bbl.) Corn (bu.)

1816-20 $.051 $7.57 $2.16 $-
1821-25 .027 2.81 2.37 .59

1826-30 .024 2.41 1.75 .59

1831-35 .017 2.03 1.29 .64

1836-40 .014 2.67 1.66 .49

1841-45 .006 1.66 .61 .14

1846-50 .005 1.31 .60 .20

1851-55 .006 1.24 .59 .16

1856-60 .007 1.27

TABLE E-XI

.63 .21

(Refers to Chart V--XI)

CINCINNATI, NEW YORK WHOLESALE COMMODITY PRICES,
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES BY FIVE-YEAR PERIODS'

Year Lard (lb.) Mess Pork (Bbl.) Flour (Bbl.) Corn (bu.)

1816-20 $.048 $9.53 $2.48 $.48

1821-25 .031 4.46 2.81 .39

1826-30 .026 4.18 1.78 .36

1831-35 .025 3.48 1.43 .38

1836-40 .020 3.11 2.02 .42

1841-45 .011 2.25 1.37 .30

1846-50 .010 1.06 1.68 .36

1851-55 .007 1.56 1.36 .31

1856-60 .004 1.18 .28 .27

''^Source: Thomas S. Berry
arket (Cambridge:

Western Prices Before 1861, a Study of the Cin-

cinnati M Harvard University Press, 1943), P- 106.
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TABLE F-XI

(Refers to Chart VI-XI)

SHIPMENTS OF FLOUR AND GRAIN FROM CHICAGO
1839-1861

Year

Total, Flour
and Grain
(in bushels) Year

Total, Flour
and Grain
(in bushels) Year

Total, Flour
and Grain
(in bushels) Year

Total, Flour
and Grain
(in bushels)

1839

1840
1841

1842
1843

1844

3,678

10,000

40,000

586,907
688,907

923,494

1845
1846
1847

1848
1849

1850

1,024,620

1,599,819

2,243,201

3,001,740

2,895,959

1,858,928

1851

1852
1853

1854

1855
1856

4,646,521

5,873,141

6,422,181

12,902,320

16,633,645

21,583,221

1857

1858
1859

1860
1861

18,032,678

20,040,178
16,768,857

31,109,059

50,511,862

Source: Eighth Census of the United States, 1860, Agricultur e^, Inti'oduction.

p. cxlix, Table H.

TABLE A-xni

(Refers to Chart I-Xin)

MONTHLY RANGE OF SHORT STAPLE COTTON PRICES IN THE
CHARLESTON MARKET, 1815-1820

(cents per pound)

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Jan.

Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

1815

17 - 18

16 - 18

17 - 20

20 - 22

20 - 22

21 - 25

25 - 28

26 - 28

26 - 28

1818

1816

24 - 28

25i - 28

25 - 28

26 - 28
28 - 3li
30 - 32
30 - 32
30 - 32

25 - 28

23 - 27

21 - 24

24 - 26

1819

25 - 27
23 - 25i
17 - 25

14 - 18

13 - 18

12i - 17i
14 - 18

14 - 18

14 - 18

15 - 18i
15 - 18i
15 - 16

1817

1820

15 - 17

15 - 16i
13 - 16i
14 - 17i
15 - 17i
16 - 20

18 - 20
18 - 20

18 - 19

15i - 20

15 - 16

15i - 16i

Source: Alfred G. Smith, Jr., Economic Readjustment of an Old Cotton State; South

Carolina, 1820-1860 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1958).
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TABLE B-xni

(Refers to Chart II- XIII)

PRICES AND FREIGHT RATES, 1815-1823
(BASE 1830)

Warren- Pearson American Export
Wholesale Price Export Freight Rate

Index Index Index

1815 187 183 363
1816 166 248 238

'

1817 166 240 109
1818 162 245 267
1819 137 195 122
1820 116 144 192
1821 112 128 148
1822 116 136 141
1823 113 114 147

Sources: G. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson, Wholesale Prices for 213 Years
,

1720-1932 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1932), Part I, pp. 8-9; Export
Index, see discussion in Appendix III. Freight Rate Index, North, "Ocean
Freight Rates and Economic Development, 1750-1913," loc. cit.

TABLE A-XV

(Refers to Chart I- XV)

AVERAGE PRICES OF WHEAT AND CORN AT NEW YORK'
1845-1861

Corn' Wheat^

1845 .56 1.08

1846 .70 1.12

1847 .87 1.42

1848 .64 1.21

1849 .63 1.26

1850 .63 1.29

1851 .621 1.10

1852 .68 1.13

1853 .7li 1.41

1854 .85 2.25

1855 1.00 2.46

1856 .72 1.83

1857 .82i 1.72

1858 .82 1.37

1859 .88i 1.50

1860 .75 1.54

1861 .64 1.47

'Data for highest price in the range of average prices
'Corn, Northern
^Quoted prices for Wheat, Western for years 1845-48 and Wheat, Genesee for

years 1849-61.

Source: U.S. Congress, House, Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, on the

State of the Finances, for the Year Ending June 30, 1863 , 38th Congress, 1st

Session, 1864, Document No. 3, pp. 382-398.





APPENDIX III

EXPDRT AND IMPORT

PRICE INDICES 1790-lBBO





I. Method and Sources of Data Used in Construction of Export

Price Index, 1790-1815

A. Calculation of Export Index: As the first step in the calcula-

tion of the export price index a basic Laspeyres price relative index

is calculated for the eleven commodities covered during the period

1790-1815. The bases used for this index are the years 1790, 1795,

1800, 1805, and 1810. Second, these eleven series of price relatives

are weighted by the annual export value of each commodity in re-

lation to its percentage of the value of exports of all commodities

included in the index. For example, in the year 1797, the basic

Laspeyres index calculated for flour to the base 1795 stood at 79.0,

and the value of flour as a percentage of the value of total exports

of the eleven commodities stood at 24.8 per cent. By multiplying

the index by the relative percentage determined, the weighted

price relative for flour is obtained for the year 1797. This process

is repeated for each commodity and for each year. These weighted

price relatives are then summed over all commodities for any given

year. The result of this summation is the unlinked weighted index

of price relatives. The final export index is obtained by linking the

weighted index of price relatives to the base 1790.

B. Sources of Data: Prices used in the derivation of these rela-

tives with few exceptions, as noted below, originate in Arthur

Harrison Cole's study of wholesale prices in five cities, Boston,

Charleston, New York, New Orleans, and Philadelphia: Whole-

sale Prices in the United States. In calculation of weights the annual

quantities of each commodity exported were multiplied by those

prices selected for use in the construction of the index. The export

quantities which were used originate, with one exception noted

below, in Charles H. Evans' compilations from the Annual Reports

on Commerce and Navigation.

Insofar as was possible, the prices selected for each commodity
are those from the city of its most likely export; however, since

many series are incomplete or comprise varying quantities of the

commodity, Philadelphia prices have been used contrary to what
the general pattern of export traffic would suggest. The series em-

ployed along with the commodities comprising the index as well

as difficulties peculiar to inclusion of these commodities are as

267
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follows: (1) Wheat—Philadelphia, does not enter into the calcula-

tions for 1814 for want of reliable data on quantity exported;

(2) Flour—Philadelphia; (3) Rice—Charleston, data on quantities

exported reported in tierces and on prices in units of one hundred

pounds; on the strength of a study published by the United States

Department of Agriculture Bureau of Statistics, Circular 34, (Rice

Crop in the United States 1712-1911) by George K. Holmes, a

tierce of six hundred pounds was used in converting tierces to

pounds; (4) Beef—Philadelphia, quality of beef in price quota-

tions changed from Boston (1790-1794) to mess (1795-1815) in

1795; (5) Fish (dried cod)—Philadelphia, quantities used in com-

puting annual weights include all dried and smoked fish exported;

(6) Cotton (upland) -Boston 1790-1795, Charleston 1796-1815,

quantities exported for the years 1793-1795 were taken from

Timothy Pitkin's A Statistical View of the Commerce of the United

States of America rather than from the compilations of Charles H.

Evans, and the value of cotton exports for the year 1790 by which

the index for that year is weighted was taken from the compilations

of Charles H. Evans; (7) Tobacco (James River ) —Philadelphia,

data on the quantities exported reported in hogsheads and on prices

in units of one hundred pounds; on the strength of the findings of

Joseph Clarke Robert reported in Tobacco Kingdom weights of

1,000, 1,100, and 1,400 pounds were used in converting hogsheads

to pounds for the periods 1790-1799, 1800-1810, and 1811-1815,

respectively; (8) Whale Oil—Philadelphia, quantities exported used

in the calculation of annual weights do not include sperm oil;

(9) Boards, pine—Philadelphia, quantities exported used in the

calculation of annual weights include all boards, planks and

scantling exported; (10) Staves—Philadelphia, quantities used in

calculating annual weights include all staves and heading exported;

(11) Turpentine—Philadelphia, quantity exported for the year 1795

estimated to be 40,000 barrels.

As a measure of the coverage of the index, listed below are the

annual percentages of total exports which the above eleven exports

comprise. While the actual coverage is far from ideal, the frag-

mentary information of the period suggests that the price behavior

of these commodities was representative of price movements for

exports during the period.
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Percentage of

Year Total Exports

1790 89.9

1791 70.9

1792 73.0

1793 64.7

1794 50.2

1795 45.8

1796 38.4

1797 32.5

1798 39.8

1799 35.0

1800 34.1

1801 35.5

1802 36.7

1803 56.7

1804 38.7

1805 32.5

1806 29.5

1807 33.5

1808 25.5

1809 43.1

1810 50.7

1811 54.0

1812 62.5

1813 65.5

1814 76.0

1815 82.1
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II. Method and Sources of Data Used in Construction of Import

Price Index 1790-1815

A. Problems: For the period 1790 to 1815, the problems involved

in the construction of an import index are considerably greater than

for construction of an export index. This is owing to a number of

things, particularly the larger number of significantly important

commodities entering into the import trade and the lack of good

statistical series on prices and quantities of goods imported. The
problem is particularly acute with regard to manufactured com-

modities. For the most part these goods entered the country under

ad valorem duties, and as contrasted to those goods entering under

specific duties the quantities imported are indistinguishable by

commodity in customs records. Also, the quality of manufactured

commodities has been more inclined to change, which heightens
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the problem of finding useable price and quantity data. As a con-

sequence, it has been necessary to resort to judgments of a some-

times arbitrary nature where suitable data has not been available.

For ten commodities, primarily foodstuffs, suitable data was

adequate for construction of an index using the method employed

in construction of the export index for this same period. However,

inasmuch as the commodities are primarily foodstuffs, the index

can hardly be considered representative of American imports. To
make it more representative, three additional series of prices were

combined with the ten-commodity index. These consist of an Eng-

lish series on yarn, an English series on cloth and stockings and

Anne Bezanson's textile series taken from Wholesale Prices in

Philadelphia 1784^1861. In the final index, the three textile series

were given a combined weight of forty and the ten-commodity

index a weight of sixty.

B. Sources of Data: Prices used in the derivation of these rela-

tives originate in Arthur Harrison Cole's study of wholesale prices

in five cities, Boston, Charleston, New York, New Orleans and

Philadelphia: Wholesale Prices in the United States and Prices

and Wages in England fram the Twelfth to the Ninetenth Century

by W. H. Beveridge and others. For calculation of weights, annual

quantities of each commodity imported were multiplied by the

corresponding commodity's price (the price selected for use in the

index). The export quantities which were used originate in the

American State Papers.

The commodities comprising the index, along with the name of

the city in which the prices were recorded (for those prices taken

from Cole) or Greenwich Hospital (for those prices taken from

Beveridge), as well as difficulties peculiar to inclusion of these

commodities, are as follows: (1) Sugar ( brown ) —Philadelphia;

(2) Coffee (St. Domingo)—Philadelphia; (3) Tea (hyson)—New
York, for want of a New York unit price tea not included in the

index for 1792; (4) Wine (Madeira)—Philadelphia, quality of

wine in price quotations changed from unspecified (1790-1795) to

best London particular (1796-1815) in 1796; (5) Molasses-Phila-

delphia, quality of molasses in price quotations was as follows: un-

specified 1790-May 1800, West India July 1800-October 1802,

Havana November 1802-1813, and West India 1814-1815; (6)

Steel (English blistered)—Philadelphia, steel not included in cal-
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culation of index for 1795 owing to an unreliable import quantity

reported in the American State Papers (5,411,123 cwt. as against

10,805 cwt. and 7,024 cwt. for the preceding and following years,

respectively); (7) Nails (assorted sizes ) —Philadelphia 1790-1813,

1815 and New York 1814, spikes included with nails for all years

excepting 1793-1794; (8) Salt-Philadelphia, not included in the

calculation of the index for the years 1809-1813 owing to the un-

availability of data on quantities imported; (9) Shoes (men and

women)—Greenwich Hospital, prices recorded at Greenwich for

shoes common; (10) Bar and Other Lead—Greenwich Hospital,

quantities imported reported changed from Bar and Other Lead

(1790-1803) to Lead and Manufactures of Lead (1804-1815) in

1804 while the prices used are for sheet and cast lead for the entire

period with the exception of 1806 for which a unit price was not

reported, and hence lead is not included in the index of 1806.

C. Method of Calculation: As the first step in the calculation of

the import index a basic Laspeyres price relative index is calculated

for ten commodities imported during the period 1790-1815. The

bases used for this index are the years 1790, 1795, 1800, 1805, and

1810. Second, these ten series of price relatives are weighted by

the annual import values of each commodity in relation to its per-

centage of the value of imports of all commodities included in this

index. The final sub-index is obtained by linking the weighted index

of price relatives to the base 1790.

The English yarn series was taken from G. R. Porter's Progress

of the Nation. Price relatives were calculated from the unit prices

in five year series with respective bases of 1790, 1795, 1800, 1805,

and 1810, and were subsequently combined with the series of

relatives for cloth and stockings and Bezanson's textiles, each

receiving equal weight, and Hnked to give a single textile series

with a base of 1790.

The cloth and stocking series was derived from Beveridge and

consists of stocking prices as recorded at Greenwich Hospital, blue

cloth—Greenwich Hospital, choristers cloth—Winchester College,

and students cloth—Eton College. Price relatives for each of these

commodities were calculated as outlined above, combined into a

single series, each receiving equal weight, and subsequently com-

bined with the yarn and Bezanson series and linked as outlined

above.
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The Bezanson series is comprised of both domestic and imported

textile fabrics: checks—domestic, cordage—domestic and imported,

diaper ( Hnen )—domestic, duck (ravens) and (bear ravens)—im-

ported, and sheeting (Russian brown) and (Russian white)—im-

ported. From the Bezanson data, price relatives were calculated

(in this case from other price relatives rather than from actual unit

prices) and combined with the other two textile series and linked

as indicated above.

In arriving at the final index, the linked relatives series for tex-

tiles was combined with the linked relatives series for the ten com-

modities in accordance with the aforementioned weights of forty

and sixty, respectively.

As a measure of coverage of the index, listed below are the

annual percentages of total imports which the above listed ten

commodities comprise. As in the case of the export index, the

coverage is far from satisfactory, but the price behavior of the

commodities covered does appear to be representative of the be-

havior of import prices for the period.

Percentage of

Year Total Imports

1790 28.6

1791 21.9

1792 24.8

1793 44.3

1794 45.6

1795 32.8

1796 35.3

1797 35.5

1798 40.4

1799 28.6

1800 30.0

1801 23.8

1802 30.8

1803 23.5

1804 44.2

1805 37.4

1806 32.1

1807 30.8

1808 40.3

1809 30.1

1810 20.5

1811 29.8

1812 24.6

1813 51.2

1814 96.2

1815 23.5
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III. Method and Sources of Export and Import Price Indices,

1815-1860

The basic source of quantity and value data from which the ex-

port and import price indices are constructed is the annual publi-

cation of the United States Treasury, Commerce and Navigation

of the United States, 1821-1860.^ Deficient coverage for the pur-

poses of the index in this source has led to the use of the following

sources.

In construction of the Export Price Index: U. S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics, Bulletin No. 376, Appendix F. Wholesale Prices in the

United States, 1801-1840. U. S. Congress, Report of the Secretary

of the Treasury on the State of the Finances, for the Year Ending,

June 30, 1863, 38th Congress, 1st Session, 1864, Document No. 3.

In construction of the Import Price Index: Monthly Summary of

Commerce and Finance, Vol. 7, Pt. 3, p. 2636. Great Britain, Parlia-

ment, Annual Reports on Foreign Trade, 1850-1854.

Remarks: (1) The question of under-reporting and under-valua-

tion in American statistics has been explored in D. C. North's

"Balance of Payments," loc. cit., p. 575-576. (2) Considerations of

qualitative changes in the commodities entering into trade have

been ignored in preparation of the indices.

Economic Classes: Economic classification follows the principles

employed by the Foreign Trade Division of the Bureau of the

Census in the construction of the current "Schedule B," Statistical

Classification of Domestic and Foreign Commerce Exported from

the United States, Part II, Numerical classification and articles in-

cluded (January 1, 1945 Ed.), and "Schedule D," Imports, etc. The
basis of this classification is labor added to the produce of the

forest, the sea, the field and the mine, and was adopted by the

Bureau of the Census in 1906. Discussion of this principle of classi-

fication is to be found in Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the

'I U.S. Congress, House, Domestic Exports, 1789-1883. House Miscellaneous

Document No. 2236, compiled by C. H. Evans. 48th Congress, 1st Session,

1883-1884 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1884).
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U. S., (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1906), pp.

15-16. The five economic classes as found in Historical Statistics

of the United States, 1789-1945, Series M. 56-67, are used for class

weighting for the period of 1850-1860. For imports, betwen 1821

and 1850 three classes have been used: (1) Raw materials and

crude foods, (2) Processed foods, and (3) Manufactures and semi-

manufactures. Annual values are calculated from Foreign Com-
merce and Navigation of the U. S., Imports, and are presented in

Table 7. For exports, all five economic classes are calculated from

1820-1850, from data in Domestic Exports, 1789-1883 and are pre-

sented in Table 5.

B

The Sample: The index sample of the population represented by

the trade statistics is largely limited to those commodities for which

both value and quantity data are given. Since few quantity series

are given with textile manufacturing values, it is primarily here

that outside sources have been used to improve the sample. See

Table IX for coverage of the sample.

Construction of the Export and Import Indices: The import and

export indices for 1815-1820 and 1820-1850 can be characterized

as price-value indices constructed by linking five-year period in-

dices from 1815-1820 and ten-year period indices from 1820-1860.

Sixth and eleventh years are calculated on the base of the period

indices to permit linking. In the periods, sub-indices are calculated

for economic classes and combined according to the proportion

that the aggregate value of the class represents the aggregate value

of exports or imports. Commodity prices, in the determination of

the class indices, are weighted by the aggregate value of the com-

modity relative to the aggregate value of the class sample. Al-

ternatively, this weighting procedure may be expressed as the

weighting of commodity prices in each class by the average value

of the commodity in the period.

Exceptions in practice to the above formulation are: Because of

the lack of quantitative data for imports in 1820, the sub-indices for

the period 1815 to 1820 run on to 1821 and the subsequent index
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is calculated from 1821 to 1830 (1821 and 1830 being the extra

years ) . The 1815-1821 index is weighted by average values of com-

modities from 1815 to 1819; the 1821-1830 index by average values

from 1821 to 1829. Averages after 1820 are determined for the ten

years including the decade years, 1820, 1830, 1840, 1850, with the

exception noted above, and eleven year averages are employed

for the period 1850-1860.

As the first step in the calculation of the export-import price

indices for 1815-1820 and 1820-1860, the individual class indices

are calculated for five and ten year periods. Letting Cti^^^ = the

fc'th class index number for the f'th year, the computational formula

is:

lE
(1) c^T = ioo<

p(i)

X (Pi' Qi'-^n' Q^*'+ .... +P^' Q^')

where N equals 10 for 1820-1860, 5 for 1815-1820 and ?\ the price

of the i'th commodity in the first year of the five or ten year period.

The overall index Iti = the index number for the t'th year. The

overall index is calculated by the same method, the class indices

being weighted by the average value of the class of commodities

over the five year or ten year period. Letting Iti represent the final

index number for the t'th year, the computational formula is:

E V C
(2) I„= '-^

(k) ^^ (k)

tl

k
(k)

Z V
k = l

where K equals the number of classes and V^^^ =

m'

X; (Pr^ QP+Pf Q^^^+ .
. . +PS^ Q^O

1 = 1

all p's and q's are drawn from the k'th class of commodities, m'

equals the total number of commodities in the k'th class.
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Class Reiveighting: The decision to reweight class indices by the

proportions of actual class values of the total values is taken be-

cause certain commodities could not be included in the class

indices.

Periodization: Two reasons underly the decision to employ the

five- and ten-year periodization in the construction of the indices.

(1) Within economic classes, commodity proportions of totals

change radically. For example, cotton rises from a small fraction

of raw materials exported in 1790 to almost half the value of total

exports in 1860. Wheat and flour, important in the era of the

Napoleonic Wars, dwindle to relative unimportance in the three

succeeding decades, and with the Irish famine and the abolition

of the corn laws again increase to percentages as high as 10 and

12 per cent of exports. (2) The second reason for periodization

arises from the character of the data. Only a few usable series are

available in early years. In the later years, as greater attention was

paid by the government to the extent and quality of its statistical

reporting, many more series are usable. Through periodization, the

period indices can be constructed from data available in the period;

and in a subsequent period when more data is available, larger

samples may be used.

Weighting by Averages of Period Value: In the context of the

decision to use a price value index there appear to be two major

alternatives: (1) Base year weighting or given year weighting,

(2) Weighting by an average of base and given years. (Weighting

by averages is in effect weighting the sum of values in base and

given years, and since comparability within periods rather than

only between two years is sought, for the purpose of the index

averages (totals) of values of all years are used.)

Considering the radical fluctuations of values around trends in

the periods and the decision to periodize the index by half-decades

before 1820 and by decades after 1820, provision can be made for

highly significant occurrences, such as the change of demand for

wheat in the 1840's, the exploitation of Californian gold in the

1850's or the shifts in demand consequent upon repeal of the corn

laws and the Crimean War, by averaging all of the values in the
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period. Under these random fluctuations, the period indices could

be carried substantially out of relationship to the realities of trade

in the period if either beginning year or end year values were em-

ployed as weights. In averaging, it is further attempted to avoid

distortions due to periodization where beginning or end years of

periods fall at one time in the prosperous phase of the cycle and at

another in a depressed phase.

The considerations above generally refer to a choice between

single year weighting and weighting by the total of values in the

period. Both of these methods, because we are dealing with a price-

value index, involve the multiplication of the price in the year for

which the index number is being determined with the price or the

prices that appear in the weight. There is subsequently division of

the result of weighting by a similar weighting required in deter-

mination of the value of the weighted relatives of the base year.

This applies not to the commodity but to the index, and must occur

because the significance of weighting lies in the distribution of

some total, for example, one, over a number of price relatives, and

observing the variations eflFected in the total derived from varia-

tions of the relative multiplied against the parts of the distributed

weight.

It is to be expected, because of the relation of commodity rela-

tives and commodity quantities alone, that, with the use of a single

year weight, the conditions of that year which have led to either

large or small quantities will affect the values of the index for sub-

sequent years. When, however, commodity relatives are combined

with commodity quantities and prices (or values), a further ele-

ment appears to affect subsequent values of the index. If in the

base year prices are high and quantities are small, or the position

of average of all commodities is high on the demand curve and

in subsequent years supply shifts so that prices fall and quantities

increase, the index will understate or overstate what might be ex-

pected to be the true level of prices depending on whether the ag-

gregate demand curve has an elasticity greater or less than unity.

The tendency here will be offset by the relation of base year price

to subsequent prices caused by the division through of weighted

and aggregated relatives by the base year weighted aggregate.

If now, rather than base year weights—or for that matter given

year weights—averages of the period are used, there will be a multi-
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plication in each value of the index of the price of each commodity

with all other prices of the commodity in the period. This, coupled

with the previous argument, will prevent the biases to be expected

from single year weighting but will have a tendency to accentuate

the fluctuations in the index. Fluctuations will be exaggerated be-

cause if price is initially low and then rises, high relatives in the

later period will be multiplied with a total including these high

prices, and then divided, in reduction of weighted relatives to an

index, by the total multiplied with the initially low price of the

base year and conversely. Also there will be a squaring of prices

both in the numerator and in the denominator of the ratio giving

rise to the index value. If, again, prices are low initially and high in

the later period, given the character of a sum of squares, reduction

of the series of weighted relatives to index numbers will involve

the division of the square of a small number by the square of a

large number, the result of which can be expected to be relatively

high, relative to the result of division of the given year price by

the base year price. This process too would seem to accentuate

fluctuation, but possibly only on the upward side. In the attempt to

determine the terms of trade in the years of the period, exaggera-

tion of fluctuations in the indices employed will amplify the result.

Upon the number of observations in the period, the number of

values of individual years that are averaged, will depend the

degree of amplification. The extreme case is weighting relatives

by annual values.

Consideration of Weighting and Periodization: Examining the

three decisions— (1) to employ a price-value index, (2) to periodize

and (3) to weight—together, it may be observed that periodization

will, if the period chosen happens to be on the average prosperous

or on the average poor, be accentuated in the period index, if not

compensated, by particular circumstances of the movements of

prices and quantities in the period. Considering their effect, the

rationale of the periods chosen may be investigated. In the case of

the indices developed in section B, the reasons for periodization

already given must be weighted against the probability of the ele-

ment of amplification suggested here.

Relationship of the Economic Class Index (Equation (1) to the

Paasche and Laspeyres Index Numbers: If, in the weights shown

in equation ( 1 ) , all terms except the P't Q\ are dropped, it is seen
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that the Paasche index is obtained. Also of the weights shown in

equation ( 1 ) , if all terms except P^ QS are dropped, the Laspeyres

index results.

Problems Arising Through Use of the Laspeyres Index: If the

price relatives are correlated with the weights used, then the choice

of a base year will influence the results. For example, if com-

modities with falling prices are commodities whose weights in-

crease, the use of initial year weights will yield an index under-

weighting the commodities whose prices are declining.

The economic class indices derived in the previous section at-

tempt to avoid this diflBculty in that the weights used are average

weights for the period. The simple interpretation given to the

Paasche and Laspeyres indices may no longer be applied to the

index derived in section B, nor may the standard tests, such as

factor reversal, conformity to the ideal index, and so on. However,

weights applied are average weights and most likely yield a result

intermediate between the Laspeyres and Paasche indices.
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TABLE I

UNITED STATES EXPORT AND IMPORT PRICE INDEXES, 1815-1860

1830 - 100

Year Exports Imports

1815 182.98 222.7

1816 248.22 194.9

1817 240.35 176.8

1818 245.46 189.7

1819 194.74 171.9

1820 144.17 151.2

1821 127.92 134.0

1822 136.32 133.6

1823 114.37 127.7

1824 126.16 119.8

1825 152.47 127.1

1826 114.78 121.6

1827 - 102.53 111.1

1828 102.10 112.3

1829 107.07 105.9

1830 100.00 100.0

1831 98.77 95.8

1832 104.63 93.6

1833 115.08 100.0

1834 127.01 103.3

1835 149.81 101.3

1836 155.37 109.6

1837 142.57 104.1

1838 115.87 90.8

1839 155.85 97.8

1840 99.73 94.0

1841 110.19 91.3

1842 93.84 82.8

1843 75.83 79.4

1844 89.20 78.2
1845 78.32 80.9

1846 92.79 81.6

1847 112.79 82.3

1848 94.29 74.1

1849 84.17 72.0

1850 120.72 74.2

1851 123.72 78.8

1852 96.30 75.5

1853 93.50 83.3

1854 116.74 83.2

1855 119.04 84.7

1856 124.43 89.8

1857 141.90 95.8

1858 128.29 91.7

1859 126.46 90.2

1860 119.81 92.2

Sources: For derivation of table, see Appendix HI.
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TABLE n

EXPORT PRICE INDEXES BY ECONOMIC CLASSES, 1815-1860

Base 1830

Raw Processed Semi-
Year Materials

196.1

Raw Foods

150.9

Foods manufactures

136.3

Manufactures

1815 172.7 184.5

1816 300.8 197.7 202.1 146.9 178.3

1817 260.4 221.6 240.6 129.3 178.3

1818 294.2 232.0 204.7 122.5 170.9

1819 223.8 173.9 166.3 118.6 193.9

1820 169.6 146.3 101.2 102.8 172.9

1821 155.5 104.7 88.4 94.0 165.5

1822 156.2 120.5 118.4 99.3 148.3

1823 114.3 118.9 123.0 105,1 133.5

1824 143.4 104.7 112.9 96.0 130.0

1825 192.0 122.5 105.7 96.8 135.5

1826 125.3 119.3 97.2 94.6 120.3

1827 101.1 126.1 105.0 90.9 117.4

1828 102.7 96.3 102.5 96.0 116.2

1829 100.5 100.0 126.4 103.4 109.8

1830 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1931 92.3 118.6 110.0 92.2 108.6

1932 99.5 118.6 112.9 89.7 108.1

1833 112.7 125.1 115.0 85.7 106.3

1834 129.1 117.9 106.1 89.0 102.8

1835 155.0 132.7 114.9 95.6 114.1

1836 115.9 129.7 146.4 112.5 126.3

1837 137.7 150.6 170.6 106.8 116.4

1838 106.2 159.4 152.7 100.6 110.6

1839 155.7 173.2 147.9 105.7 121.9

1840 93.6 123.6 110.7 92.4 101.6

1841 107.9 127.0 99.3 93.5 102.8
1842 84.2 124.1 100.2 92.4 90.2
1843* 65.4 98.3 83.9 84.7 81.3

1844 82.7 109.0 85.8 88.1 96.4

1845 62.9 112.0 95.7 93.2 88.3

1846 80.8 137.7 98.3 97.0 95.9

1847 101.8 179.7 119.7 90.9 95.4

1848 79.0 152.1 113.6 86.7 87.9

1849 59.3 134.6 100.1 87.1 83.5

1850 156.2 133.1 98.3 101.8 93.7

1851 127.5 123.1 100.2 100.8 105.4

1852 87.1 124.3 101.0 107.1 91.6

1853 76.8 141.4 111.9 114.1 98.6

1854 101.5 183.5 132.0 114.8 103.6

1855 95.2 200.1 161.7 107.1 110.4

1856 103.7 198.3 156.4 112,0 119.2

1857 113.9 171.5 145.3 116.5 132.4

1858 124.2 135.2 121.2 125.8 119.8

1859 121.4 134.2 126.5 123.6 107.1

1860 112.5 135.0 123.8 113.4 112.6

Based on 9 months only
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TABLE m
IMPORT CLASS PRICE INDEXES, 1815-1860

Bases 1830

Raw Mat. and Manufactured Manufactures
Year Crude Food

170.9

Foods and Semi-mfg.

1815 275.5 239.6
1816 169.2 222.3 203.7
1817 148.7 201.1 186.9

1818 160.6 195.6 203.7

1819 162.3 173.6 177.3

1820 150.4 148.8 153.3

1821 145.3 129.5 131.8

1822 151.8 129.0 129.4

1823 151.4 121.3 122.3

1824 134.1 100.8 119.8

1825 138.0 124.8 125.1

1826 133.1 129.2 116.6

1827 113.5 127.4 106.9

1828 113.3 129.0 108.3

1829 112.3 112.7 102.7

1830 100.0 100.0 100.0

1831 100.6 98.4 93.8

1832 109.8 103.7 86.5

1833 122.3 116.7 89.7

1834 129.1 117.2 92.4

1835 118.4 116.8 92.9

1836 118.5 147.8 99.6

1837 117.1 129.9 95.1

1838 97.9 81.5 90.3

1839 102.5 123.0 91.4

1840 102.4 106.3 89.0

1841 104.9 104.8 84.7

1842 95.2 84.2 78.5

1843* 88.7 82.8 75.7

1844 80.9 95.4 74.2

1845 85.9 106.3 74.9

1846 75.9 103.3 79.0

1847 77.7 100.5 80.0

1848 77.0 91.9 70.0

1849 75.0 85.2 68.6

1850 79.0 90.2 69.7

1851 95.9 90.7 71.1

1852 88.2 85.8 69.6

1853 98.6 90.3 77.4

1854 101.2 89.6 76.6

1855 95.4 99.2 78.8

1856 100.6 125.2 79.9

1857 103.1 158.8 81.7

1858 103.1 135.6 80.0

1859 106.0 127,7 78.3

1860 97.5 133.3 78.0

Based on 9 months only

Note: The series 1850-1860 represents a combination of 2 series each under
Raw Materials and Crude Foods, and Manufactures and Semi-manufactures.
The individual series are weighted by their per cent of value in the grouping.
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TABLE IV

EXPORTED COMMODITIES INCLUDED IN ECONOMIC CLASSES IN
SUBPERIODS 1815-1860; INCLUSION INDICATED BY WEIGHT
GIVEN IN CALCULATION OF SUBPERIOD CLASS INDEXES.

WEIGHTS ARE ANNUAL AVERAGE VALUE OF
COMMODITY IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

1815-20 1820-30 1830-40 1840-50 1850-60

Class 1

Raw Materials
Cotton 15,673 25,655 52,881 55,341 123,606

Tobacco 5,966 5,589 7,466 8,166 14,177

Hops 14 34 65 71 185

Ginseng 72 150 106 174 115

Class 2

Crude Foods
Rice 2,302 2,006 2,223 2,359 2,178

Wheat 162 182 255 1,564 7,503
Indian Corn 850 389 268 3,303 3,750

Class 3

Manufactured Foods
Wheat Flour 9,712 4,904 5,658 10,043 18,014

Sugar, refined 9 43 300 314 325

Pickled Pork 763 772 987 1,926 3,196

Bacon and Hams 102 170 150 1,209 2,424
Lard 264 525 785 2,173 3,471

Butter 157 144 159 437 634
Cheese 60 43 62 560 716

Dry Fish 722 733 671 581 441

Pickled nsh 261 249 225 149 154

Class 4

Semi- Manufactures
Boards 1,203 883 1,093 1,265 1,763

Staves 1,101 585 723 549 1,157

Ashes 961 1,159 713 726 541

Whale Oil 259 301 980 1,057 515

Sperm Oil 51 44 116 521 1,279

Naval Stores 435 408 618 812 1,681

Furs 403 595 775 796 1,019
Whale Bone 5 48 206 452 937

Class 5

Manufactures
Cotton Mfgs. 2,520 3,955 5,565

Nails 63 96 134 193

Gun Powder 102 144 160 129 327

Soap 361 745 520 381 468

Sperm Candles 165 226 277 231 92

Tallow Candles 125 250 282 325 689

Tobacco Mfgs, 261 195 443 594 1,953
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TABLE V

VALUE OF DOMESTICALLY PRODUCED EXPORTS BY ECONOKDC CLASS
1820-1860

(in thousands of dollars)

Raw Crude Processed Semi- Manu-
Year Materials Foods Foods Manufacture facture Total

1820 30,914 2,284 9,851 5,611 2,924 51,684
1821 26,498 1,894 8,077 3,682 3,521 43,672
1822 30,096 2,092 9,221 3,843 3,622 49,874

1823 27,308 2,447 8,725 4,652 3,813 47,155

1824 27,853 2,441 9,963 4,893 5,502 50,650
1825 43,755 2,557 9,061 5,317 6,255 66,945

1826 31,029 2,482 8,805 4,057 6,077 52,450

1827 36,402 3,108 8,624 3,606 6,078 57,878

1828 28,211 2,819 8,738 4,033 6,176 49,977

1829 32,011 3,226 9,800 4,111 5,939 55,087

1830 35,745 2,387 9,671 4,337 6,385 58,525

1831 30,772 3,141 14,393 4,579 6,334 59,219

1832 38,159 2,661 9,752 4,831 6,323 61,726

1833 42,639 3,300 10,907 5,128 7,977 69,951

1834 56,823 2,496 8,986 4,696 7,623 80,624

1835 74,173 3,008 8,973 5,550 8,755 100,459

1836 82,197 2,819 7,790 6,240 7,526 106,571

1837 69,671 2,660 6,932 6,484 8,533 94,280

1838 69,448 2,065 7,537 6,585 9,926 95,561

1839 71,733 2,926 11,234 5,838 9,895 101,626

1840 74,185 4,138 14,947 6,352 12,039 111,661

1841 67,753 3,418 13,766 6,973 11,727 103,837

1842 57,610 3,462 13,421 7,364 9,942 91,799
1843* 54,383 2,362 8,814 4,260 7,868 77,687

1844 62,976 3,344 14,611 7,180 11,421 99,532
1845 59,966 3,291 13,343 9,022 12,834 98,456

1846 52,306 6,211 21,477 8,267 13,457 101,718

1847 61,269 25,852 42,849 7,368 12,910 150,248

1848 770,001 9,390 28,829 6,164 15,820 130,204

1849 72,615 12,608 26,546 6,028 13,913 131,710
1850 82,390 7,413 19,259 7,306 18,532 134,900

1851 124,519 5,369 19,702 6,203 22,799 178,620

1852 100,687 7,237 19,837 6,075 21,095 154,931

1853 124,292 8,019 26,620 6,451 24,488 189,869

1854 107,590 22,153 46,688 10,878 26, 677 213,985

1855 108,685 10,920 33,009 11,304 28,833 192,751

1856 145,375 28,578 53,325 8,041 31,118 266,438
1857 158,052 31,207 48,559 11,304 30,052 278,907
1858 155,248 17,545 38,534 9,866 30,158 251,351

1859 190,114 10,147 32,437 10,672 35,023 278,392

1860 216,998 12,166 38,625 12,642 35,811 316,242

*Based on nine months only.

Class values for the years 1820-1850 calculated from HMD No. 2236, Evans Re-
port, Table 3, pp. 61-71, showing the values of the produce of the Sea, Forest,

Agriculture, and Manufactures, 1803-1850. Class values for 1851-1860 are
taken from Historical Statistics , series M 56-61. Historical Statistics also

gives class values for 1820-wrongly given as 1821-1830, 1840, and 1850.
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TABLE V (cont.)

Comparisons in these years of the values above show slight variations due to

differing classifications underlying both sets of figures. The HS classification

is the 1906 classification described in text abovej the classification adopted to

reorganize the data as presented in Evans is the current Schedule B, (1958).

Since the 1906 classification is the forerunner of Schedule B, discrepancy ex-
ists only with respect to minor commodities. A further difficulty arises from
heading inclusions in Table 3 that do not allow for separation of commodities
in conformity with the requirements of either the 1906 schedule or Schedule B.

As a consequence of this manufactures from 1820 to 1829 have been calculated

as a residual after the other four classifications have been determined.
Included in the series, value of all manufactures, in the original table, is ex-

ports of gold and silver coin from 1826 to 1850. These values have been de-

ducted both from the class manufactures and the total series as given in the

table.

The following commodities are included in the classes above:

Raw Materials
Ginseng
Horses and Mules
Sheep
Wool
Tobacco
Cotton

Wax
Hemp
Indigo

Flaxseed
Hops

Processed Foods
Dried fish or Cod Fisheries
Pickled Fish or River Fisheries

Herring, Shad, Salmon,
Mackerel

Beef, Tallow, Hides and Horned
Cattle

Butter and Cheese
Pork (Pickled), Bacon, Lard and

Live Hogs
Flour
Indian Meal
Rye Meal
Biscuits and Ships Bread
Sugar (Brown)

Manufactures
Spermaceti Candles
All Manufactures of Food
Skins and Furs
Value of all Manufactures
Articles, Uncertain, Manufactures

Crude Foods
Wheat
Indian Corn
Rye, Oats, and other small grains

Potatoes
Apples
Rice

Semi- Manufactures
Whale and other Fish Oil

Whalebone
Spermaceti Oil

Stave, Shingles, Boards and Hewn
Timber

Other Lumber
Masts and Spars
Oak Bark and other Dye
Naval Stores, Tar, Pitch, Rosin and

Turpentine
Ashes, Pot and Pearl
Articles, Uncertain, other

The items above following the headings in Table HI.
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TABLE VI

IMPORTED COMMODITIES INCLUDED IN ECONOMIC CLASSES IN SUB-
PERIODS 1815-1860, INCLUSION INDICATED BY WEIGHT GIVEN IN

CALCULATION OF SUBPERIOD CLASS INDEXES.
WEIGHTS ARE ANNUAL AVERAGE VALUE OF COMMODITY

IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

1815-21 1821-30 1830-40 1840-50 1850-60

Class 1

Raw Materials
Coal 98 131 250 423 680

Hemp 627 540 305 276

Guano 359

Opium 156 349
Wool 225 900 894 2,500

Grass and Sisal 788
Cotton 62

Jute 134

Class 2

Raw Foods
Tea 1,800 2,446 4,002 4,526 6,922

Coffee 5,100 5,137 8,538 7,976 17,685

Nutmegs 154 161 266

Pepper 197 110 321

Spices, generally 495
Raisins 771 631 1,089

Fruits, generally 360
Cocoa 350 211 130 190

Class 3

Processed Foods
Wines, generally 1,500 1,591 6,647

Champagne 978

Port 392 195

Brandy 900

Other Spirits 1,510 1,117

Sugar 5,100 4,328 5,866 6,168 20,564

Molasses 3,100 2,264 3,072 2,650 4,461

Butter 6 5 76

Beer 74

Fish 23

Class 4

Semi- manufactures
Pig Lead, Inc., Mfgs. 202' 207 109 12 2,033'

Pig Iron 90 249 457 1,309

Rags 477 1,132

Paints 194

Ocher 22 27 19

Linseed Oil*
* 386 240 829

Linseed Oil, iricl. Olive 90

Skins, Tanned and Dressed 200 860

Leather 1,251

Soda Ash 1,092

Saltpeter, Crude* 200 998

Camphor, Crude* 36 59 44

Coppers 6
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TABLE VI (cont.)

1815-21 1821-30 1830-40 1840-50 1850-60
Class 4 (cont.)

Indigo*

'

1,362 820 859 1,078

BrisUes* 102 97 291
Bristles and Glue* 63

Class 5

Manufactures
Cotton Print Piece Goods

40,800
5,502' 7,572 7,578 15,881

White Cotton Piece Goods 2,581 2,223 1,561 1,500
Cotton Thread 191 521 546 1,249

Silk Piece Goods 21,628
Woolen Mfgs. 3,000
Linen Mfgs. 1,500
Carpeting 443 340 1,535
Baize 82 68 125
Flannel 207 55 123

Floor Cloth 24 7 30

Furniture Cloth and
17 2 9

Oil Cloth

Sail Duck 36

Cotton Bagging 402 203 27

Tarred Cables and
153

Cordage
Shoes, Boots, Slippers 5 29 89

Leather Gloves 446 1,354

Steel 259' 278 695 698 1,791

Sheet Iron 921
Hoop Iron 236 384 335
Chain Cables 106 137 308
Nails 61 127

Anvils 61 55 36

Anchors 10 13 63

Wire 80 49
Iron Mfgs. General 173

Saws 10

Hammered Iron
]

.1,727 904
RoUed Iron I 1,280' 1,823' k,442 2,176 10,430'

Bar Iron J J ,

Window Glass 91 80 565

Gunpowder 16 12

Salt 622 730 924 1,412

Cigars 205 784 1,023 3,689

Rifles 34

Copper, Nails, Bolts 23== 8

For purposes of derivation of class indexes starred semi-manufactures are
classified as Raw Materials, unstarred as Manufactures.
These several values are combined into an index which being weighted 2 is

combined with textiles, weighted eight, to give index from Manufactures for

1815-21.

Brackets indicate inclusion of several commodities as weights for the rela-

tive of one of them, in effect the use of an index.

Excludes lead manufactures.
Includes rails, 1854-60.
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TABLE vn

IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES BY ECONOMIC CLASS, 1821-1860

(in thousands of dollars)

Crude Foods and Manufactured Semi- manufactures
Year Raw Materials Foodstuffs and Manufactures

1821 10,089 9,229 35,203
1822 15,342 11,900 52,630

1823 17,209 9,134 46,057

1824 14,954 11,143 46,072
1825 18,493 10,852 60,844

1826 18,014 11,641 48,439

1827 13,844 10,807 46,682
1828 16,866 10,316 53,838

1829 14,851 8,276 43,962
1830 13,579 7,932 41,210

1831 16,808 10,256 68,821

1832 22,555 9,499 63,068

1833 25,900 11,745 63,403

1834 25,531 13,162 69,917

1835 28,237 15,650 92,877

1836 31,089 23,394 122,094

1837 32,269 16,560 81,644

1838 20,063 15,544 60,363

1839 25,595 20,495 110,407

1840 25,844 12,787 59,632

1841 27,189 15,655 80,144

1842 23,431 10,921 95,806

1843 15,080 4,433 22,920

1844 25,475 12,266 64,864

1845 26,726 11,064 75,396

1846 28,000 12,431 78,383

1847 23,997 17,259 81,168

1848 29,152 18,648 100,838

1849 26,004 16,499 96,703

1850 30,568 21,466 121,475
1851 36,468 29,261 145,042

1852 37,531 29,123 140,786
1853 44,330 32,857 186,590
1854 47,904 32,671 217,228
1855 59,991 34,138 163,679
1856 66,306 46,308 197,819
1857 74,994 71,671 201,763
1858 70,006 45,830 147,530
1859 82,466 57,339 191,475
1860 85,435 59,838 207,028

Class values 1821 through 1849 calculated from Annual Reports on Commerce
and Navigation of the United States; 1850 through 1860 taken from Historical

Statistics. The five classes given in HS are combined to give the 3 calculated
from the original data. Comparison of values given in HS for 1821, 1830, and
1840 show slight differences due to differing bases of classification as de-

scribed in notes in text on Exports by Economic Classes. Prior to 1821 no data
is available to develop class value series.
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TABLE Vn (cont.)

COMMODITY LISTS USED IN IMPORT DIVISION

Raw Mat, and Foods

Tea
Coffee

Dye Wood and Wood
Barrels
Burr Stones

Crude Brimstone
Slates

Wool
Cork
Cocoa
Fruits

Nuts
Spices

Ginger
Camphor
Bristles

Saltpeter

Indigo

Ivory

Opium
Hemp
Manilla
Jute and grass
Cordillat

Flax
Coal
Hides
Undressed furs

Articles paying Ad.V.
duties of from 1 to

5 per cent

Specie included

Manufactured Foods

Wines
Distilled Spirits

Beer
Vinegar
Molasses
Chocolate
Sugars
Cheese
Pork and Beef
Hams and Bacon
Potatoes
Fish
Articles paying Ad.V.

Duties of from 6 to

10 per cent

Manufactures

Mfg. of

Cotton

Wool
Silk

Linen
Hemp
Grass
Leather
Iron, etc.

Paints

Chemicals
Glass
Earthenware
Rags
Mfg. of Tobacco
Glue
Gunpowder
Bleaching Powder
Soda Ash
Tanned and Dressed

Skins

Salt

Books
Paper
Quicksilver

Lead
Smelter
Watches
Saddlery
Arms
All other Non-

enumerated goods
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TABLE vm

YEARS IN EACH PERIOD OVER WHICH COMMODITY VALUES ARE
AVERAGED FOR PURPOSES OF WEIGHTING

1821-1860

Period

1820-1830
1830-1840
1840-1850
1850-1860

Years Averaged

Exports Imports

1821-1830 1821-1829
1831-1840 1830-1839
1841-1850 1840-1849
1851-1860 1850-1860

TABLE IX

WEIGHTING OF CLASS INDEXES BY PERIODS

Imports Classes^

Period 1 2 3 4 5

1790-1821
i

33.0

13.9

67.0

65.11821-1830 21.0

1830-1840 21.2 12.5 66.3

1840-1850 21.0 12.0 67.0

1850-1860 9.6 11.7 15.4 12.5 50.8

Exports

20.0

I

1790-1815 65.0 15.0

1815-1821' 62.1 5.4 15.6 6.2 10.7

1821-1831 60.1 4.8 17.1 8.0 10.0

1831-1841 69.3 3.3 11.4 6.4 9.6

1841-1851 56.9 6.9 18.6 6.2 11.4

1851-1860 61.9 6.6 15.5 4.1 11.9

' Class 1., Raw Materials

Class 2., Raw Food Stuff

Class 3., Processed Foods
Class 4., Semi-manufactures
Class 5., Manufactures

' Calculated as average of succeeding percentages for Classes.
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TABLE X

SAMPLE COVERAGE BY CLASSES'

Imports

Classes

Period
r

1 2 3 4 5

1821-29 73.5 94.8 25.3

1830-39 66.6 70.1 22.6

1840-49 66.0 67.0 23.0

1850-60 18.0 81.0 78.0 31.0 47.0

Exports

1821-30 98.8 97.2 83.6 94.6 51.3

1831-40 98.4 93.9 88.7 93.5 50.4

1841-50 99.4 93.5 83.2 80.9 42.1

1851-60 96.5 87.7 82.3 95.2 31.4

' Not calculated prior to 1821 because for imports it is impossible from exist-

ing data. For exports, though possible, the conclusions to be reached would
be dubious because of the summary character of data.

^ Full advantage was not taken of the index procedure explained in this paper:

a fixed set of commodities was employed in the export index and new commod-
ities entering trade, particularly manufactures, were not worked into the pe-

riod indexes as they appeared in the statistical series.

Note: Though the data above is suggestive, the method of construction assumes
complete coverage of all commodities in each class, i.e., the weighting pro-
cedures amount to treatment of each particular price relative as an index, and
the class reweighting is an extension of this procedure.
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